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Review Article

Journal of
Geophysics

Anisotropy of vp and vs in Rock-Forming Minerals

V. Babuska‘
Geophysical Institute, Czechoslovak Academy of Science, 14131 Praha 4.— Spofilov, Czechoslovakia

Abstract. The compressional and shear wave anisotropy coeffi-
cients of 33 minerals of igneous and metamorphic rocks were
calculated from published elastic constants and tabulated to-
gether with the orientation of velocity extremes in single crystals.
The most abundant minerals of crustal crystalline rocks — alkali
feldspars, plagioclases, quartz, micas and hornblende — have
higher anisotropy coefficients than the upper mantle minerals
— olivine, pyroxenes and garnets. Due to the orientation of miner-
al grains and their velocity extremes in a stress field, however,
the olivine-rich ultramafites belong to the most anisotropic rocks
and, in contrast, the crack-free anisotropy of crustal crystalline
rocks is generally low, with the exception of metamorphic rocks
rich in micas, hornblende and calcite.

Key words: Elastic wave velocities — Anisotropy coefficients —
Rock-forming minerals — Preferred orientation

Introduction

Elastic anisotropy, usually characterized by differences in com-
pressional wave velocities, is one of the physical parameters
which reflects the inner structure of rocks very sensitively. The
large-scale seismic anisotropy of the continental upper mantle
(Bamford 1977) and some regions of the Earth’s crust (Bur-
dock 1980) may yield important information on directions and
intensity of the stress fields and geodynamic processes acting
in geological history, providing the orientation of the structural
elements, especially the preferred orientation of minerals at
depth, is resolved from the in situ seismic observations.

There are, generally, only vague ideas among geophysicists
about the degree of elastic anisotropy of the individual minerals.
The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to calculate the coeffi-
cients of elastic anisotropy of the main rock-forming minerals
from the elastic constants published by different authors and
to discuss the possible elastic anisotropy and the preferred orien-
tation of minerals in a stress field.

Methods of Investigation of Elastic Parameters

The experimental methods are either static or dynamic. The
static methods are performed under isothermal conditions and
are based on observations of static deformations (bending,
twisting, compressing) of oriented crystals which mostly have
the shape of a bar or a plate. The number of measurements
needed to determine the elastic constants depends on the sym-
metry of crystals (Nye 1960). The accuracy of the static methods
is given by the accuracy of determining small deformations (opti—
cal, electrical, mechanical methods) and by the size of the speci-
mens. At present static methods are used mainly for the investiga-
tion of metals, glasses and construction materials which provide
homogeneous samples of larger size.

The dynamic methods utilize high-frequency vibrations in

crystals. Due to the very high frequencies, the process itself,
as well as the elastic constants obtained, can be treated as adia-
batic. Ide (1935) introduced the dynamic method of resonance
vibrations of cylindrical specimens. The principal modes of vibra-
tion are extensional, flexural, and torsional. Recent sophisticated
techniques can be used to determine the elastic properties of
spherical or parallel-sided specimens as small as 1 mm (Goto
et al. 1976). Furthermore, only one piece of properly shaped
specimen is sufficient for determining all the elastic parameters,
because complete information is included in the resonance spec-
trum of a specimen. Brillouin scattering measurements yield elas-
tic properties of crystals even smaller than 0.1 mm (Weidner
et al. 1975). The technique, however, has only a limited useful-
ness since the orientation of crystals is not known.

By pulse-transmission methods the transit time of a high-
frequency pulse through a specimen is measured in special direc-
tions. The pulses, of frequencies from 50 kHz to 10 MHz (Ander-
son and Liebermann 1966) are generated by crystal or ceramic
transducers attached to the specimen. The pulse-transmission
technique is probably also the most widely used method of deter-
mining compressional and shear wave velocities in specimens
of minerals and rocks at high pressures and temperatures. An-
other method of measuring sound velocity in crystals is the
ultrasonic interferometry method. In this method internal reflec-
tions of the same wave train are made to interfere so that a
pseudo-resonance can be achieved by suitably controlling the
wavelength of the imposed pulse. A more detailed account of
the methods can be found in Anderson and Liebermann (1966),
and Belikov et al. (1970).

The choice of the method of investigation depends mainly
on the size and the quality of the specimen and the possibilities
for experimental work. Large crystals very often contain various
inclusions, cracks and pores, and the results are then less reliable
than with relatively small but gem-quality crystals.

Anisotropy of Elastic Wave Velocities

Table 1 contains the elastic parameters of rock-forming minerals
— the maximum and the minimum velocities of compressional
and shear waves, as well as the coefficients of elastic anisotropy.
The elastic constants can be found in the papers referenced,
or, in the handbook by Simmons and Wang (1971), for most
of the listed minerals. The coefficient [(2 (vmax — vm‘“)/vmea“, where
vmea” is an average value of the maximum and the minimum
velocities. The corresponding directions of wave propagation
and the polarization directions of the shear waves are given
by Miller indices and those directions which cannot be defined
by simple indices, are determined by the angles (p and 9 (see
Fig. 1). The original data are definitely of varying quality, de-
pending mainly on the quality of the investigated crystals and
the method of measurement. As mentioned in the previous sec-
tion, the accurate determination of the elastic parameters re-
quires crystals of a reasonable size. This is one of the reasons,

0340-062X/81/0050/0001/$01.20
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Table 1. Elastic wave velocities (Up, vs) and coefficients of elastic, anisotropy (k) in rock-forming minerals

Mineral Symmetry Density Compressional waves
(g - cm‘ 3)

v‘ß‘a" Propagation d?” Propagation 113““ k%
(km/s) direction (km/s) direction (km/s)

Ortho- and Ring Silicates
Olivine Orthorhombic 3.31 9.89 [100] 7.72 [010] 8.81 24.6
(F0 92. 72)
Zircon Tetragonal 4.70 9.00 [001] 7.41 [010] 8.21 19.4

Garnets
'

Pyrope w 3.705 8.90 [001] 8.85 9 = 55° 8.88 0.6
(PY-l) go =45°
Almandine 3.930 8.76 [001] 8.73 9 = 55° 8.75 0.3
(AL-4) ‚ go =45°

. î Cub1c
Spessartme 4.172 8.55 [001] 8.54 9 = 55° 8.55 0.1
(SP-1) go =45°
Grossular 3.659 8.95 [001] 8.74 9 = 55° 8.85 2.4
(GR-1) go =45°

'Kyanite Triclinic 3 .62 9.88 [001] 9.00 [100] 9.44 9.3
Topaz Orthorhombic 3.52 . 10.10 9 = 90° 9.15 [001] 9.63 9.9

go = 56.25°
Staurolite Monoclinic 3.369 10.09 [100] 6.61 [001] 8.35 41.7

Epidote Monoclinic 3.40 8.38 [010] 7.24 [011] 7.81 14.6
Beryl Hexagonal 2.64 10.61 [100] 9.76 9 = 36° 10.19 8.3

9 = 94° go = 0°
Tourmaline Trigonal 3.10 9.38 go = 33.75° 7.29 [001] 8.34 25.1

Chain Silicates
Pyroxenes

Bronzite Orthorhombic 3 .34 8 .30 [100] 7 .04 [010] 7.67 16.4

Diopside 3.31 8.60 [001] 6.94 [101] 7.77 21.4
Hedenbergite Monoclinic 3.41 6.55 [001] 6.26 [010] 6.41 4.5
Augite 3.32 8.36 [101] 6.81 [010] 7.59 20.4
Aegirine 3.50 8.21 [001] 6.75 [101] 7.48 19.5

Hornblende Monoclinic 3.15 8.13 [001] 6.18 [101] 7.16 27.2

Sheet Silicates
Muscovite

} Monocl'nic
2.79 8.06 [110] 4.44 [001] 6.25 57.9

Biotite l 2.89 7.80 [010] 4.21 [001] 6.01 59.7

Framework Silicates
Feldspars

Microcline Triclinic 2.56 8.15 [010] 5.10 [100] 6.63 46.0
Orthoclase Monoclinic 2.54 7.64 [010] 4.76 [101] 6.20 46.4
Albite ‘ 2.61 7.26 [010] 5.31 [101] 6.29 31.0
(An 9)
Oligoclase . . . 2.64 7.55 [010] 5.50 [101] 6.53 31.4
(An 29)

Trlcllnlc

Labradorite 2.68 7.80 [010] 6.06 [100] 6.93 25.1
(An 53]
Anorthite . 2.76 8.61 [010] 6.01 [101] 7.31 35.6

Quartz Trigonal 2.66 7.00 9= 130° 5.36 9=72° 6.18 26.5
(p = 90° (p = 90°

Nepheline Hexagonal 2.62 7.12 [001] 5.61 [100] 6.37 23.7

Non-Silicates
Rutil Tetragonal 4.264 10.65 [001] 8.00 [100] 9.33 28.4
Spinel (MgO- 3.63 10.31 [101] 9.10 [001] 9.71 12.5
3.5 A1203)
Magnetite Cubic 5.18 7.46 9 = 55° 7.29 [001] 7.38 2.3

gp =45°
Pyrite (2) 5.013 8.40 [001] 7.78 [110] 8.09 7.7
Calcite Trigonal 2.717 7.55 9 = 70° 5.43 [001] 6.49 32.7

(p = 90°

033x dgm
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Shear waves Source of data

0'5““ Propagation Polarization v‘à‘i" Propagation Polarization d‘s‘ea“ k°/o
(km/s) direction direction (km/s) direction direction (km/s)

5.53 9=45° 9= 135° 4.42 [010] [100] 4.98 22.3 Kumazawa and Anderson 1969
(p :00 <0 :00

4.87 [010] [001] 2.94 [110] [110] 3.91 49.4 Ryzhova et a1. 1966

4.96 [101] [101] 4.91 [001] [110] 4.94 1

4.96 [110] [110] 4.91 [001] [110] 4.94 1
k Babuèka et al. 1978

4.82 [110] ' [110] 4.80 [001] [110] 4.81 0.4

5.45 [101] [101] 5.20 [001] [110] 5.33 4.7

6.76 [010] [001] 4.24 [001] [100] 5.50 45.8 Belikov et a1. 1970
6.15 [001] [100] 5.16 [110] 9 =90° 5.66 17.5 Voigt 1928

(p =41.25° _
5.29 9: 118° 9=62° 3.23 9: 140° 9=50° 4.26 48.4 Aleksandrov and Ryzhova 1961 a

(p=45° <p=315° cp=45° qo=86.7°
5.11 [011] [011] 3.39 [001] [010] 4.25 40.5 Ryzhova et a1. 1966
6.25 9=44° 9=136.7° 5.34 [001] [110] 5.80 15.7

€0=0° <0=0° Hearmon 1956
6.14 9 =82° 9 = 88.5° 4.55 9 = 172° 9389.4° 5.35 29.7

(p=33.75° (p: 124° (p=33.75° ço=119.4°

4.99 [010] [001] 4.27 9=90° 9 =90° 4.63 15.6 Kumazawa 1969
(p =45° (p =135°

4.83 [011] [011] 3.94 [110] [110] 4.39 20.3 Aleksandrov et a1. 1963
Volarovich et al., 1975

4.72 [011] [011] 3.81 [100] [001] 4.27 21.3
4.65 [011] [011] 3.48 [010] [100] 4.07 28.7 Aleksandrov et al‘ 1963
4.60 [011] [011] 3.37 [001] [100] 3.99 30.8 Aleksandrov and Ryzhova 1961 b

5.01 [010] [100] 2.03 [001] [100] 3.52 84.7 Aleksandrov and Ryzhova 1961c
5.06 [010] [100] 1.34 [010] [001] 3.20 116.3 Belikov et al. 1970

4.96 [011] [011] 2.14 [010] [001] 3.55 79.4 Aleksandrov and Ryzhova 1962
4.45 [011] [OIÎ] 2.33 [001] [010] 3.39 62.5 Ryzhova and Aleksandrov 1965
4.63 [011] [011] 2.59 [001] [010] 3.61 56.5

4.70 [011] [011] 2.65 [001] [010] 3.68 55.7 Ryzhova 1964

4.76 [011] [011] 2.70 [001] [010] 3.73 55.2

4.96 [011] [011] 2.91 [010] [100] 3.94 52.0 Aleksandrov et a1. 1974
5.06 [100] 9=147° 3.35 [100] 9=122° 4.21 40.1 Huntington 1958

go =_284.5° <0 =90°
3.92 [011] [011] 2.83 [100] [010] 3.38 32.2 Ryzhova and Aleksandrov 1962

6.74 [100] [010] 3.32 [110] [110] 5.03 68.0 Birch 1960
6.61 [001] [110] 4.50 [101] [10Î] 5.56 37.9 Verma 1960

4.29 [001] [110] 4.06 [101] [101] 4.18 5.5 Hearmon 1956

5.66 [110] [ÎÎO] 4.70 [001] [110] 5.18 18.5 Aleksandrov and Ryzhova 1961 d
4.77 9 = 126° [100] 2.66 9 = 36° [100] 3.72 56.7 Hearmon 1956

(p =90° q) = 90°
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why the elastic constants of single crystals are lacking for impor-
tant minerals such as chlorite and serpentine.

The minerals in Table 1 are arranged from ortho- and ring
silicates, via chain silicates, sheet silicates, and framework sili-
cates to non-silicates, as is usual in systematic mineralogy. Of
the group of ortho- and ring silicates, olivine and garnets are
among the most abundant rock-forming minerals in the litho-
sphere; they are important constituents of the upper mantle
rocks. In contrast to olivine, garnets show the lowest anisotropy
of all the minerals listed. Due to a frequent and well-developed
preferred orientation of olivine, the olivine-rich ultramafites
usually have a relatively high degree of velocity anisotropy, of
about 10% for the compressional waves (Babuska 1972a). An
admixture of garnets in these ultramafites tends to decrease their
elastic anisotropy.

In the important group of chain silicates the published data
enable the elastic anisotropies to be calculated for only five
pyroxenes and one amphibole (hornblende). As regards sheet
silicates, the elastic constants of single crystals can be determined
reliably only for the main members of the mica group. The
extremely high values of the coefficients of anisotropy in micas
are explained by their structure in which a layer of octahedrally
coordinated cations is sandwiched between two identical layers
of linked (Si, Al) O4 tetrahedra (Deer et al. 1966). A remarkable
anisotropy of the physical properties, including a perfect basal
cleavage, is a consequence of the great difference in the strength
of interatomic bonds in the directions parallel and perpendicular
to the layered atomic structure. The perfect cleavage, however,
may decrease the accuracy of determining the elastic parameters
and may cause a considerable scatter of data.

Framework silicates include the most abundant minerals of
the Earth’s crust — feldspars and quartz. Among feldspars the
potassium members belong, along with the mica group, to the
most anisotropic minerals. In the plagioclase feldspar series the
coefficients of S—wave anisotropy are substantially higher than
the coefficients for the P waves. The elastic anisotropy of quartz,
though lower in comparison with feldspars, still classes it with
the rock-forming minerals with high coefficients of anisotropy.
This is in contrast to the generally very low coefficients of the
crack-free elastic anisotropy of the granitic rocks (Birch 1961;
Babuska et al. 1977).

Among non-silicates probably only calcite, in some regions
of the uppermost crust, and spinel in the spinel peridotites may
sporadically form substantial volumetric parts of the lithosphere.
The high elastic anisotropy of calcite, together with its preferred
orientation, results in a high velocity anisotropy for marbles
(Babuska 1968). Due to the low P—wave anisotropy of spinel,
any admixture of the mineral in peridotite or lherzolite would
decrease the anisotropy of the rocks.

With the exception of two pyroxenes (bronzite, diopside)
and olivine, all the other minerals listed in Table 1 have coeffi-

[001]

pufl

_-___..4_.—________—_Boo ‘s

Fig. l. System of determination of the propagation and the polarization
directions given in Table l

cients of anisotropy of the shear wave velocities higher than
the coefficients of the compressional velocities. The largest differ-
ences in the P- and S-wave anisotropy coefficients are observed
for micas, feldspars and several other minerals (kyanite, spinel,
epidote, rutile, zircon).

Discussion

Let us take from Table l the most abundant minerals or mineral
groups of crystalline rocks and arrange them in a series according
to the values of the coefficient of compressional wave anisotropy.
This results in the following sequence: micas (k=59%), alkali
feldspars (46%), calcite (33%), plagioclase (31%), hornblende
(27%), quartz (26%), olivine (25%), pyroxenes (16%), garnets
(1%). There is no significant change in this sequence if we consid-
er the coefficients of the shear-wave anisotropy. It is remarkable
that the last three members of the sequence are the main compo-
nents of the upper mantle rocks. The olivine-rich rocks like
dunite and peridotite, however, belong to the most anisotropic
rocks. In contrast, granite or granodiorite, being composed of
highly anisotropic components and often carrying signs of tec-
tonites, including mineral-preferred orientation, generally have
low coefficients of crack-free anisotropy (Babuska et al. 1977).

What then are the main factors which determine the degree
of the elastic anisotropy of crystalline rocks? There are three:
the values of the anisotropy coefficients of the constituent miner-
als and their volume in the aggregate; the character and degree
of the preferred orientation of minerals and other fabric elements
(e.g. oriented micro-discontinuities, alternating layers); the orien-
tation of extremes of the elastic wave velocities in single crystals
with respect to the directions which are significant for their
orientation in a stress field.

Besides garnets, the anisotropy of which is negligible, all
other very abundant minerals named above can contribute, ac-
cording to their single crystal anisotropy, to the elastic anisotropy
of crystalline rocks.

Experiments on the preferred orientation of mica carried out
by Tullis (1971), showed that during crystallization or recrystalli-
zation the (001) plane mean orientation is always normal to
the direction of the greatest shortening which, in most cases,
coincides with the maximum compressive stress 01. The compres-
sional velocity minimum in micas is perpendicular to the (001)
plane and the velocity maximum is parallel to this plane (see
Table 1). Thanks to these orientations and to the extremely high
single crystal anisotropy, micas contribute substantially to the
elastic anisotropy of aggregates. This is true of a number of
metamorphic rocks such as mica schists and gneisses.

Deformation of feldspars and the question of the origin of
their preferred orientation is not a simple problem and the data
are insufficient in this respect. Borg and Heard (1970) in their
experimental work on deformation of plagioclases found that,
if it can be ascertained that the albite and pericline twins are
mechanical in origin, it is theoretically possible to deduce the
orientation of the principal stresses which produced them. It
is, however, difficult to prove the mechanical origin of twin
lamellae in naturally deformed, plagioclase-bearing rocks. In the
case of such mechanical twins the direction of maximum stress
al is at acute angles (close to 45°) to the crystallographic direc-
tions [010] and [001]. However, the maximum velocity in all
feldspars is in the [010] direction, the velocity minimum in either
[100] or [101] directions. Therefore, we cannot expect any align-
ment of the velocity extremes and the resulting P-velocity an-
isotropy by this mechanism of preferred orientation.

Experimental deformation of calcite aggregates was investi—
gated in a number of studies which can be summarized as fol-
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lows: in syntectonic recrystallization the c axes tend to be subpar-
allel to the principal stress 01, or, the c axes concentrations
are inclined at 20°—30° to the 01 direction (Turner and
Weiss 1963). Because the c axis is the direction of the velocity
minimum (also the direction of high compressibility, Birch 1966)
and the P-wave velocities in the x—y plane are very close to
the maximum velocity (deWitte 1962), the directions of the velo-
city extremes are often preferrentially oriented, which leads to
the commonly observed high elastic anisotropy of marbles.

The preferred orientation of coarse grained hornblende in
metamorphic rocks is often observed. Schwerdtner (1964) found
that the hornblende orientation in a deformed gneiss from Nor-
way corresponds to a pattern predicted by the theory of Kamb
(1959), i.e., the c axes tend to be oriented perpendicular to the
axis of greatest compressional stress. The c axis is also the direc-
tion of maximum P-wave velocity and thus the oriented horn-
blende grains can contribute to an increase in the elastic an-
isotropy of rocks. Both in hornblende and in micas the external
shape plays an important role in orientation and the resulting
anisotropy of metamorphic complexes (Burdock 1980).

The investigation of the preferred orientation of quartz aggre-
gates shows a complex picture of the different types of orienta-
tion developed under different experimental conditions. At lower
temperatures or faster strain rates a maximum of the c axes
of the oc-quartz develops parallel to the compression direction
ode-maximum fabric), and at higher temperatures or slower
strain rates a concentration of the normal to r (1011) develops
parallel to 01(r-maximum fabric, Green et al. 1970). At interme-
diate temperatures and strain rates, the preferred orientation
is a combination of both fabric types (composite fabrics). Ac-
cording to Green et al. (1970) at high temperatures and low
strain rates, orthorhombic strain due to temperature gradients
produces “crossed girdles’ of c-axes intersecting normal to 01.
Taking into consideration these possibilities for the quartz orien—
tations, which are, of course, still incomplete, and the fact that
the P-wave velocity extremes in quartz do not coincide either
with the c-axis or with the [1011] direction, we cannot expect
any pronounced elastic anisotropy of rocks due to the orientation
of quartz grains.

Olivine in syntectonically recrystallized aggregates tends to
be oriented with the [010] direction parallel to 0'1 and [100]
parallel to 03. This orientation conforms both to Kamb’s thermo-
dynamic theory (Kamb 1959) and the experiments carried out
on natural dunites by Avé Lallemant and Carter (1970). Also
other mechanisms like plastic flow or shear along transverse
faults, which were discussed, e. g., by Nicolas and Poirier (1976),
lead to a distinct preferred orientation of olivine crystals. Olivine
has a P-velocity anisotropy of about 25% with the maximum
velocity along the [100] direction and the minimum value along
[010]. These directions tend to be oriented along the minimum
and the maximum stresses, respectively. Such favourable condi-
tions result in the fact that a significant elastic anisotropy of
olivine-rich ultramafites is a rule rather than an exception.

The experiments of Carter et a1. ( 1972) on syntectonic recrys-
tallization of orthopyroxene (enstatite) showed that recrystallized
grains have preferred orientations with [010] oriented parallel
to 01 and the remaining principal axes arranged in girdles in
the 02—03 plane. The fabric is similar to that of olivine. The
orientation of velocity extremes in orthopyroxene (Bronzite, see
Table 1) is conformable to olivine. Therefore, provided olivine
and orthopyroxene recrystallized in the same stress field, the
anisotropies due to both minerals are additive for the anisotropy
of rocks in bulk (Kumazawa et al. 1971). However, Helmstaedt
et al. (1972) observed in a nodule of lherzolite that the crystallo-

graphic axes a of enstatite and those of olivine form maxima
perpendicular to each other, these corresponding to the contrast-
ing non-additive anisotropies of both minerals. As the preferred
orientations of orthopyroxene are often weaker than those of
olivine (Nicolas and Poirier 1976; Babuska 1972b) and the an-
isotropy coefficients of orthopyroxene are smaller, the resulting
anisotropy of orthopyroxene-rich rocks is relatively low.

Kumazawa et al. (1971) observed that, despite a significant
preferred orientation of clinopyroxenes, the velocity anisotropy
of eclogites from diatremes of the Colorado plateau is considera-
bly smaller than the anisotropy of peridotites. Although the
coefficients of anisotropy of the omphacitic pyroxene have not
been determined yet, we can suppose a value of about 20%,
as for augite. On the basis of the thermodynamic theory of
Kumazawa (1963), Kumazawa et al. (1971) assume that the pre-
ferred orientation of clinopyroxenes is controlled by their linear
compressibility. Since in clinopyroxenes the directions of extreme
linear compressibilities are different from the directions of the
compressional velocity extremes, a high velocity anisotropy in
eclogites cannot be expected.

Although the shear-wave anisotropy of most rock-forming
minerals is larger than the compressional anisotropy, the shear
anisotropy of aggregates is a complicated problem, because of
the great differences in the shear velocities with different polar-
izations. For example, in olivine the maximum difference due
to polarization for a single direction or propagation is as much
as 0.46 km/s (Kumazawa and Anderson 1969) and in dunite,
which is composed of 98% of olivine, the difference for a single
direction reaches 0.38 km/s (Babuska 1972b), this means 10%
and 8%, respectively, of the mean velocity in the corresponding
directions. The shear-wave birefringence was also observed in
a number of metamorphic rocks (Tilmann and Bennet 1973)
and it is believed that polarization studies using three-component
records will show diagnostic anomalies in the presence of in
situ seismic anisotropy (Keith and Crampin 1977).

Conclusions

According to the elastic anisotropy coefficients the most abun-
dant rock-forming minerals of igneous and metamorphic rocks
form the following sequence (the values in brackets are the com-
pressional and the shear-wave anisotropy coefficients in per cent,
respectively): micas (59, 100), alkali feldspars (46, 71), calcite
(33, 57), plagioclases (31, 55), hornblende (27, 31), quartz (26,
40), olivine (25, 22), pyroxenes (16, 21), garnets (1, 2).

Feldspars, quartz and clinopyroxene, the minerals which are
characterized by high anisotropy coefficients, form aggregates
with generally low anisotropy, although their grains are often
preferentially oriented. This is probably because the velocity
extremes in these minerals differ from the directions which are
decisive for their orientation in a stress field. The velocity ex-
tremes are thus not aligned according to directions of the maxi-
mum and the minimum stresses, as observed, e. g., in the aggre-
gates of olivine. Consequently, this means that we cannot expect
a high velocity anisotropy in crustal igneous rocks. On the other
hand, metamorphites rich in micas, hornblende and calcite have
high coefficients of elastic anisotropy.
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Abstract. In a laterally variable seismic medium, the slowness
function s(x,z) can be derived from travel-time curves of
surface-to—surface refracted waves if the arrival times are in-
terpreted in the form of a two-dimensional function. In the
following article two methods are suggested for solving the
inverse kinematic problem using a linearized formulation.
The arrival times t(p, q) are arranged according to increasing
epicentral distance q, and p represents the x-coordinate of the
point midway between source and receiver. The first method
is based on the Fourier transform of the time function t(p, q)
in the variable p. This method can be applied to a system of
travel—time curves with epicentral distances small in compari-
son to the length of the profile interval xp, i.e., q<xp. The
second, grid method interprets recursively the arrival times
t(pj,qi) from the smallest epicentral distance to the largest
one. The results of one interpretation step are the grid values
of the slowness function s(x,z) on one grid line 2:2,. In
contrast to the method of Fourier coefficients the recursive
grid method does not introduce any limitation of the shape of
the solution region. Both methods have been tested using
both theoretical and real data.

Key words: Inverse kinematic seismic problem — Laterally
inhomogeneous media — Ray interpretation of travel—times

Introduction

The interpretation of travel-time curves of surface-to-surface
refracted waves represents one possible method for estimating
the velocity distribution in deep-seated structures. If the me-
dium is assumed to be inhomogeneous in the vertical direc-
tion only, then the unknown velocity function 12(2) of depth
can be obtained by the well-known Wiechert-Herglotz in-
tegral transformation of the travel-time curve of the surface-
to-surface refracted wave t(r). In the majority of compu-
tational algorithms based upon the Wiechert-Herglotz theory
it is assumed that t(r) is a one-valued function of the epi-
central distance r with non-increasing derivative, even
though, as early as 1932, the theory was generalized by
Slichter (1932) to the case of loop-like travel-time curves
occurring in a medium with strongly varying velocity gra-
dient or even with velocity discontinuities. In this case the
travel-time curve of the supercritically reflected wave must
also be taken into account. The problem of the estimation of
the function 0(2) in the presence of a low-velocity channel
was studied in a paper by Gerver et al. (1966). Practical

difficulties associated with the travel-time curve ambiguity
meant that a new theory was needed and this has recently
appeared in the form of the tau method (Bessonova et al.
1974), sometimes called the method of extremal inversion
(Kennett 1976). The tau method is based on the Legendre
transform of the travel-time curve t(r) that transforms the
loop-like travel-time curve into the one-valued function t(p)
(Gerver et al. 1967). This approach also allows the setting of
reasonable bounds to variations of the velocity function 0(2),
deduced from the character of the discretely measured values
t(r). In particular, incompletely recorded travel-time curves, as
well as the discontinuous ones that are met frequently in
interpretation of deep seismic sounding data, can be more
reliably interpreted by means of the tau method (Beranek
et a1. 1979).

Real seismic media are generally also inhomogeneous in
the horizontal directions x and y. If the inhomogeneity is
negligible in one direction (for instance y), it then makes
sense to consider the two-dimensional inverse problem of
finding the velocity distribution v(x,z). It is now assumed that
an adequately dense system of travel-time curves t(xS,xR) is
available with sources S=(xS,0) and receivers R=(xR,0) dis-
tributed uniformly over the entire interval under consid-
eration <O,xp> along the profile (Fig. 1).

Instead of the variables xS,xR it is more advantageous to
operate with other variables p,q defined by the relations

p=(xS+xR)/2a

This new coordinate frame is also currently used in the
CDP method of seismic reflection prospecting. The p vari-
able represents the x coordinate of the midpoint between the
source S and the receiver R. The variable q stands for the
epicentral distance (offset of measurement). The function
t(p, q) then represents, for the constant offset variable q, an
isoline of the so called special time field (Puzyrev et al. 1975).
The use of the variables p,q is based on the equivalence of
the travel-times of seismic waves between reciprocal points,
i.e., t(xR,xS)=t(xS,xR). Since the reciprocal measurements are
often performed in practice, we remove this redundancy in
the input data.

While methods of solution of the one-dimensional inverse
problems are relatively well developed and can thus be im-
mediately applied to solve practical problems (Bessonova et
al. 1976; Kennett 1976), the study of multi—dimensional prob-
lems is still at the beginning. The inverse kinematic problem
for more dimensions is, from the mathematical point of View,
a classical ill-posed problem. Its solution has required a new

q=|xR—xsl. (1)

0340-062X/81/0050/0007/$01.80
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Fig. l. Two representations of arrival times of surface-to-surface re-
fracted waves. System of travel-time curves t(xR,xS) with a constant
coordinate x5 of the source S and a variable coordinate xR of the re-
ceiver point R can be arranged into time isolines t(p, q) with a con-
stant offset of measurements q=|xS—xR| and with the lateral variable
p=(xR+xS)/2. Travel-time curve t0(q) is obtained as the average of
all arrival times due to common offset q

approach to the question of solution stability (Romanov
1972). The first strict mathematical formulation of the two-
dimensional inverse problem as a certain Cauchy problem for
the non-linear differential equation of the Hamilton—Jacobi
type has been presented by Belonosova and Alexeyev (1967).
The travel-time curve of the surface-to-surface refracted wave
t(xS,xR) and its partial derivatives ôt/ôxs, ôt/ôxR represent
initial conditions. It has been shown by theoretical examples
(Belonosova and Alexeyev 1967) that the finite-difference ap-
proximation yields a numerical solution to the problem with
an accuracy of 540%.

Another approach (Romanov et al. 1978) is based on a
combination of solutions of both the inverse and the direct
problem. Both approaches require both the two dimensional
travel-time curve t(xS,xR) and its partial derivatives. Howev-
er, commonly used systems of measurements do not yield a
sufficiently dense set of data that would make possible a fair
approximation of the required initial data. In particular, de-
rivatives Öt/Öxs and ôt/ôxR derived from sparsely measured
travel-times t(xS,xR) would cause considerable inaccuracies in
the results obtained by these methods. In such a case, the
simplified linearized formulation of the inverse kinematic
problem appears as one way out.

The linearization of the inverse problem in a multi-dimen-
sional case has been suggested by Romanov (1972). It repre-
sents a particular generalized analogue of the linearized ap-
proach to solving one-dimensional problems (Johnson and
Gilbert 1972).

Let us consider a two-dimensional problem. The following
expression is valid for the travel-time of seismic energy pro-
pagated from point S to point R along trajectory F(R,S)
(Fig.2):

t(R,S)=jnR,S)s(x,z)dy (2)

where the slowness function s(x,z) represents the reciprocal of
the velocity function v(x,z) in the medium. In agreement with
the Fermat principle, the curve F(R,S) connecting points R
and S represents the geodetic in the Riemann space with the
metric s(x,z). To solve the inverse kinematic problem means,
in the geometrical interpretation, to find the unknown metric
s(x,z) by means of the metrical distances t(R‚ S) known be-
tween all boundary points S and R of the region s under

‘2\\< / X
z4

\\ //I 2 D...
Fig. 2. All grid points (x1, 2,.) in the solution region s are defined by
the vertices of supporting ray paths 1])(pj‚ql)‚ i.e.‚ xj=pj, zi=ê(qi).
The form of the region s implies the useful part q of input data
in the (p, q) coordinate plane

consideration. It is obvious that the expression (2) cannot be
inverted with respect to the unknown metric s(x,z) because
this metric also defines the geodetics along which the in-
tegration is performed. The process of linearization suggested
by Romanov (1972) consists in dividing the metric s(x,z) into
a regular part sO(x,z) and a perturbative part As(x,z), i.e.,
s(x,z)=sO(x,z)+As(x,z), provided that the norms of the func-
tions s(x,z) and so(x,z) in the region s satisfy the condition
||As(x,z)|| <Hso(x,z)||. It can then be proved on the basis of
(2) that the travel-time also consists of the regular part t°(R, S)
and the perturbative part At(R, S), i.e.,

t(R, S): tO(R, S)+ mua, S), (3)
where t0(R‚ S) corresponds to the travel-time of wave propa-
gation along the geodetic F0(R,S) generated by the metric
so(x,z). For the perturbative part it follows that

At(R,S)=fr0(R,S)As(x,z)dy0+At2(R,S). (4)

The term At2(R,S) approaches zero as a quantity of 2nd
order with respect to At(R,S) if the norm As(x,z) goes to
zero. If the term At2 is neglected in expression (4), the
relation between At and As is linear because the geodetic
FO(R, S) appearing in expression (4) does not depend on As.
Expression (4), or its differential analogue (Novotny 1980),
serves as a base for all algorithms of numerical solution of
the linearized inverse kinematic problem.

The Method of Fourier Coefficients

Relation (4) can be used either for the removing of arrival-
time deficiency relative to some velocity model obtained in
another way (Romanov et al. 1978) or in an iterative mode to
find the unknown velocity model with desired accuracy. In
the case of weak lateral inhomogeneity we can restrict our—
selves to the first iteration and choose the starting model
independent of the lateral variable. Romanov (1972) has
suggested an algorithm on the basis of expression (4) for a
spherically symmetrical starting model, i.e., 50(p, <p)=so(p); p,
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depth V Ax(z)
Fig. 3. In a laterally homogeneous medium neither the ray path F0(q)
nor its characteristics 50(2), Ax(z) and ë depend on the lateral coor-
dinate p

(p are polar coordinates. The unknown function As(p,g0) was
sought in the form of finite polynomial expansions in exp(i go)
and p. After integration according to Eq. (4), an expression
was obtained for At(R, S) which is linearly dependent on the
unknown expansion coefficients. If a satisfactory number of
arrival times t(R,S) is available, optimal values of coefficients
can be found by the least-squares procedure. Earthquake
records along the Pamir-Baykal profile have been interpreted
in this way (Alexeyev et al. 1971).
Besides this algorithm, another method of solving the inverse
problem is suggested by Romanov (1972). The integral equa-
tion relating the Fourier spectra of At and As functions with
respect to the lateral variable p was utilized (Eq. (1)). On the
basis of integral equation properties the uniqueness of so-
lution of the inverse linearized problem was proved. Howev-
er, no numerical algorithm based on the integral equation
was suggested.

The Fourier coefficient method presented in this section is
based on an expansion of At and As functions in the lateral
variable p by means of Fourier series. This allows derivation
of directly solvable system of linear equations for the un-
known coefficients of the Fourier series for As instead of the
integral equation mentioned above.

Let us assume a starting model independent of the lateral
variable x. Thus, in a Cartesian coordinate frame we have
50(x,z)=so(z). It is then possible to transform the integration
along the geodetics F0(R,S) in expression (4) into a simple
integral with respect to the variable 2:

dz
Adaqk=fiP[Aflp—AxcmZy+AMp+AxQLn]aßdüy 6)
Here we used new variables p and q defined by Eq. (1). The
maximum depth of the ray path F0(R, S) is denoted by ë, oc(z)
is the angle between the ray path and the vertical at an
arbitrary point (x,z). The quantity Ax(z) (Fig. 3) is given by
the following relation:
Axcy=jgdzuanacq.
Time differences At(p, q) are determined for individual offsets
q,- as the difference between the total values of time isolines
l(p.q,~) and the arrival time t0(q,-) corresponding to the lat-
erally homogeneous starting model 50(2). It thus follows
(i=1,2....,M)

At(p9qi)=t(p9qi)—t0(qi)' (6)

The unknown perturbative part of the metric As(x,z) will be

now approximated in the region 0§x§xp, 0§x§zmax by the
finite expansion (n= —(N—1)/2,..., — 1, O, 1, ...,(N—1)/2)

As(x,z)=2ZAMPAZ)eiz’mx/xp , (7)
j n

where Pj(z), j= 1,2, ...,L is a suitable polynomial basis. Now,
we want to derive equations for the unknown Fourier coef-
ficients Anj. Therefore, we expand the left-hand side of Eq. (5)
in the single variable pe<0,xp

A t(P, q) = Z BM) amp/""- (8)

Finally, we obtain from (5), for Fourier coefficients An]. and
B„(q) of expansions (7) and (8), the following linear relation

Bn(q) = Z Anaj(q)9 (9)

where

Fhmy=2fimffiflcofllnnAxcyxfldz 00)
Expression (9) represents N linear systems from which all

Fourier coefficients An. can be determined in terms of B„(q)
and the starting slowness function 30(2). Each system consists
of as many equations as time isolines are available with
different offsets (q=qi, i=l,2, ...,M). If the number N of the
polynomials used in (7) is equal to the number of time iso—
lines M, i.e., L=M, there is one solution of (9). If L<M,
there is no solution satisfying all equations, but we can per-
form an optimization process, finding the vector Anj which
gives the minimum value of the expression

Z a(qi)_ Z: Fnj(qi)Anj|2 (11)
l J

Both these possibilities have been included in the numerical
realization (Novotny et al. 1979) of the algorithm which en-
ables us to choose the maximum degree L of polynomials
independently of the number M of given offsets. The algo-
rithm was tested on an example of a theoretical model with
constant velocity gradients.

To characterize the accuracy that is achieved by a lin-
earized method in the case of theoretical models. we used
the quantity 11(2), defined as a ratio of the integral absolute
error of the method and the integral absolute lateral de-
viation of model s(x,z) from the starting model 30(2) at the
depth considered, i.e.

n<z>=lïîzzälAsc(x,z)—AST(x,z)|dx/lïîêïäIAsT(x,z)I dz. (12)

Indices C, T denote successively computed or theoretical val-
ues in the interval of interest (x1(z),x2(z)>. It was found that
two factors limit the application of the Fourier coefficient
method:

(i) Adequacy of the fitting of the input values At(pj,qi) by
means of the expansion (8). Figure4 illustrates the accuracy
achieved by the Fourier coefficient method with respect to
the different ways of fitting. Curve (1) represents the relative
accuracy 77(2) of the method in the case when the Fourier
coefficients were calculated from experimental values At(p,.)
with the help of the discrete Fourier transform. As we could
use only a limited number N of the Fourier coefficients (N
g 128), we achieved a better accuracy using the finite Fourier
series that approximates the course of At(p) in the least—
squares fashion. Further, we tested the influence of surface
velocities on the accuracy of the method. The curve (2a)
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2b Fig. 4. Curves 11(2) characterize the relative accuracy of various lin-

0 1 earized methods of solving the inverse problem. All the methods' ..
3 were tested for one particular velocity model with constant gradients.

n 7* Curves 1, 2a, 2b characterize the accuracy of the method of Fourier
500 m 2 coefficients, curve 3 the method of direct inversion
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Fig. 6. Time isolines t(p,q,.) obtained from the data, recorded along
the Carpathian profile 100R. For the calculation of the velocity
section isolines are given with offsets q,=iAq, i: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13,
and 15, Aq=2.5 km

corresponds to the case when the surface velocities are taken
into account, while the curve (2b) stands for the relative
accuracy n(z) in the case when the method works without the
input of the surface velocities. We observe that the method is
rather insensitive to this influence.

(ii) The shape of the region DM where values At(p,q) are
located. The natural shape of the input region DM that en-
ables utilization of all input times is rather trapezium shap-
ed (Fig.2). However, the method of Fourier coefficients is
based on Fourier expansions in the rectangular region
ngxp, 05:;n eventually in 0;):n 0§z(q)§z(q,,,).
This principal disproportion leads to a considerable dete-
rioration of the convergence of the method. A test has shown
that the solution converges only in that part of the region s
delimited by the rectangle constructed on the shorter base of
the trapezium q- Therefore, the Fourier coefficient method
can only be applied if the maximum measurement offset qM is
much smaller than the length of the interpreted interval xp,
l.e., qM exp.

The Direct Inversion Method

Using the method of Fourier coefficients the velocity distribu-
tion is found over a larger region than it is possible to map

11

by means of supporting rays I},(pj,q,.) correSponding to the
input time data t(p,.,q,) available. If the region where the
solution is sought were limited strictly to the interpretable
region DR formed by the turning points of seismic rays
13(pj,q,) (Fig.2) it could be expected that the linearized
theory will bring better results. The grid method presented in
this section is one possible way to achieve this. Its principle
consists in a sequential ray interpretation of time isolines
from the smallest offset to the largest. In contrast to the
previous method the interpretation of arrival times is based
on the knowledge of surface velocities.

Basic Equations

Let us consider a laterally homogeneous starting model 30(2)
such that the arrival times of the surface-to-surface refracted
wave form a continuous function 1”,,(q) with monotonically
decreasing derivative. For this class of starting model it is
natural to define the grid points in the plane (p,z) to be the
turning points of supporting rays I},(p,-,q,.) (Fig.2). Coor-
dinates of grid lines are then as follows

j=..., —1, 0,1,...
i=1,2,...,M,

pj=jAp‚
25:6(615):

where {(q) denotes a continuous and monotonically increas-
ing function of offset it}. In individual steps of interpretation
we seek the unknown grid values As(pj,z,) on individual grid
levels 2,. In the first step we determine only the lateral slow-
ness deviations on the surface using the input values of sur-
face velocities and the mean velocity s0— 1(0) following from
the chosen initial model 30(2). In the successive steps we
interpret the individual time isolines At(pj,q,) in the following
recurswe manner.

Let us assume that we have found the velocity distribution
to the depth 2,. Now, we shall divide the integration in
expression (5) along the ray trajectory F003, +1) into two parts
separated by the grid line 2:2,. The integral in the region
already mapped for zgz, can be performed. Therefore, we
write expression (5) in the form

ASLXÏ, Z)d'}?Ü z
s2. ziszszmmeteor—,5)" A3(x.z}drs- (13)

The leftshand side represents a value of the quantity At(p,q)
related to the subsurface level 222,. For this we introduce
the notation At(pj,q,. +1,29. This quantity can be expressed on
the basis of known grid values As(p,,,z,,,), m=1,2,...,i, in a
reasonable numerical approximation. The right-hand side of
expression (13) depends on unknown grid values As(p,,,z,.+1)
on the next grid line 2:2” 1- If the grid spacing is appropriate
to the character of the medium studied, one can restrict
oneself to a linear interpolation of function As(x,z) along this
part of the ray path. The right-hand side can then be ex-
pressed in linear form with respect to unknown grid values.
Expression (13) can then be written in the following form

AIUtqi+lfizi)=Cj+ZDjnAS(pnizi+i)' (14}

Vector C,- as well as matrix D1,, are entirely determined by
values As(p,,,z,.) on the preceding grid line 2:2,, then by the
shape of the ray path F0(q,. +1) in the depth interval
rig/“:32,+1 and finally, by the kind of numerical approxima-
tion of the line integral. Summation index n goes through the
same values as the index j. Matrix D‚in is therefore square. It
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can be shown that it is symmetrical with a limited number of
non-zero diagonals given by the number of grid values
As(p,,,z,.+1} on line xzz,+1 necessary to perform the interpo-
lation of As(x,z) along the deepest part of the ray F0(p,, 1:1,“).
In particular, if the interpolation in the lateral direction is
suppressed, a diagonal form of matrix A J." is obtained. In this
case, one input time value t(p,-,q,.+,) contained at the left-
hand side of the relation (14) results in one grid slowness
value As(p,,z,+,). This property of direct inversion
At{p,,q,+,)->As(p,,z,+1) led to the name of the method.

The system of linear Eq. (14) thus enables us to state all
unknown grid values As(p,,,z,.+,) on the basis of the known
time differences At(p,,q,+l) of the interpreted (i+1)—th time
isoline. After performing all M steps of the interpretation, the

entire region 0,3 is then mapped out. Expression [14) is the
basic one for the method of direct inversion.

Applications

On the basis of expression (l4) a numerical algorithm was
derived and a program implementing the method of direct
inversion was written. Input data are surface velocities and
arrival times of surface-to—surface refracted waves arranged
according to individual measurement offsets in the interval
investigated (0,):.x,,.) The accuracy of the line integral calcu-
lation that occurs in expression (13) depends on the sub-
division of the ray path Fü(q). In the computer implemen—
tation the accuracy of a calculation of C,- coefficients as well
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as matrix elements DJ." is controlled by choice of an adequate
number of subelements of the ray path between neighbouring
grid lines z. Further, the calculation of the velocity distribu-
tion can be performed at any sub-interval of the basic in—
terval (Dan).

The supporting travel-time curve {0(47) is obtained by cen—
tering the individual time isolines within the chosen sub—
interval. The starting model 50(2) is then derived by the
Wiechert-Herglotz transformation of a smoothed version of
tfl(q}. In this way we always interpret the minimum lateral
time deviations in the chosen sub-interval. when the lin—
earized theory works best (Fig.1). By defining sub-intervals
with certain overlapping parts and by a mutual comparison
of the velocity models calculated here, the consistency of the
linearized approach can also be verified.

The method has been tested on theoretical as well as real
data. FigureS shows the result of an interpretation of
theoretical time isolines corresponding to a velocity model
with constant velocity gradients. The lateral inhomogeneity
reached nearly 150% in the upper part of the section
(Fig. 5b). In spite of this fact, isolines of the calculated ve5
locity distribution are in good agreement with the theoretical
equidistant straight lines over the entire region of the solution
obtained, with the exception of a narrow region close to the
margins (Fig. 5a). A quantitative evaluation of the methods

accuracy is presented in Fig.4. Curve (3) shows the depen-
dence of relative accuracy 17(5) on the depth z according to
expression (12). In comparison with the one-step method of
Fourier coefficients (curves land 2) the method of direct in-
version shows a substantially better accuracy.

Time isolines in Fig. 6 were drawn from refraction data
recorded along a part of the Carpathian profile 100 R in West
Slovakia (Rektofik et al. 1979). In this portion of the profile
time isolines exhibit a considerable lateral dependence corre-
sponding to a transition from the region of pre-Neogene
formations into Neogene basins. The contour map of the
velocity distribution in Fig.7 was derived from calculated
grid data As(x,z) as well as contour lines of the relative
lateral deviation from the velocity starting model. It. is ob-
vious from this figure that the lateral deviation varies from
approximately +40% in the region of pre-Neogene for»
mations to —30% in the region of lower velocities in the
Neogene sedimentary basins. To verify the results we chose
the two longest travel-time curves with shot points fixed at
.v=64.0 km and 93.9 km (solid lines in Figs. 8 and 9). By means
of a ray tracing program (Cerveny et al. 197?) the direct
problem for the obtained velocity model was solved. The ray
paths, together with corresponding travel times for the shot
points tested, are illustrated in Figs.8 and 9. In spite of the
complex character of the model tested (strongly variable gra—
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dients, local velocity inversions) time discrepancies larger
than 2 ‘X, have not been detected in the tests.

Recently the method has been applied on further regional
refraction profiles in Czechoslovakia (Novotny et al. 1981).

Concluding Remarks

Methods for solving inverse seismic problems can be divided
into two groups:

(i) Evolutional, multi-step methods that, on the basis of
surface data, map the seismic medium successively from the
surface down to some depth. The result of each step is de-
pendent on results of preceding steps. Included here, for in-
stance, are the so called wave-equation migration methods
which form an image of the seismic medium using infor-
mation carried by the reflected wave field (Claerbout 1971).
Of the methods for solving the inverse kinematic problem
mentioned above, the differential method (Belonosova etal.
1967) and the method of characteristics (Romanov et al. 1978)
can be designated as evolutional, as can the method of direct
inversion presented in the section above.

(ii) One-step methods where the solution is sought for the
entire region investigated by means of an optimization pro-
cedure. The method suggested by Romanov (1972) is a one-
step methods as is the method of Fourier coefficients derived
above

As far as the character of the problem allows, it is advan-
tageous to use numerical algorithms of the evolutional type
(lower requirements for computer memory, mostly simpler
algorithms, a natural possibility of intermediate results
management). In spite of various numerical implementations,
common principles of evolutional algorithms can be found,
i.e.,

.. the values of the interpreted quantity registered at the
surface (2:0) are recursively transformed to lower and lower
depth levels 0c:21<:22<:23...,

‚„ the result of the interpretation is yielded in terms of the
quantity transformed for the zero travel time of the seismic
wave of interest.

In the case of holoseismic techniques the reflected wave
field is transformed. While solving the inverse kinematic
problems, we transform the travel time of refracted waves
directly. In particular, the transformation of time isolines
used by the direct inversion method consists in the recalcu-
lation of the travel-times t(R, S) from the position of source S
and receiver R on the surface 2:0 recursively to lower and
lower depth levels 222,. In the limit, when, during the re-
calculation, coincidence of the source and receiver is achieved
(i.e., transformed travel-time reaches zero), the value of the
slowness function can be obtained by differentiating r(R, S)
with respect to the distance q of the source and receiver. In
terms of p,q introduced in Eq. (1) this transformation prin-
ciple assumes the following simple form
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As(x,z)=M (15)6q 3:3

where t(p, q, z) is the travel time recalculated along the ray
path F (p, q) to the level z. An expression like (15) in a finite-
difference form represents the basic equation of the method
suggested by Belonosova et al. (1967). To extrapolate the sur-
face arrival times depth, a non-linear differential equation is
solved by finite-difference approximation.

In the linearized approach used in the direct inversion
method, the extrapolation is realized in a form of a line
integral, such as the left-hand side of expression (13) for the
deviation At(p, q, z) of the propagation time. The right-hand
side of expression (13) then represents the linearized analogue
of the transformation principle (15) in integral form: the
limiting transition q——>0 is replaced by the linear interpolation
of the function As along the ray path trajectory. It appears
that the choice of the natural grid points as the vertices of the
supporting seismic ray paths where the relation (15) is ful-
filled, in particular, leads to a high accuracy for the linearized
method even in the case of a low density of grid points.
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Abstract. Eighteen sites (342 samples) from Upper Cretaceous
Wadi Natash volcanics (24.5° N, 34.5° E) yield a mean direction
of magnetization D=345.4°, [216.7o with a95=8.5°, k=21.4,
N= 15 after AF cleaning resulting in a pole at 69.3° N, 258° E
with A95:S.8° All sites have normal polarity consistent with
their age and the magnetic stratigraphy in the Cretaceous. From
5 sites (85 samples) from Upper Cretaceous Nubian sandstone
at Wadi Natash a mean direction D=358.1°, [2 320° with oc95 =
8.7°‚ k: 143 (mixed polarity) was obtained after thermal demag-
netization. Combined with previous investigations on Nubian
sandstone at other locations in Southern Egypt (Schult et al.
1978) this yields a pole at 81 .8° N, 223° E with A95 =3.3°, N=23.
9 sites from Eocene Baharia iron ores (27.5° N, 29.0° E) yield
a mean direction D=188.0°, I=—43.6° and a95=6.4°, [(265
with a pole at 83.5° N, 139° E and A95=7°

In addition the palaeomagnetism of some Tertiary basaltic
rocks in Northern Egypt was studied. The polar wander path
for Africa in Mesozoic time is presented showing more mobility
than in earlier papers. For appropriate reconstructions of South
America with respect to Africa the polar wander paths of both
continents are substantially in agreement.

Key words: Palaeomagnetism — Africa — Mesozoic polar wander
path

Introduction

The Cretaceous polar wander path for Africa is of particular
interest because this time coincides with the opening of the At-
lantic. An improvement in the time density of known African
Cretaceous poles is desirable in order to define the polar wander
path in a more detailed fashion for this period of time of about
75 m.y. duration. In this paper the palaeomagnetism of Upper
Cretaceous volcanics and Nubian sandstones from Wadi Natash,
Egypt is presented. Previous investigations of these formations
were carried out by El Shazly and Krs (1973) and by Schult
et al. (1978). Palaeomagnetic investigations of Tertiary iron ores
and basalts from Baharia Oasis and Qatrani (SW of Cairo)
were completed and the results are also presented here. A modifi-
cation of the apparent polar wander path for Africa in the Meso—
zoic will be proposed.

Geological Setting

Wadi Natash Volcanics

Figurel shows a geological sketch map of the Wadi Natash
area and the sampling sites. The volcanics include lava flows

0340-062X/81/0050/0016/$01.40

of basaltic, andesitic, phonolitic and rarely trachytic composition
(El Ramly 1972). They are interbedded in the Nubian sandstone
at some localities particularly in the south-western parts of the
Wadi. The volcanics are dated as Upper Cretaceous for strati-
graphic reasons (Said 1971) consistent with radiometric age de-
terminations yielding ages between 100 and 86 my. (E1 Shazly
and Krs 1973; E1 Shazly 1977). Samples were collected from
17 sites (Fig. 1). Two of them are located at the ring complex
of Gabal E1 Ghorfa which is believed to be cogenetic with the
other volcanics (Said 1971).

Wadi Natash Nubian Sandstone

The Nubian sandstone extends over large parts of Southern
Egypt and has previously been studied palaeomagnetically at
other localities (Schult et a1. 1978). The age of the Nubian sand-
stone is Upper Cretaceous (Said 1971). Samples were collected
from 12 sites (Fig. 1), some of them are associated with volcanics
(e.g. sites 14, 15 and 26).

Tertiary Rocks from Qatrani and Baharia Oasis

The basalt from Qatrani (20 km SW of Cairo) was extensively
sampled at widely spaced localities. This large flow represents
one site only, with a mean radiometric age of 26 m.y. (El Shazly
1977). From basaltic rocks in the Baharia oasis, 5 sites were
sampled. The basalts, which overlie the Eocene Baharia forma—
tion (E1 Akkad and Issawi 1963) have a radiometric age of
20 m.y. (E1 Shazly 1977). The sampling of the Baharia iron ores
(Schult et a1. 1978) was completed at two sites. An Upper Eocene
age is attributed to these ores (Said 1971).

Sampling and Measurements

About six oriented blocks were collected from each site except
for the Qatrani basalt and Baharia iron-ores where 15 blocks
were taken. Cores of 2.5 cm in diameter were drilled from the
blocks and cut into specimens of 2.4 cm length. The natural
remanent magnetization (NRM) was measured using a spinner
fluxgate or a stationary fluxgate magnetometer. Three or four
pilot samples from each site of the volcanics were then subjected
to alternating field demagnetization in steps up to 1,000 Oe peak
value. In Fig. 2a—d vector diagrams show typical examples for
the removal of viscous magnetization by AF treatment. All other
samples were subjected to AF demagnetization with appropriate
peak values according to the vector diagrams for the pilot sam—
ples and the characteristic remanent magnetization (CARM) was
measured.
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The samples from Nubian sandstone were subjected to ther-
mal demagnetization because AF treatment had no effect on
direction or intensity of the remanent magnetization. Typical
vector diagrams of thermal demagnetization of pilot samples
are shown in Fig. 3a—c from which the appropriate demagnetiza—
tion temperature for all samples was chosen.

Results

Wadi Narash Volcanics

The results are summarized in Table l and the circles of confi-
dence of the site-mean directions of NRM and CARM are shown
in Fig. 4. The within-site scatter as well as the between-site scatter
was reduced by the AF treatment. All sites have normal directiOn
of magnetization. The NRM of site 27 (Fig. 2c, Fig. 4) was
obviously overprinted by a nearly reversed direction, which was
removed by the AF treatment. For three sites no consistent
results could be obtained. Giving unit weight to each site the
mean direction of CARM of 15 sites is D=345.4°, 12+ 16.7°
5:95:85”. The mean palaeopole (69.3° N, 258.1Ü E, A95=5.8°)
is rather different from the result of E1 Shazly and Krs (1973)
for the same formation. However their data show a relatively
large scatter with k=4.85. This would yield a large circle of
confidence about the mean giving unit weight to each site, rather
than to each sample as was done by El Shazly and Krs (1973).
The significance of the difference of the two collections might
then be questionable. The angular standard variation of our
collection (sse81 x k‘fl'i’, k=21.4) equals 17.5 and indicates the
usual palaeosecular variation for that latitude (Brock 1971).

The observation of only normal direction of magnetization
is consistent with the radiometric age (100—86 m.y.) and the geo-
magnetic polarity sequence for the Cretaceous. After Lowrie
et al. (1980) the long normal polarity sequence lasted from 115m
78 m.y. BP. with some uncertain reversals between 109 and
96 m.y.

Wadi Natash Nubian Sandstone

The results are listed in TableZ and shown in Fig. 5. For a
relatively large number of sites no consistent result could be
obtained, and site 26 was discarded because the respective VGP
is far away from the mean. The average pole position of the
remaining 5 sites (829° N, 231° E, A95=6.4°) is different from
the pole position of the Wadi Natash volcanics and agrees well
with the pole position of Nubian Sandstone from other areas
of Egypt previously published (80.4“ N, 227° E with A95=4.1°
and N = 18) (Schult et al. 1978). The best estimate for the pole
position is probably a combination of both collections (giving
unit weight to each site). Together with a slight correction of
the variance used in the previous paper (involved in the orienta-
tion of the samples) the new calculation yields a pole position
at 8l.8° N, 223° E with A95=3.3°, K284 and N=23 which is
only slightly different from the present dipole position (see also
Fig. 5).

The majority of the sites of the Upper Cretaceous Nubian
sandstone have reversed polarity indicating an age younger than
78 m.y. B.P. (younger than the long normal polarity sequence
in the Upper Cretaceous) (Schult and Guerreiro 1980).

Other Results

All other palaeomagnetic results are summarized in Table 3,
together with the combined results from previous investigations.
The pole for the Upper Eocene Baharia iron ores is in agreement
with other Tertiary poles for Africa (Schult 1974). The Miocene
basaltic flows of Baharia oasis and Oligocene basalts (Qatrani
and other basaltic flows in the surroundings of Cairo (Hussain
et a]. 1976) have somewhat unusual palaeopoles for the Tertiary
in relatively low latitudes. However, the number of sites is re-
stricted at the present stage and it seems too early to draw
further conclusions.
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Table l. Site mean palaeomagnetic results for Wadi Natash volcanic rocks (mean site location 24.4° N, 34.25° E)

Site NRM MDF(Oe) AF(Oe) CARM VGP

N D I 0:95 k N D I 0:95 k °N °E

11 20 343 + 16.1 16.1 5 150 250 19 346.6 + 5.4 9.2 14.2 64.2 247
12 16 l8 +253 8.0 18.6 80 200 21 345.0 + 7.2 4.9 41.8 64.7 251
13 19 349 +44.3 7.4 21.0 100 150 21 347.7 +33.3 7.0 21.1 77.0 270
16 16 No consistent result
17 18 339 — 17.6 4.9 50 500 200 19 337.5 — 18.1 4.5 56 49.8 250
18 15 28 +289 9.9 15.8 40 150 16 4.8 +26.2 8.5 19.7 78.5 190
19 3 343 +12.7 13 51 300 200 4 334.8 + 7.4 9.1 103 58.1 268
20, 21 No consistent result
22 20 344 +38.5 3.2 103 150 200 21 353.7 +41.7 4.1 61 84.2 302
23 20 336 + 11.2 7.3 20.7 20 200 21 342.4 + 11.4 6.3 26 64.8 259
24 22 356 +20.0 2.5 142 200 300 20 352.0 + 17.1 2.0 269 72.6 242
25 31 338 +540 6.3 17.2 100 200 34 339.8 +41.2 4.3 33.7 71.6 307
27 15 181 +22.3 8.9 19.1 20 270 11 331.6 +21.9 7.4 39.1 60.1 284
36 5 350 + 2.3 4.9 297 200 200 5 338.3 + 6.0 2.7 763 60.1 262
37/1 8 1 + 1.4 4.4 162 30 180 8 349.5 + 4.5 3.4 275 65.6 241
37/6 4 346 +20.8 6.9 179 150 500 4 352.1 +21.5 6.6 195 74.8 245
38 24 350 +24.9 3.7 64 200 200 24 348.5 +20.4 3.6 68 72.3 255

Mean of site means 15 345.4 + 16.7 8.5 21.4 69.3 258.1

N =number of samples, D =declination, I=inc1ination, 0:95 or A95 =radius of 95% confidence circle, k or K=precision parameter, MDF =medium
destructive peak field necessary to erase half of NRM intensity by alternating field demagnetitation, AF =peak value of alternating field
used for demagnetization (104 Oe al T)

Table 2. Site mean palaeomagnetic results for Nubian Sandstone from Wadi Natash (ca. 24.45° N, 34.0° E)

Site NRM Cleaning CARM VGP

N D I (X95 ko C N D I dgs k o N o E

26 22 328 +28 9.3 l2 450 23 (324.8 +24.5) 8.6 13.4 (54.8 291)
29 22 358 +38 10.2 10 450 21 3.4 +32.0 6.9 22.4 82.6 196
31 19 7 +42 5.6 38 400 19 0.2 +37.1 3.6 90 86.3 211
32 26 184 —20 6.9 18 350 29 178.6 —20.1 6.5 17.7 75.9 220
33 13 0 +44 11.1 15 300 l3 350.1 +41.7 9.4 20.4 81.0 303
35 5 339 +40 22 13 500 8 357.2 +28.9 12.8 19.7 80.6 231
No consistent results for sites 14, 15, 28, 30, 34

Mean of site means (4 normal, 1 reversed) 5 358.1 +32.0 8.7 78.4 82.9 231.4

Mean of site means (this paper plus Schult et al. 1978; 23 81.8 222.7
10 normal, 13 reversed) A95=3.3 K= 84

Legend see Table 1

Polar Wander Path for Africa in the Mesozoic

Recent attempts to define the polar wander path for Africa
for the Late Mesozoic (Hargraves and Onstott 1980; Hussain
et a1. 1980) implied relatively great mobility of the pole whereas
in earlier papers it was often believed that in the Mesozoic
the African palaeopoles were closely grouped. In Table 4 Meso-
zoic poles for Africa and South America are compiled. The
same labels have been used for poles with approximately the
same ages. The poles of these two continents may be compared
with the aid of reconstructions of continental drift. The African
poles and the proposed polar wander path are shown in Fig. 6a
confirming the results of Hargraves and Onstott (1980) and Hus-

sain et al. (1980), with some modifications. The “rotated” South
American pole positions (together with the African polar wander
path) are shown in Fig. 6b and listed with the rotation parame-
ters in Table 4. It has been shown that for the Mesozoic a
better coincidence of the South American and African poles
can be achieved by not using the pre-drift reconstruction from
Bullard et a1. (1965) but by assuming a small separation of the
continents from the so—called pre-drift position in the Southern
Atlantic in Early and Middle Mesozoic time (Schult and Guer-
reiro 1979). This seems also to be valid for the Late Palaeozoic
(Vilas and Valencio 1977). Therefore for the Triassic through
Lower Cretaceous a reconstruction was chosen as proposed origi-
nally for 110 m.y. B.P.‚ about 15 m.y. after the assumed begin-
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Table 3. Site mean palaeomagnetic results from Baharia Oasis (28.2° N, 28.9° E) and Qatrani basalt (298° N, 30.7° E)

Site NRM AF(Oe) CARM VGP

N D I M95 k N D I (195 k o N o E

a) Baharia Oasis: basalts

2 19 200.3 +61.1 12.6 7.9 200 18 174.0 — 3.1 9.1 15.1 62.9 222
3 25 213.5 +67.5 5.2 23.5 250 25 192.6 + 5.2 6.4 21.4 56.6 185
4 No consistent result
5 3 171.2 +63.2 20.7 36.6 250 4 176.1 — 7.9 5.9 244 65.3 216
6 11 212.6 +54.6 12.5 14.1 150 10 (210.0 +41.1) 15.7 10.3 (30.6 177)

Mean of site means 3 181.2 — 2.0 18.4 46 62.6 206.0

b) Baharia Oasis: iron ores

7 31 335.6 +48.2 8.5 10.0 250 27 349.6 +48.9 6.0 22.4 80.8 310
8 36 192.5 —51.0 3.6 43 78.3 95

Mean of site means (this paper plus Schult et al. 1978; 9 188.0 —43.6 6.4 64.8 83.5 138.6
3 normal, 6 reversed) A95=7.0 K=55

c) Qatrani basalt

l 38 201.4 — 57.0 1.7 170 150 41 209.2 —60.2 1.0 472 63.8 87

Mean of site means (this paper plus Hussain et al. 1976; 3 197.0 ——59.1 8.7 202 72.7 81
all reversed) A95 = 12.7 K=95

Legend see Table 1

Table 4. Mesozoic palaeomagnetic poles for Africa and South America

Pole Africa Age Pole Position South America Age Pole Position Rotateda
Formation _ m.y. Formation m.y.

° N ° E A95 ° N ° E A95 ° N ° E

1 Triassic mean 69 263 4.9 Triassic mean 78 56 6.3 70 247
2 Stormberg, Karroo 154—190 65 262 11.7 Chon-Aike 157—173 87 17 6 63 261
3 Hoachanas 161—173 62 252 7 Maranhâo 158 i 12 85 83 6.9 62 250
4 Mateke Hills ~ 168 59 260 8.3
5 Moroccan volcanics K1 44 251 10 R. de los Molinos 129—150 78 193 8 48 249

Almafuerte 123 i 4 72 205 6 41 251
C. Colorado 121i 3 83 196 10 53 252

6 Kimberlite pipes 122—162 36 277 17
7 Kaoko lavas 110—128 48 267 2 Serra Geral 115—130 78 234 5.7 47 261

Serra Geral 1 19 i 5 85 295 3.7 57 266
Maranhäo 118 j: 6 84 261 1.9 54 264

8 Mlanje Massif 116—128 60 262 l2 Rumipalla < 121 88 326 9 60 261
9 Lupata volcanics 106—1 11 62 260 3.5 La Serena ~ 110 81 29 4.5 68 261

10 Wadi Natash volc. 77—100 69 258 5.8 Cabo de S. Agostinho 85—99 88 135 4.5 68 247b
11 Kimberlite pipes 82—88 61 224 7.4
12 Volcanics Sicily 71—81 62 229 3.8
13 Moroccan sediments Kl—u 75 217 5.5
14 Nubian sandstone Ku 82 230 3.4 Poços de Caldas 63—80 81 53 10 85 211 °

15 Red Siltstone Ku 79 208 6
16 Tororo Ku( ?) 76 195 9

Rotation parameters for South America from present with respect to Africa (Sclater et al. 1977):
a 48.3° about a pole at 49.2° N, 31.8° W (originally estimated for a reconstruction for 110 m.y. B.P., here tentatively taken as “pre-drift”

position; see text)
b 40.1o about a pole at 56.6o N, 34.1° W, estimated for 95 m.y. B.P.
° 32.8° about a pole at 67.3° N, 39.5° W, estimated for 80 m.y. B.P..

References for African poles: 2Average of three Lower Jurassic poles after McElhinny (1973); 6, 11 Hargraves and Onstott (1980); 10,
14 this paper; other poles see Schult and Guerreiro (1979). South American poles: 9 Palmer et a1. (1980); 10 Schult and Guerreiro (1980);
other poles see Schult and Guerreiro (1979)
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b) South American
"rotated" poles
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Fig.6. a Triassic mean, Jurassic, Cretaceous and some Palaeocene
poles for Africa and proposed apparent polar wander path. Actually
the dotted line indicates the trend of pole positions and the “path”
is of variable width depending on the oc95 values of the poles. Labels 1—
16 refer to Table 4. Tertiary poles: T1 Upper Eocene volcanics in
Northern Egypt (Hussain et al. 1979); T2 and T3 Oligocene Ethiopian
South-Eastern (Schult 1974) and Western (Brock et al. 1970) plateau
basalts; T4 Eocene Baharia iron ores (Table 3). b “Rotated” South
American poles using reconstructions of continental drift. Labels and
“rotation” parameters see Table 4. Same labels in a and b refer to
poles with approximately same ages. The indicated polar wander path
is reproduced from a

ning of the rifting (Sclater et al. 1977). For the Upper Cretaceous
the respective reconstructions for 95 and 80 m.y. B.P. after
Sclater et al. (1977) were used.

Most of the African poles cluster around 65° N and 260° E
but a few poles (5, 6, and 7 in Fig. 6a) indicate a loop of
the polar wander path to lower latitudes in the Lower Creta-
ceous. Pole 7 (Kaoko lavas) seems to be reliable but unfortunate-
ly pole 6 (for Kimberlite pipes) was derived from only 4 sites
with a relative large circle of confidence and pole 5 (Moroccan
volcanics) is from rocks located in the tectonically active Atlas
area. However, the loop to low latitudes is confirmed by several
Lower Cretaceous “rotated” South American poles (Fig. 6b).
There is also agreement of the pole positions of both continents
at the beginning (Triassic/Jurassic) and at the end of the loop
(early Late Cretaceous). Particularly the pole for the Wadi Na-
tash volcanics (10) is near the “rotated ” pole for Cabo de Santo
Agostinho (10) of the same age (Schult and Guerreiro 1980),
assuming a reconstruction for 95 m.y. B.P.

For late Upper Cretaceous times poles 11 and 12 imply an-
other loop. Pole 12 is from South East Sicily which may be
considered as part of the African plate (Schult 1973). For pole 11
(Kimberlite pipes) previous data (McFadden and Jones 1977)
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were recently improved by Hargraves and Onstott (1980). This
loop is not recorded by the presently available scarce South
American data for the Upper Cretaceous. The pole for the Nu-
bian sandstone (14) is consistent with other high latitude Upper
Cretaceous poles (13—16) for Africa and also consistent with
the “rotated” pole 14 from South America (Schult and Guer-
reiro 1980) for a reconstruction for 80 m.y. B.P.

The location of selected Eocene and Oligocene African poles
(Fig. 6a) may be interpreted as another loop of the polar wander
path before it approaches the present geographic pole in Late
Tertiary. Relative low latitude pole positions (e. g. Table 3) indi-
cate further excursions in Tertiary time. However no definitive
conclusions can be drawn from the data presently available.

The proposed African polar wander curve for the Mesozoic
is different in detail from that transferred from North American
data (Irving 1977) by applying the rotation poles for the opening
of the North Atlantic according to Sclater et a1. (1977). Similar
differences exist when comparing with other indirectly obtained
polar wander curves (Van der V00 and French 1974). There
is agreement only in Late Triassic and Jurassic. The North Amer-
ican polar wander path is much better defined than the African
one and therefore further confirmations of the African Mesozoic
data are necessary. On the other hand large differences also
exist for the Late Palaeozoic (e. g. Van den Berg 1979) and there-
fore reconstructions of drift of continents adjacent to the North
Atlantic other than those usually used may be considered.
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Geomagnetic Induction Studies in Scandinavia
II. Geomagnetic Depth Sounding, Induction Vectors and Coast-Effect
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Abstract. In this paper an event of very favourable structure
for induction purposes, which was observed by the Scandi-
navian magnetometer array, is discussed and analysed in de-
tail. The responses derived, in both the time and frequency
domains, display a large coast effect at all coastal stations,
both on the sea coasts and on the Gulf of Bothnia. Two
relatively large inland anomalies are also delineated. The
more significant of the two, the Storavan anomaly, is ap-
parent using all the analysis techniques employed, and may
be associated with a remnant of the Svionian island are
system. The less dominant anomaly, in the vicinity of Mieron,
has no obvious correlation with geology or tectonic for-
mations, and appears to be polarisation sensitive — it is only
energised by east-west magnetic fields.

First approximation modelling of the coast effect observed
by the northwestern stations illustrated that the responses are
well satisfied by the conductivity contrast between sea and
land.

Finally, the validity of the derived induction vectors, and
the possible effects of induction for source field studies, are
discussed.

Key words: Magnetometer arrays — Geomagnetic induction
studies in Scandinavia — Coast effect — Geomagnetic depth
sounding

Introduction

In this work, the second of a series of papers (the first being
Jones (1980), hereafter referred to as Paper I) concerned with
various aspects of geomagnetic induction in Scandinavia as
observed by the Münster IMS magnetometer array (Küppers
et a1. 1979), some qualitative aspects of the induced field, and
a first approximation modelling of the coast effect, will be
described.

Magnetometer array studies for induction purposes, using
large numbers of variometers, mostly based on the original
Gough-Reitzel design (Gough and Reitzel 1967), have been
very successful in mapping the flow of anomalous electric
current associated with lateral variations of electrical con-
ductivity, either in the crust, or the upper mantle, or both.
Reviews of some array studies, and techniques for analysing
and presenting the data, are to be found in, for example,
Gough (1973a, b), Frazer (1974) and Lilley (1975).

In almost all previous 2D magnetometer array studies,
with the notable exception of that of Bannister and Gough
(1977), the feature of prime interest was the Earth’s internal

conductivity structure. Thus, the magnetometers were typi-
cally 10—20 km apart, both to detect small scale anomalies
and to avoid spatial aliasing problems. For the Scandinavian
array however, the main purpose was the detection and anal-
ysis of local magnetic disturbance fields and their interpre-
tation in terms of possible ionospheric current structure.
Hence, the station spacing was of a minimum of some 80 km,
and was typically 120 km, in northern Scandinavia, and of
200—300 km in southern Scandinavia. Such a spacing restricts
an induction study utilising the data to only the gross effects
observable.

In this paper an event, exhibiting an unusually uniform
horizontal magnetic field, is described, and the data are anal-
ysed qualitatively, by various techniques, both in the time
and frequency domains. The resulting information details two
rather strong inland conductivity anomalies, and describes
enhancements of the vertical magnetic field both at the sea
coast and at the Gulf of Bothnia. The coast effect, as ob-
served by the northwestern stations, is modelled by a thin
sheet approximation, and it is shown that the data do not
require a lateral variation in the crust and mantle between
the ocean and the continent, although such a variation can-
not be excluded.

Data

The observations to be discussed in this paper were recorded
by the Münster IMS Scandinavian Magnetometer Array (re-
ported in Küppers et a1. 1979) of modified Gough-Reitzel
magnetometers (Gough and Reitzel 1967; Küppers and Post
1981) at the 24 locations shown in Fig. 1. All pertinent infor-
mation regarding these stations is to be found in Tablel of
Küppers et a1. (1979).

The particular interval chosen for this study was 13:00-
16:00 UT on 6 July 1977, because of the somewhat unique
characteristics of the magnetic field during this time. The
three-component magnetic data from the 24 locations shown
in Fig. 1 were digitised, reduced to variations relative to the
quiet-time base line (taken as the field level during the in-
terval 03:30—04:30 UT, also on 6 July 1977), and rotated into
the Kiruna Cartesian coordinate system. This gave magnetic
components, here labelled x(t) (geomagnetic “north”), y(t)
(geomagnetic “east”) and z(t) (vertical, positive downwards)
(note: in other papers dealing with data from this array the
labels A, B, Z have been employed to denote north, east, and
vertical respectively), with a temporal resolution of 10 s, and a
typical magnetic variation resolution of 2nT (Küppers et a1.

0340-062X/81 /0050/0023/S 02.80
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Fig. 1. Map showing the locations, in geographical
co-ordinates, of the magnetometer stations which
provided data for the event discussed in this study.
In the upper left-hand corner are indicated the
axes of the Kiruna cartesian co-ordinate system
(see text). Profiles 1—4 and 6, which are
perpendicular to lines of constant revised corrected
geomagnetic latitude, are designated by the

32°E '
enc1rcled numbers

1979, see also Jones, in press 1981a). The definitions of
“north” and “cast” for a particular location are given in Kiippers
et al. (1979). These data were chosen for analysis for in-
duction purposes because of the large degree of horizontal
field spatial uniformity that existed during the interval. The
data are illustrated in Fig. 2 as profiles 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 (Fig. 1)
of the x, y, and z components. The approximate spatial
uniformity exhibited, which is seen in the horizontal com-
ponents, is a very uncommon feature of magnetic data ob-
served at these high geomagnetic latitudes.

Information in the Time Domain

A simple inspection of the magnetograms recorded by an
array of instruments often reveals the gross features of the
lateral variations in conductivity. In particular, the com-
ponent most indicative of internal conductivity inhomo-
geneities is the vertical magnetic field 2. Large features are
known to produce phase shifts, and even phase reversals, in 2
between two points Spanning an inhomogeneity. An excellent
example of this simple method for mapping a large 2D
feature is given by Alabi et al.’s (1975) work on the North
American Central Plains (NACP) anomaly (see their
Fig. 3).

No such gross effect as the NACP anomaly is observed in
northern Scandinavia, but the data illustrated in Fig. 2 dis-
play the following characteristics:
(i) very strong attenuation of the high-frequency components
of the z-field with distance away from the coast (Fig.2),
particularly for profiles 3, 4, and 6,
(ii) attenuation with decreasing latitude of the low-frequency
components of the z-field,

(iii) re—emergence of high-frequency components in the z-field
at stations SRV (profile 2) and PIT (profile 3, on the Gulf of
Bothnia),
(iv) phase reversal in the high—frequency z-components ob-
served along profile 3, with undetectably small high-frequency
content at KIR,
(v) no phase shift observed over the whole array associated
with the peak in the x-component at 14:00:00 UT,
(vi) strong increase in the y-component observed at OKS
(profile 1) when compared with the neighbouring stations of
GLO and RIS,
(vii) marked increase in the y-component at LYC (pro-
file 2),
(viii) general attenuation in the y—component moving from
the north-east (e.g., BER) towards the south-west,
(ix) attenuation in the high-frequency content in the y-com-
ponent with distance away from station MUO (profile 4).

Because the data were reduced to variations relative to a
quiet-time value (see above), and not to an arbitrary level, it
is possible to derive the equivalent external current density
for a particular instant of time. Figure 3a illustrates the ap-
proximate equivalent external current density on the ground,
observed at 14:00:00 UT (corresponding to the peak in the x—
component) over northern Scandinavia. The equivalent exter—
nal current density, displayed as vectors at each station, was
derived by taking the instantaneous magnetic disturbance
vectors at 14:00:00 UT and estimating that the internal/exter-
nal field ratio, given by (1—k C)/(1+k C) (Schmucker 1970;
1973) with k (source wavenumber) 21/2000 km (see below)
and C (inductive response function) 2130 km (see Paper I,
Table 1, period of 890 s), was 20.9. The thus estimated exter-
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nal magnetic field on the ground was interpreted in terms of
current density by assuming that a homogeneous current
sheet of infinite extent flowed directly above the instrument,
i.e., (je)y=2(xe)/u0. The magnetic field situation at
14:00:00 UT is representative of the general situation existing
during the two “bursts” of activity, i.e., 13:40—14:20 UT and
15:15—15:45 UT. The high degree of spatial uniformity in the
horizontal disturbance field is shown clearly. The correspond-
ing vertical disturbance field, as contoured in Fig. 3b, as well
as precisely describing a coast effect, also infers an inhomo-
geneity in the PIT-SRV-LYC region. It should be stressed
here that any anomalous features observed in the vertical
field must have their counterparts in the horizontal fields,
hence total spatial uniformity of the horizontal fields is not
possible. (Anomalies are however generally more difficult to
detect in the horizontal components because, for a totally
uniform field over a 1D flat earth, the internally induced and
externally inducing fields are of equal magnitude, but are
opposite in phase in the vertical component, and in-phase in
the horizontal components, leading to z,=0, xt=2xe and y,
=2ye, where subscript t denotes total field components.) Lati-
tude profiles in a co-ordinate system 20° anti—clockwise to the
Kiruna system (corresponding to the direction shown by the
KIR equivalent current vector), exhibit a strikingly longitu-
dinally uniform N20°W magnetic field with a latitudinal
attenuation of —-0.065 nT km‘1 (Fig. 4a). The horizontal
magnetic component resolved in the direction N70°E
exhibits a longitudinal attenuation of approximately
—0.11nTkm”1 (Fig.4b), but some non-uniform effects are
apparent. These values of the spatial gradients of the horizon-
tal fields, and the estimate of the inductive response function
C a: 130 km, give an estimate of the normal vertical field, from

25495415)
âx ôy

(see, for example, Schmucker 1970; Jones 1980) of Zn:
—25 nT. The instantaneous vertical field exhibits this value in
central northern Scandinavia, but at the northern coastal
stations and towards the south-west and south strong non-1D
earth effects are apparent.

It must be stressed that such a comparison between the
horizontal and vertical fields at a particular instant of time
may be used only in a qualitative manner and conclusions
must be expressed tentatively. This is because the observed
instantaneous fields are only related in a strict sense if the
induction is purely in—phase. Out-of—phase components lead
to time delays between the inducing and induced parts
(Schmucker 1980; Jones in press 1981b).

The features described in this section can be split into two
parts, those arising from the source—field, and those arising
from the induced fields. Features (ii), (v), (viii) and Fig. 4a, b
are all illustrative of the non-uniformity of the source field.
The rest show effects of internal contributions which are
certainly not insignificant.

Information in the Frequency Domain
The spectral content of the event is illustrated by the sonog-
ram analysis of the data from stations KIR (Fig. 5) and BER
(Fig. 6). The data were recursion filtered by a narrow band-
pass, with a selectivity of 0.3 (Hermance 1973), at centre
periods of B1=60 s, B22100 s, B32200 s, B4=3003, B5
=450 s, B6=600s and B7: 1,000 5. The data exhibit the fea-
tures that (i) there is no information below 100 3, (ii) at 1005
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there are only data in the first interval of activity, i.e., 13:30—
14:30, (iii) the polarisation characteristics of the first and
second intervals of activity (i.e., 13:30—14:30 and 15:00—
16200) are different at all periods, and (iv) the approximate
spatial uniformity of the horizontal field is observed over the
whole frequency range. The latter two points are especially
important when estimates of response functions are to be
determined, as will be discussed later.

Estimates of the smoothed auto-spectral densities (or
“power spectra”) for each component, and of the cross-spec-
tral densities between pairs of components, were derived by
the usual techniques of statistical frequency analysis. The
steps involved were:

(i) extraction of all data in the interval 13:01 200—15251 :40 UT
to give a reduced data length of 1.024 points per com-
ponenL
(ii) removal from each component of zero, first and second
order polynomial trends,
(iii) application of a cosine taper to the first and last 10% of
each component data series,
(iv) computation of the raw Fourier spectra, of 511 complex
and 2 real harmonics, of each component,
(v) first-order correction of the instrument response, as illus-
trated in Kiippers and Post (1981), by multiplying each har-
monic with the term

1+i-“ïî,
a)

where we is the —3dB point of the component response
curve. The response of a typical instrument fitted reason-
ably well to a first-order low-pass Butterworth filter with
—3dB points given by: x-component=9-SS; y-component
= 13-0 s; and z-component=5-5 s,
(Vi) computation of raw auto and cross spectra,
(vii) smoothing of raw auto and cross-spectra by a constant
—Q box-car window, with Q=0.3 (Q=Aco/œ0),
(viii) normalising the smoothed spectra by data set length,
and by the factor 1/0.875 to correct for the application of the
cosine taper (Bendat and Piersol 1971), to yield §ab(a_)), the
estimated cross spectra between components a(t) and b(t).

Fourier Spectra Maps

Contouring of Fourier spectra at a certain period has proved
in past array studies to be a useful technique for delineating
conductivity anomalies (see de Beer and Gough 1980 and
references therein). Indeed, in a recent work Gough and de
Beer (1980) consider that Fourier spectra maps are superior
to induction vector information when the horizontal com-
ponents are strongly interdependent (see discussion on this
topic in later section).

For this event of 3 h duration, the longest period at which
stable spectral estimates can be made is of the order of 1,000 s,
due to spectral frequency smoothing considerations which are
necessary in order to reduce the associated variance of the
estimates. The maps chosen for illustration are those at
1,000 s, for reasons detailed below, but they are representative
of the range 200 s—1,000 s.

It was found that the contoured maps of the real and
imaginary parts of the smoothed Fourier spectra gave more
detail than did the more usual maps of amplitude and phase.
Figure7a—f show the real and imaginary parts of the three
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Fig. 2. Magnetic disturbances, as recorded by the stations illustrated in Fig. 1, in the interval 13:00—16:00 UT on 6 July 1977, compared with
quiet-time baselines (dotted lines). A, B, and Z components refer to north, east, and vertical respectively in the Kiruna co-ordinate system (note:
these components are termed x(t), y(t) and z(t) in the text). The data are stacked along Profiles; Profile] F RE—>RIS; Profile 2 EVE—>LYC;
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components at 1,0003 period. The polarisation characteristics polarisation is regarded as advantageous for Fourier spectra
are shown in Fig. 9a and correspond to an average field over mapping from the conclusions drawn by Gough and de Beer
the event as observed at KIR with a major axis pointing due (1980).
north, an ellipticity of 0.12, and a ratio of polarised power to Figure 7a—f confirm the major details already seen in the
total power of 0.98. That the event displays an almost linear data as set out above, namely:
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point (iii), the Storavan anomaly (Im(Y), Re(Z) and Im(Z)),
point (ix), the Mieron anomaly (Re(Y), Im(Y) and Re(Z)),
and point (i) a strong coast effect (Im(Z)).
Amplitude and phase maps (not shown here) confirm the
comments by de Beer and Gough (1980) that the intracontin-
ental anomalies are best seen in the Z phase, whilst the coast
effect shows in Z amplitude.

Polarisation Characteristics of the Horizontal Field

Any two-component vector field may theoretically be decom-
posed into three parts: (i) totally polarised signal, (ii) totally
unpolarised signal, and (iii) noise contributions (Jones 1979).
However, without an a priori knowledge of the noise terms,
such a decomposition is not possible and the expressions
detailed in Fowler et a1. (1967) may lead to biased estimates
of the polarisation parameters (Jones 1979).

Figure 8a, b illustrate the auto—spectral densities of the
three-magnetic components for stations KIR (Fig.8a) and
BER (Fig. 8b). The greatest noise contribution is believed to
be the digitising error (Jones in press 1981b) of the order of
ZnT, the level of which is indicated by the broken line at
15 nT2 Hz‘l, i.e., the power spectral density level of a 1068
point random series, of variance 2.75 nT, extended by zeroes

1500 1530 1600 UT 1300 1330 1400 1430 1500 1530 1600 UT

to 2048 points. As described by Fig. 8a, b, the power spectra
exhibit a very strong attenuation with decreasing period, with
the result that the signal-to-noise ratio of the horizontal com-
ponents only becomes insignificantly small at periods less
than about 1005. Hence the polarisation parameter estimates
will not be significantly biased at periods greater than
1005.

The polarisation parameters were derived from the smooth-
ed auto- and cross-spectra by the expressions given in Born
and Wolf (1964) (repeated in Fowler et al. 1967 and Jones
1979). The polarised parts of the fields observed at each
location are illustrated as ellipses at four periods; 1,0005,
450 s, 2005 and 1005 in Fig. 9a—d respectively. The ratio of
polarised power to total power was mostly in the range 0.90—
0.95 at all stations for periods greater than 1005. In the
polarisation maps, the strong uniformity of the horizontal
field is again evident, but other features can also be seen. The
general decrease in ellipticity at 1,0005 and 4505 going from
the NE to SW is a function of the decreasing Y field in this
direction, and hence is a source effect. However, the following
are not explainable by source contributions:

(i) the increase in polarised power with distance away from
the coast along profiles 2, 3, and 4 at all periods,
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Fig. 3. a Upper panel: Equivalent external current density, as ob-
served by the magnetometer array, at 14:00:00 UT on 7th July 1977;
b Lower panel: the vertical magnetic disturbance field on the ground
for the same time instance as Fig. 3a

(ii) the tendency for the ellipse observed at LYC to be orien-
tated more to the east than at SRV and KVI, also on pro-
file 2,
(iii) the small polarised power observed at RIS at all periods
compared with neighbouring stations.

Induction Vector Information

The single-station transfer functions [73,, T1,] are defined as
those functions that minimise, in some sense, the error of the
fit to the equation

Z=EX+13Y+<§ (1)
(dependance on frequency assumed throughout), which relates
the vertical magnetic field component to the horizontal mag—
netic field components at the same frequency. It is obvious
that for any fields whatsoever transfer functions [Tx,'1;.] may
be estimated. What is of paramount significance is whether
the derived functions may be interpreted in terms of in-
duction effects. The assumptions under which such an in-
terpretation is valid are:

(i) Z~Z,,, i.e., the vertical field contains approximately no
normal part,
(ii) E[Sz,,x]=E[Sz,,y] =0 [where E denotes expectation value),
i.e., the horizontal fields do not correlate with any normal
vertical field,
(iii) X~X,,, Y~ Y”,
mated to be normal.

i.e., the horizontal fields can be approxi—
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Fig. 4a—c. Latitudinal profiles at 14:00:00 UT on 7 July 19?? in the
rotated co-ordinate system, given by a 20° anti-clockwise rotation of
the Kiruna co-ordinate system, i.e., such that the magnetic distur-
bance field observed at Kiruna {KIR} {see Fig. 3a) has no eastward
or westward directed component in the rotated system. a Upper
panel; northward directed magnetic disturbance field along profiles 1
to 4 and 6, as denoted by the numbers; b Middle panel; eastward
directed magnetic disturbance field; c Lower panel; vertical magnetic
disturbance field

Furthermore, a 2D interpretation of the observed [12,71,]
tacitly assumes that current channelling effects, due to 3D
conductivity structure, are not significant.

The most widely used expressions for estimating [Twig]
are those which lead to estimates unbiased by noise contri-
butions in X and Y (Jones in press 1981a). This estimate for,
for example, the Tx transfer function is

f?“=M (21
SH Srr

‘-
ee

The denominator of Eq.(2), which may be written as
ÊHËNU—ÿîy), where fl}, is the estimated coherence between
components x(t} and y(t), indicates the well-known require‘
ment that x(t) and y(t) must contain some independent infor-
mation, i.e., that the horizontal field is not totally polarised.
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A quantitative measure of how well the estimation process where
has been undertaken is given by the estimates of the circles of
confidence, at a certain probability level, applicable to the
estimates [T1,i]. Assuming that the error, ë, in Eq.1 is a
random variable with a normal probability distribution func-
tion and which is totally uncorrelated to 33(3), y(t), or 20‘), the
estimates of the radii of the circles of confidence are given by

24 (1 -i5...,.) S.____
4:13—4m—A

zz

3—4 (l-Pîy) S
A2
r: (3)A

xx

.44.(similarly for 3,? by replacing S... with S...)

v=number of degrees of freedom associated with the es-
timate, given by twice the number of raw estimates aver-
aged over (11:10 at 1,000 s, and v: 100 at 100 s)

F4„‚_4„:10091 percentage point of the F4:„_4 distribution
function,

and
ffxy=estimate of the multiple coherence between 2(1), and

x(t) and y(t) as inputs, which is equal to (l—Sëë/Szz)
(Goodman 1965, repeated in Bendat and Piersol 1971}.
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Fig. 7 a—f. Smoothed Fourier spectral density maps for a central period of 1,000 s for the data illustrated in Fig. 2. 3 Upper left, real part of X(f);
b Upper right, imaginary part of X(f); c Middle left, real part of Y(f); d Middle right; imaginary part of Y(f); e Lower left, real part of Z(f);
f Lower right, imaginary part of Z (f) (arbitrary units)
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Fig. 8a, b. Smoothed Auto-Spectral Densities, in nTZ/Hz, for the data
recorded at a KIR and b BER. Hx, Hy and H2 refer to the north,
east, and vertical components respectively in the Kiruna system. The
dotted line indicates the assessed resolution level (see text)

Denoting unit vectors i and j as pointing along axes xKI
and yK, respectively, the estimated real and imaginary in-
duction vectors are given from the estimates [Tx, Ty] by

V‚= — Rem) i— Rem) -j (4a)
Vi=1m(î;)-i+1m(îy)»j (4b)
(note that the real vector only has been reversed to point
towards internal current), and the confidence intervals of V,
and V, are described by an ellipse with axes ii, and l’y.

The single—station induction vectors, estimated by Eqs. (2),
(4a) and (4b) for the event, are illustrated in Fig. 10 (real)
and 11 (imaginary) at the four periods 100$ (10a, 11a), 2003
(10b, 11b), 450S (10c, 11C) and 1,0003 (10d, 110). The 68%
probability level confidence ellipses for the end points of each
vector are also illustrated in the figures by their major (here fy
because of the smaller magnitude of Ê” compared with SAH,
Fig. 8) and minor (fx) axes.

The coast effect is a very dominant feature of the derived
in-phase induction vectors, but intracontinental effects are
also noticeable:

(i) the small induction vector in the neighbourhood of KIR
at 100 s—450 s,
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Fig. 9a—d. Ellipses of the polarised
power of the horizontal magnetic
field, as observed at a 1,000 s,

(ii) the presence of a large anomaly in the OKS~RIS-SRV
region,
(iii) the effect on the vectors at LYC and PIT due to the Gulf
of Bothnia.

The large predominantly northward-pointing in-phase
vectors observed at 1,0005 may be due to source-field influ—
ence. If KIR can be assumed to be over a horizontally
layered earth, as concluded in Paper I, then the activity in the
z—component at long periods (>500 s), as seen in Figs. 5 and
8, is an indication that the external vertical magnetic field is
not being cancelled by the internally induced vertical mag-
netic field. Hence at long periods the source field of this event
is not totally uniform. Work on 3D source fields over a 1 D
earth (Mareschal 1980) showed that data recorded further
than 6° to 8° south of a 3 D electrojet’s southern boarder, the
earth being a half space of 1,000 Qm resistivity, will not be
significantly affected for periods less than 60 min. However
the very noticeable three-dimensionality of Scandinavia and
the coastal and nearby oceanic waters make inferences of the
induction effects of non-uniform source fields very difficult,
but it may be concluded that even if source fields do affect
the northern coastal stations, the effect is not significant for
stations at geomagnetic latitude around that of OKS-PEL.
Coast Effect
The coast around Scandinavia is, as illustrated in the
bathymetry map (Fig. 12), of highly complex form. The Nor-

b 450s, c 2003 and d 100$

wegian Sea is of deep ocean depths (2—3 km) and the con-
tinental edge is close to the Lofoten station of FRE, but the
Barents Sea is shallow, less than 500 m, for the most part less
than 300 m, over its whole extent.

In order to examine the coast effect exhibited along a line
perpendicular to the continental edge (AA’ in Fig. 12), the
estimated single-station transfer functions [i‘y] were ro-
tated into a co-ordinate system with axes parallel and perpen—
dicular to the coast, to yield [7], Ä]. For the E—polarisation
case, i.e., electrical current flowing SW/NE in the ocean, the
ratio of the vertical to horizontal magnetic field is given by the
transfer function Tl.

The estimated real parts of the Ti transfer function at two
periods, 2005 and 1,000 s, for stations FRE, GLO, EVE, ROS,
RIJ, KVI, KIR, NAT, together with their associated 68%
probability confidence intervals (i.e., one standard deviation
of the mean) resolved into a direction parallel to AA’, are
shown in Fig. 13. The station EVE exhibits a negative real
part at 200 s, which may be an indication of current per—
turbation in Ofotfjord, a 60 km long fjord south of EVE
(Evanes) leading to the port of Narvik. The negative Re(Tl)
observed at NAT is interpreted as due to current pertur-
bation in the Baltic and around the Gulf of Bothnia (see next
section).

A first approximation to the expected attenuation of the
vertical/perpendicular-horizontal magnetic field ratio is given
by the E-polarisation results of the somewhat drastic model
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of Fischer et a1. (1978, reviewed in Fischer 1979) of a perfectly
conducting ocean lying on a medium of uniform resistivity p.
With the values of p=230 Qm at 200 s, and p=130 Qm at
1,0005 (taken from Paper I), the attenuation of Re(Ti) with
distance from the ocean-land boundary was determined from
Fig. 13 of Fischer (1979). This theoretical attenuation is dis-
played in Fig. 13, at the two periods, and a reasonably good
fit to the data is achieved.

The effect of a laterally-varying integrated conductivity
thin-sheet model, shown in Fig. 14, which describes the
bathymetry (shown as a dashed line in Fig. 14) observed
along profile AA’, with a subsurface of a 125 Qm, 110 km
thick layer overlying a 3 Elm half-space (taken from Paper I),
was calculated using the programme of Schmucker (1971).
Two models were employed, one with, and one without, a
“tau” representation of Vestfjord which lies between the L0-
foten Islands and the mainland.

The derived Re(Hz/Hi) for both models are also illus—
trated in Fig. 13a, b, where a very good fit is apparent be-
tween the data and the model. At the shorter period GLO fits
to the model without a Vestfjord, as should be expected as
Glomfjord (GLO) lies directly on the coast, but it is clear that

the data from RIJ and ROS are better explained by including
an inductive effect in Vestfjord.

A very important conclusion to be drawn from this model
fitting is that the data resolved along profile AA’ are almost
totally explainable by induction at a coast-land boundary. No
lateral variation in mantle conductivity along AA’ is required,
although such a variation cannot be excluded.

The data along profile BB’, however, do not fit a much
simpler r model of

1,200 S for 150 km <x
‘6: 1,0008 for 0<x<150km

01$ for x<0,

where station BER is located at x20, to represent the shal-
low Barents Sea, over a three-layer substructure with parame-
ters p1 =104 Qm, d1 = 30 km, p2 = 125 Qm, d2 = 140 km and p3
=3 Qm (model taken from Paper I). The values of Re(Tx) are
all a factor of 2—4 too large, which is interpreted as the
influence of one, or both, of two possible effects:

(i) two-dimensional current flow around the northern coast of
Scandinavia, in particular around the Varangerhalvoya penin—
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sula on which Berlevag (BER) and Vadsö (VAD) lie,
(ii) distant source contributions, as discussed above.

The effect cannot be due to a more conducting mantle
under the Barents Sea because, as shown by Dosso (1973), a
conducting mantle under an ocean reduces the Hz/Hx ratio.

Discussion and Effects on Source-Field Studies

This paper has concentrated on an analysis, by many dif-
ferent methods, of one single event which was very suitable
for induction purposes. The striking horizontal component
uniformity, unusual for auroral and sub-auroral zones, en-
sured that particularly the variations in the vertical com—
ponent, z(t), reflected contributions from induced fields.

Two inland anomalies were identified in almost all of
techniques employed on the data. The more dominant of the
two, the Storavan anomaly, is delineated approximately by
the stations PIT-LYC-OKS-SRV. This anomaly, which lies
between the well-known Svecokarelian fault to the north
(which in Finland is a zone of extensive mineralisation) and
the Bothnian basin to the south, coincides almost exactly

with a postulated remnant of the Svionian island arc systen
(Meissner 1979). The other inland anomaly, the Mieron ano-
maly, which appears to be polarisation sensitive, does not
correlate with any known geological or tectonic formation.

With respect to induction vectors and their determination,
Gough and de Beer (1980) recently cast aspersions regarding
the validity of interpreting induction vectors estimated from
events where the horizontal components are clearly well cor-
related. Their study illustrated that vectors derived from one
set of data — in this case their 1971 array data - do not agree
with those from another set of data — their 1977 array data.
They explained the discrepancy as being due to an incorrect
choice of data for induction vector estimation purposes in the
latter case, and suggested two “practical precautions”; (a)
“events should have dissimilar X and Ymagnetograms”, and
(b) “cross-correlations should be computed” (between the X
and Ydata) (and) “Events should be included whose cross-
correlations peak at time shifts distributed between large pos-
itive and negative values”. These constraints can however be
easily deduced from inspection of Eq. (3), which gives the
expression for estimating the confidence intervals of estimated
transfer functions, and are already part of the theory of
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statistical frequency analysis. For a two-input/single-output
linear system, as described by Eq. (1}, the confidence intervals
are reduced by: (i) increasing v, the number of degrees of
freedom, (ii) reducing 333,, the estimate of the coherence be-
tween the tvvo input series, i.e., x(t) and y(t), and (iii) increas-
ing Ë“, the estimate of the multiple coherence between the
output, i.e., 2(t), and the two inputs. Point (i) may be accom-
plished either by ensemble averaging, i.e., over different re—
alisations, or events, of the data, or by frequency smoothing,
i.e., averaging together, in some fashion, a certain number of
neighbouring raw Fourier harmonic estimates, or by both.
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When performing such an operation however, it must be
without doubt that v is actually being increased, i.e., that the
different individual estimates to be averaged contain inde-
pendent information. For geomagnetic data, this requires that
the source field structure be sufficiently different for each
realisation, which is clearly not the case for 7 of the 10 events
from the 1977 array data discussed by Gough and de Beer
(1980), as shown by their Fig. 7 (lower part). Point (ii) above,
the requirement of a low coherence between the two horizon-
tal components, is a statistical description of point (b) of
Gough and de Beer. The necessity of a high coherence, or
correlation in the time domain, between z(t) and the horizon-
tal components, x(t) and y(t), is not mentioned by Gough and
de Beer, but is obviously of equal importance to their points
(a) and (b). For the 10 events from their 1977 array data, the
ensemble average had a low v (possibly only 3 significantly
different polarisations from the 10 employed, see their Fig. 7;
lower part) and a high ÿîy, which both add to produce large
values of the estimates of the confidence inervals of [Tx, Ty],
i.e., if and r‘yz. It is therefore highly probable that, contrary to
the statements of Gough and de Beer (1980), the vectors
derived from the 1977 array data are totally in accord with
those estimated from the 1971 array data.

For the event analysed here, the differing polarisations for
the two “bursts” of activity, and at differing frequencies,
ensured that the estimates would contain sufficient infor-
mation. Also, by calculating the confidence intervals it is
possible to be certain that, at the 68% confidence level, the
directions and amplitudes are significant.

A first approximation modelling of the response function,
observed along a line which is normal to the continental shelf
structure, inferred that the data from stations FRE, GLO,
EVE, RIJ, ROS, KVI, and KIR may be adequately explained
by the conductivity contrast between the continent and the
ocean. No lateral variation in lower crust or mantle con-
ductivity was required. However, this does not exclude such a
variation, it would be necessary to consider longer period
variations, i.e., >1h, to gain more insight into the likely
variation of the Moho or asthenosphere at the continent —
ocean boundary.

For the original purpose of the array, it is obviously of
paramount importance if the coast effect and the two inland
anomalies detailed herein have a significant effect on the total
magnetic fields observed, as this would make untenable the
rather direct interpretation of the magnetic disturbance vec-
tors, as equivalent current vectors, usually undertaken by the
Münster IMS group. As 3D Earth-conductivity modelling
with typical ionospheric source structure has not yet been
accomplished, the only recourse is to inspect work, either
published or in press, for indications of effects that could be
attributable to anomalous conductivity structures. The large
positive time-difference Z fields observed by PIT and MIK at
the time of the abrupt “switch-on” of an additional current
system, as detailed in Untiedt et al. (1978), Fig. 14, is possibly
due to a phase delay of short period Z variations, as inferred
by the large imaginary induction vectors at short periods (see
Fig. 11). The large negative Z fields observed by stations
MAT and MIE at 17:42 UT in Fig. 3 of Mersmann et al.
(1979), when compared with the neighbouring stations of
ROS and TR (Tromsö magnetic observatory), are possibly
artifacts of the polarisation sensitive anomaly centered on
those stations. In the same figure, the equivalent current
arrows at PIT and OUL (Oulu, not shown here, see Fig. 2 of
Küppers et al. 1979) are anomalous, and are due to induction
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in the Gulf of Bothnia region. This effect is also seen in
Fig. 11 of Baumjohann et al. (1980) and Fig. 4 of Baumjohann
and Kamide (in press 1981).

In the majority of cases, however, the influence of the
induced parts is difficult to recognise or assess. It may not be
in significant that the position of the differential Z-field mini-
mum shown in Fig. 9 of Opgenoorth et al. (1980) corresponds
exactly with the location of the Storavan anomaly, or that the
maximum of the Y-field at 04:00—04:20 UT of the pulsation
event of GlaBmeier (1980), Fig.5b, is centered on stations
MAT and MIE. Indeed, GlaBmeier noted that the polarisa-
tion characteristics of station MIE were ambiguous (his
Fig. 7, 04:10 UT).

That the Mieron anomaly was not detected in the 2 D
field separations along profile 4 undertaken by Mersmann et
al. (1979) and Kiippers et al. (1979) is due to the polarisation
properties of the anomaly. Both studies analysed data from
2D eastward electrojets, and, as has been shown, the anomaly
becomes apparent only when there is a significant north/
south component of equivalent current flow.

For source-field studies, the area of central northern Scan—
dinavia is particularly free of inhomogeneities, hence per-
mitting a 1D Earth approximation. A relevant model for this
area is given in Jones (in press 1981c), and comprises a top
layer of 104 Qm and 7 km thick (the sialic layer) overlying a
moderately resistive lower crust of 360 Qm down to the
Moho at 46 km, with a mantle of 80 Qm and an astheno-
spheric layer between 170—230 km depth of 59m. For this
model, at a frequency of 104 s for a source field of wavelength
1,200 km, the ratio of the external field to the total field is
0.93, with a phase lead of the former of 140 s. Thus, the
assumption made in Baumjohann and Kamide (in press 1981)
of neglecting internal contributions for their study is justifi-
able for central northern Scandinavia to within 10 %, which is
the accuracy of the modelling involved (Baumjohann, private
communication). For events of longer wavelength, or shorter
period, the internal contributions become more significant.
These comments are, it must be stressed, for a 1D Earth
Contributions from a real earth, with especial regard to the
coast effect, are expected to be larger. For example, over the
Norwegian Sea (modelled by assuming a 2 km deep sea, of p
=0.33 Qm, overlying a 5 km thick sialic layer, of p=104Qm,
over the same lower crust and upper mantle as above), the
ratio of the external field to the total field at 1043 period for
a wavelength of 1,200 km is 0.76, with a phase lead of the
former over the latter of 470 3. Over the Barents Sea (300m
deep sea-water), these values are 0.91 and 225 s respectively.
For the shorter period of 1,2003 and a characteristic wave-
length of 1,000 km, the external/total field ratio over central
northern Scandinavia is 0.86 with a phase lead of 22 s. In the
study of Gustafsson et al. (1981), a perfect conductor at a
depth of 125 km was used to describe internal contributions
in an attempt to model a very strong Ps 6 event of half-width
approximately 500 km. Such an approximation gave an exter-
nal/total field ratio of 0.89 with, obviously, a phase difference
of Os. Hence, for events which exhibit a dominant period, a
suitable choice of the depth of a perfect conductor is satis-
factory to within the accuracies of the model-fit to data
observed over central northern Scandinavia. This simple ap-
proximation is certainly not valid however if the event to be
modelled has a broad power spectrum or if the activity oc-
curs on, or near to, the coasts.

In conclusion, there is certainly a large coast-effect at all
the coastal stations, including those on the Gulf of Bothnia
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(PIT and OUL), and there is unequivocal evidence for a large
conductivity anomaly in the region of Storavan (SRV). This
anomaly may be attributable to a remnant of the Svionian
island arc system. A second inland anomaly, in the vicinity of
stations MAT and MIE, is tentatively proposed here, it dis-
plays a polarisation sensitivity, being apparent only for north-
ward or southward directed equivalent current flow, i.e., for a
Y-field. A similar anomaly has previously been located in
Australia (Gough et a1. 1972).
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Magnetotelluric Sounding in the Transitional Zone
Between the Eastern Alps and Pannonian Basin
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Abstract. Magnetotelluric sounding has detected a correspon—
dence between some seismically active narrow fracture zones
at the boundary of the Eastern Alps and an extreme conductivity
increase at a depth of about 7 km. The shallow depth (30—40 km)
of a conductivity anomaly detected in the deep crust may result
from the increased heat flow in the transitional zone between
the Pannonian Basin and the Alps. A close relation between
the electric and seismic crustal models seems to exist at depths
around 7 km.

Key words: Eastern Alps — Pannonian Basin — Magnetotelluric
sounding — Electric conductivity anomaly — Tectonics

Introduction

In the years 1978 and 1979, 6 magnetotelluric deep soundings
were carried out along the Sects. 04 and 05 of the Alpine Longitu-
dinal Profile (Alpine Explosion Seismology Group 1976) (Fig. I).
These measurements were performed as a cooperative project
between the Geodetic and Geophysical Research Institute of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences at Sopron and the Meteoro-
logical and Geophysical Institute of Vienna University.

From seismic experiments it is known that the relatively thin
crust of the Pannonian Basin (25 km) becomes thicker towards
the West, from the margin of the Eastern Alps, up to a thickness
of about 50 km. Furthermore, according to other seismic mea-
surements, the crust is not uniform, velocity inversions having
been found at depths of 7—10 km and 20—30 km (Gutdeutsch
and Aric, 1977). The eastern margin of the Eastern Alps consists
of seismically active fracture zones.

Seismological information may be supplemented by informa-
tion from geoelectric methods, as they reflect physical parameters
other than the velocity of elastic waves. The most important
factors which determine the electrical resistivity are the fluid
content and the temperature of the rocks. The seismic velocity
18 less sensitive to these factors than the electrical resistivity.
These considerations have led us to the idea of performing geo-
electric measurements along the Alpine Longitudinal Profile.

Measurements

The distribution of electrical resistivity may be investigated by
magnetotelluric deep sounding (Cagniard 1953). This method
uses variations of the natural horizontal electromagnetic field
for the determination of the electric impedance Z and the resistiv-
ity p as functions of the period T.

The equipment consisted of telluric and magnetic sensors
and an analogue recording instrument. Chart speeds used were
2 cm/min for daytime and 0.6 cm/min for nighttime. The maxi-
mum scale value for electric potentials was 10 uV/mm. Magnetic
variations were transformed into electric signals by Hungarian-
made MTV-2 variometers with a maximum scale value of 0.01
nT/mm (Adam and Major 1967). The noise level in the measure-
ment area was rather high. It was possible to more or less avoid
regional noise caused by industry, mines, electric railways etc.,
but noise caused by local consumers, mainly by electrical installa-
tions on farms was unavoidable. As the low resistivity sedimenta-
ry cover is thin, local noise had high energy. In the evening
hours the so-called “TV-noise” appeared (including also noise
of other origin such as public lighting). Due to these types of
noise the long period variations (substorms) could be used only
from 11 p.m. local time till the early morning, while for shorter
period variations (pulsations) the most advantageous time of
the day was the early morning till about 7 a.m..

Data Processing

As a first step an appropriate number of recording intervals
with low noise level and different frequency content were chosen
at each measuring point. The length of the intervals was deter-
mined by the acceptable signal/noise ratio, being generally be-
tween 10 min and several hours. From each of these 300—l,000
digital values were obtained.

The digital data were processed on the HP2100 computer
of the Geodetic and Geophysical Research Institute in Sopron,
using the program described by Verö (1972). This program calcu-
lates the impedance elements by filtering in the time-domain.
The level of acceptance for every sequence of 10 points is that
the coherencies Coh(ExHy) and Coh(En) should be greater
than 0.9, with the exception of the station Lassnitz where the
level had to be decreased to 0.6 because of the extremely low
resistivity, i.e., low E-amplitudes. The output of the program
consists of impedance polar diagrams, resistivities in different
directions, directions of the extrema, pmax and pmi", and phase
characteristics of the impedance.

Results

The results of the data processing are: Sounding curves pmax
and pm," (Fig. 2), phase curves (pmax and (pm-n in the directions
of pmax and pmin (Fig. 3), and polar diagrams of the main and
secondary impedances.

The sounding curves and the phase curves are drawn as
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Fig. 1. Geologic map of Southeastern Austria
(after P. Beck-Manyetta, Geologische
Bundesanstalt, 1964) with magnetotelluric
sounding points (black dots) and the Alpine

near as possible to the median values of the corresponding quan-
tities in period ranges containing a sufficient number of data;
error bars denote mean square errors of the medians determined
from the scatter of the individual values.

The sounding curves were approximated by 1D models, sepa-
rately for pm and pm," curves. Depth and resistivity values result
from these calculations, errors of the depths are deduced from
families of theoretical curves. A complete agreement between
observed and theoretical curves (model) was not always reached,
e.g., sharp peaks and valleys at the station Oberpreitenegg could
not be approximated. These 1D models may only be regarded
as first approximations. Following the tectonic model and the
theory of field distortion (for details see next section), we aimed
at a close fit of the decreasing parts of the E—polarization curves.
In Fig. 2 the dashed curves represent the best approximations
of the ‚0mm curves. From the parameters of these models, the
depths to the top of conductive zones are given in Table 1.
The phase curves computed on the basis of the models differ
from the observed ones in the majority of cases (see the dashed
curves in Fig. 3 and also Berktold et al. (1976); Bcrdichevsky
and Dmitriev (1976) also do not use phase curves in the descrip—
tion of 2D distortions). The digitization method could be respon-
sible for a minor part of the deviations. These errors, however,
will be at least partly randomized because of the rather high
number of sections used.

Seismic Crustal Profile

Table l. Depths of conductive zones (ID-models) derived from pm
— curves in the period range of the measurements

Station Depth (km)

Rehgraben (1/78) 26 i6 162i15
Breitenbuch (1/79) 9 il 37i 2.5
Oberpreitenegg (2/79) 7.5 i 0.6 35 i 3.5
St. Georgen (2/78) 32 i8
Lassnitz (3/79) 5.5 i 1.2
Lasaberg (4/79) 8.5 i l

Interpretation of Data

Distortion Efi‘ecz‘s

Since the curves pm," and pm,c as well as the models determined
on the basis of these curves differ from each other, the problem
is to decide which sounding curve is less influenced by near-
surface distortion of the electric field. In the measuring area
field distortions could be caused by:

(a) the mountain frame (edge effect);
(b) fracture tectonics;
(c) the varying thickness of surface sediments (S-effect);
(d) a combination of these effects.

In the following these possibilities will be investigated.
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(a) Near to elongated high mountains bordering deep sedi-
mentary basins with a sharp transition between, in the H-polar-
ization case, the sounding curves obtained in the basin are dis—
torted into pmin curves (i.e., the pmin direction is perpendicular
to the boundary of the basin) and indicate apparent conductive
layers (e.g., on the Kara-Kum platform in the vicinity of the
KOpet Dagh mountains). This is the “edge effect” (Berdichevsky
and Dmitriev 1976).

In our area an edge effect could be suspected first of all
in the Graz Basin (Fig. 4). At point 1/78 the direction of min
(and of pm") is, however, nearly parallel to the nearest part
of the basin edge. So the edge effect can be excluded here.

West of Graz in the vicinity of point 1/79 the basin edge

à 3 5Vîsj

turns by nearly 90°. Accordingly, in this area there are two
directions of the basin edge, therefore the directions of pmax
and pmin cannot be predicted on the basis of an edge effect.
The other four measuring points lie in mountainous areas with
thin sedimentary cover where the preconditions for the appear-
ance of the edge effect are not valid.

(b) In Fig. 4 a correlation between fracture tectonics and
the directions of nmax may be inferred. The nmax axes are
perpendicular to well-known tectonic lines such as the Lavanttal-
zone at point 2/79 and the Metnitz-Strassburg-St. Veit fracture
zone, which is seismically active (Drimmel 1979), at point 3/79.
At the site Lassnitz the resistivity values are extremely small,
0.03—5 9m for 205 pulsations. A similar correlation may be
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inferred from the direction nmax with the “Raab-Storung”
in the Graz Basin (point 1/78) as well as some NNW-directed
faults in the vicinity of point 1/79, the latter being nearly parallel
to the Metnitz- and Lavanttal-fractures. In this area the heat
flow reaches values as high as 100 m‘2 possibly due to
convective heat conduction through the fracture zones (see heat
flow map by Cermak and Hurtig (1979)). The situation is similar
to the geothermal conditions in the Pannonian Basin. The above-
mentioned fracture zones may be considered as 2D structures.

A correlation between narrow fracture zones and magnetotel-
luric nmax directions has already been observed in the Pannon-
ian Basin (Àdârn 1969; Stegena et al. 1971) and especially in
its western part, i.e., in the area of the Transdanubian conductivi-
ty anomaly (Àdam 1976 a, b, 1977) where more than 50 magneto-
telluric soundings have been carried out. Figure 5 shows the
tectonic structures and the directions of nmax around Lake
Balaton. There the directions are also perpendicular to the near—
est fractures, and the nmax axes are nowhere directed parallel
to the strike direction of the fractures which are narrow in this
area, whereas in the case of broad fracture zones such a paral-
lelism is observed, as in the case of the 40 km broad Rhine-

Graben covered by thick sediments (Haak 1970; Reitmayer
1971)

2D model-calculations for the Transdanubian anomaly (Ta-
trallyay 1977) proved that in the case of a narrow (§10 km)
two-dimensional conductive body embedded into a highly resis-
tant medium, the direction of nmax is not directed parallel
to the direction of strike above the body. Consequently both
outside and above the body the curve pm," corresponds to the
case of E—polarization which best approximates the 1D layered
model above the centre of the structure. Moving away from
the centre, the depth to of the top of the conducting body de—
duced from the pm," curves increases and so differs from the
real one. Therefore it is called “apparent depth” (see one of
Tatrallyay’s models in Fig. 6).

(c) If the “narrow fracture” model (Tatrallyay 1977) is cov—
ered by sediments of varying thickness, a galvanic distortion
appears. This is the so-called S-effect. For its detailed description
see Berdichevsky and Dmitriev (1976). A consequence of this
effect is that the descending branch of the pa curves in the case
of H-polarization is shifted along the p axis. The extrema of
the curves are found at the correct periods but at different appar-
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ent resistivity levels. The parameters of the conductive layer
calculated from the H-polarized pa curves are in close correlation
with the horizontal conductivity 51 =h1/p1 of the sediment while
the data (depth, horizontal conductivity) of the conductor de—
rived from E—polarized pa curves do not depend on S 1 values
and surface geo—electric conditions. Accordingly, more reliable
information about the depth of the conductive formation can
be inferred from the E—polarized pa curves.

On the basis of the above criterion the equivalence of the
E-polarization and pmin curves has been supported statistically
for the Transdanubian MT-data (Âdâm 1980) assuming that
the sedimentary basin is preformed by the same fractures which
contain the conductor. Some relevant results are summarized
in Fig. 7a—c.

Figure 7a shows a plot of the apparent depths h of the con-
ductive body from the curves pmin and pmax (1D models) against

the horizontal conductivity S1=h1/p1 of the uppermost layer.
Depth values hpmm calculated from the pmin curves depend consid-
erably less on S1 than depth values hpm determined from pmax
curves. This is a good criterion for the E-polarization. The scatter
of the depths 11pm is also considerably smaller than scatter of

hpmax'
Figure 7b shows the occurence frequencies of depth values

calculated for the same period range from ,Ûmin and pmax. The
distribution of hpm has several smaller maxima in correspon—
dence with surface geological conditions (thin sediments, Triassic
or Permian rocks). This agrees with the conclusions drawn from
Fig. 7a. The 11pm values have two separate maxima at depths
of about 7 km and 13 km, in accordance with the anomalous
zones in the northern and southern Bakony Mountains.

Figure 7c shows the dependence of horizontal conductivity
S of the conductive body on the depth of its top. S values
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Fig. 8a, b. Depths of conducting bodies in the Styrian Alps with their
error limits calculated on the basis of pmin and pmax curves. For compar—
ison, the occurrence frequencies of hpmm and hpmax are also shown for
Transdanubia

were determined by 1D model fitting. The values of Sp...“ decrease
continuously (nearly exponentially) with the depth, while the
distribution of the values 5pm has two peaks at depths of 7 km
or 13 km corresponding to the real conducting zones of Fig. 7b.
The peaks can be approximated by two functions of the form
Soe -%(Ah)2. If the depth values do not coincide with the position
of the peaks at 7 km and 13 km, the point is not above the
centre of the anomalous body but above its flank according
to Fig. 6. In summary we find again that pm," curves bear the
real information about the conductive bodies in the fracture
zones.
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Interpretation

As the correlation betWeen the fracture tectonics and the direc-
tion of nmax is similar in the two regions compared above
— Transdanubia and Eastern Alps — primary attention should
be paid to the curves pmin. Although only six paris of sounding
curves were measured in Austria, the distribution of the depths
of the conductive bodies is very similar to those found in the
region of the Transdanubian anomaly (Fig. 8). Depth values
calculated from pmax show considerably greater scatter than those
calculated from p„„-„‚ especially in the second depth range below
30 km. The shift of 11pm towards greater depths corresponds
to the S-effect.

According to the pm," curves the first depth range lies at
6-9 km. This agrees with the occurrence frequency peak of hpm
values in the region of the Transdanubian anomaly (Fig. 8).
The curves pmin indicate a second conductive anomaly at depths
of 30—40 km (Table 1).

Conclusions

The two regions, Transdanubia and the Eastern Alps, have sever-
al similar geophysical and tectonic features. The fractures in
Transdanubia which divide the Hungarian Central Mountains
into different parts are nearly parallel to the north-northwest
directed fractures of Lavanttal and Metnitz. The fractures in
Transdanubia are seismically active. In these zones the conduc-
tive formations are shallower, e.g., at a depth of 2—3 km at
Bakonybél (Adam 1976b). The heat flow in both regions is
much greater than on the average. The earth’s crust becomes
thicker at the margin of the Eastern Alps — supposedly along
the fractures — and also under the Bakony Mountains, i.e., under
the central part of the Transdanubian conductivity anomaly.
The earth’s crust under the Bakony Mountains is thinner than
30 km whereas it amounts to 50 km in the Eastern Alps, the
region of the present measurements. This may be why, in the
Graz Basin and west of it (Lavanttal), an additional conductive
zone exists in the earth’s crust at 30—40 km depth as a result
of the great heat flow, whereas in the Pannonian Basin the
second conductive zone is indicated in the upper mantle at depths
greater than 40 km (Adam 1978).

On the basis of laboratory investigations, Duba et a1. (1978)
and Duba (personal communication 1980) confirmed the present
interpretation of the Transdanubian anomaly: “The a-anomaly
is most likely caused by a geothermal fluid in the fractured
region”. This may also be valid for the conductive zones at
about 7 km depth in the Eastern Alps.

Deep seismic investigations have found a low velocity zone
in the same depth range (7—10 km), but only in the fracture
areas. The deeper low-velocity zone appears between 20 km and
30 km (Gutdeutsch and Arie 1977). Accordingly, a close relation
between the electric and seismic crustal models seems to exist
only in the first depth range.

The present study is a first attempt to determine the conduc-
tivity structure of the transition zone between the Eastern Alps
and the Pannonian Basin. It shows that a rough estimate of
the depth of highly conductive layers can already be made. More
detailed results may be reached in the future by additional MT
soundings along the present profile and on profiles perpendicular
to 1t.
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Low Energy Solar Particles Observed During the Pre-Phase
of Large Particle Events *

E. Kirsch, N. Martinic, and E. Keppler
Max-Planck-Institut für Aeronomie, D-3411 Katlenburg-Lindau 3, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract. Solar proton and electron measurements (E„380 keV,
Eeg20 keV) of the Helios 1 and 2 spacecraft are used together
with additional information published in the Solar Geophysical
Data to study the pre-phase particle emission occurring $5
days before the large particle events in the same McMath region.
Emphasis is laid on the question of whether both suggested
particle acceleration steps in the pre-phase actually take place.
It was found that about 60% of all pre-phase events are associat-
ed with Type II/IV radio-bursts, the general proton indicator.
The remaining 40% of the pre-phase events were associated
only with small flares and a group of Type III bursts. However
the proton/electron ratio, which is 2,10 and Z 100, at ~0.1 MeV
and ~ 1.0 MeV particle energy, respectively, as well as the maxi-
mum particle energies reached indicate that the second (Fermi-
type) acceleration process has taken place also for these events.
The first and second acceleration process were not separable
and it must be concluded that the Type III associated events
are independent and are not a precursor of the main event.

Key words: Solar particle events — Radiobursts — Acceleration
process

Introduction

Large cosmic ray events are generated in highly active solar
regions which release about 1032 erg in 103 s when one or more
optical flares occur, together with microwave and X-ray emis-
sion. It has been suggested that the acceleration of solar particles
up to relativistic energies takes place in two different acceleration
steps (de Jager 1969; Svestka and Fritzova-Svetskova 1974; Lin
1974; Svestka 1976; Ramaty 1979; and others). The first step,
with time scales of 10—100 s, also called the flash or impulsive
phase, would primarily produce electrons in the energy range
10—100 keV; effects of these accelerated electrons include the
accompanying bremsstrahlung photons.

The second stage then is thought to generate relativistic pro-
tons and electrons and is accompanied by Type II/IV radio
bursts. Particle acceleration in the second stage has been ex-
plained in terms of second order Fermi mechanism (Ramaty
1979), second order transit time damping (Fisk 1976), and the
first order Fermi mechanism of shock acceleration (Axford et al.
1977; Fisk et al. 1980). The former acceleration processes are
related to the formation of the Alfvén (Fermi) and the magneto-

* A preliminary version has been presented at the 7th European Cosm-
ic Ray Symposium, Leningrad, Sept. 1980

sonic (transit time) wave spectrum that scatters particles in mo—
mentum space. Shock acceleration occurs at the shock disconti-
nuity when “seed” particles perform multiple crossings at the
shock front.

Type 11, IV radio bursts are produced by shock waves inter-
acting with both the solar atmosphere and the interplanetary
plasma and generally indicate the emission of protons from the
sun (Warwick 1962; Croom 1971; Akin’yan 1977). The Type
111 radio emission is associated with nearly relativistic electron
streams interacting with the corona and interplanetary plasmas
(Fainberg and Stone 1974), the electrons possibly being accompa-
nied by protons (Svestka 1976). Type III radio bursts often
occur without visible manifestation of flares.

A different acceleration process may be responsible for Type
III bursts and the steady (hours to days) production of low
energy (<1 MeV) ions (Rust and Emslie 1979).

The purpose of the present study is to examine the pre-phase
of large particle events, whenever enhanced, and to investigate
the physical configuration of the solar emission compared to
the main event. We use low energy (Ep> 80 keV, Ee>20 keV)
ion and electron measurements on the Helios spacecrafts within

Table l. Solar particle events

Pre-emission
with Type III

Pre-emission
with Type II/IV

Main Event Pre-emission

28 March 76
5 Sept. 77

22 Nov. 77
27 Dec. 77

1 Jan. 78
13 Feb. 78
25 Feb. 78

6 March 78
8 April 78

11 April 78
7 May 78

11 May 78
10 Nov. 78
11 Dec. 78
24 Jan. 79
16 Feb. 79

1 March 79
9 March 79
3 April 79

13 April 79
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l AU solar distance, as well as the IMP 7/8 satellites (EM 2':
I MeV) particle data, X-ray and radio observations as published
in the Solar Geophysical Data.

The preflare enhancements before solar cosmic ray events
have been studied earlier by Kuzhevskiy and Chupova (1977)
and Block and Kuzhevskiy (1979, 1980).

The physical quantities of interest are: association with Type
II, III and IV radio bursts, X-ray emission, the proton to electron
number ratio, energy spectrum, and the maximum energy of
the accelerated particles. The criteria used to select the pre-
emission events are as follows:

a) Identification ofthe flare in the same McMath plage region
as the main event.

b) The thresholds used for the pre-enhancements are: (p
for protons, e‘ for electrons) Helios 1/2: il; 10 p/cm2 s sr (BF;
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Fig. la—c. Data for February 19'18. a Proton—electron measurements
of Helios 1/2 (upper part) and of IMP 7/8 (tea-er part) from Feb. 8—15;
b Positions of Helios 112 and of IMP "1/8 with respect to the Sun
for Feb. 13 (upper part) and the 1-1,, synoptic chart {fumer part). The
vertical Hues indicate the foot points of the field lines which are con-
nected to the three spacecrafts. c EMS-GOES X-ray measurements
from February 8—13. The horizontal burs in the upper part represent
Type III, 11, IV — radio bursts and the flares in the McMath regions
15139, 15134

80 keV), £5 p/cm2 s sr (Ep 2.-» 190 keV), 35 e"/cm2 s sr (E, a
20 keV) IMP 7/8: èñ- 11T3 p/cm2 s sr MeV (Ep=0.9î—
1.85 MeV), g 1,0- 10'3 e'/cm2 s sr MeV (EG: 1—5 MeV) or gen-
erally ~20% above the background.

(2) The reported pre-events are “impulsive”, i.e. the particle
data exhibit a sudden increase, a maximum and decay phase.
(‘Non impulsive’ events not associated with flares have been
discussed by Zwickl and Roelof, in press 1981). Both the main
event and these impulsive ones take place in the same active
region. The east-west solar scans (Solar Geophysical Data) at
3 and 10.7 cm wave lengths help to identify the heliographic
longitude of the source region, discriminating from other solar
active regions.

(:1) The particle injections take place under negligible coronal
propagation. The foot points of the magnetic field lines are
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connected to the ‘fast propagation region’ (Reinhard and Wib—
berenz 1974).

e) The pre-phase period should not be disturbed by shocks
in the interplanetary space produced by other flares.

f) For the interplanetary transport process of the low energy
protons and electrons we assume the classical models: diffusion
parallel to the smooth interplanetary magnetic field with fewer
scattering processes taking place between onset and maximum
phase of the particle events and isotropisation in the late phase
of the events (compare Fisk and Axford 1968; Völk 1975; Earl
1976; Gombosi and Owens 1980 and others).

Experiment Description

The charged particle spectrometer flown on Helios l and 2 uses
an inhomogeneous magnetic field to separate ions and electrons,
three single semiconductor surface barrier detectors for electron
detection and a telescope consisting of two similar detectors
for ions. The latter have a geometric factor of 1.510‘2 cm2
sr for ions and the former <5'10‘2 cm2 sr for the electrons.
The experiment measures ions and electrons in 16 energy chan-
nels and 16 sectors in the ecliptic plane. The energy range covered
is 20 keV—2 MeV for electrons and 80 keV->750 keV for ions
if they are interpreted as protons. For a detailed description
of the instrument see Keppler et a1. (1977).

The earth orbiting satellites IMP 7/8 are able to measure
particles with E>0.2 MeV using solid state detector telescopes
as described in Solar Geophysical Data.

Observations

In TableI are listed 20 solar particle events from 1976—1979.
They are characterized by the presence of >30 MeV protons.
The period of our observations correspond to the quiet period
up to the maximum of the solar activity of the cycle 21 as
measured by the sunspot numbers. About 75% of these events
were associated with pre-enhancements, observed by at least
one of the three spacecraft described above. This fraction is

consistent with the value obtained by Block and Kuzhevskiy
(1979) during other periods and events. The 16 proton events
exhibit 29 individual pre-emission cases; of which 17, or ~60%,
are associated with Type II/IV radio bursts. The rest, i.e. ~40%,
are associated with the Type III bursts.

We concentrate on the 40% of cases of enhancements asso-
ciated with Type III radio bursts, that generally accompany
small flares. The other events, i.e. 60% of the pre-phase enhance-
ments associated with Type II/IV radio bursts, are being consid-
ered as the classical two-step acceleration mechanism and likely
analog to the main particle event. We point out that Type II/IV
associated events show often Type III radio bursts in addition.

Particle measurements from Helios and IMP probes during
8—15 February 1978 are presented in Fig. la. The main event
starts on 13 February. In this illustration the time resolution
is taken equal to 1 h. The proton-electron injections during the
pre-phase of the main event can be seen above the (dashed
line) background fluxes. No shocks are observed with the plasma
experiment of the Helios 1, 2 during these pre-phase events
(Dr. R. Schwenn, private communication). During the same in-
terval no sudden commencements are reported (Solar Geophysi-
cal Data).

The maximum energy of the pre-emission events reach up
to 20 MeV for protons and up to >1 MeV for electrons. In
Fig. lb (the upper panel) are sketched the locations of the three
spacecraft at the onset of the main event and the flares of the
sun. The IMP satellites are located at 1 AU helioradial distance,
the Helios spacecraft within 1 AU. The lower part of Fig. lb
illustrates the Hd—Synoptic chart with the coronal connecting
longitudes of the three probes, calculated according to the map-
ping technique (Nolte and Roelof 1973), for 13 February. Also
shown are the two McMath regions 14139 and 15134; their
activity was triggered between 8 February and 13 February.
The east-west solar scan reveals that it is quite probable that
the main particle event as well as the pre-emission originated
in McMath region 15139.

Figure 1c shows the X-ray measurements of the SMS-GOES
satellite (0.5-4 and 1—8 Ä) during 8—13 February. The upper
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part. indicated by horizontal bars. exhibits the observed Type
III. II and IV radio bursts and the type of the flares that have
taken place in the active regions 15139 and 15134. It can be
seen that not all Type III bursts are associated with distinct
X-ray bursts. Only those particle increases in Fig. 1a which are
associated with Type III bursts will be considered further. We
note that the electron flux increases on 11-—12 February shown
in Fig. l a are associated with Type III bursts. The IMP satellites
detected small fluxes of 3:1 MeV electrons. Also. a proton to
electron ratio at «— l MeV energy of SOU—1.000. for the pre-phase
of these events could be determined. The Helios 1. 2 observations
show that the proton to electron ratio at _... 100 keV is already

:2:— 10. described by different energy channels of the experiment.
The maximum energies of the accelerated protons and electrons
during this pre-phase are ~20 MeV and 2-] MeV reSpectively.
seen by the IMP measurements. The fitted differential power
law spectrum obtained from the Helios output is of the order
of y a» —3 for the exponent. with small fluctuations during the
interval we discuss (compare Block and Kuzhevskiy 1979; Fisk
and Lee 1980. who expect exponential spectra from the transit
time acceleration as well as from the shock acceleration mecha-
nisms).

A second illustration is shown in Fig. 2a where the 22 No-
vember 19?? event is the main reference. The pro-emission of
low energy protons and electrons is small (electrons are not
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Fig. 23. b. Data for November 1977. a Proton measurements of Helios
1/2 (”ppm-part) and proton-electron measurements of IMP "1,18 (Im-rar
part) from Nov. 17—24: b As Fig. 1b but for Nov. 22. 19??

shown in the Figure) as measured by Helios 1. 2. The IMP
satellites however reveal particle enhancements. The same event
has been studied by Block and Kuzhevskiy (1979. 1930). They
found proton and electron pro-emission as well as an indication
of a hardening of the spectrum. The 22 November event occurred
at the beginning of the present solar sunSpot cycle.

The arrows in Fig. 2a (lower part) show the detected bursts
of the X—. Type II. III and IV radiation. During the pre-phase
of this event the X-ray emission was mostly below the level
of detection. With the exception of 20 November. when a Type
II radio burst occurred. most of the pre-emission events were
associated with Type 111 bursts. Figure 2b illustrates the posi-
tions of the Spacecraft. the flares at the Sun on 22 November
and the Hat—synoptic chart with the calculated foot points of
the field lines at the corona which are connected to the satellites.
It can be seen that only one McMath active region could produce
the prevphase and the main particle emission. A special feature
during 22 November is the hard X- and ruray emission which
indicate that nuclear reactions have taken place in the solar
photosphere (Chambon et al. 1978). Composition measurements
for the main event (on 22 November 1977. as well as on 13 Feb-
ruary 1978) have been published by McGuire et a1. (1979). No
evidence was found of low energy 3’I-Ie enrichment or of 2H.
or 31-1.

The maximum energies reached by protons and electrons
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during the pre-phase of 22 November event amount to < 13 MeV
and ~l MeV, respectively. The proton-to-electron ratio at ~
1 MeV particle energy is ~ 100 as obtained from the IMP mea-
surements.

We summarise our observations noting that the illustrative
examples given above can be seen as typical of the so-called
pre-phase events.

1) About 60% of the particle enhancements preceding large
solar particle events are associated with small flares occurring
in the same McMath activity region as the main event and
Type II, IV radio bursts. The remaining 40% of the pre-phase
events, examined in the present study, are associated with small
flares and a group of Type III radio bursts.

2) Such pre-phase proton events are associated with X-rays
and quasi relativistic electrons (sometimes up to > 1 MeV).

3) The proton-to-electron number ratio for ~0.1 MeV parti-
cles amounts to ~10, reaching > 100 at ~1 MeV energies.

4) The maximum energies of accelerated protons and elec-
trons are <20 MeV and >1 MeV, respectively.

5) The shock waves possibly associated with such pre—phase
events are below the level of detection. Sometimes the equatorial
Dst-value of the geomagnetic field shows small disturbances
which could result from flares producing the Type III bursts.

Discussion

The presented study has shown that small flares occurring in
the pre-phase (<5 days) of large particle events can obviously
accelerate electrons and protons up to energies >1 MeV and
<20 MeV, respectively in association with Type III bursts and
X-rays without, however, detectable Type II, IV bursts and also
without shocks. It has been suggested that solar particles are
accelerated in two stages to high energies, the first one leads
to ~l MeV energy, the second one up to relativistic energies
(de Jager 1969; Lin 1974; Svestka 1976; Lin and Hudson 1976;
Bai and Ramaty 1976, compare also Emslie and Rust 1980).
The time resolution (1 h) of the X-ray and particle data (the
higher time resolution of the Helios experiment could not be
used due to the small particle fluxes) give no direct evidence
for the second acceleration stage. However, the maximum parti-
cle energies reached and the proton-to-electron ratio in particular
indicate that the second acceleration process has taken place.
In a recent paper Ramaty (1979) has treated analytically the
second order Fermi-type acceleration process and found that
more protons than electrons are accelerated by the second accel-
eration stage. Because a Type II/IV radio burst and a direct
shock wave in the solar wind was not detectable during the
events presented here, the role of an accompanying shock wave
is still unclear. Since individual small flares in the pre-phase
of larger particle events can accelerate protons and electrons
to moderate energies we consider all pre-phase events as indepen-
dent events and not as the precursor of the main event. The
fact that the particle energy increases the nearer the main event
comes in time (Block and Kuzhevskiy 1979, 1980) could be
explained by larger and more efficient flares occurring in the
same McMath region.

Kahler (1979) studied the pre-flare characteristic <20 min
before small flares in soft X-rays and concluded that coronal
pre-flare heating lasts not longer than 2 min indicating again
that all flares are independent events. The pre-flare events seem
to have no influence on the composition of the main events
as can be seen from the measurements published by McGuire
et a1. (1979).

Since Type III bursts are more common than proton events
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and not always related to observable flares it can be concluded
that electrons are temporarily stored in closed coronal field con-
figurations (corresponding to a height of 4—6 solar radii) and
are released by a still unknown mechanism. McGuire et a1. (1975)
concluded that a rest matter of 5—10 ug/cm2 allows a storage
of electrons for >5 days in the corona, a value which should
also be valid for the pre-phase events. Stored protons seem to
lose their energy rapidly due to their stronger ionisation effects
with the rest matter in the acceleration region. Krimigis (1972)
calculated storage times of < 1 day for low energy protons (E=
0.1—0.3 MeV) and coronal densities of 4- 105/cm3—3-104/cm3 (3—
6 solar radii). It is noted here that McGuire et a1. (1975) have
suggested the continual acceleration of low energy protons and
electrons in “active solar regions” which may be different from
the acceleration process operating in the pre-phase of large parti-
cle events. Considering the energy spectrum, the maximum ener—
gies reached and the association with Type III bursts, we find
that the pre-emission events can best be compared with the
so-called micro events studied by McDonald and van Hollebeke
(1972). They found that ~ 20% of the micro events are associated
with Type II and IV radio bursts and ~80% with a group
of Type III bursts only.

As a side result we note that the empirical formulas relating
duration and intensity of the micro-wave burst and the expected
proton flux near the Earth derived by Croom (1971) and Akin’-
yan et a1. (1977) cannot be applied to the pre-phase events be-
cause they predict too high fluxes. The relation between X-ray
intensity and ~1MeV protons (Gold and Roelof 1977) also
predicts too high fluxes.
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Characteristics of Westward Travelling Surges
During Magnetospheric Substorms
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Abstract. Data from arrays of magnetometers along lines of
constant magnetic latitude and longitude supplemented by all-
sky camera and riometer data are used to infer the characteristics
of the temporal development and the typical scale size of west-
ward travelling surges which occur during magnetOSpheric sub-
storms. It is found that the motion of the head of the surge
can be quite irregular, and that in extreme cases the surge form
may grow and decay in a confined longitudinal sector without
suffering any significant westward displacement. The positive
D-component perturbation, known to be the characteristic signa-
ture of a surge, is generally confined within a longitude range
of ~6—10° at ~70° N and is thought to be generated by a
filamentary southward ionospheric current flowing at the head
of the surge. A comprehensive model three-dimensional current
system involving this equatorward current and northwestward
current flow in the region to the east of the head of the surge
is presented through a detailed comparison of model and ob-
served latitude and longitude profiles of the magnetic distur-
bance. It is found that best agreement is obtained when the
entire electrojet system flows from southeast to northwest relative
to the lines of constant magnetic latitude.

Key words: Auroral zone magnetic fields — Westward travelling
surge — Three-dimensional current system — Auroral electrojet
— Substorm

Introduction

The magnetospheric substorm is a large scale episode of en-
hanced energy dissipation in the ionosphere reflected by marked
increases in auroral luminosity, acceleration of electron and ions
and significant joule heating due to increased current flow in
the auroral zone electrojets. The concept of the substorm was
developed by Akasofu (1964) for the auroral signatures, and
has subsequently been extended to encompass associated varia-
tions in particles, current and electromagnetic noise in various
portions of the frequency spectrum (Akasofu 1968). The sub-
storm has only just recently been given an operational definition
(Rostoker et a1. 1980) in which multiple surges and associated
current intensifications are permitted to occur inside the time
frame of a single substorm. In this paper we will be addressing
the problem of the development of the auroral and electric cur-
rent features during individual intensifications within the body
of a substorm.

The westward travelling surge is a well recognized signature
of the magnetospheric substorm which is thought to represent

the western edge of the substorm disturbed region. The surge
moves erratically in a northwest direction during the course
of a substorm (Wiens and Rostoker 1975) although individual
surge features may expand smoothly westward and surge forms
will sometime develop to the east of the head of the westward
electrojet (Pytte et al. 1976). There have been several detailed
studies of the auroral and magnetic field signatures of surges
(Akasofu et al. 1966; Meng 1965; Kisabeth and Rostoker 1973;
Chen and Rostoker 1974; Rostoker and Hughes 1979; Baumjo-
hann 1979) which have provided an important base of knowledge
regarding the phenomenonology of this substorm feature.
Kisabeth and Rostoker (1973) have shown that the positive per-
turbation of the D (east-west) component of the magnetic field
is a primary feature of the disturbance region and Rostoker
and Hughes (1979) have reached the conclusion that this feature
is due to an equatorward ionospheric current flowing at the
head of the surge. However, lack of adequate ground based
magnetometer coverage has, till now, prevented a detailed study
of the westward propagation of the surge from being carried
out. Over the past 5 years the University of Alberta has intermit-
tently operated an east-west line of between three and four mag-
netometers along a line of constant geomagnetic latitude
(~67.3° N) over an east-west extent of ~ 12° of longitude. For
some of this time an all-sky camera was operated at Forth Smith
(SMIT) so that concurrent information on auroral luminosity
was available for some events. For other events, riometer data
were available which allowed the region of energetic electron
precipitation to be studied. In this paper we use the above-
mentioned data base to study the development and propagation
of westward travellling surges, and we further present model
three-dimensional current systems which we believe to be capable
of producing the surge magnetic field perturbations in terms
of both spatial motion and temporal intensity variations.

Presentation of the Data

In our study we have explored the development of twelve sub-
storm events in which surge forms were detected in the Alberta
sector. Tighe (1979) has analysed three of these events and in
our paper we shall present detailed analyses of two of these
events. For the first event on Day 214, 1974 the University
of Alberta magnetometer array involved the stations of Uranium
City, Fort Smith and Hay River spaced at intervals of ~5°
along a line of constant geomagnetic latitude at ~67.3° N. Sup-
plementary data available from standard observatories operated
by Dept. of Energy, Mines and Resources (Earth Physics
Branch), were used in the study, along with all-sky camera data

0340-062X/81/0050/0051/$03.40
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Table 1. Locations of stations used in this study

Station name Code Geographic Geomagnetic
name coordinates coordinates

Lat. Long. Lat. Long.

Uranium City URAN 59.6 251.5 67.4 304.3
Forth Smith SMIT 60.0 248.0 67.3 299.7
Hay River HAYR 60.8 244.2 67.3 294.1
Fort Providence PROV 61.3 242.4 67.5 292.0
Fort Chipewyan CHIP 58.8 248.9 66.3 302.1
Fort McMurray MCMU 56.8 248.8 64.2 303.2
Leduc LEDU 53.3 246.5 60.6 302.9
Cambridge Bay CAMB 69.1 255.0 76.7 294.0
Yellowknife YKNF 62.5 245.5 69.1 292.6
Meanook MEAN 54.6 246.7 61.8 301.0
Fort Churchill CHUR 58.8 265.8 68.8 322.5
Whiteshell 49.8 264.8 59.9 325.9
Great Whale River 55.3 282.2 66.8 347.2
Victoria 48.5 236.8 54.3 292.7
College 64.9 212.2 64.6 256.5
Sitka 57.1 224.7 60.0 275.4
Newport 48.3 242.9 55.1 300.0
Boulder 40.1 254.8 49.0 316.5
Honolulu 21.3 202.0 21.1 266.5

CANADA

USA
Fig. 1. Station locations of the University of Alberta magnetometers
and riometers and other selected stations in the Alberta sector. The
circles indicate the field of wiew of the riometers. The station code
names and geomagnetic coordinates are given in Table 1

from Forth Smith. For the second event on Day 307, 1976 the
IMS array was operative, with data being available from an
east-west line along ~67.3° N stretching over ~ 12° from Uran-
ium City to Forth Providence and along a meridian ~300° E
from Leduc in the south to Cambridge Bay in the north. Ri-
ometer data from Fort Providence, Hay River, Fort Smith and
Fort McMurray were available as well for this event. Station
coordinates and code names used in this study are shown in
Table l and the station locations are shown in Fig. 1.

The data are presented in the following formats: (i) The
magnetometer data are shown in their classical magnetogram

format, stacked in each figure so as to facilitate easy comparison
among the traces and to portray the evolution in time of the
event. A coordinate transformation of the data results in the
traces being representative of the north-south (H’), east-west
(D’) and vertical components Z in the centered dipole coordinate
system. The magnetometer data are also portrayed in the profile
format for a given instant in time. Latitude profiles involve per-
turbations from stations which lie along a line of constant geo-
magnetic longitude, while longitude profiles involve perturbations
from stations which lie along lines of constant geomagnetic lati-
tude. Both these profiles permit one to evaluate the spatial char-
acter of the substorm current flow at a given instant of time.
The baseline for substorm events is chosen in the minute or
so prior to onset, and is changed for each subsequent intensifica-
tion to the minute prior to the intensification — such profiles
have been termed differential profiles (Kisabeth 1972). (ii) The
riometer data are shown as stacked time series, which indicate
the level of the signal in terms of dB. (iii) The all-sky camera
data are shown as linear mappings of the auroral images recorded
at 30 3 intervals using alternate 8 and 16 3 exposure times.

The Substorm Surge Events

(i) Day 214 (2 August, 1974)

The event in question appears to have its onset at ~0626 (all
times in this paper are given in universal time) after a sustained
period of quietness. The stacked magnetograms for the H’, D’,
and Z components are shown in Fig. 2a—c respectively. There
is some indication of a slow buildup of electrojet strength starting
around 0620, however the distinctive arc brightening identifying
the substorm onset (Akasofu 1964) does not occur until 0626.
The auroral mappings and matching longitude profiles of the
magnetic data are shown in Fig. 3a, b. The arrows a, b, c,

. in Fig. 2 pertain to the auroral mappings A, B, C, . in
Fig. 3.

The substorm onset features a negative H’ perturbation at
the eastern stations of URAN and CHUR. CHUR shows a
marked +D’ perturbation indicating it is near the head of the
surge, while the Alberta array registers a small —D’ disturbance
indicating it is not in the region of the surge. It is interesting
to note the appearance of the surge form ~200 km to the east
of URAN does not produce the familiar +D’ signature at that
station suggesting that the +D’ surge signature may be quite
localized spatially. In fact all three stations in the Alberta array
show rather small magnetic perturbations in this phase of the
substorm.

The appearance of the surge at the eastern edge of the Alberta
array at ~0628 is accompanied by a sharp +D’ pertubation
at URAN. This signature is slightly delayed at SMIT (implying
some propagation delay) and is completely absent at HAYR
(indicating that the effects of the surge are not felt that far
west). The all-sky data in Fig. 3 indicate that the main surge
form has moved to about 100 km east of URAN and that the
arc structure has developed a perturbed character between
URAN and SMIT. The buildup of —H’ at URAN as indicated
by the longitude profile in Fig. 3a indicates that the western
edge of the westward electrojet has moved closer to URAN
in the two minutes since onset. By ~0630 the western edge
of the surge has moved to between URAN and SMIT Here
we really can see the localized nature of the +D disturbance
for profile C. Initially URAN fails to respond, and then drops
negatively while SMIT registers the +D spike and HAYR still
fails to respond. The longitude profile at 0629:57 is typical for
that associated with a Birkeland current loop involving down-
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Fig. 2a—c. Stackplots of magnetograms from central and western Canadian stations covering the substorm event of day 214, 1974. The arrows
labelled a, b,... indicate specific instants during the substorm which are referred to in the text and in Fig. 3. a for the H’-component, b
for the D’-component, c for the Z-component

ward field-aligned current at the north linked to upward field-
aligned current to the south by equatorward ionospheric current
(see Fig. 3 of Kawasaki and Rostoker (1979 a)). The negative
H’ in the profile indicates further westward expansion (and possi—
bly intensification) of the westward electrojet. By ~0632 the
surge is over SMITH with its western edge reaching to within
~50 km from HAYR. At this time the D’ component goes
sharply positive at HAYR, SMIT and URAN showing all three
stations to be under the influence of the surge. By ~0634 the
active arcs have moved to the west of the Alberta array leaving
the stations under the influence of a westward electrojet whose
intensity does not seem to vary much with longitude (as seen
from profiles D and E in Fig. 3).

This event features a surge which developed to the east of
the Alberta array and which moved between ~0626—0631 across
the array with a relatively smooth westward motion. Between
~063l—0633 the surge form became stationary, but at 0633 it
jumped suddenly westward. This motion is inferred by studying
the position of the leading edge of the surge as a function of
time as shown in Fig. 4. Since we associate the +D’ magnetic
disturbance with the surge form, it was useful to study the motion
of a well defined feature in the D’-component longitude profile,
this being the position of the polarity reversal in D’ which can
be seen in frame B of Fig. 3. The position of the polarity reversal
was studied at 10 second intervals and is shown in Fig. 4 for
comparison with the position of the head of the surge as inferred
from the auroral luminosity. Clearly, over the period during
which the surge was over the Alberta array, the SIOpe of the
two curves is approximately the same with regression analysis
yielding a velocity of 1.9i0.2 km/s for the auroral feature and
2.3 i0.2 km/s for the D’-component crossover. Given the errors
of up to 5% in the scaling factors used in transposing the all-sky
camera photos to linear mappings, this agreement can be consid-
ered to be rather good.

In summary, we have shown an example where the surge
moved from the eastern field of view over the Alberta array.
The motion is smooth for ~5 minutes between 0626 and 0631,
but was absent for two minutes between 0631 and 0633 after
which time rapid westward motion was again initiated. Inspection
of the longitude profiles indicate a regime of negative D' to

the west of the surge and a region of positive D’ under the
surge. There is some indication of negative D’ behind the surge
(see SMIT and URAN in Fig. 2b) but this is not well pronounced
for this event. The Z-component is positive to the west of the
surge and negative to the east of the surge. The H’ component
is negative under the surge and to the east of it, indicating
the effect of the substorm westward electrojet. The Z and D’
profiles are what one would expect from a three-dimensional
current system involving anti-parallel Birkeland current sheets
connected by ionospheric equatorward current flow.

(ii) Day 307 (2 November, 1976)

The substorm analysed in this section features the development
and decay of several surge features which appear in different
positions with respect to the Alberta array. Magnetograms from
the east-west line are shown in Fig. 5 with records from the
north-south line within the Alberta array being shown in Fig. 6
and riometer data from the Alberta array being shown in Fig. 7.

The substorm onset occurred at ~0625 as evidenced from
the negative H’ component perturbations visible across the Al-
berta sector. A latitude profile taken shortly after the substorm
onset is shown as panel A of Fig. 8. The substorm westward
electrojet is seen to lie in the latitude range ~65°—69°. The lack
of a positive D’-component perturbation indicates that the surge
has not penetrated the Alberta sector at this time. This would
suggest that the magnetic perturbations stem from enhanced
current flow in the discrete auroral arc region immediately to
the west of the substorm disturbed region (Kawasaki and Ros-
toker 1979 b). The longitude profile for the same instant of time
(panel A of Fig. 9) is consistent with this view in that it shows
a negative H’—component perturbation which changes little
across the east—west extent of the Alberta array. In addition,
the east-west gradient in the Z-component and the steady nega—
tive D’-component perturbation indicate a westward jet which
is tilted 15°i5o to the north-west over the interval 0625—0640
(period A on the magnetograms).

At ~0640 the structure of the current flow in the Alberta
sector is altered significantly by the growth of a surge structure.
Initially the structure is highly localized near SMIT as one can
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POSITION vs TIME
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Fig. 4. Graph of the average position of the leading edge of the surge
and the position of the polarity reversal in the D’-component (from
negative in the west to positive in the east) as a function of universal
time. Note the abrupt cessation of westward motion at ~063O

\

see comparing the D’-component perturbations to the east, west
and south of SMIT to that at SMIT itself. In addition there
is a significant precipitation event at SMIT which is not present
either at PROV or HAYR to the west (see Fig. 7). The latitude
and lingitude profiles at two instants during the development
of the surge are shown in panels B1 and B2 of Figs. 8 and
9. The tendency for the peak disturbance to remain localized
at SMIT indicates that this surge form is not moving westward
significantly. In fact, the perturbation pattern at URAN suggests
that the surge did not move into the Alberta sector from the
east. We conclude that this surge form has developed in a local-
ized azimuthal sector centered near SMIT. While the disturbance

H'CÜMPDNENÎ: DRY 307.1976
.Ll...#JLP.L4L.... llllL-l

D' CDMPDNENT: DRY 30

55

has the magnetic signature of the westward travelling surge,
this surge is not travelling but decays away while remaining
relatively stationaryl

From 0645—0650 (period C on the magnetograms) another
surge form develops. Panel C of Figs. 8 and 9 show the latitude
and longitude profiles at one instant during the development
of the surge. It can be seen that the peak D’—component distur-
bance is now near HAYR, about 5° to the west of SMIT. Minute
by minute profiles (not shown here) indicate, as in the case
of period C, that the surge grows and decays while showing
no discernable westward motion. Based on the data from the
east—west line and the enhanced D’-component perturbations at
YKNF (relative to the earlier periods A and B) we would say
that this surge formed to the north and west of the previous
one (event B).

The major intensification in this substorm takes place near
0656, with the D’-component data (Panel D1 of Fig. 10) showing
the surge developing in the vicinity of SMIT. The latitude profiles
(panels D1 and D2 of Fig. 11) indicate that the surge expands
rapidly poleward in conjunction with the development of a strong
westward electrojet at the poleward edge of the array. The longi-
tude profiles in Figs. 10 and 12 document the development of
the surge and suggest clear westward propagation. While the
peak of the surge form is near SMIT at ~0656 (D1), it lies
between HAYR and PROV by ~0659 (D2) and well to the
west of PROV by ~0703 (D3). Based on the motion of the
point at which the polarity of the D’—component reverses (e.g.,'
the crossover point is ~300°—301° E in panel D3 of Fig. 10),
the velocity of the surge is estimated to be ~l.2 km/s over
the interval 0656—0703.

Following the passage of this major surge, the substorm con-
tinues to develop to the west of the Alberta array. Latitude
and longitude profiles taken at 0718:35 (panel E in Figs. 11
and 12) show an intense electrojet peaking to the north of YKNF
with a maximum H’-component perturbation of at least
~430 nT. The longitude profile shows an electrojet which fea-
tures little longitudinal gradient in current intensity. The tilt
in the Z-component profile taken together with the steady D-
component perturbation can be used to estimate the angle which
the electrojet makes with respect to lines of constant geomagnetic
latitude. The estimated value of 20°i 5° is close to the estimate

7,1976
.ag.
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LALAl—llLllnLlLLLL
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Fig. Sa—c. Stackplots of magnetograms along an east—west line stretching form PROV to CHUR for the substorm event of Day 307, 1976.
The intervals A, B,... refer to specific intervals referred to in the text. a for the H’-component, b for the D’-component, c for the Z-component
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Fig. 6a—c. Stackplots of magnetograms along a north-south line through the Alberta sector for the substorm event of Day 307, 1976. a for
the H’-component, b for the D’-component, c for the Z—component
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Fig. 7. Riometer data from four observatories in the Alberta sector
recorded during the substorm event of Day 307, 1976. The intervals
A, B, are referred to in Figs. 5 and 6 and in the text
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of the angle which the electrojet made with lines of constant
geomagnetic latitude (~15i5°) at the very beginning of the
substorm (period A). The passage of the substorm has not appar-
ently influenced the gross configuration of the auroral oval over
this time scale of ~1 h.

In summary, we have seen in this substorm an example of
a surge which propagates westward and examples of surges which
grow and decay while remaining relatively stationary. In addition
we have seen a surge form develop to the east of a previous
surge in the body of the same substorm, in agreement with
earlier observations by Pytte et al. (1976).

Modelling of Substorm Surges

The data presented in this paper include the first longitude pro-
files of westward travelling surges. As such, it is worthwhile
itemizing some of the characteristic features of the surge pertur-
bation pattern with emphasis on changes which occur as a func-
tion of longitude. The reader is referred to Figs. 3, 9, 10 and
12 for examples of the longitude profiles on which our synthesis
is based:

(a) The dominant feature is a regime of positive D’ which
earlier studies (Kisabeth and Rostoker 1973; Rostoker and
Hughes 1979) have found to be in the near vicinity of the western
edge (or head) of the surge. At the positive peak of D’, the
Z-component is normally negative, while the H’-component is
either positive or negative depending on the position of the
observing station with respect to the center of the surge.

(b) As one moves westward from the position of peak positive
D’, the D’-component falls off in magnitude eventually becoming
slightly negative. As this happens Z becomes positive reaching
a positive peak before falling off to zero. The H’-component
tends to fall off toward zero as one moves westward from the
position of peak positive D’.

(c) As one moves eastward from the position of peak positive
D’, the D’—Component falls off toward zero eventually becoming
negative. Normally the negative D’ behind the surge is very
large, often exceeding in value the magnitude of the peak positive
D’, although occasionally the magnitude of the negative D’ per-
turbation can be small. The peak value of negative Z is normally
obtained at the longitude where D’ switches from being positive
to being negative. The H’-component reaches its maximum nega-
tive values in the region east of the polarity transition in D’.

A schematic diagram of a typical surge longitude profile
is shown in Fig. 13.

A cursory comparison of the schematic diagram shown in
Fig. 13 with model current system magnetic perturbation pat—
terns suggests that most of the disturbance on the western portion
of the surge is due to a three-dimensional Birkeland current
system with downward current at the poleward edge linked to
upward current at the equatorward edge by equatorward flowing
ionospheric current, as suggested by Rostoker and Hughes
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perturbation can easily produce the type of composite pattern
shown in Fig. 13. Of course any electrojet has associated with
it Birkeland current sheets and the connecting north-south cur-
rent flow. There is now considerable evidence that there is a

E ’ strong westward component of the electric field in the region
"’

o L-‚-’ behind the surge (Horwitz et al. 1978). This westward component
....... ._/ _

3 — of E drives both a westward Pedersen current and a northward
Ë Hall current. This northward Hall current would be expected

to exceed by a considerable amount the southward Pedersen
current which would be driven by the southward component
of E normally found in the westward electrojet region. Thus

. 1 . one would expect to find the current flow to be northwestward
290 300 310 in the region behind the surge.

LONGITUDE (°E)

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram at a typical surge longitude profile in accor-
dance with the observations reported in this paper

(1979). The perturbation pattern as a function of longitude for
such a system is shown in Fig. 14. It is immediately apparent
that the major differences between Figs. 13 and 14 are in the
region to the east of the head of the surge. Those differences
can, in the main, be explained by the presence of the westward
electrojet for which the surge is the leading head. Two schematic
profiles are shown in Fig. 15 which are typical of what might
be expected for a location south of the center of a westward
electrojet. Adding this type of perturbation to the surge-related

All these above considerations were taken into account in
designing a model current system to reproduce the magnetic
field perturbation pattern associated with a surge. The model
current system chosen is shown in Fig. 16. It consists of a west—
ward electrojet with a longitudinal extent of L and a latitudinal
width of W. This electrojet is considered to be a Hall current
in the easternmost part of the system although the southwest
orientation of the electric field sometimes makes it nearly a
Cowling current. The westernmost part of the system is the
site of intense downward fluxes of energetic electrons which
represent a north-south aligned strip of negative charge. The
electric field associated with this space charge distribution points
eastward at the western edge of the surge and westward at the
trailing edge of the surge. The upward current at the western
edge of the electrojet is bled up over the surge region. According—
ly our model has a region of equatorward current flow of longitu-
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dinal extent Lw at the western edge of the surge and a region
of poleward current flow of longitudinal extent LE at the trailing
edge of the surge form (see Fig. l6). The north-south current
is linked to the magnetosphere by Birkeland currents in the
model. However it is quite possible that the northward and
southward currents near the head of the surge are part of a
Hall current vortex, as this would produce a magnetic perturba~
tion pattern similar to the one produced by our three-dimension-
al system. Figure l? shows sample latitude and longitude profiles
computed for our model system along meridians and lines of
constant latitude indicated in Fig. 16. The parameters for this
model are given in Table 2. In this table, the west edge is defined
as the longitude to the west of which no ionospheric current
flows, that is the western edge of the region defined by Lw
in Fig. l6. The total east~west length of the poleward/equator-
ward current system is given by Lw+LE. Profile P covers the
western edge of the surge and the region further west, Profile
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Fig. 14. Longitude profile showing the magnetic perturbation pattern
for a three-dimensional current system involving a downward current
sheet at T05“ N, an upward current sheet at 66.5D N and equatorward
flowing ionospheric current connecting the two field—aligned current
sheets. The east-west extent of the current systems is 4°. the edges
being indicated by triangles at i 2°. The profile is taken along 67.5D N

Q encompasses the entire surge form and Profile R emphasizes
the eastern edge of the surge and regions further east of that.
Each of these longitude profiles is taken at different latitudes
to demonstrate how the position of the stations with respect
to the electrojet can influence the observed perturbation pattern.
The similarity of these profiles to the observational data we
have presented in this paper is quite striking. The latitude profiles
indicate how localized the positive D’ regime can be, with that
characteristic signature having disppeared completely in profile
3 at the trailing edge of the surge.

Finally we note that the calculations for the current systems
were performed using the three-dimensional model systems de-

.12 3
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Fig. 16. Model current system proposed for the westward travelling
surge and regions to the east of the surge. P, Q, and R refer to
lines of constant latitude, along which theoretical longitude profiles
are computed while 1, 2 and 3 refer to meridians along which theoreti-
cal latitude profiles are computed. The suite“ error-vs indicate the direc-
tion of the east-west component of the ionospheric current, while
the open arrows indicate the direction of the north-south current flow
which connects the antiparallel Birkeland current sheets. Equatorwarcl
ionospheric current flows at the western edge of the surge region.
The parameters shown in the figure are defined in the text. Parameters
describing the actual system for cases computed in this study are
shown in Tables 2 and 3

...--"' Fig. 153, b. Schematic longitude profiles for
an east-west array of field points to the south
of a westward electrojet. For panel ‘a‘ the
westward electrojet lies along lines of con-
stant geomagnetic latitude while for panel
‘b' the electrojet runs from south-east to
northwest at an angle to lines of constant
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geomagnetic latitude. Note that in the case
depicted in panel “11‘ the negative D’-compo-
nent can account, at least in part, for the
negative D” behind the surge
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Fig. 17. Theoretical latitude and longitude sample profiles computed from the model current system shown in Fig. 16. Locations of the meridians
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to be taken at different latitudes across the electrojet. The current system parameters are shown in Table 2
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Table 2. Model current system
shown in Fig. 17

parameters for production of profiles

Poleward/equatorward
current system

Westward current system

veloped by Kisabeth and Rostoker (1977). For the model shown
in Fig. 16 the ionospheric currents are at an altitude of 100 km
and induction effects are simulated by placing a superconductor
at depths below 200 km from the earth’s surface. The ionospheric
current density for each element of the system is 1 Am‘ 1.

West Edge E-W N—S West Edge E-W N-S

CâÈnter Iàength \Z’ldth CoÈnter Iàength Vàlldth (i) Modelfor Day 214’ 1974
( ) ( cg.) ( cg.) ( ) ( 6g.) ( cg.)
(°N) (°N) Figure 18 shows the observed longitude profiles chosen for model

studies and the profiles obtained from the model whose parame-
2228 10‘0 6'0 2:28 20'0 . 6'0 ters are shown in Table 3. One can see the increase in current

' ' density and the westward motion of the western edge of the
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Fig. 18. Longitude profiles for observations made on Day 214, 1974 and the theoretical profiles which simulate them. X, Y, and Z indicate
the geomagnetic north, east and vertical components. The current system parameters are shown in Table 3
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Poleward/Equatorward current system Westward current system

E—W N—S E-W N-S
Profile West Edge Length Width Tilt Current West Edge Length Width Tilt Current

Center (deg) (deg) (° east Density Center (deg) (deg) (° east Density
(° E) of (° E) of
(° N) south) (Am—1) (° N) south) (Am‘ 1)

Day 214/74
B 308.0 14.0 6.0 0 0.25 308.0 20.0 6.0 0 0.35

68.0 68.0
D 296.5 14.0 6.0 0 0.40 294.0 25.0 6.0 0 0.45

70.0 70.0
E 278.0 12.0 7.0 —10 0.90 278.0 30.0 7.0 ——10 0.70

69.5 69.5

Day 307/76
A 290.0 25.0 4.0 20 0.20

67.5
B1 292.0 19.0 6.0 20 0.55 290.0 25.0 6.0 20 0.12

71.5 71.5
D6 284.0 20.0 7.0 20 0.45 284.0 26.0 7.0 20 0.50

72.5 72.5
E 278.0 30.0 7.0 20 0.75
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Fig. 19. Longitude profiles for observations made early in the event recorded on Day 307, 1976 and the theoretical profiles which simulate
them. Note that profile A is taken before the arrival of the surge while profile E is taken after the surge form has disappeared from the
Alberta sector. In both cases, only the westward current system is needed to model the magnetic effects. The current system parameters
are shown in Table 3
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Fig. 20. Latidude profiles for the same instants during the event on Day 307, 1976 presented in Fig. 19
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Fig. 21. Longitude profiles for observations later in the event recorded on Day 307, 1976 and the theoretical profiles which simulate them.
The current system parameters are shown in Table 3
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Fig. 22. Latitude profiles for the same instants during the event on Day 307, 1976 presented in Fig. 21. The maximum negative H’-component
at YKNF is off—scale. Good agreement of the model at YKNF is not expected since YKNF is several degrees to the west of the Alberta
meridian line and marked azimuthal asymmetries occur in the vicinity of the surge

surge as the event develops. Clearly the head of the surge is
to the east of Uranium City at the onset of the event but has
moved west of Fort Providence by 0633 :39. There are obviously
some discrepancies between the model results and the observa-
tions, but this is to be expected in the light of the fact that
we cannot faithfully reproduce the true current distribution in
so complex a situation as a substorm disturbance.

(ii) Model for Day 307, 1976
For this case we shall use our model to produce latitude and
longitude profiles, as both types of observational data were avail-
able for this event which was recorded while the Alberta IMS
array was in operation. Figures 19 and 20 show sample longitude
and latitude profiles. The model parameters are shown in
Table 3. It will be noted that the profile at 0635:35 was taken
prior to the arrival of the surge while that at 0643 : 15 was taken
after the surge had developed in the Alberta sector. We consider
the overall agreement between the model and observations to
be particularly good in these cases, given the complexity of sub—
storm disturbances.

The profiles in Fig. 21 and 22 represent the situation after
the passage of the surge. The model parameters are again given
in Table 3. While agreement for the longitude profiles (Fig. 21)
seems reasonable, there are clear discrepancies in the case of
the latidue profiles which might be expected considering the
fact that all the stations are not truly on the same meridian
(e.g., the longitude of Fort McMurray is 303.3° E while the

longitude of Yellowknife is 292.6° E). In addition, given the
sharp spatial changes in the substorm perturbation pattern par-
ticularly in the vicinity of the surge, outstanding agreement
should not be expected. In fact, this is a good indicator of
how careful one must be in ensuring that stations used for meridi-
an line profiles do not deviate significantly from a common
meridian.

Discussion and Conclusions

The purpose of this research was to investigate the current config—
uration associated with the westward travelling surge and to
trace the development of the surge form through following the
spatial and temporal development of its current system. This
paper is the first to utilize constraints provided by knowledge
of the variation of the magnetic perturbation pattern as a func-
tion of longitude, and the longitude profiles presented are the
first such profiles published in the literature to date. Using this
information we can study the longitudinal motion of surge forms
and gain some measure of knowledge of the longitudinal scale
size of the current carrying regions. Based on the analysis pre-
sented in this paper we have reached the following conclusions.

(1') The motion of Surges

There seem to be many different ways in which a surge can
develop and behave. Traditionally one considers the surge as
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representing the head of a westward electrojet as it expands
westward during the substorm expansion phase. Certainly, as
in the case of Day 214, 1974, we have encountered cases where
the surge had developed to the east of the Alberta sector and
had moved westward across our sector at the head of an expand-
ing westward electrojet. On a time scale of minutes this motion
may be very irregular, and at times the surge may stop propagat-
ing for a few minutes before resuming its motion.

On the other hand, we have observed surge forms develop
in which the current magnitude grows and decays without any
significant westward expansion being observed (as observed early
in the event on Day 307, 1976). In the cases we have studied,
such surge forms tend to appear before the arrival of the sub-
storm intensified-westward electrojet in our sector.

One may attempt to understand this surge behaviour in the
following fashion. The westward electrojet connects regions of
net downward field-aligned current flow in the noon sector to
regions of net upward field-aligned current flow in the pre-mid-
night sector. The concept of the downward field-aligned current
of the portion of the substorm three-dimensional current loop
is implicit in the model studies of Rostoker and Hughes (1979).
It is adopted because there appears to be no indication of strong
net downward field-aligned current in the region just to the
east of the average substorm disturbed region which would be
identified by a positive level shift in the east-west component
of the perturbation magnetic field going from south to north
across the oval. It is, of course, possible that there is a net
downward current to the east of the surge, however it would
be distributed over a large longitude range resulting in a weak
effect in the region of the surge. Since we are trying to model
only the perturbation field in the near vicinity of the surge,
we do not include any net downward current east of the surge
in the model. The surge, itself, represents a region of intense
upward field-aligned currents which are carried by keV electrons
in the region below the acceleration region (Mozer et al. 1980).
While the upward flow of cold ionospheric electrons in the noon
sector can easily account for the net downward field-aligned
current observed in that region, it is more difficult to explain
the flow of upward current in the pre-midnight sector. It is
presently felt that upward current is carried by the hot electrons
which have been accelerated above the ionosphere by parallel
electric fields, and that the acceleration is needed to give the
electrons a sufficiently high velocity so as to provide the maxi-
mum possible current densities. The equation of continuity pro-
vides a limitation as to how large this current density can be
and thus, in order to match the nightside upward field-aligned
current to the dayside downward field-aligned current, it is
necessary for the region of upward field-aligned current to ex-
pand in ionospheric cross sectional area. The growth of a surge
region represents the development of a new section of the iono-
sphere from which upward field-aligned current may flow. For
reasons which are presently not well understood, it would appear
that regions of upward current flow (marked by discrete auroral
arcs) attain limited latitudinal scale size. Development of discrete
auroras involves the sudden creation of new auroral arcs rather
than the continual growth in size of a single arc. The suddenness
of discrete arc development is symptomatic of the substorm
process and differs form the smooth appearance of increases
in downward field-aligned current across the noon sector. Insofar
as the actual development of a surge is concerned, initially the
growth of the current density may satisfy the need for the magne-
tosphere to balance the upward and downward flow, so that
the strength of the current in the surge may grow with no further
growth of the area occupied by the surge. In that case, the

surge will simply intensify while showing no westward expansion.
In other cases, the increase in downward current on the dayside
may be so large that the development of a new surge region
may be inadequate in terms of the ionospheric cross sectional
area available and it will be necessary for the surge to expand
westward. In essence, therefore, the motion of the surge region
reflects the changes in downward current flow on the dayside
in order to maintain current continuity in the magnetosphere/
ionosphere current circuit. The most rapid spatial development
of the surge would be expected to be associated with the strongest
enhancements in current flow in the auroral oval.

(ii) The Scale Size of Surges

The analysis of the longitude profiles in the vicinity of westward
travelling surges has allowed us, using modelling techniques,
to estimate the east-west scale size of the surge region for several
events. The data for these estimates are found in Table 3 where
the length of the poleward/equatorward current system at the
head of the westward electrojet represents the east-west extent
of the surge region. Table 3 shows the estimates for five separate
surge events of varying current strengths. It is seen that the
east-west extent ranges between 12°—20° at a latitude of approxi-
mately 70° N which amounts to a range of 455—760 km. Accord-
ing to our model, equatorward ionospheric current will flow
in the western half of this region with poleward current flowing
in the eastern half. Thus the east-west scale size of the region
of equatorward current flow at the head of the surge would
appear to be of the order of 230—380 km. Since the ground
magnetometers are a minimum of 100 km away from the current-
carrying region at all times, a region of width 230 km can be
considered to be rather narrow in terms of the resolving power
of ground based magnetometer arrays. For one to detect the
surge region, it is necessary to have a magnetometer at the
correct latitude and within approximately 500 km of the surge
in an east-west direction before one can be sure of detecting
the traditional positive D’-component perturbation associated
with the surge.

Knowledge of the east-west scale size of surge regions allows
us to make some estimate of the scale size of the substorm
disturbed region in the magnetotail, which in turn reflects the
probability of a satellite in the tail region finding itself in the
volume of space to which the surge region maps. Rostoker and
Bostrom (1976) developed mapping factors from the ionosphere
to the magnetotail based on the contention that the Birkeland
current region as observed just above the ionosphere mapped
the half-width of the plasma sheet in the tail. Based on their
contention, the mapping factor for the azimuthal direction was
56. Using this factor and the model calculations shown in
Table 3, the azimuthal extent of the surge region in the magneto—
tail should be of the order of 34,000 km or 5.3 RE. Since the
tail has an average width of about 40 RE, it can be seen that
the surge region involves only about 100/0—150/0 of the tail insofar
as its azimuthal extent is concerned.

There is no doubt that the model for the surge presented
in this paper is relatively crude. No effort was made to greatly
refine the model so as to produce an optimum model based
on some quantitative criterion involving the deviation of each
model prediction from the observation. The relatively small
number of stations used in data acquisition make such an effort
unprofitable. Only the exploitation of two-dimensional array
data such as that which has been recently acquired in the Europe-
an sector over the period of the International Magnetospheric
Study will make such improvements in analysis worthwhile to
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undertake. In fact, a recent study by Inhester et a1. (1981) has
utilized two-dimensional magnetometer array data and auroral
zone electric field data acquired by STARE to develop a model
for the surge which is in good agreement with the results pre—
sented in our present study.
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The global geomagnetic secular variation in the 1960’s and 1970’s
was characterized by a rather rapid intensification which was
shown to be of internal origin (Nevanlinna 1980). An external
11-year wave could also be identified (Nevanlinna, 1980; Yuku-
take and Cain 1979). In studying the global secular variation
for the last few years, an even more rapid global change can
be identified, namely a sudden enhancement followed by a defi-
cit, lasting roughly two years from the end of 1977 to 1979.
Here we shall demonstrate that the pulses of external origin ‚

and that it resembles an intensification of the magnetospheric
ring-current system lasting for about two years.

The year to year change in the Z component in some Europe-
an observatories is shown in Fig. 1. The enhancement in 1978
is clearly seen. The amplitude of AZ is largest at high latitudes,
as can be seen from Fig. 2, which shows the corresponding ampli-
tudes at all the observatories from which data were available
at the appropriate time (Pushkov and lvchenko 1979). The
change in the H component is also shown in Fig. 2, its amplitude
being largest at the equator. The first order harmonics, both
external and internal, were calculated using the data shown in
Fig. 2. The AZ and AH curves shown depict the calculated curves
corresponding to the first order harmonics. The internal harmon-
ic coefficient g?,- was found to be —0.5 nT/yr and the correspond-
ing external one gŸe=15nT/yr, which shows, in spite of the large
r.m.s. errors (oz: 12 nT/yr, 0H=3 nT/yr, the dominant external
character of the phenomenon. This, of course, can also be con-
cluded from the negative sign of the H-variation corresponding
to the positive change of Z at high northern latitudes.

By comparing monthly mean values of successive years from
some Scandinavian observatories (Lovö, Nurmijärvi, and Sodan-
kylä) we get the impression that the enhancement started as
early as August 1977; it was clearly visible in November 1977,
the maximum being in June 1978. From Fig. 1, where the point
for 1981 is based on data for January to April only, we conclude
that the phenomenon lasted throughout 1978 and 1979, but it
does not seem to persist at the beginning of 1980, because the
1981—80 difference, calculated from the January to April data
of these years, corresponds to the expected internal secular varia-
tion curce.

'

The curves in Fig. 2 depict AZ and AH in the geomagnetic
dipole cordinate system supposing a homogeneous external field
corresponding to a distant equatorial ring-current. The fit to
AZ at high latitudes is not good. If the equatorial ring—current
is brought to the normal ring-current distance of 4.5 Earth radii

0340-062X/81/0050/0068/$01.00

(L=3.5) and the ring-current is given a latitudinal extent up
to 50° N and 50° S along the field lines, the fit is slightly im-
proved.

In summary, a sudden change seems to have affected the
magnetosphere in late 1977. The duration of the effect was some
two years, which is longer than sudden changes are generally

1'
10 nT/YEAR

1974-1973 1976-1975 1978-1977 1980-1979

Fig. 1. Year to year change AZ at four Northern European observato-
ries Sodankylä (SOD; 67° 22,2’N, 26° 37.8’E), Nurmijärvi (NUR;
60°30.5’N, 24°39.3’E), Lovö (LOV; 59°20,7’N, 17°49.6’E) and
Niemegk (NIE; 52°O4.3’N, 12°40.5’E). Broken lines: smoothed annual
secular variation at the observatories; The points for 1981—1980 have
been calculated from January to April data only
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Fig. 2. Large circles: amplitude of enhancement in the secular variation
of Z (AZ =(g(1’e—2g?i) 0050) at different observatories. Small circles:
corresponding H values (AH: —(g?e+g?,—) sine). 6 is the dipole colati-
tude. The amplitude of the secular variation pulse was calculated by
subtracting the smoothed extrapolated annual change 1979 — 1978 from
the observed annual change 1978—1977. The smoothing was done
by extrapolating the observed annual changes from 1974 — 1973, 1975 —
1974, 1976— 1975, 1977— 1976 to 1979—1978 linearly (see Fig. 1) The
curves represent a least-squares fit of all points, the source being as-
sumed to be a homogeneous axial field

expected to last. Looking back in time, we have not been able
to find a similar effect before, perhaps because the absolute
measurements, especially in Z, have not previously been accurate
enough. The effect seems not to be correlated with magnetic
activity indices. The effect behaves like an enhancement of the
ring-current with a rather large N-S dimension. The simple ring-
current model does not, however, explain the very large ampli-
tudes in AZ at the 50°—70° northern latitudes, and this phenome-
non needs additional explanation.
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The physical properties and evolution of extended extragalac-
tic radio sources (double, head-tail, jet) are supported en-
ergetically by the nuclear activity in the parent galaxies:
accordingly, it is believed that the energy developed in the
nuclei is transmitted to the extended radio components by
supersonic (relativistic) beams or electromagnetic low fre-
quency waves (Rees 1971; Scheuer 1974; Blandford and Rees
1974). The observed radio radiation is due to synchrotron
emission, as shown by recent detailed observations, and for
this process in situ acceleration of relativistic electrons is
required.

Several theoretical papers have therefore been devoted to
the problem of particle acceleration in physical conditions
typical of radio sources (Pacholczyk and Scott 1976; Lac-
ombe 1977; Eilek 1979; Ferrari et al. 1979). These are based
on stochastic acceleration by magnetic inhomogeneities and
shocks generated by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabi—
lities in supersonic flows. In particular a model may be en-
visaged in two steps:

(i) Resonant acceleration of electrons occurs by interac-
tion with Alfvén waves of short wavelength Ä: in this case we
have a unique relation between the energy of the particle and

27: Q m _wavelength: ——;— —p, where y IS the Lorentz factor, Q
mLes r ‚ e

the proton gyrofrequency, c the speed of light and mp, me the
proton and electron mass. Alfvén waves are assumed to reach
a stationary spectral distribution with index v and total en—
ergy (ôB)2, respect to the background magnetic field BO, such
that:

513 2 10
(—) ocj/lv‘zd/l (1)

BO A rg

where rg is the proton gyroradius. As we need re-acceleration
for frequencies z 10 GHZ, it is assumed that 2102,1015 cm and

Q
rg~v—~1010 cm (vA is the Alfvén velocity). For the param-

A

is the numbereeters of a typical radio source we assume (n
density):

* Paper presented at the Workshop on Acceleration of Particles
by Shock Waves, 7—9 October, 1980, Max-Planck-Institut fur Aero-
nomie, Lindau, Federal Republic of Germany.
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BO~10~<4~5>G
n

~10_(4_5)Cm_3]=>vA~108‘90ms‘1. (2)

(ii) The energy lost by Alfvén waves during acceleration is
supplied by an MHD Kelvin-Helmholtz instability which de—
velops at the interface between the moving radio component
and intra-cluster gas.

Although appealing, the previous model is based on two
crucial assumptions:

(a) If we have a typical inhomogeneity scale length L in
the problem (e.g. the diameter of the jet, or, for a shear layer

a o o u,w1th a gradlent of veloc1ty, the scale length L‘1~—0—,
“0

L10 is the beam velocity), the fastest growing mode has
wavelength ~L. In the extended sources it is reasonable to
assume L not much lower than the component radius i.e.
~several Kpc. Conversely, for resonant acceleration,
À </10~1015‘16 cm are required.res N

2(b) The unstable modes with frequencies œozînuo for

supersonic motion, are assumed to be compressive magnetic
perturbations and not Alfvén waves.

In this paper we want to discuss how interaction of par-
ticles with long wavelength perturbations can lead to efficient
electron acceleration. It can in fact be shown that the coun-
teracting effect of large wavelength modes (which leads to
anisotropy in the electron pitch—angle distribution) and Alf-
vén waves (which tend to remove such anisotropy) can lead
to an equilibrium state of production of Alfvén waves and
acceleration of particles. We shall discuss the phenomenon in
terms of the time scales of the relevant processes, i.e. accele-
ration (tacc) and scattering (tsc) of particles, growth (I ) and
absorption (tabs) of MHD modes and Alfven waves.

We start by considering the influence of a slowly varying
magnetic field (associated with long wavelength MHD modes)
on the particles, following a procedure similar to that applied
by Melrose (1969; 1974).

An isotropic distribution function, under the effect of a

inst

. . . . öB 2 . .t1me varying magnetlc field ((———) IS the energy denSIty of
o L

the long wavelength MHD perturbations)

B=BO [1+ (ŸBË)Lcos(œOt)] (3)
O
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develops anisotropy at a rate (a pitch angle of electrons)

glg~w0(5_§)’
mf(p‚a=%)—f(p‚a=0)

dt B0 L f(p‚a=%)+f(p‚a=0)
with f (p, a) the electron distribution function.

On the other hand for 8>U—
c

to acceleration and scattering of particles at a rate (Lacombe
1977)

1.2-10-10
(B0

,Alfvén waves grow and lead

N
SC 7

TC-
)2F(Â0, v)0 ô—Ë L

1 ÂO

)v—2v—1(Â.
' (5)

l'lS

A C 2

tacc
N

Î) tsc’ F0103 V)
=

A

A quasi equilibrium situation (for wotsc< 1) can be reach-
ed when

ôB 12:~@(_), agi. (o
t B0 L c

Taking into account that we are dealing with a resonant
process and that we have a power law distribution of elec-
trons, we can have Alfvén waves with wavelengths from ~rg
up to /10(~1015 cm). From (5) and (6) it is possible to derive a

. . ÖB
relationship between (—) annd (5B)

B L AO BO

ôB(——) ~1.4 106
L

LA L21
(öB)2Bo F(Â09V)“o 015 BOA,

. ÄO L
A —=——_—— L 2——— 701° 101°cm’ 2‘ 1021cm ( )

. . . ÖB
As we are deahng w1th perturbatlons, (Î)L< 1, from (7)

0

and the condition wotsc<1 we have the following limits for

O A

2.4' 10 Â, - “O
(Ë)2>————u ——Ol—°F(À v) u =————

B0 A 7r 08 L21 0’ ’ 08 108cm/s

((5_B)2<7.2-10“7
Ë0_8À015

B0 A 7:

These two inequalities are consistent independently of the
wave spectrum if

U
F010, V), 0A8=m- (8)

UA L21

1~A8<30. (9)

Scattering of particles controls the process of acceleration
by long wavelength modes: following the quasi-linear theory
(Kulsrud and Ferrari 1971), the rate of acceleration is fixed

27:
by the conditions (k0 2—.)

Âo
k t.
0: “]>or<1. (10)

(DO sc

Taking into account (5) and (8) together with the fact that
previously we assumed cootsc<l in (10) we have kOCtsc>l
with the condition

u08< IOUA8. (11)

71

In this case the time scale of acceleration is given by

108 L B- 2
%c? 21 (.1) yr. (12)

7t (“08)2

In the mean time Alfvén waves accelerate particles at a rate
(taking into account Eq. (11))

_ 7

(A ~———510 —~—L21 (52) yr. (13)
aCC 7t UABuOS ôB L

It is interesting that’ in our picture the acceleration times
do not depend on the details of the Alfvén spectrum F(/10, v)
but only on the mechanism of the Kelvin-Helmholtz in-

B
stabilities and therefore on the parameters (5—1;),

L
L21,u08,vA8, which are strictly related to the physical con-
ditions in the radio sources. Observational data suggest that
both 17A8,u08~1—10 (we remember that relativistic motions

B0
lead to stabilization of modes). The values of L21 and (ôB)L

are more uncertain and can be estimated only roughly. The
time scale of unstable modes is (Ferrari et a1. 1978)

1.7-105ML21
r, çD<1 14

TE Œuosy ( )‚ N
mst

where M is the Mach number and (‚b is determined from the
dispersion relation. For consistency tinst<trs (1:rs is the age of
the radio source ~107 yr) so we have an upper limit for L:

(D1,,<6ofl_%§é. (la

. ÖB . .. .
Referring to —— we can again assume an equ111br1um

o L
situation between the growth rate of modes and their dissi-
pation by interaction with particles.

For a power law spectrum of relativistic electrons, we
know that the energy E is lost by the MHD modes during
the process of acceleration at a rate

ldn ‚)
dtïhïndt (1)

. 2 öB
2

3.3-10’16 712610—8— (——) erelergcm‘3s’1 (16)
21 BO L

Ç:
F—l

>lF2

where am and n(y)(ozy—r) are the energy density and number
density of relativistic particles. In a steady equilibrium state

d
(632) (632)dE~ 87: L 871 L____. N2 17

d—t~ dt inst
( )

from which we get (see (14))

(55E)
~4-102</> :_8„_„__ (18)

B0 L Muoa (532)
i

871' L
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72

From (18) we conclude that the process of acceleration in the
weak turbulence limit is possible only for supersonic flows
and for r1~1.

From (12), (13), and (18) we draw the main conclusion of
the model. First of all we notice that long wavelength modes
and Alfven waves accelerate at almost the same rate:

tîccwâïfi
(EB) (19)tA nuog ÖB Lacc

Regarding the efficiency of the process (i.e., tacc<trs) we
can envisage two limiting cases (assuming (3B less but of the
order of B0):

(i) For fast motion (1408, possibly L‘ASNIO) acceleration is
effective even with smooth boundaries (L21 5,1). In this case
the main difference from previous papers (Lacombe 1977;
Eilek 1979; Ferrari et a1. 1979) is that two different MHD
perturbations can contribute to the acceleration.

(ii) For slow motion (1408, vAgwl) the process is critically
dependent on L21. Again for very sharp boundaries
(LZISIO’Z) we have an efficient acceleration, but in the
mean time the MHD modes evolve non linearly, unless they
are well supersonic (see (18)). Conversely, for smooth bound—
aries we expect only nonlinear evolution of instabilities and
no effective acceleration.
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Abstract. Potassium-argon age determinations were made on
30 alkali feldspar samples from Middle Triassic bentonites of
the “Grenzbitumenzone” of Monte San Giorgio (Ticino, Swit-
zerland) which is stratigraphically well-defined by mollusc fau-
nas. The feldspars are of primary volcanic origin (high sanidine)
and of secondary authigenic origin (pure K-feldspar with low
obliquity). The reported data were determined on the basis of
samples from different vertical and horizontal positions within
the rock sequence. The high sanidine has been dated at 233i
9 m.y.‚ the authigenic feldspar at 226 i9 m.y. (IUGS constants,
1977). Stepwise heating experiments using the 40Ar/39Ar tech-
nique yield well-defined plateaus for the sanidine samples and
support the former results. For various reasons the sanidines
are thought to be originally volcanic and their K—Ar ages to
be the age of eruption. Since the sediments of the Grenzbitumen-
zone were deposited close to the Anisian-Ladinian boundary,
the high sanidine age can be used as calibration point for the
Triassic time scale. An extrapolation based on biostratigraphic
arguments favors a value close to 250 m.y. for the Permian-
Triassic boundary.

Key words: Potassium-argon dating — 40Ar/3’9Ar dating — Triassic
time scale — Grenzbitumenzone — Bentonite — Sanidine — Authi-
genic feldspar — X-Ray diffraction — Neutron activation-Ticino,
Switzerland

Introduction

Dating on the Phanerozoic time scale is conducted on the basis
of cross-calibration between paleontological correlations and
isotopic data. Useful time-marking fossils for the Mesozoic are
ammonoids which are cosmopolitan and have a high phylogene-
tic variability. Obviously, the definition of reliable chronometric
calibration points requires thorough paleontological research
above as well as below the object to be dated. Therefore, marine
ash beds interbedded in fossiliferous sediments offer the best
prerequisites for calibrating the fossil-based geological time scale.

Nevertheless, isotopic dating of volcanogenic sediments is
often complicated by secondary rebedding, detrital contamina-
tion and/or secondary mineralization causing remobilization.
Moreover, most submarine ash deposits are affected by halmyro-
lysis causing devitrification and argon loss. Therefore, potassium
bearing minerals with high argon retentivity are the most useful
minerals for potassium-argon dating.

Thus, the conditions which the material used for isotopic age
determinations and for the definition of calibration points on

the biostratigraphic time scale must fulfil, can be summarized
as follows:
1. the geological object to be dated should be extracted from

primary and stratiform beds between fossiliferous strata of
definite stratigraphic positions.

2. different components of the material used for dating must
be clearly separable from detrital constituents.

3. there must be various cogenetic minerals of primary origin
datable by different methods.

4. the material must be a closed system of radioactive and radio-
genic isotopes.

5. the measured age must correspond to the real age of primary
crystallization and thus correlate with the biostratigraphic
age.

The aim of this study was to define a new calibration point
on the Phanerozoic time scale which is significant in relation
to biostratigraphic dating as well as to the experimental results.
The lack of reliable age data suitable as calibration points for
the Mesozoic made efforts in this direction quite challenging.

The Middle Triassic volcanisms of the Southern Calcareous
Alps best fulfil the above-mentioned conditions. This is particu-
larly the case for the Anisian-Ladinian boundary in Ticino, Swit-
zerland. There are two reasons for giving preference to this
region:
1. the stratigraphic position of the so-called “Grenzbitumen-

zone” (Frauenfelder 1916) is exactly defined by mollusc fau-
nas.

2. the rock sequence contains volcanogenic intercalations (ben-
tonites) already investigated from sedimentologic and petro-
graphic aspects (Müller et al. 1964).

Among the phenocrysts in the bentonites only high temperature
alkali feldspars are suitable for isotopic dating.

Geological Setting

The Mediterranean part of the Tethian geosyncline is character-
ized by intensive volcanic phases during the Permo-triassic and
the Tertiary periods. Figure 1 compiles occurrences of Triassic
volcanic rocks in the Mediterranean region which at first were
considered candidates for our study. By the evaluation of rock
qualities and trustworthiness of their stratigraphic correlation
we came to the opinion that the area of this study (D1 in
Fig. 1) was most favourable. All the other occurrences of Meso-
zoic volcanic or intrusive rocks disappointed us as far as their
correlation with the geological time scale and/or the mineralogi-
cal environment were concerned.

0340-062X/81/0050/0073/$03.20
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Fig.1. Stratigraphic comparison of Triassic volcanic rocks in the Mediterranean region and evaluation of their dating feasibility. Rocks of
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area (Miiller et al. 1964; Wirz 1945), E Eastern Dolomites (Caprile, Marmolada, Val Gardena, Latemar (Baccele and Sacerdoti 1965; Cal1egari
and De Pieri 1967), F1 „3 Recoaro — Schio — Posina area, Vicentinian Alps (Hummel 1931; Zanettin and De Vecchi 1968; Ott 1972; Assereto
1969; De Vecchi et al. 1974), G Western Dolomites (Hummel 1932; Rossi 1962; Saeerdoti and Sommavilla 1962), H1, H2 Predazzo (HQ—Monzoni
(H1) area {+intrusive rocks) (Paganelli and Tiburtini 1964; Vardabasso 1945; Simboli 1966; Delmonte 1967; Borsi and Ferrara 1967; Borsi
et a1. 1968; Gallitelli and Simboli 1970), I Carnian Alps (Tarvisiano) (Spadea 1970; Castellarin and Pisa 1974; Assereto et al. 1968), J Salzkammer-
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Innsbruckustria (Holler 1963; Plöehinger and Wieseneder 1965; Gessner 1966; Summesberger and Wagner 1972; Bechstäclt and Mostler
1974), M2 Gostlingf‘r’bbs, Austria (Faupl and Hamedani 1972), N Dobratsch, Gailtal/Austria (Pilger and Schönenberg 1958), O LechtalfAustria
(Mutschlechner 1954), P NW Bulgaria (Ganev in Zapfe 1974), Q Chios/Eastern Aegaeic (Bender 1970; Assereto 1974; Jaeebshagen and Tietze
in Zapl‘e 1974), R Kithaeron mountains/N—Attika, Greece (Bender 1967), S Vilajets Skutari/Albania (Nopcsa and Reinhard 1912), T Carpathians,
Montenegro {Ramovs in Zapfe 1974; Kuthan 1959), U Bükk mountains, Balaton, Bagolyhegy, Hungary (Balogh in Zapfe 1974), V Slovenia
(Ramovs in Zapfe 1974), W Pyrenees (Misch 1934), X Keltiberian mountains (Richter and Teichmiiller 1933), Y Calcena/Moncayo, Areas
de las Salines, Spain (Dubar 1925), Z Eastern Pyrenees (Dubar 1925)

In Ticino (Swiss Southern Alps) stratigraphically well-defined
volcanic rocks occur. In the region of Lugano there are thin
layers of bentonites (altered volcanogenic ejecta) interbedded
in a series of fossiliferous bituminous dolostones and argillaceous.
shales. The fossil record relates this sequence to the Anisian-
Ladinian boundary and has therefore been called the “Grenzbi-
tumenzone” (GBZ, “bituminous boundary layer”) by Frauen—
felder (1916). Outcrops of the GBZ are mainly confined to the
area of Monte San Giorgio, south of Lake Lugano.

Seen geologically the Monte San Giorgio area is a fault block,
flat—dipping to the south (20430”), consisting of unfolded con»
formable beds with a total thickness of more than 800 m from
Lower Triassic up to Jurassic, resting cancordantly upon various
Permian rocks (Fig. 2b).

The GBZ close to the Anisian-Ladinian boundary is a

rhythmic alternation of early diagenetic dolomitized limestones
and bitumenous shales (:12 m thickness) conformably inter-
stratified between the laying massive Anisian dolomite and the
hanging Ladinian Meride limestone. During the excavation of
Middle Triassic vertebrates from 1950—1968 (Kuhn-Schnyder
1964; 1974) the GBZ profile was mapped by paleontologists
from Zurich. They divided the whole sequence into layers (nos.
1—180), six of which were recognized as volcanic sediments.

Relation of the “Grenzbitumenzone”
to the Triassic Zonal Successions

The Monte San Giorgio area is famous for its abundant deposits
of Middle Triassic marine fishes and reptiles (Kuhn-Schnyder
1964). The exact chronostratigraphic position of the G32, how-
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ever, is defined by mollusc faunas (several ammonoid genera;
Rieber, 1973b). In the twenties it was already known that the
GBZ fauna belongs to a Middle Triassic interval close to the
Anisian-Ladinian boundary (Frauenfelder 1916; Senn 1924).

In this context we have to recall what is known about the
stratigraphic significance of the GBZ, expecially taking into ac-
count the results of the research done at the Mirigioli outcrop
of Monte San Giorgio (SG in Fig. 2b; point 902 on folio 1973
Mendrisio 1 :25000).

Within the excavated section 44 species and subspecies of
15 ammonoid genera and 12 Donatello species (lamellibranchiata
of the family Halobiidae) have been found (Rieber 1969, 1973a).
The small time range of these fossils permits a highly accurate
resolution of the GBZ strata.

The ammonoids are abundant mainly in the dolostone beds
of the lower and middle part of the GBZ. Among them Ceratiti-
dae are clearly preponderant. Trachyceratidae are frequent in
same beds of the upper part of the sequence. The genus Protra-
chyceras Mojsisovics makes its first appearance in bed no. 98
of the section (compare Fig. 3) thus establishing the lower limit
of the Ladinian between bed no. 97 and bed no. 98. Based on
Daonellae, the Anisian-Ladinian boundary would coincide with
the interval between bed no. 83 and bed no. 104 of the Mirigioli
outcrop (Rieber 1969). Comparable Daonella faunas are known
from profiles of the Tridentinian Alps and the Dolomites in
Southern Tyrol belonging to the latest Anisian and earliest La-
dinian.

The Triassic chronostratigraphy, however, is defined only
by the zonal succession of ammonoids. Ammonoids are remark-
ably cosmopolitan and therefore they are of great use for corre-
lating Triassic rocks worldwide (Tozer 1911). Genera of six fami-
lies ofsub-order Ceratitina which are found at Monte San Giorgio
are also represented in the Middle Triassic of North America
(Silberling and Tozer 1968).

Figure 4 shows the relation of the GBZ to the standard zonal
successions of the Alpine-Mediterranean and the North Ameri-
can Triassic. Taking into account the greatest possible error,
the GBZ definitely lies above of the Mediterranean Poroceron‘res
trinodosus zone and below the Protrcchyceres carfonif zone,
which are the middle of Gymnoroceras meeki zone and the base
of Protrachycerns subaspernm zone of North America respective»
ly. This corresponds to an interval of two faunal zones. The
latest Anisian of the GBZ is characterized by a new fauna]

Number of
la

152

Fig. 3. Occurrence. range and
subdivision of stratigraphically
significant ammonoids in the Monte
San Giorgio limestones (Rieber 197313)
combined with the sequence of
bentonites at various outcrops of the
area. The numbers characterize the
stratigraphic position of fossils and
volcanic layers. (SG Mirigioli outcrop,
VP Val Porina mine gallery. VSt Valle
Stelle gorge. RP quarry near Rossago/
Poghana)
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The chronostratigraphic position of the "Grenzbitumenzone" , dated by ammonoids (Ceratitidae,
Hungaritidae , Aplococeratidae, Trachyceratidae ) compared with the revised zonal sequence
of the Alpine Mediterranean Triassic ( left side ) and the standard zones of North America ( right Side )

Fig. 4. Relation of the “Grenzbitumenzone” of Monte San Giorgio to the standard zone succesion of the Alpine-Mediterranean (left) and
the North American Triassic (right)

zone, the zone of Tzcinites polymorphus RIEBE R. This zone may
be partly equivalent to the Aplococeras avisianus zone defined
by Assereto (1969) in the Southern Alpine Triassic taking into
account the faunal content. The definition of the upper limit
of the polymorphus zone in Fig. 4, column 4 (dashed line) as
coinciding with the Anisian-Ladinian boundary of the Alpine-
Mediterranean succession is justified by the fact that bed no. 98
contains the first Trachyceratidae represented by the genus Pro-
trachyceras. Rieber (1973 a) considers the layers above bed no. 97
to belong to the reitzi zone, eventhough Protrachyceras reitzi
has not been found. This means that the GBZ also includes
the lower part of the Fassan substage, which is indicated by
the top line in Fig. 4, column 4. Admittedly, Kozur (1974) doubts
that genus Protrachyceras appears isochronously on a global
scale. He pointed out that this fossil already occurs within the
avisianus zone. This could mean that the GBZ is really confined
to the upper part of the Aplococeras avisianus zone and therefore
to the latest Anisian. According to Kozur (1974), Silberling
& Tozer (1968) have not taken into account representatives of
P. reitzi when they defined the Anisian-Ladinian boundary be-
cause the significant development of genus Protrachyceras does
not begin until the P. subasperum zone.

To sum up briefly we can say that the GBZ is definitely
younger than the trinodosus zone, older than, or possibly isoch-
ronous with the reitzi zone of the Alpine standard succession
and probably of the same age as parts of the meeki and occidenta-
lis zone of the North American zonal succession. This implies
that the GBZ was sedimented during an interval which lasted
as long as one or may be two zones. The exact stratigraphic
position therefore may have an error of i— one zone. Assuming
that the 34 Triassic zones of more or less the same zonal range
have lasted 40—50 m.y., the stratigraphic error is in the order
of 1.2—1.6 m.y. This, however, lies within the experimental errors
of chronometric dating.

Composition of the Tuffs from the Grenzbitumenzone
and Its Implications

The volcanogenic beds are intercalated within the lower to mid-
dle part of the GBZ (from bed nos. 29—85) and consist of pure
tuffs altered to bentonites without any detrital admixture. The
thickness of the layers varies considerably (from a few mm up
to several cm). The base of the bentonite beds are often crystal
tuff layers, the thickness of which depends on the thickness of
the bentonites. This may be due to silica migration resulting
from the alteration of the tuffs during diagenetic processes. The
volcanic material consists of a micro-crystalline groundmass of
illite-montmorillonite composition which contains a small por-
tion of intratelluric phenocrysts of alkali feldspar, quartz and,
in some layers, leached euhedral biotite. Euhedral crystals of
zircon and apatite are accessory components. Plagioclase, howev-
er, is lacking in all horizons. This absence of plagioclase may
be an original feature but later alteration into montmorillonite
by halmyrolysis cannot be excluded (Helgeson 1972; Wirsching
1976)

The phenocrysts are normally fragments of euhedral crystals
with grain sizes less than 1 mm. They amount to i‘SO/o of the
samples. The groundmass fraction (less than 2 pm) consists of
a mixed-layer mineral of montmorillonite and illite (Müller et al.
1964). The volcanic layers show graded bedding which explains
their tuffogenic origin. The mainly splintery, sharp-edged to eu-
hedral phenocrysts, their random distribution in the beds and
the lack of detrital compounds are features of aeolic transport
followed by sedimentation in the Tethis Sea. Secondary trans-
port and reworking can be excluded.

Sample Val Serrata (VS in Fig. 2b) of our study is strati-
graphically younger than the GBZ (from the base up to Lower
Ladinian). Contrary to the other samples, it is a tuffite in the
,sense that it is solidified by calcareous cement. Its origin may
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be very similar to the genesis of the GBZ bentonites since it
contains quartz and feldspar phenocrysts in graded bedding but
no detrital constituents.

Since feldspar turned out to be the only mineral in these
tuffs which could be used for dating, we were confronted with
the difficulty that only K—Ar measurements could be carried
out. Since the Rb/Sr ratio of these feldspars is around 2 (Rb~
100 ppm, Sr~50 ppm), Rb/Sr dating would have been possible
if a second mineral of volcanic origin had been present in suffi-
cient amounts to permit its separation and the analysis of the
initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio. Unfortunately the apatite in the tuff sam-
ples did not meet this requirement.

Because no second supporting dating method could be ap-
plied in this case, we were forced to look for other criteria
to check the internal consistency of our dating study. We there-
fore carefully sampled the material for the K—Ar measurements.
This implied a detailed examination of the feldspar types in
thegtuffs on the one hand, and the preparation of different grain
size fractions from those samples from which enough feldspar
could be extracted on the other hand. As a further approach
we decided not only to apply the conventional K—Ar dating
method but also 40Ar/39Ar dating with stepwise heating.

Remarks on K—Ar Dating of Feldspar

Müller et al. (1964) have shown that feldspars contained in the
bentonites of Monte San Giorgio are only alkali feldspars. As
we shall show later the alkali feldspars are sanidine and adularia-
like potassium feldspars which may be of authigenic origin. The
use of alkali feldspar for K-Ar dating is not unequivocal. Ortho-
clase and microcline are normally not considered suitable be-
cause they obviously do not retain argon as well as sanidine
and anorthoclase (compare Dalrymple and Lanphere, 1969,
pp 168—170). In general, K—Ar ages will only be geologically
meaningful if the object to be dated has initially been free of
radiogenic argon and has remained a closed system for argon
and potassium since its crystallization.

In the case of the binary system of alkali feldspar the closed
system condition can be affected by subsolidus transformations.
They are caused by a rearrangement of Si and A1 atoms within
the lattice in the course of slow cooling of the rocks (diffusive
transformation; Laves 1960) and by exsolution or separation
of the binary system into sodium and potassium phases.

Random distribution of A1 and Si within the lattice of high
alkali feldspars is only preserved by rapid quenching near
l,000° C (Stewart and Wright 1974). Long term annealing at
temperatures below 800° C causes the aluminium to migrate to
electrostatically preferable T1(0) sites. Because of this the crystal
structure becomes more and more triclinic. Only rapid cooling
of a melt produces monoclinic potassium rich alkali feldspar
of high sanidine structure with maximum Al, Si disorder.

In the course of slow cooling the high sanidine structure
will be affected by formation of triclinic domains which produces
an apparent integrated monoclinic structure characteristic of
“orthoclase” (low sanidine), or it will break down to microcline
with maximum Al, Si order, often accompanied by separation
of potassium and sodium phases.

The usefulness of high sanidine as a K—Ar clock has long
since been established by many authors (Bystrom-Asklund et al.
1961 , Baadsgaard and Dodson 1964; and others). Argon diffu-
sion experiments in a vaccum could be interpreted by simple
diffusion mechanisms (Baadsgaard et al. 1961 ; Frechen and Lip-
polt 1965 ; compare Kalbitzer and Fechtig 1966 for general
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discussion). The argon activation energies are comparable to
those of biotites (57 Kcal/mol for the Kinnekulle bentonite sani-
dine, for instance). The K—Ar results on orthoclase and micro-
cline are confusing. Some data agree quite well with those of
cogenetic biotite and hornblende, others not. It is not possible
to predict a priori that orthoclase and microcline will yield incon-
sistent K—Ar results. Perthitization (Sardarov 1957) and obliquity
play an important role. The patterns of argon diffusion rates
in microcline are quite complicated (Evemden et al. 1960). Low
Ar activation energies may be simulated by Ar diffusion from
internal surfaces caused by perthitization (Gentner and Kley
1957)

On the contrary, homogeneous orthoclase shows an Ar diffu-
sion pattern comparable to that of sanidine and an activation
energy of 44 Kcal/mole (Foland 1974a, b). Na and K diffusion
experiments suggest in the case of homogeneous orthoclase and
of high sanidine that Ar diffusion maintly takes place on lattice
sites of alkali ions, whereas in the case of inhomogeneous ortho-
clase, triclinic domains are also affected by surface diffusion
effects.

The influence of triclinic domains on Ar retentivity has been
studied on the basis of 40Ar/39Ar stepwise heating experiments
of adularias with different obliquities (Halliday and Mitchell
1976). Saddle-shaped 40Ar/3’9Ar spectra were observed, while
feldspar with obliquity equal zero yield nearly model release
patterns for undisturbed K—Ar systems (rhyolite sanidine, mea—
sured by Dalrymple and Lanphere 1974).

In summary we may conclude that the Monte San Giorgio
bentonites provide suitable dating material, whereas other feld-
spar types cannot be considered suitable as long as they have
not been tested systematically.

Little is known about the Ar retentivity of authigenic alkali
feldspar formed at surface p,T conditions. Most of them have
triclinic symmetry. Monoclinic crystals are only found growing
on primarily existing nuclei of detritic origin (Fiichtbauer 1950,
Kastner 1971). Since subsolidus and solvus reactions in authigen-
ic feldspar can be excluded, argon loss is not expected a
priori. For an Upper Jurassic tuff from the Southern Alps,
Hunziker (1979) found K—Ar ages of sanidines with authi-
genic K-feldspar rims, which scatter between 136 and
100 m.y., depending on the relative amounts of rim and core
analysed. Hunziker assumes on the basis of investigations by
Bernoulli and Peters (1974) that the authigenic feldspar rims
are products of a later devitrification of the tuff. A value of
about 100 m.y. can be derived as devitriflcation date. This
result has to be kept in mind when discussing our results on
a presumably authigenic feldspar phase. In case the authi-
genic feldspar was formed at nearly the same time as the tuff
deposition of the bentonite no substantial effect on the ages
can be expected. However, if we are dealing with devitrifi-
cation taking place much later than the formation of the
volcanic layers, 40Ar/3’9Ar stepwise heating experiments could
be of help in distinguishing between the formation of core
and rim.

Sampling and Dressing Procedures

Samples were taken from five sediment outcrops belonging to
the GBZ (SG, RP, Vst, VP in Fig. 2b). In addition, material
was used from the excavation at Cassina (C 1, Lower Ladinian)
and from the tuffite within the Lower Meride Limestone of
Val Serrata (VS, Lower Ladinian, 100 m above the GBZ). Sam-
ple C 1, however, did not contain any datable minerals.
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Fig. 5. Photomicrographs of four feldspar concentrates from the hen-
tonite of bed no. 79 at the Mirigioli outcrop (Monte San Giorgio).
Grain sizes 200—315 um, 315—500 pm in Fig. 5-3. I Authigenic K feld
spar showing inhomogeneous extinction and beginning caolinization
(type W in Figs. 6 and 9), 2 clear high sanidine, poor in inclusions
(type G). 5' round—edged, cloudy sanidine with inclusions (type R), 4
Sharp-edged, cloudy sanidine of high sanidine quality with overgrowth
of authigenic feldspar (type T)

We selected five horizons of the Mirigioli outcrop (SG) and
one horizon of the other GBZ outcrops in such a way that
three horizons (54, 79, 85) are represented by two independently
taken specimens. In total nine different samples were processed.
The original samples weighed 20 to 50 kg.

The preparation of the mineral concentrates was begun by
decomposing the rocks with suitable solutions, (benzine, hydro-
gen peroxide) which do not attack the minerals selected for
dating. After this treatment the decomposed samples consisted
mainly of phenocrysts in their original habit. They were washed
several times in twice-distilled water and sieved into five grain
size fractions. The fractions 0.1—0.2 mm, 0.2~0.315 mm and
0.315—0.5 mm were chosen for further dressing work. After dry—
ing the phenocryst concentrates the feldspars were separated

Table 1. Samples of volcanic feldspar prepared from Grenzbitumen-
zone bentonites and a Lower Ladinian tuffite (VS) of the Monte San
Giorgio area, Ticino, Switzerland. (G, W, T: feldspar types described
in the text, M mixtures of the three types)

Grain size Feldspar types
(um)

M G T W

100—200 — — — SG 66
SG 7l — — —
SG 79 SG 79 SG 79 SG 79
— RP 79 — —
— VP 85 VP 85 —

200—31 5 — — — SG 66
SG 79 SG 79 SG 79 SG 79
_ _ — RP 79
— SG 85 — —
_ VS _ _

315—500 — — — SG 66
SG 79 SG 79 SG 79 SG 79
— VP 85 VP 35 VP 85

SÜD—1,000 — VP 85 _. _

by heavy liquids and magnetic separation. The remaining mine-
rals were examined under the binocular microscope for further
datable constituents, however without success. Detrital com-
pounds have not been found in any of the mineral concentrates.

The feldspars are alkali feldspars. Optical and morphological
differences were observed among the feldspar crystals. On the
basis of these differences three feldspar types could be distin-
guished:

1. A splintery, hypidiomorphic, homogeneous and water-clear
type, called “G" (compare Fig. 5, no. 2)

2. A cloudy, partly round-edged type, called “T" (Fig. 5 no. 4)
3. An optically inhomogeneous, hypidiomorphic up to euhedral

feldspar type, rich in inclusions, called “W” (Fig. 5, no. 1).

Since a detrital provenience of the round-edged feldspar type
“T” could not be excluded a priori, we decided to aim for
pure concentrates of the different types, apart from the feldspar
mixtures (symbol “ M ”, Fig. 5, no. 3). The selection of the differ-
ent feldspar types could only be done. by handpicking grain
by grain. The degree of sample purity reached in this manner
was better than 95%. The residual 5% consisted of the two
other feldspar types. Each feldspar concentrate was treated with
ultrasonics till no further crushing of mineral grains was detect-
able. The samples were dried and divided into aliquots for differ-
ent investigations. Each aliquot was examined again under the
microscope for its composition. This procedure resulted in a
sample reservoir of about 2 g, representing 26 different feldspar
samples from seven sampling sites. Bed 54 of the Mirigioli out-
crop (SG) and of the Valle Stelle hollow did not contain feldspar;
only quartz and montmorillonite were found. Table 1 summa-
rizes the final state of our sample dressing. The majority of
the samples consists of the various types and grain sizes of
the Mirigioli bentonites 79 and 85.

Experimentation and Results

Structural Examination by X-Ray DWI-action

The structure of the different feldspar types extracted from the
tuffs were identified with powdered aliquots using the Phillips
X—ray diffractometer of the Mineralogical Institute of the Univer-
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Table 2. Certain lines of X-ray diffraction scans (Cu Koc 1) from differ-
ent feldspar types from Monte San Giorgio bentonites

Reflections Feldspar type
(t)

G and T W
2 0 (°) 2 6 (°)

(201) 21.26i0.01 20.96 i002
(111) 2267:0.01 22.51 :002
(130) 23.60i0.01 23.50 i002
(112) 257435002 25.71 i002
(220) 2714:0.02 26.81 250.02
(202) 27.29i002 27.11 :003
(040) 27.38 i002 _
(002) 27.66 i001 27.60 i002
(131) 2994:0.01 29.81 i002
(041) 30.764_—0.02 30.78 i002
(132) 3236:002 32.35 i002
(241) 3494:0.02 34.72—10.02
(060) 4160:0.01 41.63 i002
(204) 50.88 :0.01 508045003
(280) 62.004_—0.01 62.01

sity of Heidelberg. Scans were run repeatedly between 65° and
5° at a speed of 1/4° (29) per min (time constant position 4).
Si metal added to each smear mount was used as an internal
standard. The reflections selected for spacing were evaluated
in accordance with Orville (1967) and identified on the basis
of the powder patterns developed by Wright and Stewart (1968).

The most important 29 angles are given in Table 2. In this
connection the following features must be noted:

1. the pertinent reflections appear at the same angles for the
feldspar types G and T, but at significantly different angles
for type W.

2. the d-values based on the (201) reflections are comparable
for all types, within the experimental error, to those reported
earlier by Müller et al. (1964) for the tuffogenic feldspar of
the Monte San Giorgio.

3. the (130) and (131) reflections for feldspar types G and T
are sharp single lines without peak broadening. Therefore
the presence of a triclinic component can be excluded. Type
W however, shows broadened, diffuse peaks caused by lattice
inhomogeneities.

4. the A29 ((040)-(002)) value for the feldspars G and T amounts
to 0.27o and is close to that for high sanidine (Borg and
Smith, 1969). For type W this value could not be determined
because of peak broadening.

5. the d-values obtained from the feldspar types G and T are
comparable to those from the Drachenfels sanidine, Eifel
(ASTM 19-11227, 1967) whereas the d-values from the feld-
spar type W are similar to adularia from Selkingen, Switzer-
land (ASTM 19-931, 1966).

Apart from this it should be mentioned that the 20.95°, 2 9
line found in the type W spectrum can also be seen as a small
peak near the (201) reflection of type T.

Least squares unit-cell refinements were calculated using a
computer program which was developed by Nuber started from
calculations made by Berdesinski and Nuber (1966). Only single,
well-indexed lines of which the 2 9 values did not scatter more
than i0.03° in repeated runs were used. The results are plotted
in Fig. 6.

The lattice constants of the water-clear feldspar type G and
the cloudy type T do not differ significantly. They correspond

7,24 . ä 4 + . . . * 7,2l.
.

C maximum microcline

sanidine

0

high albite b (A)
12,88 12,90 12,92 12,91. 12,96 12,98 13,00 13,02

Fig. 6. Lattice parameters of four alkali feldspar types from various
bentonite beds of the Monte San Giorgio region (G, VP clear high
sanidine; Tcore of cloudy, sharp-edged high sanidine; R round-edged
high sanidine; W authigenic K-feldspar crystals and rims of T and
R). Four samples with nearly complete Al,Si disorder (T1 =0.55) lie
in the high sanidine corner, whereas sample W shows more triclinity
(T1 = 0.64). The sizes of the symbols correspond to the analytical errors.
The size of the error rectangle for sample W (cross-hatched) is due
to some diffuse reflections caused by triclinic domains
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Fig. 7. Concentration profiles of K, Na and Ca across crystals of
the feldspar types G (left) and T (right) showing the overgrowth of
the sharp-edged cloudy feldspar crystals. (electron microprobe mea-
surements 15 kV/10 uA, beam diameter 3 pm, integration time 20 8.,
relative errors i 1%)

to high sanidine. The type W feldspar, however, has lattice con-
stants equal to those of monoclinic authigenic K-feldspar as
reported by Baskin (1956, Table 8) within the experimental er-
rors. Because of the diffuse nature of the X-ray reflections for
type W, it was not possible to determine whether the lines are
actually split. Fine twinning of triclinic domains can result in
an apparent monoclinic symmetry (Goldsmith and Laves, 1954).
The broad and diffuse peaks may therefore be due to a domain
structure resulting from poor crystallographic continuity.
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Table 3. K—Ar data and ages of volcanogenic and authigenic alkali feldspars of certain grain sizes from one bentonite bed (no. 79) of Mirigioli-
outcrop (point 902) at Monte San Giorgio, Ticino (Switzerland). The determined ages of high sanidine and high sanidine with authigenic
owergrowths are comparable within the errors

Material analysed Grain size Weight K Rad. 40Ar Atmos. Calculated age
(mm) (mg) (%) (>< 10"6 cm3 STP/g) 40Ar (%) (m.y.)

SG 79 0315—0500 34 9.95 90.8 3.7 221 i7
typeG 91.5 3.5 222i7

(pr‘mary h‘gh samdme) 0315—0500 44 9.95 96.2 1.5 233 i 7
95.6 1.7 232 i- 7

0.200—0.315 45
'

9.47 91.8 1.2 234i 7
92.5 1.4 235 i 8

0100—0200 40 9.27 83.6 1.9 218i7+
83.9 2.0 219 -l_- 7 +

0100—0200 52 9.27 89.8 0.6 233 j; 7
89.6 0.8 233 i 7

Mean age: 228 i7
Mean age without+: 230:6 (i 11)

SG 79 0.315—O.500 39 9.83 93.7 2.2 230i7
type T 94.9 2.2 233 i 8
(primary high sanidine

.th th. . 0315—0500 41 9.83 96.8 1.3 237 i7w‘ a“ Ëgemc 97.1 1.4 238 i 8feldspar rlms)
0200—0315 45 10.07 98.1 - 1.8 235 i7

98.1 1.8 235 i 8
0.100—0200 39 10.17 99.6 1.7 236 :7

98.9 1.7 234i 8
Mean age: 235 i 3 (:6)

SG 79 0.315—0500 38 12.12 108.7 2.4 217 i6 '
type W 110.0 2.5 220 i7

(authlgemc K'feldSpar) 0315—0500 37 12.12 113.5 1.0 226 :7
113.8 1.1 227 :7

0200—0315 44 12.22 115.1 1.5 227 :7
114.7 1.5 227 i7

0100—0200 45 11.62 110.0 1.4 229 i7
110.3 1.4 229: 7

_ Mean age: 225 i4 (i9)

so 79 0315—0500 38 10.15 95.2 1.7 226 i7
type M , 96.5 1.8 229 :7
Säge“ CrOËPÎnI‘Î“; 0315—0500 39 10.15 97.7 3.3 232457e Spa ‘X u e 97.6 3.3 231 i7

0315—0500 39 12.18 116.3 1.8 230i7
116.8 2.0 231:7

0315—0500 39 10.57 101.1 2.0 231197
101.3 2.2 231i7

0200—0315 44 10.16 96.8 1.7 230 :7
96.7 1.9 230i 7

0.100—0200 44 10.19 98.1 2.1 2324:7
98.2 2.2 232:7

Mean age: 230i2 (i4)

Using decay constants 26:0.581X10‘10a'1, 23:4.962 x10‘10a‘1, and atomic abundance 40K/K= 1.167 ><10‘4
Errors in K=1.0% (standard deviation of the average on 14 determinations), errors in 40Ar (rad)i2.5% per each individual determination.
The ifigure is the estimate of precision of the determination at ls.d. criterion, 2s.d. in parentheses

Potassium and Microprobe Analyses buffered with Na and Ca. The measurements are checked by
repeated analyses of the NBS 70a standard feldspar, for which

The potassium analyses were carried out by emission flame pho- Flanagan (1974) recommends 9.80% K as reference. Long time
tometry using a Zeiss spectrometer and applying a modification determinations in our laboratory gave 9.78 :0.04% potassium
of Cooper’s (1963) method. Standard and sample solutions are (l s.d. error, 14 values).
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Table4. Conventional K—Ar and 4°Ar/39Ar total fusion ages on volcanic and authigenic alkali feldspars and feldspar mixtures of certain
grain sizes from different bentonite beds of the Mirigioli outcrop (except bentonite bed no.

79)
and other localities (sample number corresponds

to the number of bentonite bed)

Locality and Grain size Weight K Radiogenic 40Ar 40Ar/39Ar atm4°Ar Calculated age
material analyzed (mm) (mg) (%) (x 10‘6 cm3 STP/g) (%) (m.y.)

loc. Val Serrata (Lower Ladinian)
(717.740/084.300, fol. 1373 Mendrisio)
VS-G 0.200—0.315 20 — — 70.477 2.4 227 : 8
(high sanidine) 70.160 226 : 8

0.200—0.315 21 — — 70.477 2.8 223 : 7
70.160 223 : 6

Mean age: 225:2 (:4)

loc. Val Porina (716.580/085.300)

VP 85—G 0500—1000 19 — — 71.264 2.0 229 : 8
(high sanidine) 12 — — 70.881 2.3 228 : 8

0315—0500 40 9.31 89.5 2.0 232 : 8
91.1 2.0 236 : 8

0100—0200 46 9.46 91.6 2.0 233 : 7
91.3 2.2 232 : 8

Mean age: 232:3 (:6)

VP 85-T 0315—0500 43 9.48 88.8 1.6 226 : 7
(high sanidine with authig.) 88.5 1.7 225 :7
feldspar rim '

loc. Quarry Rossago/Pogliana (711.100/082.800)

RP 79-W 123.4 2.1 225:7
(authig. K-feldspar) 0200—03 1 5 27 13.24 123.5 2.2 225 : 7

RP 79-T 0.100—0.200 47 9.85 96.5 1.8 236 i 7
(high sanidine with 96.9 1.9 237 : 8
authig. feldsp. rims)

loc. Mirigioli (716.512/085.537)

SG 85-G 0200—0315 10 72.951 4.4 235 :15
(high sanidine) 11 78.966 6.4 253 : 11
SG 85-W 0.200—0.315 27 13.24 121.9 2.1 222:3
(authigenic K-feldspar) 122.6 2.3 224 : 3

SG 71-M 0.100—0.200 65 10.34 95.7 1.4 224:7
(feldspar mixture) 97.0 1.4 227 : 7

0.100~0.200 40 10.98 102.5 1.6 225 : 7
103.1 1.7 227 : 7

Mean age: 226 : 2 (: 5)

SG 66-W 0200—0315 40 13.00 124.1 1.9 230:7
(authigenic K-feldspar) 125.0 2.1 232 : 7

0.200~0.315 38 13.00 125.1 0.8 232 : 7
124.6 0.9 231 : 7

0.1000200 45 12.97 121.4 1.1 226 : 7
122.4 1.2 228 : 7

Mean age: 230:3 (:5)

The potassium concentrations of the alkali feldspar types
of this study are listed in Tables 3 and 4. The data are mean
values of duplicate determinations. The concentrations of the
three feldspar types W, G and T differ significantly. They are
in agreement with the concentrations which can be calculated
from the structural properties (section above). Feldspar type W

probe scans. Representative grains of feldspar types G and T
were analysed. Figure 7 shows the chemical profiles for the ele-
ments K, Na and Ca in the crystals. The water-clear and homoge-
neous feldspar type G can be distinguished by a homogeneous
distribution of the three elements across the crystals, whereas
the cloudy feldspar type T exhibits concentration changes to-

has the highest K content (about 13%), type G 9.5% and type T
gave values in between.

Additional measurements have been made by electron micro-

wards the rims of the crystal. This suggests that the outer part
of this feldspar has a different chemical constitution. The
K values increase while the Na and Ca concentrations decrease.
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Fig. 3. Potassium contents and K—Ar ages (conventional and 3‘i‘zfitrIW‘O’lfltr
total fusion data) of alkali feldspars from different bentonite beds of
the Mirigioli outcrop (SCI 66, 71, 79; 851 and some other localities
(VP, Val Porina, corresponding to SG 85; RP, Rossago-Pogliana,
to SG 79; VS, Val Serrata, is already stratigraphically Lower Ladinian)

The intermediate K values of the type T as determined by flame
photometry are therefore interpreted as mean values between
the concentrations of the core and the rim.

From the Table 3 it can be inferred that the feldspars G
and T show systematic K concentration differences according
to grain size. Type T has higher values for smaller grain sizes
and type G lower values. Both effects are due to admixtures
of feldspar with higher K content. In the case of typeG the
larger grain sizes are richer in this component than the smaller
ones; in the case of typeT the K-content increases with the
decreasing core to rim ratio.

Neutron Activation

Feldspar samples of around 40—50 mg meant for stepwise degas-
sing and samples of around 30 mg for total fusion were neutron
irradiated in the reactor of the Nuclear Research Center, Karls-
ruhe-Linkenheim, West Germany. Sodium-sanidine of the arf—
vedsonite trachyte from Hohenburg, Siebengebirge (Vieten 1965;
Frechen 1976, p14) was used as the irradiation standard. This
also serves as the laboratory standard in our dating projects
on Tertiary volcanics. The integrated fast neutron dose averaged
5x10” neutrons/cm? For irradiation, samples and standards
were wrapped in aluminium foil and enclosed in quartz-glass
vials. 3"’Ar was not measured because the low Ca/K ratios of
about 1/1000 did not bring about measurable concentrations
after radioactive cooling. As standard for the ”Ar/”Ar total
fusion experiments, we chose sample G (200—315 pm) from bed
no. 79 of the Mirigioli outcrop.
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Fig. 9. ”Ar/“ÜAr stepwise degassing plots of three alkali feldspar types
found in bentonite SG 79 of the “Grenzbitumenzone” at Monte San
Giorgio and of the feldspar mixture (M). W feldspar with triclinic
domains; Thigh sanidine with overgrowth of W, G clear high sanidine.
Sanidine of the alkali trachyte Hohenburg (Siebengebirge) was used
as standard

Argon Analysis

The 40Ar/40K measurements were performed between January
1976 and April 1977 (experiment numbers 2330—2885). The ”AH
39Ar analyses were made in July 1976 (step experiments 2596—
2601) and May 1977 (total fusion experiments 2906—2937).

The argon isotopes 3'E’Ar, 33Ar, 39Ar and 40Ar were measured
on a Varian MAT CED-150 mass spectrometer (180°, 5 cm radius)
in static mode, with the accelaration voltage being changed
for mass scanning. The total argon blank averaged about
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Table 5. Summary of 39Ar/‘mAr results (step experiments) for feldspar samples W, G, T and M from outcrop Mirigioli (SG 79). Standard:
Laboratory standard sanidine Hohenburg, conventional age: 24.9 :04 m.y.

fiÿ

Sample Weight Run-N0. Steps 4"Ar (atm) Potassium (40)/(39) (40)/(39) Averaged (A) and
(mg) (%) (a) flame phot. Sample Standard Plateau (P) ages

(b) 39Ar (m.y.)
(0/0)

M 39.6 2601 9 5.96 10.17 57.20 6.01 A 223.6i9.0
(12.9) $0.24 P 225 i3

i 10

G 40.7 2600 9 3.10 9.56 55.06 5.57 A 231.6i7.0
(10.6) i015 P 232 :3

i 8

W 38.9 2596 10 4.81 12.99 50.52 5.37 A 221.0i8.0
(11.8) i018 P 225 i3

i9

T 44.6 2598 9 4.19 10.02 48.13 4.80 A 235.0i7.0
(8.8) i011 P 237 i3

i7

1><10‘8cm3 for the low temperature runs and about
2x10“8cm3 for the high temperature and fusion runs. The
samples were heated and fused by induction heating in mo-
lybdenum crucibles. Stepwise heating was started at around
400° C, using nine to ten steps with progressively higher tem-
peratures. The argon was released essentially at around
1,500° C. Prior to the measurements the samples for the con-
ventional isotope dilution analysis (30—50 mg) were preheated
at temperatures below 250°C for a duration of about 12h.
The samples for stepwise heating experiments (4°Ar/39Ar)
were preheated at temperatures below 180°C for 24h. The
extracted gases were cleaned by zirconium and titanium get-
ters. The measurements were checked continuously by blank
and second degassing runs. Mass spectrometer discrimination
was monitored by analysing atmospheric argon quantities
comparable to the sample argon.

Decay Constants and Calibrations

The ages were calculated on the basis of the IUGS convention
decay constants (Steiger and Jäger 1977). The argon measure-
ments for the K—Ar age determinations were performed in series
of eight to ten fusion experiments. Within each series aliquots
of the USGS standard biotite LP-6 were measured (Ingamells
and Engels 1976; bottles 7-II-C8 and 7—III-D6). During the time
devoted to this study forty analyses on this biotite were made.
The atmospheric argon contributions were about 5% when using
about 50 mg of sample. The standard deviation of the LP-6
measurements was 0.072, or 1.6%. All argon measurements were
normalized to an average value of 43.16 ><10‘6cm3 NTP for
LP-6. This argon content corresponds (together with our K value
for LP-6 of 8.37%) to an age of 127.8 m.y. Ingamells and Engels
(1976) compiled the results of a dozen K—Ar researchers and
recommended 43.26 x 10'6 cm3 as radiogenic argon and 8.325%
as potassium concentration (corresponding to an age of
128.9 m.y.). A recent 4°Ar/39Ar comparison in our laboratory
of the micas P-207 and LP-6 (Lippolt et al. 1981) gave 128.6 m.y.
for the latter based on 82.6 my. for P-207. The degassing spec-
trum for LP-6 turned out flat with the exception of the first
step which showed a higher 40Ar/3’9Ar value than the plateau,
similar to the results of Ozima et al. (1979) for LP-6.

Based on the individual errors of the potassium and argon
analyses the conventionally determined K—Ar ages in Tables 3

and 4 (measured argon volumes of about 5 x10‘°cm3, some
percent atmospheric Ar contribution) have standard deviations
of about 2% for measurements performed twice and about 3%
for single measurements.

The 40Ar/39Ar total fusion measurements (Table 4) are based
on the K—Ar age of one of the feldspar samples of this study
(type G of bentonite 79). This means that they are linked to
the calibration described above.

The 40Ar/39Ar stepwise heating experiments are calibrated
with the K—Ar age of a sanidine from the Siebengebirge (locality
Hohenburg). Vieten (1965) and Frechen (1976) give geological
and petrographical details. For this sanidine, which for a long
time served as our laboratory standard, we used a K—Ar age
of 24.9i0.9 m.y. This value is our best estimate for the age
of this trachyte, though the long time average is 25.0 m.y. It
can therefore not be excluded that the 39Ar/“OAr step ages should
be higher by 0.4% than given in Table 5 and Fig. 9. The Hohen-
burg sanidine itself exhibits the degassing pattern of an un-
disturbed mineral as shown by H.J. Jensen in our laboratory
(unpublished). Incomplete melting would therefore not result
in severe dating errors. The errors given in Table 5 are standard
deviations of the total-argon ages (A) and of the plateau steps
(P). As a third value an error estimate for the plateau ages
is presented which also comprises the errors of standard calibra-
tions and standard measurements.

Discussion of the Experimental Results

Origin of the Alkali Feldspar Types

The chemical composition of the feldspar phenocrysts from the
Monte San Giorgio bentonite based on electron probe measure-
ments can be expressed by the following formulas:

(K0677: Nao.302‚ ca0.021) AlSisos
(K0.993‚ Nao.oo4‚ ca0.003) AlSisos

The first one stands for the type G feldspar and for the core
of the cloudy feldspar type T; the latter for the type W feldspar
and the rim of type T. The cloudyness of the type T feldspar
seems to be due to overgrowth by another feldspar not present
in the core. At first we thought we had to distinguish between
a sharp-edged and a round-edged cloudy feldspar type, but later
on we discovered that the rounding of the feldspar grains might
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have been caused by the ultrasonic treatment which partly cleans
the T-type feldspar grains from the overgrowth.

The chemical and crystallographic results suggest the ex-
istence of two different feldspar phases which originated from
two different sources:

a) a high temperature alkali feldspar with a high sanidine
structure (G);

b) a low temperature potassium feldspar with poor crystallo-
graphic continuity (W).
We have good reason to believe that the high temperature feld-
spar is of volcanic and the low temperature feldspar is of authi-
genic origin.

The Authigenic Fela’spar: The feldspar considered authigenic has
the composition: Or96_98Ab4_2 and occurs in all the investi-
gated bentonite beds. The adularia-like habit, the cell dimen-
sions, the chemical composition and the weak Al, Si order are
typical for authigenic feldspar. It appears as uniform crystals
and as overgrowth on the type G feldspar. According to Baskin
(1956) crystallization of potassium feldspar with nearly a stoi-
chiometric composition takes place at temperatures below
100° C. As potassium source we can assume devitrification of
rhyolithic glass in a H20 solvent.

Althaus and Wirsching (1979) showed that the alteration
of rhyolithic glass under hydrothermal conditions of 250° C leads
to the formation of K feldspar and montmorillonite. The latter
mineral can also be formed by alteration of plagioclase. Mont-
morillonite is a major component of the bentonites. The absence
of plagioclase need not be a primary feature, but might be due
to this alteration process. Halmyrolytic alteration (devitrifica-
tion) of submarine ash beds is well known as a potassium source
for the formation of new minerals (Ffichtbauer 1950; Heim
1960). The authigenic feldspar must be younger than the forma—
tion of the bentonite bed. The isotopic age of the feldspar type W
therefore could serve only as an age limit for the formation
of the Grenzbitumenzone at Monte San Giorgio. Provided that
this feldspar type is a retentive K—Ar mineral the isotopic age
could give us information on the time of alteration of the sedi-
ments. It cannot be excluded that the alteration occurred almost
contemporaneously with the deposition.-

The Volcanic Fela’spar: The feldspar regarded as volcanic has
the composition: Or68_69Ab32_31 and its occurrence is re-
stricted to the bentonite beds 71, 79 and 85 ofour sample reservoir
from the GBZ. The water-clear and homogeneous appearance,
the high Al,Si-disorder, the cell parameters, and the chemical
homogeneity are typical features of crystallization at high tem-
peratures (above 800° C) and of rapid quenching (Ribbe 1975).
Obviously there is no reason to doubt the volcanic origin of
this feldspar type. It occurs as uniform crystals in type G and
as core in the feldspar type T. As the rims of the cloudy
feldspar crystals (type T) give reflections different from those
of the core, the data points of the water—clear feldspar type G
and VP (Fig.6) from the same bentonite horizon at two
different localities and the cloudy type T and R from the
locality SG (Fig. 2) cluster close to the high sanidine corner.
Whereas the rims of the type T feldspar overlap with the data
points of sample W.

The Total Fusion Ages

The total fusion ages of the volcanogenic and authigenic feld-
spars are compiled in Tables 3 and 4. To facilitate a comparison,
figure 8 presents graphically the relations between the samples.
Table 3 contains the result obtained from feldspars of bed no. 79

of the Mirigioli outcrop, arranged according to type and grain
size. The feldspar data of all other beds of this outcrop and
from other localities are given in Table 4 (K—Ar and 40Ar/39Ar
results).

Since the bentonite from bed no. 79 contains all different feld-
spar types mentioned above in sufficient concentrations, the ar-
gon retention behaviour of the various feldspar types can easily
be compared. The ages of the water-clear high sanidine (G:
232-L9 m.y. (2 s.d.), 15 analyses) and those of the high-sanidine
with overgrowth (T: 235:6m.y. (2 s.d.), 8 analyses) are the
same within the errors, even within 1 s.d. errors. These averages
do not include three analyses of the water-clear feldspar which
yielded distinctly lower (218 m.y., 219 m.y.) or higher (253 m.y.)
ages, though by means of thin section studies no evidence of
inhomogeneity or impurities was found. The authigenic feldspar
on the average (W: 2261-8 m.y. (2 s.d.); 18 analyses) yielded
an age, which, even on the 1 s.d. basis, is not significantly lower
than the mean age of the volcanic feldspar. For this reason
also feldspar mixures (M: 229 i 5 m.y. (2 s.d.); 16 analyses) with
may be 30% W-type feldspar give ages close to those of high
sanidine. The results of the cloudy sanidine type (T) indicate
that the ages of the high sanidine cores are not seriously affected
by the authigenic overgrowths.

The consistency of the age data is satisfactory not only for
aliquots of the same sample but also for sample splits with
different grain sizes. One may infer from this that there are
no crystallographic differences within the spectrum of grain sizes
which could have produced a low-retentivity feldspar.

Additionally the data for the sanidines and alkali feldspars
from the other bentonite beds of the Mirigioli outcrop (66, 71,
85) and from the corresponding beds of other localities (VP,
RP) are consistent with the results of the SG 79 bentonite. The
analytical results in Table4 do not reveal any vertical effect.
The ages of sub- and toplayers within the GBZ are concordant
within the analytical errors. This is not surprising since the ben-
tonites concerned are not more than 2 m apart. Obviously the
sedimentation interval documented by this sequence cannot be
resolved by isotopic dating at present. Based on the lifespan
of some Daonella species, the accumulation of the 4 m thick
rock column could have taken only 1—4 m.y. (Rieber 1969). The
Lower Ladinian crystal tuff from Val Serrata, which lies 110 m
above the GBZ stratigraphically, yielded a high-sanidine age
of 225i4 m.y. From this, for the sedimentation rate, an order-
of—magnitude calculation suggests a value of 10 m/m.y. From
the data of Tables 3 and 4 an estimate of the interval between
formation of the volcanic feldspar and the growth of the authi-
genic feldspar can be infered. It is probably 23 m.y. at the most
and much narrower than in the example described by Hunziker
(1979).

The 40Ar/39Ar Stepwise Heating Ages

The results of our 40Ar/39Ar stepwise heating experiments on
the samples SG 79 G, T, W and M are listed in Table 5. In
Fig. 9 the individual apparent ages are plotted against the cumu-
lative percentage of released 39Ar. The 40Ar/39Ar total argon
ages (weighted by means of steps) agree fairly well with the
total fusion 40Ar/“OK ages discussed in the last paragraph. The
two differently determined ages (K—Ar; 40Ar/3’9Ar) are (2 s.d.
errors):

Samples G 232 i 9 m.y., 232 i— 14 m.y.
Samples T 235 i6 m.y., 235 i 14 m.y.
Samples W 226 i— 8 my, 221 i 16 m.y.
Samples M 229 -1_- 5 m.y., 224 i18 m.y.
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The mean ages of the samples W and M deviate by 4—5 m.y.
Again the authigenic feldspar (W) turns out to be younger than
the volcanic feldspar represented by samples G and T. All the
degassing spectra show a well-developed plateau, but they differ
in the first degassing steps.

Sample G behaves as an undisturbed sample. The plateau
value is reached after the first two steps which amount to only
3% of the argon released. This behaviour is in accordance with
the high argon retentivity of high sanidine.

Sample W, representing the authigenic feldspar, yields a curve
which indicates argon loss. After the first three degassing steps
(about 23% of the argon) a value of 212 m.y. is reached. From
there on it increases slowly to a very narrow plateau value of
225 m.y. (35% of the argon). This plateau value agrees well
with the total fusion age. The degassing behaviour of sample W
reflects the lower argon retentivity of feldspar with crystal inho-
mogeneity.

Sample T, sanidine with overgrowth, reaches the plateau
value after a 15% 39Ar release. Between the third and the fourth
step the 40Ar/39Ar ratio increases rapidly, indicating that the
core now contributes noticeably to the argon released.

Sample M, which consists of a mixture of the three feldspar
types G, W and T (40%, 20%, 40%), reaches the plateau after
40% 39Ar release, but this value is smaller than expected. Actual-
ly, the sample may have contained up to 35% weight of feldspar
type W, taking into account that the rims of the feldspar grains T
are made up of authigenic overgrowth. This does not explain,
however, why the plateau value of feldspar types G and T were
not reached. It may result from irradiation inhomogeneity or
from an underestimation of the type W feldspar component in
the mixture. This result may emphasize the importance of using
very pure mineral separates, since obviously the individual appar-
ent ages are mineral ages between those of feldspar type G and
of feldspar type W.

The results of the 40Ar/39Ar step experiments in a 40Ar/36Ar
versus 39Ar/36Ar diagram define straight lines within the analyti-
cal errors; the maximum 40Ar/36Ar coordinates being 3 >< 104—
5x104. Ages infered from the isochrons agree well with the
averages of the steps, either on the basis of all steps or of the
plateau steps alone. The intercepts are 290:90 (G), 223i140
(T), 1901L 192 (W) and 157i190 (M). The relatively high stan-
dard deviations of the intercepts are due to the fact that the
important steps are very radiogenic and therefore have very
high coordinates. The combined plateau — and isochron evalua-
tion shows clearly that the samples are undisturbed in the sense
of the four criteria formulated by Lanphere & Dalrymple (1974).
The losses of radiogenic 40Ar prior to the analysis amount to
about 2% at the most (sample W).

Conclusions

As has been shown, the bentonites intercalated in the Grenzbitu-
men zone are of volcanic origin and contain high sanidine and
authigenic K-feldspar, which are both suitable for K—Ar dating.
The total fusion ages of 26 samples (pure sanidine and volcanic
feldspar cores) average at 232i9 m.y. (2 s.d.). The authigenic
feldspar samples over-all yield an age of 226—£8 m.y. (2 s.d.).
The combined results of the total fusion (conventionally and
39Ar/40 Ar) and the step degassing experiments are 233 i 7 m.y. (2
s.d.) for the volcanic feldspar samples and 226 i 7 m.y. (2 s.d.) for
the authigenic feldspar samples. For these averages the plateau
ages have been used. When taking into account possible calibra-
tion errors the standard deviations increase by 2 m.y. to i 9 m.y.

These results and the well-defined stratigraphic position of
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the GBZ justify the proposition that this age be used as the
new calibration point for the Anisian-Ladinian boundary of the
Triassic time scale;

The ages of the high sanidine, however, are about 20 m.y.
higher than one would expect on the basis of the Phanerozoic
time scale by Harland and Francis (1971). To a certain degree
the difference may be due to the new decay constants (Steiger
and Jäger 1977), which produce an increase of about 5 m.y.
The remaining 15 m.y. are a real discordance and suggest that
the Triassic time scale has to be recalibrated.

Furthermore it is evident that the formation of authigenic
feldspar can be dated. Because of the lower argon retentivity
of this feldspar, the 40Ar/3’9Ar technique is considered a better
way to obtain significant results.

Even sanidine with authigenic overgrowth may be of use
if the rim/core ratio is favorable. With certain caution the ages
obtained for the authigenic feldspar can be considered the age
of diagenesis of the Monte San Giorgio rock sequence, especially
of the alteration of the tuffs into bentonites. This event took
place about 10 m.y. after eruption and deposition of the vol-
canic material.

As a final remark it should be mentioned that Ferrara and
Innocenti (1974) have furnished proof of a thermal event in
the Southern Alps which has obviously affected biotite ages
of Hercynian basement rocks. This event is thought to be syn-
chronous with the Triassic volcanic phase in this area. As the
rocks of our study are sediments and at that time were certainly
in a shallow position it is not likely that their volcanic compo-
nents have been influenced by this event.

Consequences for the Triassic Time Scale

From the well-defined stratigraphic position of the “Grenzbitu-
menzone” and their bentonites and from the chronometric re-
sults of this study we may infer that the Anisian-Ladinian bound-
ary is best dated at 232 m.y. This age is in conflict with the
estimates of the currently accepted Triassic time scale according
to which the Permian-Triassic boundary would lie close to this
age (230 m.y.) and the Anisian-Ladinian boundary at about
210 m.y. These ages are based mainly on K—Ar mineral ages
of magmatic rocks from Australia which scatter between 220
and 240 m.y. (Webb and McDougall 1967; Evernden and Ri—
chards 1962). Unfortunately the stratigraphic record of these
rocks is not really significant and therefore the age data should
not be used for time scale calibration. A close look at the more
recent publications on the geochronology of Triassic rocks re-
veals that in fact our result are not in conflict with other informa-
tion on this subject. Figure 10 summarizes graphically what is
known from fifteen papers about isotopic and stratigraphic ages
of dated Triassic rocks. The straight line on the left side repre-
sents the scale proposed in 1964 (Francis and Harland 1964).
It is quite evident that most of the data point to significantly
higher values for the Triassic period. The straight line on the
right in Fig. 10 represents a calibration line based on more recent
data. A more or less similar conclusion has already been drawn
by Armstrong and McDowall (1974) and Armstrong (1978).
They proposed a value of 212 m.y. for the Triassic-Jurassic
boundary and a value of 2247 and 248 respectively for the
Permian-Triassic boundary. Webb (1981), reexamining the avail-
able data on the Triassic system, set the boundaries at 200i5
and 245 i 5 m.y. The calibration point we present here lies right
in the straight line on the right side of Fig. 10. Our result is
a further proof that the Triassic is confined to an older time
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Fig. 10. Relation of isotopic age determinations of Triassic rocks to
the pertinent stratigraphic levels. K-decay constants according to
Wetherill (1966), Rb-decay constants as proposed by Steiger and Jäger
(1977). The K—Ar based rectangles move 2.3% to the right when
the IUGS constants are used.
The numbers refer to: I, 2 Evernden and Richards, 1962, 3 Webb
and McDougall, 1967, 4 Kaemmel et al. 1970, 5 Rosenkrantz et a1.,
1964, 6 Webb and McDougall, 1967, 7a Borsi and Ferrara, 1967,
Borsi et al., 1968, 7b Borsi et al., 1968, 8 Valencio et a1., 1975, 9
Erickson and Kulp, 1961, Fanale and Kulp, 1962, Armstrong and
Besaneon, 1970. 10 Armstrong and Besancon, 1970, 11 Baadsgaard
et a1., 1961, 12a White et al., 1967, 12b Chrismas et al., 1969. Most
ages are K—Ar ages; only 6 (black box), 7a and 12b are Rb—Sr results

interval than adopted in 1964, probably between 250 and
210 m.y.

In an earlier discussion Armstrong and Besancon (1970) had
assumed that the Triassic period started between 255 and
250 m.y. This estimate was based on an extrapolation using maxi-
mum sediment thicknesses of the Triassic. Probably a more reli-
able extrapolation can be made using the range of ammonoid
zones, as the rate of phylogenetic variability is much more sensi-
tive and more time constant than sediment thicknesses. The
Anisian-Ladinian boundary divides the 34 ammonoid zones of
the Triassic into 16 earlier and 18 later zones. The data of White
et al. (1967), Chrismas et al. (1969), Armstrong and Besancon
(1970) for uppermost Triassic rocks (205—210 m.y.) and our data
allow the calculation of a mean length for a zone in this period
(1.2—1.5 m.y.). If we apply the same rate to the sixteen earlier
zones, the beginning of the Triassic lies close to 250 m.y.
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Abstract. Numerical convection experiments were carried out
with the aim of simulating the lithosphere as a strong
mechanical boundary layer participating in the circulation,
and to study its dynamical role and the governing parame-
ters. The rheological model parameters were successively re-
fined, effective viscosity depending on (1) depth, (2) tempera-
ture and pressure, and (3) temperature, pressure, and stress. In
all cases a high—viscosity plate rested on a low-viscosity as-
thenosphere; in the two latter cases it could in principle
subduct, but did so only if zones of weakness were built into
it. It was possible to model active or inactive plates (moving
faster or slower than the asthenosphere below). Because of a
lack of numerical resolution it was however, not possible to
simulate a narrow sinking slab; rather a broad zone of cooled
and highly viscous material developed, often limiting the rate
of descent and leading to non—steady convection. The circu-
lation, including subduction, was stabilized by introduction of
stress-dependence of viscosity (non-linearity), dissipation, and
adiabatic heating. The parameter chiefly responsible for de-
ciding the (active or passive) role of the plate is its decoupling
from its neighbours, achieved in the models by assuming
weakness zones. Another important result seems to be that
the assumption of plausible mantle rheologies and heat input
leads to equally plausible effective viscosities, plate velocities,
and to upper-mantle temperatures which are relatively low by
current ideas, but conforming to earlier estimates based on
convection theory. Viscosity distribution and flow pattern are
also in reasonable agreement with more detailed boundary
layer computations. The main obstacles to our modelling are
the numerical limitations, forcing upon us such artificialities
as two-dimensionality, rectangular model boxes, coarse grids,
and generalized weakness zones.

Key words: Mantle convection —- Finite-difference model —
Rheology — Mantle temperatures — Lithosphere

Introduction

The aim of our numerical experiments of mantle convection
has been to model the lithosphere and its role in the whole
circulation. Most previous studies have stressed either the
aspect of thermal convection or the mechanical aspect of
plate sliding and sinking. The gap between the two ap-

* Present address: Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California Los Angles, Los Angeles, CA 90024, USA

proaches is chiefly the consequence of the deficiencies of the
modelling procedures available. Nevertheless, we try with lim-
ited means to gain some understanding of earth dynamics.

A model of mantle convection should include the plates
to be realistic. They provide reliably known kinematic bound-
ary conditions (rigid rotations typically of about 10‘16 rad/s
relative to each other: Minster et a1. 1974; Minster and
Jordan 1978). The outline of the plates varies with time and
their lateral boundaries migrate in any frame of reference.
Furthermore, simple force estimates (Jacoby 1970; Richter
and McKenzie 1978) and global force equilibrium models
(Forsyth and Uyeda 1975; Solomon et al. 1975; Harper 1975;
Chapple and Tullis 1977) demonstrate that the gravitational
instability of the plates plays an important role in mantle
dynamics.

Little is known about the flow at depth. For continuity
some large scale circulation must occur. Concentration of
flow is evident in the descending slabs above 700 km depth.
Plumes or jets (Morgan 1971; Artyushkov 1968; McKenzie et
a1. 1980) and small-scale longitudinal rolls (Richter 1973a;
Richter and Parsons 1975) shall be disregarded, also such
processes as phase changes and chemical differentiation, pos-
sibly stabilizing or destabilizing the mantle (Schubert and
Turcotte 1971; Richter 1973b; Gebrande 1975; Schubert et
al. 1975; Artyushkov 1968).

We assume that the convection is driven by thermally
generated density differences. This assumption is convenient
as thermal convection has been well studied since Bénard
(1900) and Rayleigh (1916); it is also plausible (Tozer 1967a,
b), the overcritical Rayleigh number Ra/Rac being very large

g oc A TL3 . .Ra =—; oc = thermal expans1v1ty;
v K

A T= temperature

drop from bottom to top; L=vertical extent; g=gravity; K
and v=diffusivities of temperature and momentum (kinematic
viscosity); Rac=critical Rayleigh number of order 103 for the

mantle: Jeffreys 1926; Chandrasekhar 1953; 1961). Even in

the simplest case of constant material properties in an infinite
horizontal layer heated from below or within and with any
conceivable boundary conditions, a Rayleigh number as large
as IOO-RaC implies vigorous convection in rather flat non-
steady cells (Busse 1967; Roberts 1967; Krishnamurti 1970a,
b; Busse and Whitehead 1971). An important feature of such
high-Rayleigh-number convection is the development of pro-
nounced thermal boundary layers which particularly concern
us here.

0340-062X/81/0050/0089/550240
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The mantle is, however, more complicated than that. It is
not homogeneous; its properties, particularly viscosity, are
temperature and pressure dependent. Thermal boundary
layers thus also become mechanical ones. Stratified models
(including those with a rigid lithosphere) can concentrate the
flow at shallow depth (Foster 1969; Takeuchi and Sakata
1970) with large aspect ratios (Gebrande 1975; Houston and
DeBremaecker 1975; Richter and Daly 1978; Daly 1980), but
they do not exclude convection cells of great depth extent
(Davies 1977). A step forward in modelling is to include the
lithospheric descent by simply assuming the desired geometri-
cal structure of “rigid” slabs (Richter 1973a; Richter and
McKenzie 1978) or high-viscosity regions (Kopitzke 1979) or
lateral thermal boundary conditions (Rabinowicz et al. 1980);
the flow is then highly organized by the assumed structure. In
a more realistic model such a structure should develop by
itself as a result of temperature (T), pressure (p), and stress (1:)
dependence of rheology. The problem becomes complex and
highly non-linear because flow and temperature interact with
the mantle properties. Studies of sub-lithospheric convection
with T, p dependent linear rheology (Torrance and Turcotte
1971; Turcotte et al. 1973; Rabinowicz et al. 1980) and with
only r or with T, p, 1 dependent non-linear rheology (Par-
mentier et a1. 1976; Rabinowicz et a1. 1980) suggest that the
interaction of the material properties with the flow is not too
critical. However, inclusion of the lithosphere complicates
matters. Houston and DeBremaecker (1975) and
DeBremaecker (1977) used T, p or T, p, I dependent rheologies,
while Daly (1980) used T-dependent rheologies, to simulate the
lithosphere, but it was either immobile, if too thick and/or
too viscous, or it deformed non-rigidly, if too thin and/or too
soft.

Approach to Convection with Lithosphere Participating

We have followed a strategy of proceeding from simple stra—
tified models to similar ones with built-in weakness zones,
then to models with T, p dependent linear rheologies, and
finally to models with non-linear T, p, 1 dependent rheologies.
These, too, were modified locally by weakness zones neces-
sary to mobilize the lithosphere (see also Kopitzke 1979). In
addition, we tested the effects of adiabatic heating/cooling
and of dissipation.

The physics of the problem is described by the conser-
vation of mass, i.e., continuity (p=density; v=(v1‚v2‚v3)
=Velocity; Öi=Ö/Öxi‚ xi=coordinate, i= 1, 2, 3):

Öp/Öt+Ö‚-(p vi)=0 (1)

conservation of momentum — Navier-Stokes equation (D/Dt
=material derivative with time t; p=pressure; aij=deviatoric
viscous stress tensor; g=(0,0,g)=gravity; z=unit vector in
x3 direction):

D(pvi)/Dt=_ôip+ôj0ij+pgî (2)

and conservation of energy (T=temperature; p=isobaric
heat capacity; k=thermal conductivity; if =volumetric heat-
ing; cx = thermal expansivity)

pcT/Dt—ocTDp/Dt=ôi(kôiT)+o -ô.v-+.% (3)i1 j l

as well as the constitutive equations to be discussed later.
To obtain the dynamic pressure R we subtract from p the

hydrostatic pressure p gx3 (x3 posit’ive downward); we in-

troduce the equation of state p=p0(1+p/K—oc(T— TO)) where
K is incompressibility; the viscous stress tensor has the form

0ij=77((öjvi+8ivj)—%Öijöivi)+%n*öijöivi

with 11=dynamic Viscosity and n*=volume viscosity, neglect-
ed; 6ij=Kronecker delta. We non-dimensionalise the equa-
tions following Turcotte et al. (1973).

All mantle properties except viscosity were assumed con-
stant; their values (including reference viscosity v0) are given
in Table 1. Table2 lists typical values of the other variables.
With these values the non-dimensionalisation allows us to
neglect all terms which contribute no more than a few per-
cent. We are left with the following dimensionless equations,
with 0: T/TC dimensionless, Tc characteristic temperature:

(3,0,:0 (la)
a,P—aja,j—Ra00-2=0 (2a)
D0/Dt+Di-9-v3=l720+Di/Ra0-aij8jvi+H. (3a)

H is the dimensionless internal heating per volume. Dissi-
pation Di/RaO-aijöjvi and adiabatic heating Di-B-v3 are in-

Table 1. Assumed mantle properties and other model parameters

Symbol Value Meaning

:1 = variable dynamic viscosity
vO = no/p0 = 3 101 8 mZ/s kinematic reference

viscosity
K = 1013 Pa incompressibility
a = 3.7 10' 5 K “1 thermal expansivity
K = 1.01 10‘6 mZ/s thermal diffusivity
cp =103 J/kg . K isobaric heat capacity
à? = 6.65 10—8 W/m3 volumetric heating rate
p0 = 3.5 103 kg/m3 reference density

Constants appearing in rheological equations
R =8.31J/K mol
k =1.38 10‘23J/K
f (Eq. 4) =147 (or 21)

gas constant
Boltzmann’s constant
factor for superplasticity

(or Nabarro-Herring
creep)

Parameters assumed for olivine
n; A =2; 4 10‘3 or 3; Dorn’s parameters

3 10—6
b =6.98 10‘10 m Burgers vector
DUO; D30 =10‘1m2/s diffusivities: lattice;

grain boundary
Ev, EB =(5.4; 3.6) 105 J/mol activation energies

(as above)
VU =1.1 10‘5 m3/mol activation volume
{2(0‘ ‘) = 1.15 10‘29 m3 volume of diffusing species

(0")
1 âu l Ö‚u . . .u =uo (1+— —<T—— To)+— —(p—po>) r1g1d1tyno ÖT #0 ôp

,uo =7.9l 1010 Pa rigidity at surface
conditions

1 ô '
_ _a_ = _104‘ 10_4 K‘l relatlve temperature-
„0 ôT der1vat1ve of r1g1d1ty

1 ôu _11 1 . . .—— — =2.2 10 Pa‘ relatlve pressure der1vat1ve
No Ôp
d =10‘3 to 10‘1 m average grain size
ô =1.4' 10‘9m grain boundary width
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Table 2. Typical values of the variables in mantle convection

Variable Sym- Assumed
bol

Dimensional Non-dimen-
sional value

Depth of convection L 700 km 1
Aspect ratio (assumed) ‚1 3 to 4 3 to 4
Time t >1Ma >6 10‘5
Velocity u g 10 cm/a g 2 000
Hydrostatic pressure ph 32.3 1010 Pa g 3 106
Dynamic pressure P §108 Pa g 105
Shear stress r g 108 Pa g 105
Temperature T g 2 000 K __<_ 2
Characteristic temperature TC 1 000 K 1
Gravity g 10 m/s2 3.4 1030

(with constants of Table 1:)

. . oc g Tc L3
Rayleigh number (scaling) RaO =——— = 123 653

K0 V0
. . . . ocg LD1ss1patlon number Dz =

c
=0.199

P

Prandtl number Pr =:—0 =1024
O

cluded in some, but not all, models in order to investigate
g-oc-Tc-L3

their influence. Ra0= is the non-dimensional-
vorc

isation Rayleigh number. To compute the effective Rayleigh
number of a particular model, we have used the averaging
procedure prOposed by Parmentier et a1. (1976). The Bou-
ssinesq approximation is implied, involving incompressibility
in the above equations, but we deviate from this in the
adiabatic heating term.

We assume two-dimensionality and introduce the stream
function rp(x,z) with v=(6tb/0z, —ôzp/ôx) satisfying Eq. (1a)
and obtain the final form of the Navier-Stokes equation
(v=n/(p0v0), dimensionless kinematic viscosity)

4 62 “Wkly 82H (62 62W)ôxâz vâxôz âz2 8x2 v ôzz 8x2

ÖO=R _ (2b)
aoöx

and the energy equation:

ÊQ+ôxfi
86 Ögb 66

”all
ôt dz âx ôx dz ôx

826 629 Di 621/1 2 621p (3s=_ __ ___. . 4 — H. 3bôx2+â22+Ra0 v ( (axaz) +(âx2 622) )+ ( )

These equations were solved numerically on a 21 >< 21 mesh
in square model boxes 700 km deep and ‚1-700 km wide
(i=aspect ratio, variable). Earth curvature was neglected. The
boundary conditions were: sides closed, free slip, no heat
transfer (implying symmetry about the lateral boundaries and
periodic repetition of the cells); top closed, free slip, tempera-
ture 0°C; bottom closed, no slip or free slip, heat flow into
the box 16 mW/mz. Internal heat generation was assumed
6.65 10‘8W/m3; the total heat input thus provides for a
steady-state average loss of 60 mW/m2 (Chapman and P01-
lack 1975) through the surface. In most cases of temeperature
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dependent rheology there was little difference between the no-
slip and the free-slip condition at the bottom because a hot
fluid lower boundary layer developed. The artificial assump-
tions, such as two-dimensionality, closed square model boxes,
coarse grid, were dictated by our computational means and
economy. They do present a serious limitation, but they may
still help us in uncovering principal systematics in the role of
the lithosphere. Even though details may not be quanti-
tatively exact, we believe that our major conclusions are
correct. We shall discuss this where apprOpriate.

Equation (2b) was approximated by a finite difference
scheme similar to that of Andrews (1972) and was solved with
the Gauss algorithm of elimination (Zienkewicz 1971, p.462;
see also Schmeling 1979; 1980). Equation (3) was solved with
the alternating direct implicit (ADI) scheme used by Houston
and DeBremaecker (1974). To ensure numerical stability, the
time step occasionally had to be adjusted in model runs with
7, p, r dependent rheologies, as regions of low effective vis-
cosity developed. This was done by hand with the aid of an
interactive program (Schmeling 1979; 1980), facilitating the
compromise between model progress and stability. It also
lends credibility to the results.

Accuracy, stability, and convergence of the computations
were tested against simple models (homogeneous material,
free-slip boundaries, fixed temperature drop AT) with known
analytical solutions. The results were unaffected by the initial
conditions, and within limits, by the time step and grid spac-
ing. The theoretical stability fields, as a function of aspect
ratio, were exactly reproduced. Comparisons were run with
published, more complex models (Houston and
DeBremaecker 1975) and their amplitudes were reproduced
to within 10—20 %. Flow patterns were reproduced better.
Only in cases of extreme rheology do we expect errors of flow
amplitude and temperature greater than 20 %.

Discussing our results, we shall focus on the comparison
with aspects of mantle convection on which we have some
information. Such aspects are surface velocities, rigid plate
structure, and heat flow. Aspects of special interest include
the stability or instability of cellular flow and the mantle
temperatures. Observables such as topography, gravity
(McKenzie 1977) and lithospheric stress (Richardson et al.
1979) will not be discussed here.

Results

The initial models investigated have a layered viscosity 11(2).
In the first example (Fig. 1) the viscosity-depth distribution is
that of McConnell (1968; model 62-12) who based his analy—
sis on data from glacio-isostatic rebound of Precambrian
shields. This viscosity is probably appropriate to such regions.
It is characterized by a rather thick (120 km) high-viscosity
lithosphere overlying an asthenosphere of 1017m2/s kine-
matic viscosity (3-1020 Pas). The viscosities are higher than
those estimated from laboratory experiments (AvéLallemant
and Carter 1970; Goetze and Brace 1972; Ross and Nielsen
1978; Vetter 1978; Jacoby and Ranalli 1979). Note that we
shall use the terms “lithosphere” and “asthenosphere” with-
out quotes even if we refer to nothing but the high and low
viscosity layers in our models.

Figurel shows, as might have been expected, that the
highly viscous and thick lithosphere keeps the circulation
from reaching the surface and concentrates it in the softer
regions below. The lithosphere is caught motionless between
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Fig. l. Convection model with depth dependent viscosity 11(2) after McConnell (1968; model 62—12). Raz3‘105; heating from within
6.65‘10“8 W/m3 and from below 12.56 mW/mz. T0p: isotherms in °C; bottom: stream lines; right-hand side: viscosity-depth function. Note that
the high-viscosity lid does not participate in the circulation

the lateral boundaries, or better, between the neighbouring
plates (because of the assumed mirror-image boundary con-
dition). The lithosphere acts as a thermal insulator so that the
mantle underneath heats up to unrealistically high tempera-
tures of more than 2 000° C in the solution presented.

This model, with an effective Rayleigh number of 2.6 >< 105
did not reach a steady state; instead the circulation oscillated
irregularly with an approximate period of 8 - 107 years about
a state which is presented in Fig. 1, with a relative amplitude
of 20 %. Oscillations are characteristic for convection at high
Ra in the laboratory (Krishnamurti 1970a; b). There they are,
however, a typical three-dimensional phenomenon which can-
not be modelled with a two-dimensional scheme. Since the
above period is that of particle revolution of the inner cell
region, the oscillatory behaviour at least resembles that of
real physical systems and does not appear to be an artefact of
the numerical method.

The aspect ratio of the circulation (Fig. 1) is 4 or even 25
if the lid is subtracted. One must ask whether this high aspect
ratio might be a numerical effect of the high-aspect-ratio
mesh. Our contention is that this is not so. Heating largely
from within stabilizes large-aspect ratio flow (Tozer 1967a;
Tritton and Zarraga 1967; DeLaCruz 1970; Thirlby 1970)
and so does viscosity layering below the lid (Richter and
Daly 1978; Daly 1980). Our contention is supported by the
following: A test with the same model, but heated entire-
ly from below, failed to produce a stable single cell; after
500 million years of unsteady variation a steady three-cell
pattern developed. Similar tests with constant, instead of layer-
ed, viscosity below the lid also failed in this way. Finally the
circulation of Fig.1 is itself probably on the brink of in-
stability, as suggested by the bumps of the stream lines and
isotherms. We do not however claim that our limited com-
putational procedure allows us to define the point of cell
instability precisely.

The above model is obviously not satisfactory. Neither
were experiments with lithospheres of reduced viscosity
and/or thickness. As found by Houston and DeBremaecker
(1975), the less rigid plates participated in the convection
currents, but not as rigid plates; rather they deformed in-
ternally.

A better way of simulating the lithosphere is to introduce
a yield stress in the model or at least in critical regions, i.e.
weakness zones (Kopitzke 1979). If the yield stress is passed

during the computation, the viscosity at that location is re-
duced so that the material can yield and the shear stress is
not exceeded in the next step. The yield stress is thus the
upper limit of sustainable stress. It may not be a yield stress
in the true physical sense but is meant to represent an av-
erage property of the weakness zone. In two lithospheric
regions (stippled in Fig. 2) of the previous model the “yield
stress” was set to 500 bar. The effect of this modification is
seen clearly in Fig. 2. The lithosphere now partakes, without
being deformed, in the convective circulation with a velocity
of 2cm/a. As demonstrated by the velocity depth profile
(taken in the middle of the cell) the plate moves against
resistance from the slower currents in the asthenosphere; it is
not dragged by faster currents. The asthenosphere has be-
come the zone of maximum shear.

The mean mantle temperature has dropped in the steady-
state solution from the previous model to much lower values,
about 830° C. This is low in the light of present estimates as
e.g. Solomon (1976: 1 100i100°C in the low—velocity channel
and 1 300i150°C near the olivine-spinel transition at 400 km
depth) and Anderson (1980: 1 100—1 200° C, 100—400 km
depth). It is also lower than most of Tozer’s (1967a; b;
personal communication, 1981) estimates based on convection
theory and rheology. The lateral temperature variation com-
puted is 200—3000 C, characteristic of all our models with
horizontal flow velocities of 1—2cm/a and the assumed heat
input. A more thorough discussion of these aspects follows
after our results. The solution of Fig.2 has a temperature
inversion in the depth interval 200—400 km extending across
nearly the whole length of the convection cell. This may
preclude the small-scale Richter convection rolls (Richter and
Parsons 1975), as argued by Kopitzke (1979), but it would not
prevent instabilities of the boundary layers. Such a tempera-
ture inversion has not yet been resolved, except for an in-
dication given by Anderson (1980) for the case that the seis-
mic low-velocity zone consisted of dry lherzolite or eclogite.

Next, a viscosity-depth model was assumed with generally
two orders of magnitude lower values than previously (Fig. 3).
It was taken from a one-dimensional flow model with non-
linear rheology based on laboratory data (Jacoby and Ranalli
1979), but with one order of magnitude further reduction. The
strain-related viscosity in this case cannot be directly trans-
ferred from one model to another; it just served us as a test case
for a low-viscosity model. As above, we introduced weakness
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zones (stippled in Fig.3) in which the viscosity was simply As the model of Fig. 1, this also did not reach the
reduced to 1017m2/s (instead of by yield stress). In nature steady state. The circulation oscillated with a relative ampli-
such a reduction of effective viscosity is achieved by fractur- tude of 3 % and a constant period of 4- 107 years about the
ing, transient creep, plastic creep in narrow weakness zones, state shown. Again the period is about that of particle re—
localised frictional heating, partial melting and thermal run- volution in the inner cell region. Changing the length of the
aways (Schubert and Yuen 1978; Kaula 1980). time steps by factors of 2 and 4 during execution did not
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affect the period or amplitude of oscillation, supporting the
View that the behaviour reflects physical, not numerical in-
stability.

The low viscosities lead to relatively high velocities, about
6cm/a horizontally in the lithosphere and asthenosphere and
up to 25 cm/a in the descending current. This is nowhere
excessive: a viscosity decrease of two orders of magnitude has
resulted in a velocity increase of only a factor of 3. Re-
member that the two models differ only in viscosity and have
the same heat input.

The lower viscosities have lead to much more efficient
convection so that the driving temperature and density dis-
turbance is strongly reduced. Correspondingly the average
cell temperature has dropped to about 500°C and the lateral
temperature difference to about 100° C. The temperature in-
version has nearly vanished to only 10° C.

Comparison of the above models (Figs. 1, 2, 3) shows that
the circulation pattern of the last one is somewhat inter-
mediate between the former two: that of Figurel is characte-
rized by asthenospheric currents driving, though ineffectively,
the lithosphere; that of Fig.2 is reversed, the lithosphere
leading and thus driving the asthenospheric currents; in Fig. 3
the top asthenospheric currents are again faster, by a margin
(0.5 cm/a), than the lithosphere (see velocity-depth profile
taken at cell center). The lithosphere in this model is thus less
“active” in the sense of being partly dragged by astheno-
spheric flow.

These models give us a clue to what determines the role
of the lithosphere in the whole circulation. In the models the
role is largely the result of the relative strength of coupling
between the lithosphere and the asthenosphere, or the ratio of
viscosity in the plate-decoupling zones and viscosity of the
asthenosphere. Had we assumed a lower value than 1017 mZ/s
for the stippled zones of Fig. 3, the lithosphere would again
have moved faster than the asthenosphere. A systematic study
of this aspect is deferred to a later time.

The above solutions for different kinds of coupling of the
plates demonstrate the broad capability of our numerical
method. The major conclusions are not affected by the crude
treatment. We must, however, be cautious as to quantitative
details, e.g. the exact transition points from one mode to
another, the stability of cells, the precise relative velocities of
plates and asthenosphere. A reason for caution is the poor,
smeared-out representation of the boundary layers in a mesh
of 35 km vertical spacing. These points will be discussed
again below.

The following experiments were conducted with materials
having viscosities that depend on temperature and pressure
(Newtonian) or on temperature, pressure and shear stress
(non-Newtonian). We wanted to investigate whether such
rheologies would automatically give convection involving the
lithosphere. Based on the review by Stocker and Ashby (1973)
of linear and non-linear creep mechanisms, one may consid-
er Nabarro-Herring creep, Coble creep, and diffusion-accom-
modated grain boundary sliding as linear processes and dislo-
cation creep as a non-linear mechanism; they all contribute
to the effective viscosity (Jacoby and Ranalli 1979):

n+1

D Q 3TA-D-b=1 2 . e” v "-1). 477 /( fk-T-d2+ kTun‘1
I ()

The meaning of the quantities and the numerical values as-
sumed are presented in Tablesl and 2. The first term com-
bines the linear creep mechanisms and the second term de-
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Fig. 4. Empirical relationship between Dorn’s parameters A and n for
various classes of metals (after Stocker and Ashby 1973) with the
preferred values of our models added

scribes dislocation creep. Temperature and pressure depen-
dence is mainly in the diffusivities:
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Similar rheologies have been investigated in boundary layer
convection models of the upper mantle (Froidevaux and
Schubert 1975; Schubert et al. 1976; Froidevaux et a1. 1977;
Schubert et al. 1978) and in convection models similar to
ours (Rabinowicz et a1. 1980; Daly 1980). Some of their
results, e.g. concerning the effective viscosity, bear on our
work and can be used as an additional test of our numerical
method (see discussion, below).

The strong effect of temperature and stress in some of our
models occasionally resulted in numerical, or indeed physical,
instabilities. Since some of the rheological parameters respon—
sible are in part not accurately known it seemed justified to
vary them within plausible limits in order to achieve accept-
able models: this mainly concerns grain size d, activation
energy and volume EU and VU, and Dorn’s parameters A and
n. Our favoured values were d=10‘3m, Ev=5.4- 105J/m01‚
Vv=10‘5 m3/mol, and the value of n was varied between 1
and 3; A was adjusted to give plausible flow velocities. Our
favoured values are plotted on the experimental data for n, A
as summarised by Stocker and Ashby (1973) (Fig. 4) and fall
within the experimental scatter.

First we tested models having no weakened lithospheric
zones, hoping that stress concentrations combined with power-
law creep (n = 3) might reduce the effective viscosity locally and
decouple the surface plate. None of the many models investi-
gated showed this effect, partly because the low temperatures
dominated the rheology, but mainly because the expected
instabilities cannot be represented in the coarse mesh. We
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therefore again introduced weak zones. Now we located them
500 km from the lateral boundary so that subduction would
be induced, but not at the boundary, i.e. not symmetrical
(which it otherwise would be for reasons of computational
symmetry). The crude method does not permit us to model
detail, but the gross features can be studied. Furthermore, a
series of tests demonstrated the need for some more decou-
pling of the descending flow by two narrow low-viscosity zones
(stippled in Figs. 5—7) because otherwise the cold highly Vis-
cous material tended to stagnate. A viscosity of 5-1016—
4-1017 mZ/s in these weak zones did usually suffice for mo-
bility to be regained. We are not happy about this manipu-
lation, made in order to overcome the shortcomings of the
crude mesh, but we also believe that nature, too, may provide
some decoupling by narrow shear zones, local heating and
melting, and at shallow depth, fracturing.

Figure 5 shows a model with linear T, p dependent rheo-
logy; the viscosity in the stippled regions is reduced to the
constant value of 1017m2/s. The initial condition was con-
stant temperature at the bottom, with a small perturbation to
initiate the flow in the direction wanted. For 150 million
years model time, the lithosphere participated actively in the
currents, but the return flow progressively concentrated at
greater depth. Although the plate velocity was rather slow
(maximum lcm/a heating of the subducted material was
even slower and viscosity became so high that the return flow
of plate material became inhibited. Drift and subduction of
the lithosphere choked (the velocity decreased to 1—2 mm/a).
Convection shifted to sublithospheric depths and split up into
four cells. The results looked satisfactory for only 45 million
years running time, afterwards they differed from our picture
of real Earth behaviour; but admittedly we know little about
the long-term aspect of plate motion.

We do not want to overemphasise the particular time
behaviour described. The ADI method used cannot resolve
rapid temporary changes. If, however, the change during a
time step is small, as is the case here, the computation should
not be grossly wrong. The important point we wish to make
is that the model with the rheology chosen does not convect
in a single stable cell; the flow breaks up to a new steady
state with several cells. A similar evolutionary behaviour was
observed with essentially the same computational method by
Torrance and Turcotte (1971) and Rabinowicz et al. (1980).

The above model with mainly temperature dependent
rheology is apparently incapable of describing steady-state
convection with subduction during long time spans. If such a
behaviour, of which we cannot be entirely certain, is fa-
voured, it is not simulated by the model, particularly for fast-
moving plates. A possible escape from the dilemma is non-
linear, i.e. shear stress dependent rheology by which the effec-
tive viscosity in cold subduction regions can be sufficiently
reduced to permit a steady-state return flow.

Equations (4) and (5) with Dorn’s parameters n=2,
A = 3 - 10‘6 describe the creep laws assumed for the next model
(Fig. 6); the viscosity in the stippled regions was set to
4-1017 mZ/s. The result was the development of a steady-
state convection cell with the lithosphere participating. It was
about 80 km thick and thickening toward the region of de-
scent. Below it a low-viscosity asthenosphere developed. Both
drifted together at somewhat less than 2cm/a. In the de-
scending current, material from the lithosphere dropped at
0.5 cm/a while material from the asthenosphere flowed faster
(0.9 cm/a). The figures quoted may be inaccurate by, say,
10 ‘70, but the general behaviour described seems significant.
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Fig.5. Convection in a model withT‚p dependent linear rheology
with additional weakened zones (stippled) at two moments of time.
At 45 million years the circulation encompasses the lithosphere (up-
per part: surface heat flow (top), isotherms (center), stream lines
(bottom); after 345 million years the surface is stagnant and four cells
have developed in the asthenosphere (lower part: isotherms (top) and
stream lines bottom))

A comparison of the above two models demonstrates that
the reduction of the effective viscosity by shear stress prevents
freezing of the descending current which can then turn into a
return flow. Power-law creep dominates in the lower part of
the descending current as can be seen by comparing the
weakly and the strongly deformed regions in the field of
computed viscosities (Fig. 6).

Note that a secondary cell developed behind the sub-
duction region. Such cells are expected to exist beneath the
marginal basins, e.g. of the western Pacific, and may provide
an explanation for the basins and their high heat flow and
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volcanism (Andrews and Sleep 1974; Rabinowicz et al. 1980).
In the previous model with linear viscosity (Fig. 5) such a cell
did not develop until subduction had choked and the
asthenospheric convection had broken up into several cells.

It must be remarked that the features of model Fig. 6 were
the result not only of non—linear stress dependent rheology;
the thermal effects of adiabatic compression and decom-
pression as well as of dissipation helped to keep the litho-
sphere going. This was different from previous models where
these terms were also included without success. For example,
one model (not shown) differed from that of Fig.6 only by
not including these effects; during the first 100 million years a
plate drifted actively but then slowed down progressively to
0.5 cm/a while asthenospheric velocities were lOcm/a. Ob—
viously, in the model of Fig. 6, the heating of the descending
flow by adiabatic compression was an important mechanism
reducing the effective viscosity. Dissipation acted in the same
direction, being proportional to the product of shear stress
and strain rate. It is interesting to note that such non-linear
processes as dissipation and power-law creep appear to stabi-
lize the flow in the models.

t) 21m NH
Fig.7. Convection with T, p, r dependent rheology: Dorn‘s parame-
ters 11:3, ‚424-10‘3; weakened zones v=5-1015m2fs. The model
was quasi-steady-state after 150 million years; surface velocity was
~3cm/a. Arrangement of results as in Fig.6. Note that the re-
latively higher temperatures were partly the result of a numerical
heating excess (see text); the following model (Fig. 8) was computed
to test whether similar results can be obtained with correct “physi-
cal" heating

The final model we present (Fig. Î) differs from the pre-
vious one by the choice of Dorn’s parameters: n=3,
1424-10—3, and by the viscosity in the (stippled) decoupling
zones: v=5-10‘6m3/s. In this model, in contrast to the pres
vious one, the flow that developed in one direction was
nearly restricted to the lithosphere while the return flow
occurred at least partly in the asthenosphere. One of the
reasons for this feature is probably that the strong non-
linearity of the rheology promotes currents in which the
zones of high shear rate and bending of the stream lines are
Spatially concentrated (into the asthenospheric shear zone).
Another reason may be the more efficient decoupling in the
stippled areas. Apart from the artificial aspects, the model
generally simulates the lithosphere as an active part of the
circulation rather well. Its velocity was 3 cm/a.

The temperatures appear to be quite in accord with what
we know about the mantle, and this is coupled with realistic
plate velocities. A close look reveals, however, an apparent
heating excess of 35% resulting in an average surface heat
flow of about 80 n'IW/rn2 (caused by inaccurate finite differ—
ence approximation of the partials in regions of highly vari-
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Fig. 8. Convection with depth-dependent Viscosity 17(2), similar to that
of Jacoby and Ranalli (1979); heat flow through bottom as in Fig. 1,
internal heating raised to 9.4- 10‘8W/m3 in order to add up to an
average steady-state surface heat flow of 80 mW/mz. Bottom: stream
lines, viscosity-depth profile at righthand side; center: isotherms: top:
surface heat flow

able rheology and strain rate). This happens to be closer to
the oceanic average of 78 mW/m2 (Sclater et al. 1980) than
the 60 mW/m2 assumed above.‘ It was this heating excess that
led to the higher temperatures.

Similar temperatures result if the total “physical” heating
corresponds to a steady-state average heat loss of 80 mW/m2
and dissipation is computed correctly. This is shown by the
model of Fig. 8, which has simply a depth-dependent viscosity
and weak zones (4-1016m2/s). The solution oscillated (rel-
ative amplitude <3%, period 8- 107 yr); the lithospheric ve-
locity of 2.7 cm/a and the mean temperature of 1,012° are
close to those of Fig.7 (2.9 cm/a and 1090°); there the low
“physical” heat input and the high “numerical” dissipation
seem thus to have cancelled to give, in a sense, a realistic
model. By “realistic in a gross sense” we mean: large aspect
ratio; nearly steady state; active participation of the litho-
sphere at plausible velocity, crudely subducting; acceptable
mantle temperatures: all this obtained from a set of plausible
assumptions (physics of the problem, material). Details, e.g. of
viscosity distribution (Fig. 7), temperature and flow fields
should be taken with a grain of salt; they are affected by the
crude mesh, the numerics, and the artificially assumed weak-
ness zones. We are therefore limited to drawing conclusions
about the mantle only from the gross features of the results.

Discussion

In this section we wish to discuss more generally some as-
pects of temperature, rheology and viscosity, and flow pat-
terns.

In most of our models (except Figs. 6—8) the total heat
input was rather small by current knowledge. Correspond—
ingly, the plate velocities and/or the average cell temperatures
came out relatively low: <10 cm/a and less than 1100°—
13000 C, respectively, which are believed to be realistic (So-
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lomon 1976; Anderson 1980). Only as a result of insulation
by a stagnant, strong lid (Fig. 1) did we observe high cell
temperatures. As soon as plate motion makes convective heat
transfer efficient, cell temperatures drop, in many models
below the plausible range. In models with non-linear rheo-
logy, temperatures were closer to expectation, due to the
heating excess which, as discussed above, had the right
magnitude. If the temperatures are still considered too low, it
should be remembered that the adiabatic gradient (or Di) is
not well known and may be higher than assumed here: with
the rheologies assumed, the viscosity would then drop, con-
vection would become more efficient and temperatures would
again drop in a self-regulating manner. The exact effect of
varying the adiabatic gradient on self-regulation needs to be
studied systematically.

Another reason for the relatively low temperatures and/or
velocities may be our assumption of a shallow bottom to
convection (700 km depth), as discussed by Schmeling (1980).
The argument is as follows. All models (shown and not
shown) computed with the same heat input and the same
aspect ratio, but with different rheologies follow an empirical
relationship of the form (Fig. 9):

MIT-kw (Q
where u1 is the lithosphere velocity, T is the average model
temperature, Tnum a constant related to the particular choice
of the grid, and c is a constant depending only on the total
heat input (and the aspect ratio), but not on rheology or
viscosity. Low plate velocity and/or temperature means a low
value of c; it does, however, increase with the dimensionless
heat input H=‚%-L2/(p . cp K0 T). The models of Fig. 6 (20%
increase) and Fig.7 (35 %) clearly lie above the curve of
Fig.9; increasing à? in Fig. 8 by a factor of 4/3 (80 mW/m2
over 60 mW/mz) is equivalent to an equal increase of L2 with
heating unchanged. In that case the dimensional velocity
drops to about 2cm/a, as indicated by the arrow on Fig. 9.
The model would still clearly lie above the curve for constant
heat input. Thus empirically c (velocity xmean temperature)
grows with L in the case of “mixed” heating from within and
below, as has been found also by Kopitzke (1979).

The theoretical difficulties of treating the case of mixed
heating do not arise in the case heated from below only.
Here, however, mean velocity v and temperature fluctuation 9
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do not depend on L to first approximation, if the super-
adiabatic temperature difference AT is fixed. The heat input is
then (F. Busse, personal communication, 1981): h=Nu k AT
(k=thermal conductivity); with N uz(Ra—Rac)%/Raf‘‚ vz(Ra
—Rac)‘5‘ K/LzRaf h/(ATp cp), and 0æAT(Ra—Rac)/Ra, both
independent from L. The fixed-AT case is, however, not
relevant to our problem.

If higher mantle temperatures and plate velocities than in
our shallow models are favored, e.g. by reliable inference of
temperatures from observations, then, on the basis of the
above discussion, deep-mantle convection must be favoured
over shallow. This would also require that a considerable
portion of the heating be internal, by radioactive decay and
or by the heat lost in cooling of the Earth, i.e. by stored
heat

On the other hand, we may accept the relatively low
temperatures we found. Tozer (1967a, b) pointed out that a
self-regulating convection mechanism through T (and p, T)
dependent rheology without fixed temperature bounds may
indeed adjust to temperatures as low as computed in our
models. Some of the temperature estimates (Solomon 1976)
may be biased toward high values as they sample volcanism.
This cannot be said about Anderson’s (1980) estimate based
on average seismic Earth models and laboratory data on
minerals; the suggested temperature range is correspondingly
lower.

Because of the low numerical resolution, it would be
valuable to compare our results (temperature, effective vis-
cosity, flow patterns, Figs. 6, 7) with physically similar models,
obtained with different techniques. The most relevant models
seem to be those based on boundary layer theory, giving
more accurate results in the boundary layer region, with
similar rheological assumptions (Froidevaux and Schubert
1975; Schubert et al. 1976; Froidevaux et a1. 1977; Schubert
et al. 1978). The closest resemblance in physical assumptions
seems to be between the model of our Fig.7 and that of
fig.6 of Schubert et al. (1976); in both cases rheology is
nonlinear with Dorn’s parameter n=3 and activation energy
E =5.4-105 J/mol; see Table 1. We found a minimum Vis-
cosity increasing with age of the overlying lithosphere from
33-1019 Pas at ~90km depth to $34020 Pas at ~150km
depth; their equivalent values are: 5. 1019 Pas at 70 km depth
(10million years) and ~1020 Pas at 180km (150 million
years). The coarse mesh cannot, of course, resolve accurately
the boundary layer structure, however, the comparison with
the results of Schubert et al. (1976, Fig. 7) shows that the
resolution does not lead to grossly wrong results. Crudely, we
find the high-gradient zones of temperature and horizontal
velocity to thicken with age from 50—80 km, and from 80—
110 km, respectively; their equivalent values were 50—100 and
80—160 km, respectively. The smearing-out of the crude mesh
seems mainly to give less variation, not so much to give a
greater thickness. Part of the discrepancy in the horizontal
velocities also comes from the different model assumptions
for the bottom: in our model the return flow must be accom-
modated within 700 km depth: their assumption is that hori-
zontal velocity approaches zero “at great depth”. Apart from
this the flow patterns are not dissimilar.

The above comparison does not prove our results correct,
neither generally nor in specific details, but we find it en-
couraging that even the boundary layer, and that in the most
non-linear case, was represented rather satisfactorily in our
models. It thus appears that the gross features and the major
conclusions we draw from them are quite reliable. This is not

to be said about quantitative details generally, as discussed
above, but we did not in any case ask for such details.

On the basis of our results, we cannot argue strongly for
whole versus shallow mantle convection. The argument of
Richter and McKenzie (1978) for shallow convection is main-
ly that the stress distribution in the descending slabs cannot
easily be explained without a bottom at about 700 km depth
(Isacks and Molnar 1971). Plausibly, however, a compressive
resistance could also develop simply by a viscosity increase
above and below 700 km without necessarily preventing the
currents from extending deeper (Davies 1977; Jacoby 1978;
Kopitzke 1979).

Conclusions

Our main conclusions are listed below.
1. Only by the introduction of weak zones into the litho—

sphere was it possible to simulate its drift as a rigid, i.e.
undeformed, body. It thus seems that plate velocity is essen-
tially controlled by the strength or weakness of the mechani-
cal coupling with neighbouring plates as well as with the
lower, more viscous parts of the upper mantle.

The coupling near the surface and in the mesosphere may,
however, behave differently. If in the subduction zones some
kind of shear instability (which cannot be modelled with our
techniques) develops, the coupling will remain weak, maybe
approximately steady—state (unless other processes, such as
collision, interfere — see McKenzie 1969). In contrast, plate
descent into the mesosphere increases the coupling pro-
gressively until it may inhibit the motion. Non-linear pro-
cesses do, however, lessen this effect. Little can be said at
present about such a phenomenon in nature, nor did our
models that choked run for long enough, but the time lapse
until a reactivation of plate motion would have been at least
109 a. Furthermore, our method is not applicable to the
study of the time behaviour. It may be added, that our quasi-
steady state models (e.g. Figs. 6, 7) remained so as long as the
computation continued (500, 270 million years).

2. While the rheology of the plates themselves has turned
out to be of major importance for the plate motions, that of
the material below, apart from its generally low viscosity, is
less important for the plate velocities. For viscosity variations
of several orders of magnitude and for both linear and non-
linear viscosity, the plate velocities varied by no more than 1—
6 cm/a.

3. Mantle rheology is, however, important for the form of
the return flow. Mostly we have obtained broad maxima of
this flow at depths not shallower than 400 km, suggesting that
in the earth it is not the asthenosphere which mainly carries
the return flow. The asthenosphere is probably dragged with
the plates to a considerable extent (see Fig. 6) or it is the zone
of concentrated shear flow, an effect which is enhanced by
non-linear rheology (see Figs. 5, 7). Besides the rheology as-
sumed by us, other non—linear effects may further concentrate
the shear; such effects include dissipation, partial melting and
upward concentration of melt (which is assisted by the strong
shear), and thermal runaways.

4. As discussed in the previous chapter, we obtained low
temperatures and/or plate velocities, even when the heat in-
put was realistic. The average temperature and velocity are
coupled through the heat input and cell geometry (fixed in
our models or only slightly varied); the non-dimensional heat
input can be increased by increasing the depth or the general
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size of the cell; dimensions of 6 000 x 2 000 km2 or even 9 000
x3000 km2 (instead of 2100x700 km2) may thus be pre-
ferred. For this it would not be critical if the viscosity in the
lower mantle increases by one to even three orders of magni—
tude.

The low temperatures may, however, be realistic estimates
of the average upper-mantle temperatures. Our experiments
suggest that the mantle will convect strongly at such tempera-
tures, if the thermal and mechanical upper boundary layers
are decoupled piecewise at their margins, and are thus free to
move. If the surface becomes stagnant, the interior convects
at much higher temperature because the heat loss is inhibited.
In the earth’s upper mantle temperature may rise locally, but
not to as high values as in the lidded case; hot spots or
volcanic spots may be witnesses of local temperature anom-
alies and should therefore be taken with caution in estimating
upper-mantle temperatures.

5. The importance of decoupling for the whole dynamical
problem, plate motions, temperature and thermal evolution,
makes it urgent to study the decoupling mechanisms thor-
oughly. It appears possible that besides the mechanisms
mentioned earlier (yield stress, fracturing, transient creep,
plastic creep on faults, frictional heating, local melting, ther-
mal runaways), and for some of these mechanisms, the pre-
sence or absence of minor volatile constituents, particularly
water, may be of paramount importance. The fact that the
earth’s atmosphere and lithosphere are moist, in contrast to
Venus that is dry, may explain the great difference of the
surfaces of these two, otherwise rather similar planets (H.
Spetzler, personal communication, 1981).

6. A considerable temperature inversion usually developed
in the convection cells, amounting to 100—200K if the effec-
tive viscosity was of the order of 1017 mZ/s, but only to some
10K for 1015 mZ/s. The inversion increases as the plate mo-
tions are facilitated by reduced coupling. This feature, if rel-
evant to the earth, may stabilise the large-scale mantle flow
(Kopitzke 1979) and inhibit smaller-scale convection rolls as
proposed by Richter (1973a), but it would enhance boundary
layer instabilities, such as rising plumes. The large-scale flow
may also become destabilised if plates grow to an excessive
size, which seems possible if plate size is largely determined
by its growth and destruction rates at existing ridges and
trenches, leading to a multiplicity of horizontal scales (Rich-
ter and Daly 1978). Destabilisation would be the consequence
of the inefficient heat loss, since only the generation and
destruction of the plates transfer heat convectively and else-
where heat loss is by conduction through the boundary layer.
There is evidence from bathymetry, gravity, and the geoid for
three-dimensional flow below the plates (McKenzie et al.
1980). Three-dimensional instabilities below the Pacific may
be enhanced by the circumstance that the Pacific is shrinking;
hence the upper mantle may be more stagnant (Hager and
O’Connell 1978; Grohmann 1980) than a simple two-dimen-
sional model of return flow would suggest.
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Abstract. We study the different characteristics of the interplane-
tary medium and of the secondary enhancements in the energetic
particle fluxes in the regions before, at and after a flare-generated
interplanetary shock wave, as was observed by the solar wind
plasma, magnetic field, and energetic particle experiments on
board HELIOS-1, HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 near the
Earth’s orbit but at different helio-longitudinal positions about
40° apart on 3 January 1978, in the trailing edge of a solar
particle event. By intercomparison of the different features in
the interplanetary medium, in the energetic particle fluxes, and
in the overall structure of the shock wave observed by these
three spacecraft, respectively, we find: First, that this shock
exhibits the properties of both an R- and F-type shock event,
depending on the point of its observation in space. Second,
that the pre-shock intensity enhancements of energetic particles
can be explained by a cumulative first-order Fermi acceleration
process of successive reflections of these particles at the shock
in the entire region between the sun and the orbit of earth.
Third, that the post-shock intensity enhancements of energetic
particles are due to an acceleration of these particles by the
shock wave and/or a trapping of these particles in the down-
stream region, and a second order Fermi acceleration of these
particles by interactions with random Alfvénic and sound wave
turbulences. Fourth, that the overall and rapid decrease in the
energetic particle intensity observed by all three spacecraft in
the downstream region of the shock wave is due to the occurrence
of a magnetically closed region (magnetic cloud). Fifth, that
the energetic particle enhancements at the shock cannot, at least
in case of HELIOS-2, be explained uniquely by the shock drift
acceleration mechanism only, as the characteristic angle between
the upstream magnetic field direction and the shock surface
is not small enough to allow this acceleration mechanism to
operate effectively. Thus, highly oblique shocks can also be ac-
companied by energetic particle intensity increases.

Key words: Particle acceleration — Interplanetary shock waves
— Structure of interplanetary shock —— Multispacecraft observation

Introduction

Ever since particle and field measurements in interplanetary
space with high sensitivity and sufficient high time, energy, and
angular resolution have become available, many attempts have

* Paper presented at the Workshop on Acceleration of Particles by
Shock Waves, October 7—9, 1980, Max-Planck-Institut für Aerono-
mie Lindau, Katlenburg-Lindau, Federal Republic of Germany

been made to study in some detail the frequently observed phe-
nomenon that the flux of charged energetic particles increases
in association with propagating interplanetary shocks. Attempts
have also been made to compare these observations with current
theories on particle acceleration by shock waves (Armstrong
et al. 1977, and references therein). These investigations were
greatly improved in cases when observations of one and the
same event by two or more spacecraft well separated in radial
distance from the sun and/or in longitudinal distance were avail-
able (Burlaga et al. 1980, and references therein).

Following this latter line of investigation, we shall study
in some detail the energetic particle intensity enhancements asso-
ciated with an interplanetary shock wave observed by the two
spaceprobes HELIOS-l and -2 and the earth-orbiting satellite
PROGNOZ-6 on 3 January 1978. Though at that time these
three spacecraft were separated by a maximum radial distance
of only 0.05 AU and a maximum longitudinal distance of only
40°, HELIOS-l observed very different features in the fluxes
of energetic particles in comparison with HELIOS-2 and PRO-
GNOZ-6, though associated with the same shock wave. In order
to understand this phenomenon within the framework of com-
mon theories on shock acceleration processes, we will first discuss
briefly the overall particle event of 1—4 January 1978, as observed
by these three spacecraft and in connection with solar observa-
tions. We will then study in greater detail the solar wind plasma
and interplanetary magnetic field observations at the time the
flare-associated shock wave passes the three spacecraft in ques-
tion. These observations will provide some insight into the differ-
ent processes of modulation and acceleration of energetic parti-
cles that will occur in the regions before, at and after the shock
wave at the positions of these three satellites. Finally, we shall
discuss the observed increases of energetic particle fluxes and
their variations over these regions, in connection with model
calculations on the interaction of these particles with propagating
interplanetary shock waves.

The interplanetary plasma, magnetic field and energetic par-
ticle data used for this study have been provided in case of
HELIOS-1 and -2 by the MPE/MPAE plasma experiment, by
the fluxgate magnetometer of the University of Braunschweig,
by the MPAE energetic particle spectrometer, and by the energet-
ic particle experiment of the University of Kiel (for further details
see the special HELIOS issue ofJ . Geophys. 42, 1977), and in case
of PROGNOZ-6 by the IKI plasma experiment (Gringauz
et a1. 1974), by the Izmiran fluxgate magnetometer, and by the
energetic particle experiment of the Institute for Nuclear Physics
of the Moscow State University, IKI and the Nuclear Research
Center of Saclay (Kurt et al. 1979). The solar wind and energetic
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particle data from IMP-H and -J have been taken from the
Solar Geophysical Data, Boulder, USA. Other results used
from PROGNOZ-6 observations can be found in the paper by
Kurt et al. (1980), which discussed the 1—4 January 1978, event
using energetic particle, plasma and magnetic field measurements
provided by PROGNOZ-6.

The 1—4 January 1978 Particle Event

At the end of January 1, 1978, the energetic particle detectors
on board HELIOS-1, HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 simulta-
neously detected an increase in the intensity of energetic protons.
In Fig. 1 the overall time-intensity profiles as observed by these
spacecraft are shown for protons in the energy range 4—13 MeV
(HELIOS—1/—2) and 1.4—5.8 MeV (PROGNOZ-ô) together with
the times of the occurrence of a flare (F) on the sun and the
observation of the flare-induced interplanetary shock wave (S).
The profiles for HELIOS-1 and -2 are taken from the paper
by Gombosi et a1. (1981). At this time HELIOS-1 is located
at 0.95 AU, 169.5° Carrington longitude and 1.7o Carrington
latitude, while HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 are at 0.93 AU,
203.9° and —2.6°, and at 0.98 AU, 209° and —3.1°, respectively.
Thus the maximum distances in interplanetary space covered
by these three spaceprobes are 0.05 AU in radial direction, about
40° in Carrington longitude and about 4.8° in Carrington lati-
tude. These locations, in the ecliptic plane and relative to the
site of the flare on the sun from which this event originated,
together with the observed solar wind velocities, are shown in
Fig. 2. Though HELIOS-1 and PROGNOZ—6 are separated by
only 40° in longitude, the maximum intensity observed by HE-
LIOS-1 is already reached about 6 h after the onset of the event,
while PROGNOZ-6 observes a first maximum more than a day
later after the onset. This result is at first sight in contradiction
to the concept of a fast initial coronal propagation introduced
by Reinhard and Wibberenz (1974).

We show in Fig. 3 the time profiles of the solar wind velocities
for the same time period, as observed by the three spacecraft
in question. In order to obtain the time histories of the solar
wind observations at the Earth’s orbit. as completely as possible,
we have added the IMP-J measurements to the PROGNOZ-6
observations by approximating them at those time intervals for
which measurements of both spacecraft were available.

The corresponding time scales have been shifted in such a
way that the times of the arrival of the flare-associated interplan-
etary shock wave (S) coincides for all three spaceprobes. Note
from this figure that during the onset of this event all three
satellites are within a rather uniform, low-speed solar wind re-
gime of about 380—430 km/s and, according to the magnetic
field observations, of positive interplanetary magnetic field polar-
ity. Taking these velocity values and the actual positions of
the spacecraft into account, one can determine their relative
locations on the sun by mapping them back along the average
interplanetary magnetic field lines (Nolte and Roelof 1973). In
Fig. 4 we have marked these three positions on part of the H,
synoptic chart of the Sun (Solar Geophysical Data, Number
407, Part II, 1978). This chart indicates the large-scale polarity
regions of the solar magnetic field, the neutral lines, and the
active regions. From the Ha solar flare observations one finds
that the only active region that is located close enough to the
three spacecraft’ positions and that, at the same time, was active
at the end of 1 January 1978, is located in the plage region 15081.
On January 1 at about 21 :53 UT, this region produced an Ha
flare of importance 2N, which lasted from 21 :45—22: 16 UT and
which was accompanied by solar II, III and IV radio emission,
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Fig.1. Time-intensity profiles of the 1 January 1978, particle event
occurring at time F on the sun, as observed by HELIOS-1 and -2
and PROGNOZ-6 in the energy intervals indicated (one-hour
averages). The times of the arrival of the flare generated shock is
marked by S. The result of Gombosi et al. (1981), who have modelled
this event numerically, is shown as dashed curves
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Fig. 2. Positions of HELIOS-1, HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 in the
ecliptic plane and relative to the flare site F at the time the flare
occurred on the sun. The values of the solar wind velocity, as measured
by these three spacecraft at that time, are included

micro wave bursts and X-ray enhancements. Thus we may con-
clude that both the energetic particle events and the interplane-
tary shock waves observed by HELIOS-1/-2 and PROGNOZ-6
originated from this region. In addition we find from Fig. 4;
first, that the large-scale solar polarity at the positions of the
spacecraft coincides with the polarity of the interplanetary mag—
netic field, as observed by them; second, that at the time the
2N flare occurs HELIOS-1, HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 are
located west relative to this flare, and that HELIOS-1 is well
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separated in longitude from the positions of HELIOS-2 and
PROGNOZ-6 and located much closer to the flare-site, even
if one takes the approximate error of i 10° in Carrington longi-
tude of the Nolte and Roelof technique into account; and third,
that by a large, stable neutral line running from the northern
solar hemisphere towards the solar equator (about 230° Carr—
ington longitude) the region containing the flare site and the
position of HELIOS-l is separated in some way from the region
containing the positions of HELIOS—2 and PROGNOZ—o. Tak-
ing these two latter results and accepted theories on coronal
propagation of solar cosmic rays into account, one may well
understand why HELIOS-l observes such a fast increase and
large maximum intensity, while HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6
at the same time observe a longer-lasting increase and a smaller
first maximum intensity.

At the beginning of 2 January the intensity of the 3—13 MeV
protons, observed by HELIOS—J, starts to decrease again, while
at HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-ô the corresponding intensities
are still increasing. Despite the coronal effects mentioned above,
we believe that the following interplanetary effect could in addi—
tion explain this feature: From Fig. 3 it follows that at this
time HELIOS-l, in contrast to HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-é,
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starts to move into a new and different solar wind regime of
high-speed solar wind of more than 600 km/s and of negative
interplanetary magnetic field polarity, while HELIOS-2 and
PROGNOZ-6 remain in the low-speed solar wind of positive
polarity. According to Fig. 4 this could mean that HELIOS-l
becomes disconnected from its previous region on the sun and
connected by this high-speed solar wind to the large-scale solar
region of negative polarity +20° north of the solar equator.
For the following analysis it is important to note that the only
active region in this new regime, plage region 15080, is not
active between the end of 1 January and about 2:30 UT on
3 January, so that the second maximum observed by HELIOS-l
at the end of 2 January must be associated with the shock
wave observed on 3 January, 8:39 UT, rather than with any
solar active regions.

Taking coronal and interplanetary propagation effects into
account, Gombosi et al. (1981) modelled, using a particular set
of coronal and interplanetary propagation parameters, the time-
intensity profiles of the 1 January event. Their results are shown
as dashed curves in Fig. l. By comparing the observed and mod-
elled profiles one finds that there is an excess of energetic parti-
cles more or less strongly associated with the interplanetary
shock waves observed by the three spaceprobes in question.
In Fig.5 we show these excess intensities where we plot the
ratios of the observed (lab) and modelled (fwd) intenstities, re-
spectively. In the following sections we shall concentrate on
those parts of the event characterized by the following unique
features: An increase of the particle intensity in front of the
shock (pre-shock energetic storm particle (ESP) event) observed
by all three spacecraft, an increase at the arrival of the shock
(shock-spike event) observed by HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-o,
an increase in the intensity after the shock wave (post-shock
ESP event) again observed by HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-é,
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and a sharp decrease in the intensity observed by all three space-
probes in the downstream region.

The 3 January 1978 Shock Event

The arrival of the interplanetary shock wave associated with
the 2N flare on 1 January at 21 :53 UT was observed by HE-
LIOS-l, HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 on 3 January at 8:39
UT, 14:49 UT and 20:48 UT, respectively. According to Fig-
ure 3 this shock wave arrived at HELIOS-l while this spacecraft
was located in a high-speed solar wind regime, while it was
observed by HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 at the time when
both satellites were still in the low-speed solar wind region.
Though HELIOS-l is located by 0.02 AU further away from
the sun than HELIOS-2, the most likely reason for the earlier
detection of the shock by HELIOS-1 is most probably due to
its propagation through a faster solar wind (Hirshberg et al.
1974)

In order to start with the large-scale features of this shock
event we show in Fig. 6 one-hour-averages of the alpha particle-

to-proton ratios, M/Np(%), and of the proton number densi-
ties, N„(cm—3), as observed by the plasma experiments on board
of HELIOS-l and 2, PROGNOZ-6 and IMP-J.

Note from this figure that at the shock, S, the density Np
increases rapidly to a first maximum in all three cases. In the
post-shock regions, however, we find a second and overall maxi-
mum increase in Np directly behind the shock in the case of
HELIOS-1, whereas in case of PROGNOZ-6 and HELIOS-2
this second, yet smaller increase in NI, occures about 15—16 h
after the shock, respectively. In the case of HELIOS-l and -2
these second increases in Np are followed by an increase in
the Noz/Np ratio. In addition these increases are directly accompa-
nied by large directional fluctuations in the interplanetary mag-
netic field, indicating some kind of ‘ boundary’ between the plas-
ma flow directly behind the shock wave and this alpha particle
enriched solar wind region. Analyzing the magnetic field topolo-
gy in the post-shock regime as observed by HELIOS-2 and IMP
for this period of time, Burlaga et al. (1981) found that this
‘boundary’ is the front part of a magnetic cloud or magnetic
loop, in which the observed magnetic field vectors rotate nearly
parallel to a plane. The radial dimension of this cloud is approxi-
mately 0.5 AU. It should be noted that the occurence of the
front boundary of this magnetic cloud is directly associated with
the rapid decreases in the intensities of energetic particles as
depicted in Fig. l and as indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 6.
This observation suggests that this cloud is a magnetically closed
region preventing energetic particles being behind the shock to
propagate further down into this post-shock solar wind region.
An alternative suggestion concerning the dynamics of the flow
behind the shock waves may be obtained from recent results
of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models discussing the propa-
gation of shocks in the interplanetary medium: D’Uston et al.
(1981) have shown that this flow is often characterized by overex-
pansion marked by depressed densities and temperatures. Dryer
et al. (1980) have demonstrated the closure of the magnetic field
in at least one plane across these regions.

It has been proposed by Burlaga et al. (1981) that the shock
wave might have been driven by this magnetic cloud closer to
the sun, where this cloud may have moved faster. If this would
hold, one could argue in view of Fig. 6 that the shock at the
position of Helios—1 is still influenced by this magnetic cloud,
as it is still attached to the shock (piston-driven shock wave ?),
whereas at the positions of HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 the
same shock wave is well separated from this magnetic cloud
by about 0.15 AU in radial distance and thus no longer in-
fluenced by this magnetic loop region (blast-wave type shock ?).
In order to test this hypothesis we applied the actual solar wind
observations in the various regions downstream of the shock
to the classification scheme set up by Hundhausen (1972). We
find that in the case of HELIOS-l the shock wave is an R-type
shock, whereas in case of HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 it is

_ an F-type shock wave. Thus, the 3 January 1978, shock event
is another example to be added to the ones given by Ogilvie
and Burlaga (1974), that a shock wave can exhibit the properties
of blast and piston-driven shock waves at the same time, depend-
ing on the longitudinal position of its observation relative to
the site of origin on the sun. In turn, we may conclude that
the proposed classification of transient shock waves into R- and
F-type shocks cannot be regarded as a unique scheme (see also
Rosenau 1979), and it can not therefore be used to draw any
conclusions on the origin of these shock waves.

In Fig. 7a the large-scale directional fluctuations perpendicu-
lar to the ecliptic plane for both the interplanetary magnetic
field (ôB) and the solar wind velocity (8,) vectors are depicted
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for HELIOS-1 and HELIOS-2. From a systematic survey
through more than 9 years of HELIOS’ plasma and magnetic
field data we found that the level of fluctuations of the angle
8,, clearly indicates the presence of transverse, Alfvénic type of
fluctuations in the interplanetary medium. From Fig. 7a we find
the following general features for these type of fluctuations:
First, they are present in the pre-shock regimes for both HE-
LIOS-l and HELIOS-2. In case of HELIOS-l, however, they
are much more pronounced and larger in amplitude. We found
that this holds in general when comparing transverse fluctuations
in high-speed solar wind streams with those in low-speed streams.
Second, larger-amplitude fluctuations are observed throughout
the entire pre-s‘hock region (~1.5 days since the flare) in the
case of HELIOS-1, but for only about 0.7 days before the shock
in the case of HELIOS-2. Third, in the post-shock regions one
now finds that these transverse fluctuations are of larger ampli-
tude in the case of HELIOS-2 than in the case of HELIOS-l,
where they vanish shortly after the shock.

In Fig. 7b the power-spectra of the fluctuations in the magni-
tude of the interplanetary magnetic field as observed by HE-
LIOS-l and -2 and PROGNOZ-6 are shown for the pre-shock
(l) and the post-shock (2) regions, respecitively. Note that the
entire power-spectrum increases in all cases from the pre- to
the post-shock region. However, taking the power at the doppler-
shifted gyrofrequencies of 4 MeV protons into account (indicated
by asterisks in Fig. 7b), we find that this increase in the case
of HELIOS-l is rather small, but nearly an order of magnitude
in the case of HELIOS-2.

Finally, taking into account about 5 min averages of plasma
and magnetic field parameters for HELIOS—l and -2, directly
in front of and behind the shock waves, and using them to
optimize the jump conditions for MHD shocks by a kind of
minimum difference technique (Lepping and Argentiero 1971),

Table 1. Some parameters for the shock waves observed by HELIOS-l
and -2

Parameter HELIOS—l HELIOS-2

q)!” — 76.4° 33.6°
„ — 4.7o 3.7o

à: (r, n) 76.4° 33.8°
à: (B, n)1 130.4° 5.6°
<): (B, n)2 —ll4.2° —43.4°
at (V, n)1 69.3° 3.9°
)(V, n)2 560° 104°
)1 (B1, B2) 115.4° 48.9°

A Vp (km/s) 157.0 64.1
ANp (cm—3) 4.1 14.7
AB (nT) 5.1 2.7

Vs (km/s) 406.7 480.2

we can determine all parameters of the shocks and the changes
of parameters across the shocks of interest. In Table l we have
listed some of these values, where n denotes the normal of the
shock, r the radial direction of the sun-spaceprobe line, B the
interplanetary magnetic field, Vp the solar wind velocity, Np
its number density, vs the shock velocity, A the changes of solar
wind parameters across the shock waves, and the index 1(2)
the region before (after) the shock. Note, that for both HELIOS-
1 and -2 the angles of the shock normals out of the ecliptic
plane (@n) are rather small. In Fig. 8 we show the positions
of the shocks of HELIOS-1 and -2, relative to the flare site
on the sun, and the directions of their normals and surfaces
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together with the overall stream structure and the post-shock
boundary, as inferred from Fig. 3 and 6.

The Pre- and Post-Shock ESP Events

It has been shown by Scholer and Morfill (1975) that an increase
in the flux of low energetic solar cosmic rays some hours before
the arrival of interplanetary shock waves, the so called pre-shock
energetic storm particle (ESP) events, can be explained by a
gain of energy of these particles due to successive reflections
at the moving interplanetary shock front by the first order Fermi
process (shock acceleration with scattering in the pre-shock re-
gime). As a result of their numerical model one finds: First,
with a reasonable mean free path ‚1 of ~0.07 AU for 1 MeV
protons in front of the shock their intensity can increase by
more than an order of magnitude in the pre-shock regime, fol-
lowed by a pronounced drop of their intensity about an hour
after the shock passage. Second, the number of reflections needed
to account for this intensity increase is rather small (2—7 between
the sun and 1 AU). Third, the maximum intensity of the ESP
event depends roughly on Â in such a way that the smaller
Â gets, the larger this intensity enhancement will be.

Comparing these theoretical results with the pre—shock inten-
sity enhancements of the 4—13 MeV protons as observed by HE-
LIOS-1 and -2 (see Fig. 1 and 5) we can deve10p the following
general scenario: Modelling the overall intensity—time profiles
of the 1—4 January event (Fig. 1), Gombosi et al. (1981) inferred
an averaged interplanetary mean free path of the 4—13 MeV
protons between the sun and about 1 AU of À=O.10—0.l5 AU.
As discussed above this value would be sufficient to account
for an intensity enhancement in front of both the HELIOS-1
and -2 shock waves. In order to explain the differences, however,
in these two ESP events, namely the location of their maxima
relative to the shock fronts and the fact that the maximum
intensity observed by HELIOS-2 is much larger than by HE-
LIOS-l, we propose the following explanations: Taking into
account the lengths in time (AL) of the occurrence of the larger-
amplitude transverse fluctuations in the pre-shock regions be-
tween the flare onset and the shock arrivals at HELIOS-l and
-2 (Fig. 7a), we find a ratio of roughly 'AL (HELIOS-1 )/AL(HE-
LIOS-2)æ2.l. On the other hand, taking the distances in time
(AL’) between the passages of the shock wave and the times
when the intensities of the ESP events have decreased by a
factor of about l/e of the maximum intensities we find a ratio
of roughly AL’(HELIOS-1)/AL’(HELIOS-2)z2. Comparing
these two ratios, we think that the spread in time of the two
pre—shock ESP events is controlled mainly by the spread of the
observed larger-amplitude, transverse fluctuations in the inter-
planetary medium in the pre-shock regions. This would then
mean that these local fluctuations have further reduced the mean-
free path of the energetic particles in comparison with its aver-
aged value given by Gombosi et a1. (1981) at least in case of
HELIOS-2.

Using the values given in Table 1, we can determine the
anlge Q between the upstream magnetic field and the shock sur-
face to be 9z40° and 0% 84° for HELIOS-1 and -2, respectively.
As these shocks are oblique, the velocity increment of a particle
through a single reflection at the shock will be of the order
of ~2 U1 sec 0 (Axford 1980, and references herein), where U1
is the solar wind speed in the pre-shock regime in the rest frame
of the shock. Taking the actual values for U1 and 6 into account
we find that this increment is higher by a factor of about 4
in the case of HELIOS-2 than in the case of HELIOS-1, or,
in other words, the shock at HELIOS-2 is four times more

INTERSPLANETARYÆ\— STREAM
\\ INTERFACEDECREASE OFENERGETIC \\

PARTICLES

::UNDAW>//

H1

Fig. 8. Sketch of the positions and directions of the shock surfaces
and of their normals at the time the interplanetary shock passes HE-
LIOS-1 and L2, together with the overall stream structure of the inter-
planetary medium and the large-scale post-shock boundary, as inferred
from Fig. 6

effective in accelerating particles by reflection than the shock
at HELIOS-1. This would then mean, that locally the intensity
of reflected particles at a certain energy would be larger at HE-
LIOS-2 than at HELIOS-1, which we indeed observe according
to Fig. 5. If this situation holds between the sun and the orbit
of the HELIOS spaceprobes, then less than 4 (15) successive
interactions of a solar wind particle with the shock front would
increase its energy up to 4 MeV in the case of HELIOS-2 (HE-
LIOS-l).

Studying now the post-shock regions, we are going to try
to find a number of independent arguments, which could explain
why, according to Fig. l or 5, the intensity of the 4—13 MeV
protons in the post-shock regime of HELIOS-2 is larger than
in case of HELIOS-l by more than an order of magnitude:

— First, applying a very simple model of particle acceleration
by plane shocks including convection and diffusion only (snow-
plough model) the change in the diffusion coefficient K from
the pre- (1) to the post-shock (2) region is given by KZ/K1=
(Uz/U1)2, where U is the solar wind speed along the normal
to the shock and in the rest frame of the shock (Vasiliev et a1.
1980). Taking the actual observations into account, we find
that in both cases K will decrease from the upstream to the
downstream region, but that this decrease is larger by a factor
of about 2 in the case of HELIOS-2 than in case of HELIOS-
1. Thus, particles leaving the shock to go into the post-shock
regime can be trapped much more efficiently for HELIOS-2
than for HELIOS-1. According to Scholer and Morfill (1977),
who have applied a full propagation model, including dif-
fusion, convection and adiabatic decceleration, this trapping
will lead to an increase in the particles’ intensity roughly
proportional to the decrease in K.

— Second, still applying the snowplough model it has been
shown (Axford, 1980, and references therein) that the increase
in the number density behind the shock is directly proportional
to the ratio Ul/UZ. This ratio is larger by a factor 1.6 in the
case of HELIOS-2 than in the case of HELIOS-l.

— Third, according to Fig. 7a, the amount of large-amplitude
transverse fluctuations in the downstream regimes is by far
larger in the case of HELIOS-2 than in the case of HELIOS—1.
At the same time the level of longitudinal fluctuations at the
doppler shifted gyrofrequency of 4 MeV particles is, according
to Fig. 7b, again larger by nearly an order of magnitude for
HELIOS-2 than for HELIOS-1. These two effects will therefore
lead not only to a further decrease of K2 for HELIOS-2 and
therefore to a further increase of the trapped particle population,
but at the same time to an additional turbulent acceleration
of particles due to their interaction with random Alfvén and
sound waves (second order Fermi mechanism; Toptygin 1980).
That this latter effect does indeed occur, can be seen directly
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Fig. 9. Spectra of integralintensities vs energy as observed by PRO-
GNOZ-6 and IMP-H, -J from -6 h before to +12 h after the shock

from Fig. 9, where we show the energy spectra of energetic parti-
cles _>__O.5 MeV, as observed by PROGNOZ-6 and IMP-J (which
are very close to HELIOS-2, as seen from Fig. 8) from —6 h
before the shock to +12 h after the shock. From this figure
it follows readily that the power-law pre-shock spectrum steepens
and is transformed into an exponential spectrum in the post-
shock regime in accordance with the results of Toptygin (1980).
This is a general feature often observed in cases where particles
are accelerated by turbulent wave-fields.

The Shock-Spike Event

In addition to the intensity enhancements of energetic particles
in the up- and downstream regions of the interplanetary shock
wave, we have already noted from Figurel that there is an
increase of energetic particle fluxes directly associated with the
passage of this shock, the so-called shock-spike event. This situa-
tion becomes more obvious if we use a higher time resolution
and a lower energy window. For _Z_5 min averages, and for
1.4—5.8 MeV protons or 280 keV (287 keV) ions as observed
by PROGNOZ-6 or HELIOS—1 (HELIOS-2), respectively, we
can clearly identify this event in Fig. 10.

These observations seem to contradict those accepted theoret-
ical models on the origin of shock-spike events that are based
on the shock drift acceleration mechanism (Armstrong et a1.
1977; Pesses et a1. 1980, and references therein). Within these
models the shock itself is regarded as the prime particle accelera-
tor, and the fluctuations of the interplanetary magnetic field
in the up- and down-stream regions of the shock are, to first
order, ignored. The actual acceleration of low—energy particles
to higher energies is then provided by the following, more or
less instantaneously operating, non-Fermi mechanism. Positively
charged particles interacting with fast-mode shock waves experi-
ence a guiding-center drift motion in the shock and are accelerat-
ed at the same time by the Vp induced electric field being
due to the motion of the up- and down—stream solar wind. It
has been shown that the efficiency of this mechanism depends
crucially on the angle 6 between the directions of the pre-shock
magnetic field B1 and the shock surface. For angles 6> 10° the
energy gain should be so small that no noticable shock-spike
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Fig. 10. Time profiles of the low-energetic particle enhancements asso-
ciated with the passage of the interplanetary shock wave (S), as ob-
served by HELIOS-l and -2 and PROGNOZ-6 at the energies indi—
cated. AboutèS min averages are used. Time ts refers to the arrival
of the shock

intensity enhancement should occur. Yet, though 9æ40° and
84° in the case of HELIOS-l and -2, respectively, we do find
rather pronounced intensity increases in association with the
shock wave (Fig. 10).

However, as already mentioned by these authors their result,
which was obtained for weak, planar and thin shocks without
fluctuations in the up- and downstream medium, must be revised
if real, observed interplanetary shock waves are considered: The
drift of the pre-shock magnetic field lines, around which the
particles gyrate, into the shock and the angular change between
the upstream and the downstream magnetic field directions may
be different to that considered in these model calculations. The
shock may be thick and turbulent, and there may be large direc-
tional fluctuations of the interplanetary magnetic field just in
front of and behind the shock. All these effects could prevent
a particle once in the shock from scattering out of this region
either into the pre-shock (reflection) or into the post-shock
(transmission) regime very easily. Thus, as these processes would
increase the possibility of a multiple crossing of the shock, a
weaker shock-induced electric field could accelerate these parti-
cles to higher energies. Introducing only small angle fluctuations
of A6§10° of the pre-shock magnetic field, Armstrong et a1.
(1977) showed that the maximum energy obtained by particle—
shock interaction increases by a factor of roughly 2. In addition,
high-frequency directional fluctuations just in front of the shock
could temporarily change the angle 6 to a value which is favor-
able for acceleration of particles via the shock drift mechanism.

In Fig. 11 we have plotted the distributions of the angles
6 between the directions of the interplanetary magnetic field
actually observed by HELIOS-1 and -2 in the pre- and post-shock
regions (40.5 s averaged values) and the average directions of
the shock surfaces. In addition we have marked the 6§10° line
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before and after the passage of the shock wave (S). The shaded regions
for 6 are regions for which the acceleration mechanism according
to Armstrong et al. (1977) is applicable

of preferred acceleration according to Armstrong et al. (1977).
From this figure the following results can be obtained: First,
in the regions of a few minutes before and after the shock we
find, in the case of both HELIOS-l and -2, rather large fluctua-
tions in the values of the angle 6. For HELIOS-l (HELIOS-2)
6 ranges from about 30°—65° (55°~87°) in the upstream and
from about O°—75° (20°—64°) in the downstream region, or A6
from about 10°—25° (3°—30°) or 35°—40° (20°—64°). Second, direct-
ly across the shock the angle 6 decreases rather abruptly to
a value of 0.06° in the case of HELIOS—l. Thus, this effect
could explain the occurrence of a shock-spike intensity enhance-
ment for at least the low energetic particles >80 keV Third,
in the case of HELIOS-2, however, the angle 6 never decreases
below about 35°, though a clear shock-spike intensity enhance-
ment of not only the low (287 keV) but also of the higher
energetic particles (24 MeV) is observed. Thus, although still
in contradiction with theory we have to conclude that highly
oblique shocks can also produce shock-spike events, and that
new and refined models are needed to explain such a phenome-
non which have to take into account large-amplitude directional
fluctuations of the pre- and post-shock magnetic field and there-
fore enhanced scattering of particles (Fisk and Lee 1980, and
references therein).

Conclusions

In this report we have studied the different characteristics of
the interplanetary medium and of energetic particle fluxes at
different energies in the regions before, at and after one interplan-
etary shock wave, observed on 3 January 1978 simultaneously
by three different spacecraft, near the Earth’s orbit but at differ-
ent longitudinal positions about 40° apart. In order to explain
the observed intensity increases of energetic particles in these
three regions on the basis of current theories on particle accelera-
tion by propagating shock waves, we found:

First, that really none of them can be explained uniquely
on the basis of the shock drift acceleration mechanism only,
where the particles interact with the shock, experience a grad
B drift in the shock, are accelerated at the same time by the
shock-induced electric field, and then leave the shock to go

into the up— or downstream region, respectively (Armstrong et al.
1977, and references therein). Even taking the observed highly
time—resolved fluctuations of the angle 6 between the upstream
magnetic field direction and the shock surface into account,
it has been shown that 6 never shows small enough values of
below about 5°, that are necessary for this acceleration mecha-
nism to work effectively. Thus, only those models taking also
into account the observed large-amplitude fluctuations
in direction and in magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic
field in the up- and downstream regions may explain the observed
features of the energetic particle fluxes in connection with this
shock wave (acceleration with scattering).

Second, concentrating on the pre-shock regime we have
shown that the shock wave observed by HELIOS-l and —2 is
able to accelerate particles rather effectively by reflection
(especially in case of HELIOS-2). As the average mean free
path in this region is rather small (tDS AU), and as it may
be further reduced locally by the larger-amplitude directional
fluctuations observed directly in front of the shock (Fig. 7a),
the pre-shock intensity enhancements of energetic particles can
be explained by a cumulative first order Fermi process of succes-
sive reflections of particles at the shock in the entire region
between the sun and the Earth (Scholer and Morfill 1975).
This idea is well supported by the following two facts: First,
only about four successive reflections over the range of 1 AU
would be sufficient to accelerate solar wind particles up to 4 MeV
in case of HELIOS-2, and second the widths in time of the
intensity enhancements observed by HELIOS-l and -2 corre-
spond directly with the widths in time of the upstream larger-
amplitude directional, Alfvénic type of fluctuations of the inter-
planetary medium.

Third, going then to the post-shock region and comparing
the intensities of energetic particles as observed by HELIOS-l
and —2, we find a huge increase in the case of HELIOS-2 but
nearly no effect in the case of HELIOS-l. By inter-comparison
of the corresponding plasma and magnetic field observations
we can explain this feature by different mechanisms working
in the same direction: First, there is a further and larger reduc-
tion of the mean free path in the case of HELIOS-2 compared
to HELIOS-l, so that transmitted solar flare and/or shock acce-
lerated particles can be trapped more easily in the case of HE-
LIOS-2. This will in general lead to an increase in the particles’
intensity (Scholer and Morfill 1977). Second, there are large-
amplitude directional fluctuations present in case of HELIOS-2,
but almost none in the case of HELIOS-l. Thus in the case
of HELIOS-2 an additional first order Fermi acceleration mecha-
nism will work in the downstream medium. Third, there are
longitudinal fluctuations present in the post—shock regime, which
are more than an order of magnitude more powerful in the
case of HELIOS-2 than in the case of HELIOS-l. Thus, a second
order Fermi acceleration mechanism will work more effectively
in the case of HELIOS-2, due to particle interactions with ran-
dom Alfvén wave and sound wave turbulences (Toptygin 1980).
The bending of the energy spectrum of energetic particles from
the post- to the pre—shock region is regarded as evidence that
this mechanism works in the case of HELIOS-2 or PROGNOZ-
6.

Fourth, in the case of HELIOS-l and -2 and PROGNOZ-6
there are increases in the intensities of energetic particles directly
associated with the passage of the shock wave. In the case of
HELIOS-2 and PROGNOZ-6 these increases can also be ob-
served for particles 21 MeV The observation by HELIOS-2
at least stands, at present, in some opposition to the theory
on the origin of shock-spike events, if explained by the shock
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drift mechanism alone. Thus, we can conclude that highly ob-
lique shocks can also produce shock-spike intensity enhance-
ments of energetic particles, and that new and refined models
have to be developed to explain this feature.

Fifth, the classification of interplanetary shock waves into
R- and F—events introduced by Hundhausen (1972), i.e., into
events for which the post-shock energy flux of the solar wind
rises or falls, is not a ‘unique’ scheme. In this report we have
shown explicitly that one and the same shock wave can be ob-
served as an R-event (HELIOS-1) and as an F—event (HELIOS-2)
at the same time. The possibility of this effect was first mentioned
by Dryer (1975).
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Abstract. A collisionless, quasi-parallel shock is simulated
using Monte Carlo techniques. In this kinetic approach, scat-
tering of all velocity particles (from thermal to high energy) is
assumed to occur such that the mean free path is directly
proportional to velocity times the mass to charge ratio and
inversely proportional to the plasma density. Within the con-
straints of this assumption, the shock profile and velocity
spectra are obtained showing preferential acceleration of high
A/Z particles relative to protons.

Key Words: Cosmic rays — Shock acceleration

Introduction

Analytic treatments of the acceleration of charged particles
by collisionless shocks have been successful in describing
some of the basic properties of this mechanism. The work of
Krymsky (1977), Axford et al. (1977), Bell (1978), and Bland-
ford and Ostriker (1978) shows that steady state shocks can
yield high energy power law spectra. similar to that observed
in many astrophysical environments. Eyponential spectra, as
observed within the solar system, can also be derived when
adiabatic losses (Fisk and Lee 1980) or finite shock size
(Scholer et al. 1980; Terasawa 1981; Eichler 1981) are consid-
ered. Also, Axford et al. (1977) and Drury and Volk (1981)
consider cosmic ray mediation and derive solutions in which
sufficient cosmic ray pressure prevents a shock, with the bulk
kinetic energy going into cosmic rays rather than heat.

In the above treatments, the number flux of cosmic rays is
generally conserved through the shock; that is, the cosmic
rays are treated as a second fluid component, with the ques—
tion of their origin left open. Bell (1978) proposes that the
shock picks up a few superthermal particles from the shocked
fluid, but the rate of this process remains a free parameter in
his discussion. Our own work, which models production of
cosmic rays at the shock directly from the thermal plasma, is
motivated by the following considerations. Observations sug-
gest that shocks routinely put a significant fraction of their
energy into cosmic rays in addition to shock heating the
thermal fluid, and this requires that the number of “injected”
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** Also at The Catholic University of America, Washington D.C.
*** Alfred P. Sloan Fellow
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particles, if it is a free parameter, be chosen very carefully. If
there are too few, their energy content subsequent to accel-
eration remains small. If there are too many, the thermal
shock is washed out, and the thermal fluid is not shock
heated, contrary to observations of supernova remnants etc.
Other arguments against pre-injection, in the context of ga-
lactic cosmic rays, have been made on observational grounds
by Eichler (1980), Cowsik (1980), and Fransson and Epstein
(1980).

The physical details of injection, that is, if and how a
shock creates new cosmic rays from the thermal plasma,
depends on the shock structure. A model of cosmic ray pro-
duction at shock fronts was proposed by Eichler (1979). The
“injection rate” of thermal particles into the cosmic ray pool
is fixed by the assumptions of the model, i.e. that thermal
particles are themselves compressed by converging scattering
centers, (e.g. as in the shock model of Parker (1961)), and that
their acceleration is limited only by the presence of higher
energy particles. The resulting injection rate is just what is
needed to maintain a dynamically significant level of cosmic
rays.

The premise that any particle in the upstream thermal
plasma is about as likely as any other particle of the same
ion species to end up as a cosmic ray suggests that the
relative composition of cosmic rays can be calculated, in
principle, by solving for the shock structure. Conversely,
measurements of cosmic ray composition can (again, in prin-
ciple) provide observational tests of shock models that feature
cosmic ray production.

In treating first-order Fermi acceleration of cosmic rays
(see, in particular, Axford et a1. 1977 and Blandford and Os-
triker 1978), the procedure generally followed is to solve a
diffusion equation namely,

a ôf 1 ôu ô
(ix (uf

k
ôx)—3 (ôx) ôp (pf) (1)

where u is the plasma flow velocity, f(x, lfi’l) is the cosmic ray
distribution function, x is the position measured in the shock
frame, p is the momentum and k is the diffusion coefficient.
This diffusion approximation holds only when the thermal
velocity of the particles is large compared to the flow ve-
locity. In addition, one or more of the following simplifying
assumptions are made: (1) treating the shock as a discon-
tinuity (that is, neglecting cosmic ray back pressure on the
incoming plasma), (2) ignoring or simplifying energy depen—
dence of the diffusion coefficient, and (3) assuming an infinite
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scale to the accelerating system. The difficulties in achieving
an analytic solution and the inability of the diffusion approxi-
mation to describe the behavior of low energy particles have
led us to attempt a Monte Carlo simulation of this problem.
This kinetic approach can describe the behavior of thermal
particles if the proper scattering law is known and, therefore,
can model how high energy particles might be drawn from
the thermal pool.

Description of Monte Carlo Method

In this simulation of a parallel shock we follow the trajec—
tories of particles originating far upstream in the thermal
plasma, allowing them to scatter isotropically and elastically
in the frame of the massive scattering centers. The particles
gain energy by scattering off converging flows and are ob-
served far downstream as they leave the system. We assume
that the scattering of particles of all velocities (including the
thermal particles responsible for creating the collisionless
shock) can be represented by a mean free path, 2, given by

(1/3) Av=k0(v/c) R“ (2)
where R=rigidity=pc/(Ze), v is the particle velocity mea—
sured in the plasma frame, oc is a constant (Jones 1978), c is
the velocity of light, e is the electronic charge, Z is the charge
number and k0 is assumed to be inversely proportional to the
plasma density, p. Equation (2) can be written (for non-
relativistic particles) as

Ä=ÄO(A/Z)“(v/u2)a(p2/p) (3)

where A/Z is the mass to charge ratio, u2 is the downstream
flow velocity, and p2 is the downstream plasma density. This
assumption determines the shock structure as the bulk mo-
tion is randomized by isotropic scattering.

Our calculations are non-relativistic and for this pre-
liminary work we consider only cases where oc: 1. This choice
simplifies computation since it implies a constant collision
time and has some observational justification in that a dif-
fusion coefficient of approximately this form has been de-
duced from observations of diffuse ions upstream of the
earth’s bow shock (see Scholer et al. 1980; Forman 1981;
Ellison 1981).

The size of the system is defined by a free escape bound-
ary located a distance d upstream from the shock (defined as
x20).

Results

Discontinuous Shock

As an illustration we present results where the shock is taken
to be discontinuous. This is done for two injection velocities
for a strong shock (1.4124142, see Fig. 1) where the flow ve-
locity, u(x), is given by

x<0

x20.
”(302141,
“(X)=u2a

In this first case, the velocitv of the injected particles, 1),, is
large compared to uz. Figure 2 shows the integral spectra
obtained for vi: 10 u2 (the free escape distances are measured
in ‚10, the mean free path of a particle with A/Z=1, v=u2,
and p=p2.

The expected slope for an integral, non—relativistic velocity
spectrum is given by (Axford et al. 1977 and Bell 1978)
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Fig. 1. Schematic velocity profile of a strong collisionless shock. In
discontinuous shocks, ô is small compared to the mean free path of
the accelerated particles.
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(4)
= ——1 for ul/u2=4.

The effect of the finite scale of the accelerating system is seen
in the cutoff that occurs when

uzd
—~1. 5

Significant differences from the predicted power law occur
when the injected velocity is of the order or smaller than the
flow velocities. Figure 2 shows the result for vi=0.1 uz. Above
about 10 uz, the expected power law and cutoff occur but for
low velocities we see the “heating” effect that results when all
particles make their first crossing of the shock. After one
crossing, the injected particles will have a velocity measured
in the downstream plasma frame given by

v=]/[vi cos9+(u1 ——u,)]2+(v, sin 9)?- (6)
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where 9 is the angle the particle makes with the shock nor-
mal as it crosses the shock. It is seen that even if U, is zero,
particles will acquire a velocity boost of ul—uz, consistent
with the Rankin-Hugoniot relations for an initially cold plas-
ma. This means there will always be particles downstream
with velocities greater than u2 and, therefore, a definite pro-
portion will diffuse back upstream across the shock and par-
ticipate in the first order acceleration. The high energy par-
ticles in the power law spectrum are drawn naturally from
the thermal population.

Particle Smoothed Shock

The Rankin-Hugoniot relations for particle, momentum, and
energy flux are respectively,

p(x) u(x) = constant = A
P(x) + p(x) u(x)2 = constant = B

vP(x)
p(XW- 1)

where P is the x-component of pressure measured in the
plasma frame, u the plasma flow velocity, and y the ratio of
specific heats (taken in what follows to be 5/3). The first two
of these equations can be combined to give

u(X)=[B -P(X)]/A- (8)

p(x) u(x) [à u(x)2 + ] = constant (7)

In our simulation we choose an initial velocity profile u(x)
and then calculate A, B and P(x). A new velocity profile is
then calculated using Eq. (8) and the process repeated until
the particle and momentum fluxes are approximately con-
stant across the shock.

For any real shock acceleration process, the predicted
power law SIOpe (Eq. 4) will not be obtained at very high
energies. That this must be the case is seen in the fact that
Eq. 4, if it describes the spectrum to unlimited energies, places
an infinite amount of energy in the cosmic ray tail. To avoid
this, particles will either escape from the system by geometric
effects from a finite shock or from a lack of scattering at
some sufficiently high energy, the time of acceleration will
become longer than the lifetime of the shock, or the shock
will be smoothed to the point that it no longer produces a
slope of —1 at the highest energies. If particles escape, this
loss of energy will in effect soften the equation of state of the
gas and allow a compression ratio greater than 4. Equations
(7), when modified for particle escape give the compression
ratlo r,

r=5+1/25—16[1—(2q/p1ui>]
2[1—(2q/p1uî)] (9)

where q is the rate of energy loss from the high energy
particles leaving the system and the subscripts indicate values
far upstream. We have assumed a high Mach number shock
and that the flux of particles leaving the system is small. In
these preliminary calculations we include a velocity cutoff
above which particles escape freely from the system but ne-
glect any possible effect on the compression ratio.

Figure 3 shows the resultant velocity profile for r=4, an
injection velocity of vi=0.07 uz, A/Z = 1, an infinite scale, and
a velocity cutoff of 50 uz. As can be seen from the figure, the
transition takes place on essentially two length scales. There
is an abrupt transition caused by the large number of low
velocity particles on a scale of order ‚10, and a large scale
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Fig. 3. Upstream velocity profile obtained by demanding that the
particle and momentum fluxes be conserved (within 20% of the far
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smoothing caused by the few high velocity particles that
stream far out in front of the shock. The relative importance of
this high velocity tail depends on the proportion of thermal
particles that are accelerated to high energies which in turn
depends on the shape and position of the shoulder in Fig.2.
It also depends on the velocity cutoff and indeed, the profile
will be smoothed farther upstream as the cutoff is raised and
higher energy particles are accelerated.

These results must be considered suggestive rather than
quantitative, but it is clear that if the shock profile is smooth-
ed as described above and the diffusion coefficient increases
with energy, the spectrum will not be a strict power law but
will be flatter at high energies than at low.

Enhancement of High A/Z Particles
The combination of a finite scale velocity transition and a
mean free path dependent on rigidity naturally produces an
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enhancement of high A/Z particles as suggested by Eichler
(1979). To see this we assume the shock profile is determined
by protons (A/Z=1) and the we have a small admixture of
high A/Z particles. The high A/Z species will have a longer
mean free path, see a sharper shock, and therefore be accel-
erated more than the protons. This will result in an over
abundance of high A/Z particles relative to protons at high
velocities.

Figure 4 shows spectra for different A/Z using the velocity
profile of Fig. 3.

Again it must be emphasized that the relative importance
of this effect depends on the shape and height of the low
velocity shoulder in Figs. 2 and 4; that is, on the details of
how the thermal particles interact with the collisionless shock
which is addressed in this calculation only through the very
simple scattering law of Eq. (3).

The presence of this effect depends on two things. First,
the shock must be smoothed by the back pressure from high
velocity particles and second, the injection velocity must be
low enough so that the particles do not see the shock as a
discontinuity. In other words, a seed particle description with
large injection velocities will not show an enhacement effect.

Conclusions

The kinetic simulation of shock acceleration using the Monte
Carlo method offers an alternative with several advantages to
solving the diffusion equation. It becomes simple to introduce
a velocity dependent mean free path for scattering, a finite
scale either by a velocity cutoff or a free escape boundary,
and no restriction v>u need be made. This allows a self-
consistent calculation of the shock wherein the pressure of
the accelerated particles produces a velocity profile that con-
serves the momentum flux (within 20 %) of these particles
across the shock. We obtain the following results:

a) For discontinuous shocks, a power law with an expo-
nential cutoff at approximately uZd/k=1 results when vi>u2.

b) For vi<u2, within the restriction of the simple scatter-
ing law that we use, the proportion of high energy particles
drawn from the thermal population is obtained.

c) The inclusion of the back pressure of the scattering
particles on the inflowing plasma produces a smoothing of
the shock profile. This implies that the spectra are steeper
than for a discontinuous shock. This effect may be balanced
to some degree by the increase in the compression ratio due
to the energy loss from escaping particles.

(1) The combination of a finite scale shock profile and a
mean free path dependent on A/Z implies that high A/Z
particles will be enhanced at high velocities over protons. (It
has been shown by Cesarsky (1981) that for certain source
temperatures the enhancement of galactic cosmic rays over
local galactic abundances may show a positive correlation
with A/Z). This effect saturates as A/Z increases and, for the
parameters used here, produces an enhancement in the he-
lium to proton ratio by about a factor of 3.
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Abstract. ISEE-2 solar wind data are used to study acceleration
processes at the Earth’s bow shock by looking at the details
of particle velocity distribution functions on several crossings.
In the magnetosheath the transmitted accelerated particles show,
downstream of a quasi-perpendicular shock, energy spectra
which are different from those observed downstream of quasi-
parallel shocks. A clear cut-off in the energy spectrum can be
identified in the first case, while pronounced high energy tails
are observed in the second case. The reflected backstreaming
particles also show a cut-off in the energy spectrum. We conclude
that the same acceleration mechanism generates the transmitted
accelerated particles and the reflected ions. This mechanism is
located at the shock, and is due to the electric field component
tangent to the shock. Some evidence for weaker acceleration
can be found at quasi-parallel shocks, where 5—10 keV ion flux
appears to be constant going from upstream to downstream-
zones. We conclude that diffuse ions cannot be accelerated at
the shock, but are the result of this interaction of reflected parti-
cles with the solar wind. Particles which are stationary in the
shock frame have been observed for both quasi-parallel and
quasi-perpendicular shocks.

Key words: Collisionless shocks — Acceleration at shocks —
Earth’s bow shock — Shock structure

Introduction

Particles accelerated and reflected at the Earth’s bow shock inter-
act with the solar wind in the foreshock region. (Fairfield 1969;
Asbridge et al. 1968). The acceleration at the shock was modelled
by Sonnerup (1969) and by Greenstadt (1975); evidence for ion
acceleration at the shock was reported by Montgomery et al.
(1970) and by Formisano and Hedgecock (1973 a). The presence
of a high energy tail, downstream of the quasi-perpendicular
turbulent shocks observed by Formisano and Hedgecock (1973 b)
(see also the review by Formisano, 1977) is also an indication
that strong acceleration takes place at the Earth’s bow shock.
A fraction of the particles accelerated at the shock escape up-
stream and interact with the solar wind. Recently a division
into two groups has been suggested for this population of acceler-
ated particles: “reflected” and “diffuse” accelerated particles,

* Paper presented at the Workshop on Acceleration of Particles by
Shock Waves, 7—9 October 1980, Max-Planck-Institut für Aerono-
mie, Lindau, Federal Republic of Germany

0340-62X/81/0050/0114/80180

characterized by different angular-energy distribution, the first
being a population of cold particles, localised in energy and
angle; the second being a population of hot particles and appear-
ing “diffuse” in energy and angle (Gosling et al. 1978). Only
diffuse backstreaming particles are observed simultaneously with
the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) magnetosonic waves (Pasch-
mann et al. 1979; Bonifazi et al. 1980). Formisano et al. (1980)
have shown how the solar wind proton bulk speed and direction
of flow oscillate when diffuse particles are observed, and how
the solar wind is paractically uperturbed in the presence of re-
flected particles. Formisano and Amata (1976) and Bame et al.
(1980) have shown that the solar wind slows down and deviates
from its direction while interacting with the diffuse particles.

Although there is evidence for acceleration at the bow shock,
a detailed experimental study of this process is not yet available
in the literature and the relationship between the reflected parti-
cles and shock structure is not clear. Are the diffuse and reflected
particles coming from the same region of the shock or from
different regions? Are the diffuse particles produced by the inter-
action of the reflected particles with the solar wind or accele-
rated at the shock they produce the instabilities and as-
sociated waves, by interseting with the solar wind?

It is likely that the same mechanism that is accelerating parti-
cles to produce “reflected” ions can also produce transmitted
accelerated particles. So another interesting question is: what
are the properties of the transmitted accelerated particles? Can
they reach the same energy as the reflected particles?

In the following we will address some of these problems
by analyzing plasma particle data from the solar wind plas-
ma experiment on board ISEE-2. The experiment has been
described by Bonifazi et al. (1978); here we mention only that
for hot particle populations (such as magnetosheath, backstream-
ing particles and occasionally also the solar wind) we can increase
the time resolution of the measurements from 96 5 per sample
to 12 s per sample because the 64 energy windows available were
obtained by means of 8 fast scans of the energy range covered
(55 eV—ll keV). Each of these 8 subcycles provides 8 energy win-
dows with complete angular distribution. Therefore, for a popu-
lation of hot particles they provide enough information to char-
acterize plasma parameters.

In this paper we first present a qualitative study of some
properties of the reflected and transmitted accelerated particles
in order to identify their energy properties. We than study in
detail two shock crossings where reflected particles are observed
immediately upstream and two shock crossings where diffuse
particles are observed immediately upstream. Conclusions and
discussions will be presented at the end of the paper.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of ion energy spectra for day 312, 1977. A Solar
wind (1901 UT) and magnetosheath (1847 UT): transmitted accelerat-
ed ions are observed in the magnetosheath above solar wind energies.
B Magnetosheath (1847 UT) and solar wind reflected particles
(1901 UT): these particles can reach energies higher than those of
the transmitted ones. C Reflected ions (1901 UT) and diffuse particles
(2001 UT): the diffuse particles can have energies higher than reflected
particles

Energy Spectra of Particle Pepulations near the Bow Shock

A first qualitative answer to some of the problems mentioned
above can be obtained by means of a simple inspection of mea-
sured energy spectra in the bow shock region. Energy spectra
observed in the vicinity of the bow shock, when reflected particles
are present, are displayed in Fig. 1. Data refer to day 312, 1977,
when the bow shock was crossed at 1,857 UT (Fig. 8 and Pasch-
mann et al. 1979). The solar wind peak energy was found to
be near 500 eV, and very few particles had energy above 600 eV
(Fig. la). In the magnetosheath the energy spectrum is observed
to extend to much higher energies, and a cut-off was actually
observed at 3,850 eV. (The cut-off was located by identifying
the energy where the count rate went below 3 ct/s.) The accelera-
tion mechanism for the transmitted particles is, in this case,
not able to provide many particles with energy larger than
3,850 eV. Reflected particles were observed in the solar wind,
and their energy spectrum is compared with that of transmitted
ions in Fig. 1b. A cut-off is also observed for the reflected ions,
but in this case it is at 5,400 eV, i.e. at an energy level 1,500 eV
higher. The particles that are able to escape upstream gain more
energy than the ones transmitted downstream. One hour later
the solar wind energy is still the same, but the magnetic field
direction has changed slightly in such a way that MHD waves
and diffuse particles are observed. A comparison with the re-
flected particles is presented in Fig. 1c: The diffuse ions are
spread over a wider range of energies and do not show any
cut-off. The important point we would like to stress here is
that the spectrum of the diffuse population shows many particles
with energy higher than the solar wind energy, higher than the
energy of transmitted ions and higher than the reflected ion
energy. It is also interesting to look at magnetosheath energy
spectra downstream of a quasi-parallel shock. A typical case
is shown in Fig. 2 for day 308, 1977. Solar wind protons were
observed at 0300 UT, to have energy around 700 eV (Fig. 2a).
In the magnetosheath, at 0256 UT, the energy spectrum had
a shape different from that of day 312, 1847 UT: no cut-off
was observed, and at 10 keV the flux was at least a factor
50 larger on day 308 than on day 312 although the total number
density was lower. There may be fewer transmitted accelerated
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Fig. 2. Comparison of ion energy spectra for day 308, 1977. A Solar
wind (0300 UT) and magnetosheath (0256 UT). B Magnetosheath
(0256 UT) and solar wind diffuse ions (0300 UT). C Magnetosheath
downstream of quasi-perpendicular shock (day 312, 1947 UT) and
downstream of quasi-parallel shock (day 308, 0256 UT)

ions in the quasi-parallel shock, but they reach energies higher
than downstream of a quasi-perpendicular shock (Fig. 2c). The
magnetosheath energy spectrum in Fig. 2a actually has the shape
of a power law: E"3'8. The previous result is confirmed by
looking at more than 100 magnetosheath passes. If we compare
transmitted and reflected ion energy spectra for day 308
(Fig. 2b), we see that at high energies the flux is comparable
inside and outside the shock. This is to be expected if the diffuse
ions are the result of the interaction of the reflected ions with
the solar wind. Conversely if the shock is the source, it must
produce as many diffuse as transmitted ions for quasi-parallel
conditions, which is different from what is observed in a quasi-
perpendicular shock. In any case we are dealing with two acceler-
ation mechanisms. As we shall see later we have evidence that
the quasi-parallel shock is not producing the diffuse ions, al-
though it is accelerating particles to lower energies than a quasi-
perpendicular shock.

The cut-off energy (Eco) for the transmitted ions downstream
of quasi-perpendicular shocks has been statistically studied in
order to infer properties of the acceleration mechanisms. Eco
has a very strong dependence on the energy of the solar wind
(Esw). In Fig. 3 we show a scatter plot of E, versus ESW with
the best linear fit given by Eco: 10.6 Esw— 1,519 eV, the correla-
tion coefficient being 0.92. The three highest points in Fig. 3
are only lower limits because we observe within our energy range
(up to 11 keV) only part of the decrease of the energy spectrum
and, from extrapolation, 10 counts should be reached above
15 keV. We have also studied the scatter of the points present
in Fig. 3 using the linear fit given above to bring the observed
EC, to a fixed solar wind energy (Em: 500 eV). The cut-off energy
for fixed energy input (ECO, Esw=500 eV) is shown to be corre-
lated with the magnetosonic Mach number (MMS) in Fig. 4 with
correlation coefficient 0.49. Larger MMS values occur together
with lower Eco when Esw is fixed. This result may be important
when we extrapolate from the bow shock to astrophysical shocks,
in order to obtain large acceleration factors. This needs to be
further investigated in view of the low correlation coefficient
found.

In order to study properties of acceleration processes at the
shock, we note first that reflected ions have not been observed
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the cut-off energy (Eco) of the transmitted
particles with the solar wind energy Esw. The linear best fit through
the points is given by Eco: 10.6 Esw— 1,519

upstream of shocks with 13h;70°, while diffuse ions have not
been observed upstream of shocks with Éñ g 60°~ 55° (Bonifazi
and Moreno 1981). It is clearly of interest to study particle
prOperties at shocks with B—fi > 70°, 55° < Ëñ < 70° and Bîî < 55°
in order to locate the source of the reflected and transmitted
ions, and in order to identify the acceleration mechanism.

Quasi-Perpendicular Shocks

One shock crossing with Éñ =78°, and no backstreaming parti-
cles, was observed on day 335, 1977 at 2220 UT. Data for the
period 2216—2222 UT are shown in Fig. 5. This figure deserves
some comment because figures of this type will be used several
times later. The angular distribution of one or two energy chan-
nels is shown at the top, for the solar wind proton peak and,
if present, for the peak in the energy spectrum of the reflected
ions. In the magnetosheath usually only one energy channel
is shown, namely the peak in the energy spectrum. At the shock
one or two significant energy channels are shown depending
on the relevance of the information to be presented. Numbers
like E21 indicate that the angular distribution of energy channel
number 21 is shown. It should be noted that in the angular
distribution there is a blind sector at all energies (Bonifazi et al.
1978) with no measurement between —-34° and —56° indicated
by a dashed sector in the figures. The angular distributions are
always presented with the sun direction given by the arrow on
the top of the figure. The radial distance from the centre gives,
on a logarithmic scale, the particles counted when the instrument
was looking in that direction. For the 90° sectors the number
of particles counted has been divided by 16 in order to have
measurements comparable with the 5.6° sectors, and should be
considered as the average counts over 16 sectors 5.6° wide. Below
the angular distributions there is, in Fig. 5, a strip showing energy
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Fig. 4. Relationship between E, of transmitted particles normalized
to a fixed solar wind energy (Esw=500 eV), and the Mach number
MMS. The best linear fit through the points is also given.

spectra. Each energy spectrum is shown on a log scale, however
the energy scale is shown in a large size when more than 8 energy
channels are presented. It should be noted that the energy range
covered is the same in both cases. The subcycle spectra (8 chan-
nels) are used in order to increase our time resolution without
shrinking the energy range covered. One or two energy spectra
are shown for each subcycle, taken looking in two different
directions. The energy spectrum observed in the solar wind direc-
tion is represented by a dashed line, the one at 90° to it (or
magnetosheath direction, 90° wide) is represented by a continu-
ous line. Magnetic field data (one component B2 or the magni-
tude B) is shown at the bottom of the figure in order to locate
the spacecraft with respect to the shock. The timing of the energy
spectra is shown by open boxes. The parameters MMS, Éñ and
ß characterising the shock are shown on the left hand side of
the magnetic field strip, and were computed using the solar
wind hourly averages published by King (1980).

The shock observed on day 335 at 2220 UT was a quasi-
perpendicular turbulent shock. In the solar wind (spectrum 1)
a typical situation was observed with no backstreaming particles.
The solar wind energy spectrum shows the multiple peaks due
to 4He2 + and heavy ions as is usually observed with electrostatic
analyzer. The angular distribution also shows the cold collimated
solar wind ion beam. As we move close to the shock
(spectrum 2) we also observe, together with the solar wind,
a consistent population of particles that gyrate around Ë and
are able to go upstream for a distance :1 RJ- (gyroradius) (foot
of the shock). Note that the energy spectrum of these reflected
particle peaks at energies below the solar wind energy. The next
spectrum is very interesting: we are still on the solar wind side
of the shock, as it is confirmed by the cold beam revealed by
the angular distribution. The solar wind has, however, been
slowed down considerably: the peak is observed in channel 13
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(442 eV) while before it was in channel 20 (641 eV). From the
angular distribution it can be seen that the solar wind has already
been somewhat deflected and heated. At the same time, at the
high energy end of the observed spectrum, the flux has increased
to almost the magnetosheath level. In the spetrum observed
at 90° to the solar wind there is evidence for a first peak at
442 eV and for a second peak at 1,606 eV. The presence of
the two peaks is confirmed by the next two energy spectra (4
and 5 in Fig 5) which clearly show magnetosheath plasma already
heated (see the angular distributions). The first peak is at 236 eV
and the second at BOO—1,000 eV in spectrum4 and around
2,000 av in spectrum 5. The second peak becomes a plateau
in spectrum 6 and a long high energy tail followed by a cut—off
at ~8,000 eV in spectrum 7.

The cut-off was always present in the spectra at 90° to the
solar wind direction (full lines in Fig. 5) and is found at lower
energies in spectra 2 and 3 when no particles are observed at
energies of 3,500 and 3,650 eV, while in spectrum 5 it is at 5,500,
and in spectrum 7 at 8,000 eV. It is evident that the particles
accelerated at the shock are not able to escape upstream in
this situation (EI—1:78”). Only transmitted accelerated particles
are observed, and their maximum energy increases going from
upstream to downstream. A typical feature for this kind of shock
is a bimodal ion velocity distribution immediately after the shock
and just upstream of it. Both accelerated and decelerated parti-
cles are able to reach the immediate upstream region (foot)
of the shock before being convected downstream.

Next we will deal with quasi-perpendicular shock structures
with reflected particles observed upstream. Two cases with differ-
ent solar wind energies will be described in order to be able
to explore energies much larger (day 312, 1977) or lower
(day 337, 1977) than those associated with the solar wind. On
day 312, 1978 the bow shock was crossed at 1852:50 UT (Fig. 6),
with Ëñ=60° and MMS=4' Due to rather low magnetic field
intensity and high plasma density, the value of ß (plasma pressure
to magnetic pressure ratio) was rather high for this shock cross-
ing: ,8 =19 (see also Russell and Greenstadt 1979). The high

__,__103 1bL
ENERGYleVl

crossing with no reflected ions. On the top strip
we have angular information for the peak proton
energy channel. Two angular distributions (two
energies indicated by energy channel number) are
shown when two peaks (two particle
populations) are observed. Note the “blind"
sector at —34° to —56°, where no measurements
are taken for technical reasons. On the middle
strip we have energy spectra covering the energy
range 55 eV—ll keV. Note that the energy scale
is reduced when only 8 energy channels
(subcycles) are used. On the bottom of the figure
the shock parameters (magnetosonic Mach
number, Éñ and By) are given on the left hand
side; also, on the bottom of the figure, the time
scale is given with indication of the time
intervals during which the observed numbered
spectra were taken. Note in this figure the
increase of the cut-off energy from 3.5 ke'vr
(spectrum 2) to 3.6 (3), 5.5 (5), 6.5 (6), 8 kev (T).
See text for further explanations

value of ß increases the magnetic turbulence as discussed by
Formisano et a1. (1976). Here we are interested in the behaviour
of the plasma particles. In Fig. 6 the solar wind energy spectrum
is shown on the right side (dashed curve), as this was an out-
bound crossing. Upstream reflected ions are observed between
0.8 and 8 keV together with the cold solar wind (angular distribu-
tion of the spectrum taken at 1900 UT). Some fluctuations are
present in both the solar wind and the reflected particle energy
spectrum (see also the data for this crossing in the previous
section). The magnetosheath energy spectrum is shown on the
left hand side and is similar to the sheath spectrum 7 in Fig. 5.
The cut-off energy is observed at 3,850 eV. Spectra 2 and 3,
on the magnetosheath side of the shock, revealed the presence
of two peaks, one at low energy and another at 1,100 eV. Spec-
trum 4 is very interesting for its shape and for the low energy
angular distribution. In channel 9 (350 eV) the angular distribu—
tion shows two peaks, one being the cold solar wind, the other
one being similar to the magnetosheath population of particles.
At higher energy a peak is observed only in this direction. This
peak is at l keV like the peak observed in the magnetosheath.
Spectrum 4 identifies the shock in the ion plasma particles as
it separates magnetosheath from cold solar wind energy spectra.
The cut-off of the second peak, which is going to generate the
reflected ions is at 5,370 eV (as it is also confirmed by
spectrum 5). Spectrum 4 is observed between the first large pulse
in the magnetic field intensity and the second final increase
of intensity of Ë. The solar wind is observed from spectrum 5
to spectrum 9 together with reflected ions. We note a decrease
of the peak flux intensity of the reflected ions between Spectra 5
and 8, and this decrease corresponds also to a change of the
peak energy from l keV to 2 keV. At the same time, however,
the cut—off does not change and is still at 5,400 eV. We conclude
therefore that between spectra 5 and 8 there is no further acceler-
ation, and the difference in the reflected ion spectrum can be
explained by loss of the low energy part of the population.
This conclusion is confirmed by a direct comparison (overlap-
ping) of spectra 8 and 5: at high energy the two spectra overlap,
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while at low energy part of the population present in 5 is missing
in 8.

In conclusion we locate the acceleration region, by means
of spectra 4 and 5, at the large magnetic intensity gradients,
i.e. at the shock, because on the solar wind side the flux of
reflected ions decreases as we move away from the shock, and
on the sheath side the flux observed in the second peak (accelerat-
ed particles) also decreases going away from the shock.

The behaviour of the reflected ions at low energy is studied
by means of the observations on day 337, 1977, when the bow
shock was crossed at 0055 UT. Our data are shown in Fig. 7
together with one component (3,.) of the magnetic field data
from the [SEE-l spececraft. As the magnetic field is shown just
as a guide to locate the observations with respect to the shock,
the complete magnetic information from the spacecraft ISEE-2
(from which the plasma data were obtained) is not needed. The
shock was again a quasi-perpendicular shock with Bñ = 69° and
MM5=4.5, BP=Ü.1. Reflected ions were observed in spectrum 1,
showing a cut-off similar to the one already presented in Fig. lb.
The magnetosheath spectrum shows the same features we have
seen for the previous two shocks (see Spectrum 10 in Fig. 7).
From spectra 2—9 in Fig. 7 we can study how the reflected ion
energy spectrum changes at low energies (below the solar wind
energy) when we approach the bow shock from upstream. From
Spectrum I we see that no backstreaming particles were observed
below the solar wind energy (1,200 eV at the peak). In the solar
wind energy range some fluctuations of the reflected particles
appear in spectrum I. In spectra 2, 3 and 4 the reflected particle

spectra show no fluctuations, but tell us rather that there are
no reflected particles at energies below the solar wind energy.
In this sense it is interesting to note in the angular distributions
that in the solar wind peak energy channel no reflected particles
are observed in spectra 1—4. In spectra 5—7 we see a modification
of the reflected ion spectrum, in the sense that particles are
now added at energies lower than the solar wind energy, and
at very high energies. In spectra 8 and 9 we observe that the
solar wind has been partially deflected and thermalized. From
these spectra we conclude that we are at the shock, i.e. we
see that at low energy we still have a cold population, while
at high energy (the second peak in spectrum 9 is at 3,500 eV)
the plasma is hot and appears from all directions. This mixed
situation is observed for another complete cycle (now shown
in the figure) before spectrum 10 is observed in the magnetos-
heath. Subcycles of these data not shown in the figure present
bimodal energy spectra like spectrum 3 in Fig. 6.

In conclusion we have shown that quasi-perpendicular shocks
do always accelerate particles. For Ba ;> 70° the accelerated parti-
cles can only be transmitted, although they are already observed
in the foot of the shock. For Êñ 4 70° they can leave the shock,
and are observed as reflected ions upstream of it. At the shock
we have energy spectra with two peaks and angular distributions
with two peaks. The transmitted particles always show a cut-off
at an energy that depends on the solar wind velocity (see previous
section). The backstreaming reflected particles also show a cut-
off, but at an energy higher than the cut-off for the transmitted
ones. For Êñ :> 70° the cut-off of the transmitted particles moves
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from lower to higher energies (from 3,500 eV to 8,000 eV) as
we move from the foot of the shock to the sheath side of it.
The flux intensity of the reflected ions increases as we move
closer and closer to the shock. Close to the shock a population
of low energy particles is added at energies lower than that
associated with the solar wind. These particles are probably
stationary in the shock frame, and may play an important role
in the dissipation mechanism.

Quasi-Parallel Shocks

A quasi-parallel shock observed at 0259 UT on day 308, 1977
is shown in Fig. 8. As already mentioned, the upstream solar
wind is very much perturbed when diffuse particles are observed,
i.e. in front of quasi-parallel shock. Downstream of the shock
there is no evidence for a cut-off in the proton energy spectrum
and a long high energy tail is seen; fluxes of 10 keV particles
comparable with the fluxes of 10 keV diffuse upstream ions are
also observed (spectra 1 and 10 in Fig. 8). In Fig. 8, as we ap-
proach the shock from the magnetosheath side, the proton energy
spectrum does not show the two peaks and the plateau observed
in Fig. 5 (spectra 5 and T), Fig. 6 (spectra 3 and 1), and Fig. 7
(spectra 9 and 10) for quasi-perpendicular shocks. Spectrum 4
in Fig. 8, which may be compared with spectrum 6 in Fig. 5,
shows that the “ plateau” due to transmitted particles, if present,
has an ion flux a factor 20 lower than the first (main) peak.
This plateau, on the other hand, can also be interpreted as
the sum of the diffuse ions of upstream origin, plus ions locally

(at the shock) accelerated and/or heated and/or scattered. We
note that spectra (and angular distributions) 4 and 5 in Fig. 8
are rather “intermediate” between the cold solar wind and the
hot magnetosheath: spectrum 5 shows a decelerated warm solar
wind, while the angular distributions in 3 and 4 show that the
plasma has not yet been deflected. The spectrum — angular dis-
tribution that identifies the shock (spectrum 6 in Fig. 8) is also
the one that most resembles the quasi-perpendicular shock obser-
vations (spectrum 3 in Fig. 5 and spectrum 4 in Fig.6). In the
angular distribution two streams are observed and at 90° to
the solar wind the energy spectrum shows accelerated particles.
With respect to the solar wind, however, the acceleration at
this shock is much smaller than at quasi-perpendicular shocks:
the ratio Ema/Em is 2.9 on day 335, 197? (680 eV (solar wind)
to 2,000 eV (transmitted particles, second peak)) and only 1.4
on day 308, 1977 (680 eV (solar wind) to 950 eV (accelerated
particles) at the shock — spectrum 6). These accelerated particles
are not seen downstream, while upstream of the shock we see
(going from spectrum 6, to 7, 8, 9 and 10) that their flux decreases
rapidly, until they are practically absent even upstream in spec-
trum 10. Our interpretation of this data is that the acceleration
mechanism valid for quasi-perpendicular shocks, also works here
(with 00:30“), although with much lower efficiency. In this

case, the accelerated particles are quickly scattered in the phase
space due to the presence of large amplitude waves carried at
the shock by the solar wind itself. These waves have been pro-
duced by the interaction of the reflected particles with the solar
wind far upstream of the shock. In this picture the diffuse ions,
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which show no clear direction of motion and a strongly oscillat-
ing angular distribution, (Formisano et al. 1980) are the results
of some further acceleration mechanism due to wave particle
interaction in the foreshock region.

This picture is confirmed by our second example of quasi-
parallel shock crossing: day 316, 1977 at 1929 UT (FigA 9). In
this case 13in is still smaller than in the previous case: Ëñ=24°
and we find hardly any evidence for acceleration at the shock.
Our data are shown in Fig. 9 for the period 1927—1931 UT when
a quasi-crossing of the shock was observed. The last spectrum
on the right hand side was observed after the shock was finally
crossed at 1940 UT. Upstream of the shock large amplitude
MHD waves are observed in the magnetic component B, together
with diffuse ions (spectra 1 and 2). Downstream of the shock
(spectra î", 8 and 9) again we find no evidence for either a second
peak or a pleateau of transmitted particles. We do find, however,
a long tail of energetic particles. with a power law-like energy
spectrum. The shock is identified in spectrum 6 when the two
population (solar wind and particles at 90° to it) reach similar
fluxes, showing two beams in the angular distribution.

It is interesting to look at energy spectra 2—5. In spectrum 2
we have the same situation as in spectrum 1: solar wind plus
diffuse ions at high energy. As we approach the shock the situa-
tion changes and we add a new population at low energies.
Spectrum 3 shows that, at 90D to the solar wind, we observe
an energy spectrum with two peaks: one below the solar wind
energy at as 100 eV and the second above 4 keV. The two popula—
tions are separated by a gap: no particles are observed between

1,200 and 1,800 eV. The low energy particles are probably station-
ary in the shock frame. Spectrum 4 shows that the flux of the
low energy population has increased, and starts to fill the gap
previously mentioned. The flux intensity of the high energy pepu-
lation, on the other hand, does not change. In spectrum 5 in
the quadrant looking at the sun, the solar wind is deflected
and slowed down, whereas at 90° to the solar wind a practically
flat energy spectrum is observed between 50 eV and 10 keV.
As on day 308, the energy spectrum observed at the shock (spec-
trum 6 in Figs. 8 and 9) is the only one that may perhaps give
an indication of acceleration. This is, however, a rather weak
indication, and the acceleration would be still smaller than for
the case of Fig. 8.

In conclusion we may say that at quasi-parallel shocks there
is less evidence (compared with quasi-perpendicular structures)
for acceleration of particles. The acceleration is in any case
smaller. Downstream of these shocks there is no evidence for
a cut-off in the energy spectrum, Le. no limit to the acceleration
factor, and a long high energy tail (power law-like) is observed
in ion energy spectra. When some small acceleration seems to
be present at the shock, the accelerated particles are quickly
scattered in phase space, so that no evidence of special features
related to them is found immediately upstream or downstream
of the shock. At very high energies (5—10 keV) the main feature
observed is the continuity in the ion flux level from upstream,
through the shock, downstream. Close to the shock a new popu-
lation of particles is added, which is probably stationary in the
shock frame of reference.
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We interpret these observations as evidence for the bow shock
being a source of decreasing power for reflections as Ëñ changes
from 90° to 0°. The ions leaving the shock in the region with
Ëñ<70° interact with the solar wind at some distance from
the shock, and generate all the MHD waves observed in the
foreshock region. These waves also scatter the reflected ions
in phase space, generating the diffuse particles which are then
carried at the shock and downstream of it together with the
waves. These diffuse ions are observed together with heated
solar wind particles in the magnetosheath, where they give rise
to the long, high energy tail.

Summary and Discussions

We have, in this study, presented a number of observations
concerning the acceleration mechanisms present in the Earth’s
bow shock region. In summary it has been shown that:

a) Downstream of quasi-perpendicular shocks the transmit-
ted particles do not show any cut-off in their energy spectrum,
the maximum acceleration factor ranging between 5 and 11 times
the solar wind energy.

b) Downstream of quasi-parallel shocks the transmitted parti-
cles do not Show any cut-off in the energy spectrum, and few
particles seem to have been accelerated to energies higher than
downstream of quasi-perpendicular shocks (power law-like spec—
trum).

c) Upstream of the quasi-perpendicular shocks, the reflected
ions also show a cut-off in the energy spectrum on the high
energy side; this cut-off, however, is at higher energies than

the one for the transmitted accelerated particles downstream
of the same shock crossings.

d) The cut-off energy of the transmitted particles appears
to move toward higher energies for increasing solar wind speed.

e) The cut-off energy of the transmitted particles decreases
with increasing Mach number once the dependence on the solar
wind velocity has been eliminated.

f) The 5—10 keV ion flux level is constant across quasi-parallel
shocks.

Ag) A detailed study of quasi-perpendicular shocks with
Ëñ> 70° shows that
— acceleration is occurring at the shock as a bimodal energy
spectrum is observed immediately downstream of it
—— the accelerated particles cannot leave the shock on the up-
stream side (transmitted population)
— a two peaks angular distribution is observed at the shock
— the cut-off in the energy spectrum moves from “low” to
high energies as we move from the foot of the shock to the
magnetosheath
— at the shock, low energy particles are observed (pseudo
trapped particles).

A h) A detailed study of quasi—perpendicular shocks with 70° >
Bfig60° shows the same characteristics listed in g), except that

the accelerated particles can also leave the shock moving up-
stream (reflected backstreaming population). For these particles
we note that
— the flux decreases as we move away from the shock
— the apparent increase in the average energy of the back-
streaming accelerated ions as we move away from the shock
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is due to loss of the low energy population as these particles
are carried downstream by the solar wind.

i) A detailed study of the quasi-parallel shock crossings with
diffuse ions upstream shows that some features of the quasi-
perpendicular shocks are kept, such as the double-peaked angular
distribution at the shock. We note, however, that
— the acceleration of particles at the shock, if present at all,
is less effective
— evidence for these accelerated particles is quickly lost as we
move away from the shock layer, probably because they are
quickly scattered in the phase space
— way upstream of the shock there has to be another accelera-
tion mechanism producing the diffuse ions, as these particles
also have energies larger than the reflected ones and do not
show any cut-off
— while at high energies (5—10 keV) the ion flux is constant,
as we go from upstream through the shock downstream; at
low energies, just upstream of the shock, a new population with
energy comparable or even smaller than the solar wind energy
is observed (pseudo trapped particles).

Concerning the problem of the origin of diffuse ions, we
may say that there is enough evidence from the detailed study
of crossings of quasi-parallel structures to show that they are
not generated at the shock, unlike the reflected particles. On
the other hand there are several indications that the diffuse
ions are the result of the interaction between the reflected parti-
cles and the solar wind. The continuity of the ion flux with
energy 5—10 keV across the shock exludes the shock itself as
a source for these particles. The acceleration at quasi-parallel
shocks is weaker, not stronger, than at quasi-perpendicular
shocks, therefore these shocks cannot provide ions with energies
larger than the energy of reflected ions. In our opinion the
reflected particles do interact with the solar wind, but the interac-
tion has a long growth time compared with the time the parti-
cles need to travel a few Earth radii. This may not be true
if the unstable waves are already present, as it may be at quasi-
parallel shocks with Ei'i not too small. In the interaction the
reflected ions are scattered in phase space, therefore some of
them will also be accelerated, and.the resulting diffuse ions will
be carried by the solar wind at the shock (where the newly
generated population of reflected ions will be added to them
and quickly scattered) and downstream (where they will form
the long, high energy tail of the magnetosheath ion velocity
distribution). Our data therefore support the interpretation of
the solar wind reflected ions interaction given by Paschmann
et al. (1979) and Bame et al. (1980) in contrast with the analysis
by Greenstadt et al. (1980).

Concerning the problem of the acceleration mechanism, we
consider two possible ways of producing transmitted and re-
flected ions: acceleration due to the solar wind electric field
Ë= —V><B tangent to the shock (Sonnerup 1969; Paschmann
et al. 1980), or due to large amplitude waves present in the
shock region.

We note that on the basis of our results, the acceleration
mechanism has to produce a cut-off for the transmitted ions,
this cut-off has to be at energies smaller than for the reflected
ions. This cut-off has to move to higher energies as we go from
upstream (foot of the shock) to downstream. The solar wind
electric field acceleration could provide some of these features,
but, on the other hand, it is difficult to understand the behaviour
of the cut-off energy when going from the foot, through the
shock, downstream, in terms of acceleration due to an electric
field tangent to the shock. Acceleration due to waves must in

any case be present in the foreshock region, producing diffuse
ions with energies higher than the reflected ones.
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In Memoriam

Georg Pfotzer
* 29. November 1909 T24. Juli 1981

Am 24.7.1981 starb unerwartet der frühere Direktor des Max—
Planck-Instituts für Aeronomie, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Georg Pfotzer.

Georg Pfotzer wurde am 29.11.1909 in Willstätt (Kreis Kehl)
geboren. Er studierte Physik an der Technischen Hochschule
Stuttgart. Für seine Dissertation zum Dr.-Ing. führte er erstmals
Messungen der Richtungsabhängigkeit der Kosmischen Strah-
lung in der Atmosphäre aus. Er verwendete dazu eine von Ballo-
nen getragene, automatisch registrierende Koinzidenz-Appara-
tur. Dabei erklärte er 1935 das nach ihm benannte „Pfotzer-
Maximum“ der Strahlungsintensität in großer Höhe durch Se-
kundärprozesse in der Hochatmosphäre. Mit dieser Entdeckung
hat sich G. Pfotzer in das Buch der Geschichte der Kosmischen
Strahlung eingeschrieben. Dem Studium folgte von 1936 bis 1945
eine Tätigkeit im Forschungslaboratorium der Firma Siemens
«ï: Halske in Berlin. Er trug dort wesentlich zur Entwicklung

Journal of
Geonhysics

und Verbesserung der ersten Generation von großtechnisch ein—
setzbaren Halbleitern, vor allem auf der Basis von Kupferoxydul
und Selen bei. Nach dem Kriege nahm er 194? eine Stelle als
wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter in der Forschungsstelle für Physik
der Stratosphäre an, die sein ehemaliger Lehrer, Prof. E. Rege-
ner, in Weissenau bei Ravensburg gegründet hatte. Dort veröf—
fentlichte er mehrere Arbeiten über die Kosmische Strahlung
und entwickelte einen Neutronenmonitor für das Internationale
Geophysikalische Jahr. Die Forschungsstelle wurde 1952 in ein
Max-Planck-Institut umgewandelt, 1955 mit dem Max-Planck-
Institut für Ionosphärenforschung in Lindau vereinigt und trägt
seit 1957 den Namen Max-Planck-Institut für Aeronomie. Nach
einem Aufenthalt als Gastprofessor an der University of Califor—
nia in Berkeley, USA, wurde G. Pfotzer 1960 zum Wissenschaft-
lichen Mitglied des Max-PIanck-Instituts für Aeronomie berufen.
Im Jahre 1965 wurde er zum Direktor am Max-Planck-Institut
für Aeronomie ernannt, ab 196? war er Honorarprofessor an
der Technischen Universität Braunschweig. Von 1975 bis zu sei-
ner Emeritierung 1977 leitete er das Max-Planck-Institut für Ae-
ronomie als Geschäftsführender Direktor.

Während seiner Tätigkeit in Lindau hat sich G. Pfotzer weit-
gehend der damals jungen Weltraumforschung zugewandt. Er
baute eine Arbeitsgruppe zur Erforschung der Solaren Kos-
mischen Strahlung auf und begann in Europa als erster mit
der Messung von Röntgenbremsstrahlung in der Polarlichtzone
zur Untersuchung magnetosphärischer Vorgänge.

Später beteiligte sich die Arbeitsgruppe an den ersten Rake-
tenkampagnen in Europa und leistete wesentliche Beiträge zum
ersten deutschen Forschungssatelliten AZUR. G. Pfotzer und
seine Arbeitsgruppe waren auch an vielen der nachfolgenden
nationalen und internationalen Satelliten- und Raumsonden-
Missionen zur Untersuchung der Magnetosphäre der Erde und
ihrer Wechselwirkung mit dem Sonnenwind maßgeblich beteiligt.
Genannt seien hier nur die wissenschaftlich so erfolgreichen Pro-
jekte HELIOS und GEOS.

Die hohe Kompetenz und die allseits anerkannte Unpartei-
lichkeit von G. Pfotzer führten dazu, daß er immer wieder in
Beratungsgremien, vor allem des Bundes und der Europäischen
Weltraumorganisation, berufen wurde. Trotz dieser vielfältigen
beratenden und organisatorischen Aufgaben blieb er bis über
seine Emeritierung hinaus wissenschaftlich tätig.

Georg Pfotzer hatte viele Freunde im In- und Ausland. Sie
werden ihn als vorbildlichen Kollegen im Gedächtnis bewahren,
bei dem sich hervorragende wissenschaftliche Begabung und Lei-
stung mit beispielhafter Mitmenschliehkeit und Bescheidenheit
verbanden.

H. Rosenbauer
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Correction

J Geophys (1981) 49: 192—197

Non-Adiabatic Expansion of Low-Temperature Solar Wind
Radial Temperature Gradients

A. Geranios

The adresses given under the name of the author and in the footnote respectively should be exchanged (as a matter of fact
the work has been done at the Max—Planck-Institut für Aeronomie, D-3411 Katlenburg, Lindau 3, FRG).

Received September 8, 1981
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Book Review

Applied Inverse Problems, edited by P.C. Sabatier. Lecture Notes in
Physics 85, 425 S., Springer, Berlin Heidelberg New York, 1978

The book evolved from a workshop on applied inversion problems orga-
nized by the CNRS in Montpellier 1978. The lecture notes deal with
quite different aspects of applied inverse problems in various scientifique
fields, whenever a number of local parameters of a physical system
must be deduced from a set of measured data such as geOphysics, optics,
quantum mechanics, particle field theory.

After an introduction to general aspects of inverse theory and an
overview of the methods of inversion and its fields of application about
20 lecture notes on applied but as well on theoretical inverse problems
are reprinted. 6 of them deal with geophysical applications in seismology,
gravity, magnetotelluric and electromagnetic prospection. These include
mostly linear inversion methods, the properties of which are fairly well
understood up to now but nonlinear aspects are treated as well, i.e.,
the determination of seismic foci and of the electric conductivity. As
the lectures are given by authors working in the respective fields, they
are highly specified. The same is true for the useful understanding of
the other lectures mostly treating scattering problems in quantum me-
chanics and particle field theory. Finally some lectures deal with the
mathematical aspects of inverse theory (e.g., the search for solutions
of integral and differential equations arising mainly in these fields outside
geophysics).

In conclusion, I can say that the book gives a good overview of
applied (and theoretical) inverse problems for the scientist working in
one of these fields and who is willing to overclimb the high mathematical
cliffs which encompass this rather new research field. For the geophysicist
who wants to know something about inversion there are a number
of publications treating this problem at a lower and maybe more under-
standable level, lots of them are referenced in this book. Some of the
geophysical lectures given here are already published elsewhere so that
the geophysicist who wants to do inversion does not get much additional
information from this book. Manfred Koch

Journal of
Geophysics
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Contents: E. Anders, R. Hayatsu: Organic Compounds in Mete-
orites and Their Origins
Cl and C2 carbonaceous chondrites contain organic matter,
mainly as a bridged aromatic polymer containing COOH, OH, and
CO groups, as well as heterocyclic rings containing N, O, and S.
The remaining 5.3% includes compound classes such as alkanes,
alkenes, arenes, alicyclics, alcohols, aliphatic carboxyclic acids,
purines, pyrimidines, and other basic N compounds, amino acids,
porphyrin-like pigments, and carbynes. This article discussed the
formation of these compounds in the solar nebula by catalytic
(Fischer-Tropsch) reactions of CO, H2, and NH3 at 360400 K, N
10'5atm. Such reactions are shown to be a possible source of
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G. Winnewisser: The Chemistry of Interstellar Molecules
This article reviews the substantial new information molecular line
astronomy has contributed over the last 10 years on a variety of
long-standing astronomical problems such as (i) the distribution of
matter within our galaxy and other galaxies, (ii) the mass loss
associated with old and young stars, (iii) the formation of young
stars occuring in dense molecular clouds, and (iv) the determina-
tion of isotope ratios as a useful indicator of the past chemical
history of the galaxy. Molecular line astronomy has also opened
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the cosmos. The most fascinating of these new research activities
certainly seems to be cosmochemistry, the chemistry prevailing in
the highly diluted medium of space as compared to terrestrial
conditions. Although some of the organic interstellar molecules
are by far not as complex as biologically important molecules such
as desoxyribonucleic acid or ribonucleic acid or which govern
most basic properties of life reproduction, they are, however,
fairly exotic even when compared with present day organic
chemistry carried out in the most advanced Laboratories.

R. Lù‘st: Chemistry in Comets
About 100 years ago, photography_and spectroscopy opened a
new area in astronomy, making it possible to attempt the first
crude chemical analysis of the comets. As early as 1911, K.
Schwarzschild and E. Kron explained emissions by resonance
fluorescence of the solar radiation from various molecules. Studies
have since yielded the presence of the elements H, C. O, and N.
New results on the chemistry of comets are summarized in this
review.

V. Marchig: Marine Manganese Nodules
Marine manganese nodules are black to dark brown concretions
lying on the sea floor. The chemical composition of the concentric
growth zones around the nucleus shows that they are built of
hydranted manganese and iron oxides (predominantly Mn4+ and
Fez”+ in different ratios. Manganese and iron oxides incorporate
some trace metals like Cu, Ni, Co, and Zn. The content of Cu and
Ni can to make exceed 2% manganese nodules economically
interesting.
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Abstract. Thermal demagnetization of 223 carbonate and sand-
stone samples from the Late Palaeozoic — Mesozoic Krol Belt
sequence (Ganges section, Garhwal Lesser Himalaya) showed
five magnetic components:

a) a magnetically soft component of recent origin;
b) a universally present secondary component of mixed polar-

ity and of post-folding origin. Its NNW declination indicates
an approximately 25° clockwise rotation of the sampled region
with respect to peninsular Indo-Pakistan since Late Tertiary.

0) another universally present secondary component of mixed
polarity and of pre-folding origin and with a NNW declination
which indicates a clockwise rotation of the sampled region over
approximately 45° since Early Tertiary.

d) an ENE to WSW directed secondary component of very
shallow inclination and of mixed polarity, observed throughout
the entire sample collection. This component may represent a
low-temperature oxidation phase, aligned preferentially towards
the foliation plane.

e) primary magnetic components could be determined only
in the basal part of the sequence studied, i.e. in the Lower
Blaini Diamictite, in the Blaini Limestone and in the Krol-A
Limestone. Comparison of their rotation-corrected pole positions
with the Indo-Pakistan apparent polar wander path (APWP)
supports the disputed Permo-Carboniferous to Permian age of
these rocks. The hish palaeolatitudes indicated by these primary
components favour a glacial origin for the Blaini Diamictite.

Clockwise rotation of tectonic units within the Lesser Hima-
laya similar to the rotation described herein have been document-
ed recently for the Kashmir nappe, and can be interpreted also
from palaeomagnetic results from other regions of the NW Hi-
malaya. If of regional consistency, such rotations may put con-
straints on the magnitude of intracontinental underthrusting
along the Main Central Thrust (MCT).

Key words: Himalaya —— Krol Belt — Palaeomagnetism — Tectonics

Introduction

Early Tertiary or earlier collision of Greater India with an island
arc occurred at equatorial latitudes (Klootwijk 1981). The Indian
plate has subsequently moved northwards over more than 3,000

* IPGP Contribution no. 577
** Present address. Institute de Physique du Globe de Paris and

U.E.R. des Sciences Physiques de la Terre, Universités Paris 6
and 7, 4 Place Jussieu, 75230 Paris Cedex 05, France

*** Present address. Geologisches Institut, Universität Karlsruhe,
7500 Karlsruhe 1, Federal Republic of Germany

km, with Eurasia undergoing hardly any latitudinal movement
and only a slight clockwise rotation. This large-scale convergence
has been accomodated not only by crustal shortening within
South Central Asia (Molnar and Tapponnier 1975; Tapponnier
and Molnar 1976), but also resulted in intracontinental under-
thrusting within extra-peninsular Indo-Pakistan and in telescop-
ing of the sedimentary cover. The magnitude of underthrusting
is a matter of debate, particularly after Powell and Conaghan
(1973) revived Argand’s (1924) hypothesis that Tibet’s twice aver-
age crustal thickness represents doubling of the crust through
large-scale underthrusting by Indo-Pakistan’s continental litho-
sphere. This hypothesis conflicts with the established notion that
buoyancy constraints would preclude large-scale continental sub-
duction (McKenzie 1969; Dewey and Bird, 1970). Recent surface
wave (Knopoff and Chang 1981) and deep seismic sounding
studies of the Tibetan Plateau (Teng-Ji wen 1981; Teng-Ji wen
et a1. 1981) have been interpreted, however, in support of dou-
bling of the crust. Estimates of thrust magnitudes within the Lesser
Himalaya (Andrieux personal communication 1981) and along
the MCT (Gansser 1974; Le Fort 1975) indicate a minimal un-
derthrusting of 300—500 km.

The India-Asia convergence occurred nearly completely in
a north-south direction. Palaeomagnetism can therefore be most
usefully applied to quantifying and dating such a large-scale
underthrusting, and on a more regional scale to determining
the magnitude of rotational movement of individual thrust units.
This formed the main objective for our ongoing palaeomagnetic
project in extra-peninsular Indo-Pakistan (see reviews by Kloot—
wijk 1979, 1981 , Klootwijk and Radhakrishnamurty 1981). A
second and closely related objective concerned further refinement
of the Indo-Pakistan APWP and determination of its poorly
constrained Palaeozoic and Tertiary segments. Rocks of those
eras are not well developed in peninsular Indo-Pakistan. The
present reconnaissance study of the Krol Belt region in the north-
western Himalaya has been carried out as part of this project,
with as specific objectives:

1) T0 constrain the age range of the Krol Belt sequence
through comparison with well-dated palaeomagnetic results from
peninsular Indo-Pakistan.

2) T0 obtain more data on the controversial autochthonous
or allochthonous position of the Krol Belt sequence.

3) T0 establish the palaeolatitude of deposition of the Blaini
Diamictites, whose glacio-marine origin has been disputed.

Regional Geology and Sampling

Since the pioneering investigations of Auden (1934, 1937) in
the Lesser Himalaya of Garhwal, who regarded their structure
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as a telescoped pile of large-scale thrusts, controversies still per-
sist regarding the chronostratigraphy and tectonics of this very
complex region. A nearly complete absence of fossil records
from these formations and a profusion of lithostratigraphical
correlation schemes have hindered interpretation of the compli-
cated tectonics. It is not surprising, therefore, that controversies
have arisen on the regional tectonics and, in particular, on the
allochthony of the Krol Belt sequence (Krol Nappe). Likewise,
there is as yet no universal acceptance of a glacial origin for
the Blaini diamictites of the Krol Belt sequence. This poses
problems for dating the younger sequence of the Krol Belt,
as the lithological correlation of the Blainis with the Permo—
Carboniferous Talchir beds of peninsular Indo-Pakistan forms
a keystone in dating the Krol Belt sequence. A probable Late
Palaeozoic-Mesozoic age für this sequence is still contested.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to review the abundant
literature and multitude of controversies on the Krol Belt, and
we confine ourselves here to a description of the structural and
stratigraphical outlines of the Krol Belt region as far as is rele—
vant to our palaeomagnetic study.

The Garhwal Lesser Himalaya are made up of a pile of
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BLAINI Fig. 1. A Main structural features of the
Himalaya after Gansser (1964). The apical
angle and arrow of the halfcones indicate
magnitude and sense of rotation with reSpect
to peninsular [ado-Pakistan (see text).
1=NW Kashmir (Klootwijk 1979),
2=Central and Eastern Kashmir (Klootwijk
1979), 3=present study, 4=Kumaon Lesser
Himalaya (Athavale et al. 1980). The inset
shows the location of B: a geological
sketchmap of the sampled region after
Rupke (1974)
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southwards directed nappes which are of higher metamorphic
grade in the tectonically higher units (Fig. la, b). The cryptic
roots of these thrusts probably emanate from the Main Central
Thrust (MCT) in Garhwal and elsewhere in Himachal Pradesh
and Nepal (Ravi Shankar and Ganesan 1972; Ashgirei et a1.
1977; Andrieux et al. 1980; Brunel and Andrieua 1980). The
main nappe units northwards and upwards of the autochthonous
Siwaliks of the sub-Himalaya are: the Krol Nappe, mainly a
lower greenschist metamorphism, and the Almora Nappe. The
allochthony of the Krol Nappe was disputed by Ranga Rao
(1968, 1970), Rupke (1974) and Fuchs and Sinha (1978), who
interpreted the folded Krol-Tons thrustplane dissecting a base-
ment of Simla slates and the unconformably overlying Subathu
Formation as a pre-Eocene unconformity. Consequently, they
doubted the tectonic window structures beneath the eroded parts
of the Krol Belt, near Bhidalna and Pharat (Auden 1934, 1937,
1970, Jain 1972). The majority of workers favour, however, an
allochthonous origin for the Krol Belt sequence (Auden 1934,
1937, 1970; Gansser 1964; Bhattacharya and Niyogi 1971; Jain
1972; Bhargava 1972; Valdiya 1973 a, 1977; Kumar and Agarwal
1975; Ashgirei et a1. 1975; Achariya and Shah 1975; Singh
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphical ideal column of the Km] Belt region after
Gansser (1964)

19753; Geological Survey of India, 1976; Ashgirei 1977; Sinha
1980; Prashra 1980)

Understandably, neither the magnitude nor the date of dis-
placement of the Km] Nappe have been established accurately,
though Auden (1937) and Prashra (1980) suggest minimal south-
ward movements of 50 km and 60 km respectively. The youngest
thrust movements of the Krol Nappe are of Plio-Pleistocene
to Quaternary age as indicated by overriding of the Km] Belt
sequence on the Siwaliks and Doon gravels of the sub-Himalaya.
The general overthrusting of the Km] Nappe over an Upper
Proterozoic to Lower Palaeozoic basement of low—grade metase-
diments of the Simla Group and unconformably overlying Terti—
ary sediments of the Subathu and Dagshai Formations (Figs. 1 b,
2) indicates, according to Auden (1937), that the major south
to southwestwards directed thrust movements and the subse-
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quent folding of the thrustplane occurred during post-Burdiga-
lian time and most probably during the Early Miocene diastroph-
istic phase of the Himalayan orogeny.

The base of the Krol Nappe is formed locally by the Jaunsars
which are overlain unconformably by a Late Palaeozoic-Meso-
zoic succession comprising the Blaini Formation and the actual
Krol Belt Formations, i.e. the Infra-Km], the Krol limestone
and shale and the Tal sandstone and limestone (Figs. 1b, 2).

The Blaini Formation is characterized by two main rock
types, Le. two diamictite horizons (lower horizon sampled,
Table l) and an upper succession of siliceous dolomitic purple
limestone and silicified purple sandy shale (sampled, Table 1).
The tillitic aspect of the diamictite has been disputed by Bhatta-
charya and Niyogi (1971), Valdiya (1973 b), and Rupke (1974)
who stressed the turbiditic character of the Blaini beds. The
majority of recent sedimentological and geochemical studies have
brought forth evidence for a glacial and most probably a glacio-
marine origin of the Blaini Formation (Gaur 197l; Gaur and
Dave 1974; Bhargava and Bhattacharya 1975; Singh 19751:);
Bhatia and Prasad 1975, 1981; Ahmed 1975; Jain and Varadaj
1978; Jain in press 1981). The Blaini Formation is overlain by
slate and sandstone of the Infra-Km] Formation (not sampled),
which is succeeded by an up to 1,500m thick succession of
limestone and calcareous shale of the Km] Formation which
is generally assumed to be of PermoeTriassic age. From the
five members of the Km] Formation (A—E), only thin-bedded
limestone of the Krol—A member and more massive dolomitic
limestone of the Krol—C member were selected for sampling.
The Ta] Formation of a presumed J urassic«Cretaceous age forms
the highest lithostratigraphic unit of the Km] Belt. Sampling
was carried out in white to pinkish coloured arkosic sandstone
and shelly sandy limestone from the Upper Ta] member
(Table 1).

Treatment and Results

A total of 223 samples from the Blaini-Tal succession were ob-
tained with a portable drill along the Ganges profile in the
northeastern limb of the Lansd owne Syncline (Fig. l b). The beds
have a steeply southward to locally vertical dip, which facilitated
sampling of stratigraphic profiles. Generally one sample was
taken per bed (except for the Lower Blaini Diamictite). All sam-
ples were oriented with a magnetic and a solar compass.

Table 1. Sampling details Krol Belt region Ganges river section (302° N 78.4D E)

Formation Locality Age Lithology Section Samples Init. intensity Bedding
(Fig. 1) length (specimens) 10—3 111. Am“ Strike (011

Dip (o)

Upper Tal Lst. 6 Jurassic- oolitic arenaceous l m 16 (21) 545— 3,725 100/
Cretaceous limestone 54 3

Middle Ta] Sst. 5 Jurassic- pinkish to white 6.5 m 24 (25) 139— 2,290 95,1
Cretaceous sst., occ. cross- 55 S

bedding
Krol-C Lst. 4 Permo-Triassic‘? grey thin-bedded 4.5 m 37 (68) 42— 1,763 134—1407

dolomitic limestone 67.5—29.5 SW

Krol-A Lst. 3 Permo-Triassic? limestone, 15.5 m 40 (62) 29— 389 120—125)r
calcareous shale 85 S

Blaini Lst. 2 Late Carboniferous- purple dolomites l4 m 62 (79) 46—102,964 83—93,t
Early Permian silicilied red and 73—81 S

grey sandy shales
Lower Blaini 1 Late Carboniferous- grey boulder beds ll.5 m 34 (51) 88— 3,628 140—1457
Diamietite Early Permian 92—97 SW
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Fig. 4A—C. Representative normalized curves showing: A, B intensity
decay of remanent magnetization and C changes in magnetic suscepti-
bility during thermal treatment. See Fig. 2 for sample codes

Thermal demagnetization and analyses of the results were
carried out following standard procedures described in detail
elsewhere (Klootwijk and Bingham 1980; Klootwijk et al. 1981).
All samples were rinsed in diluted HCl prior to measurement.
Thermal demagnetization was carried out in large-size furnaces
(McElhinny et al. 1971) with a feedback-controlled 10 coil Helm—
holtz system cancelling the ambient field to less than 10 gamma
during the heating-cooling cycle (about 2 h). Measurements were
taken on a two-axis United Scientific ScT cryogenic magnet-
ometer interfaced with a Hewlett-Packard HP 2100 minicom-
puter. Magnetic components were identified from Zijderveld
(1967, 1975) plots and directions were computed with an adapted
version of Kirschvink’s (1980) principal component analysis pro-
gram. Fischer statistics were used throughout.

Analysis of results indicated the presence of five magnetic
components:

a) A magnetically soft component representing up to 50%
of initial natural remanent magnetization (NRM) was removed
generally below 250° C. In samples from the Upper Tal and
Blaini limestones, this component was aligned essentially along
the ambient field direction (Fig. 3a, j, k). This component was,
however, of a more viscous nature in the samples from most
other formations and became realigned during storage in the
laboratory (Fig. 3k).

b) A universally present secondary component of post-folding
origin and of mixed polarity, with NNE to SSW pointing direc-
tions (Fig. 3c, e, g, n). This component showed a restricted
blocking temperature range between 270° and 330° C (Fig. 4b),
and represented 20—50% of initial NRM.

c) Another universally present secondary component of pre-
folding origin and with NNE to NE and SSW to SW pointing
directions (Fig. 3a—d, f, g, 1). In the carbonate samples this com-
ponent had a blocking temperature range between 360°—520° C,
and represented 20—30% of initial NRM (Fig. 4a). The Upper
Tal sandstone and the siliceous shale from the Blaini Limestone
showed a restricted blocking temperature range for this compo-
nent between 620°—670° C (Figs. 31, b).

d) A primary magnetic component of mixed polarity and
with somewhat dispersed directions, was determined only in the
Lower Blaini Diamictite (Fig. 3h—k, m, n). Blocking tempera-
tures ranged between 300° to 500° C.

e) A secondary component, WNW and ESE directed and
close to horizontal. This component showed the best concentra-
tion of directions when corrected for bedding (Table 2). It was
present in all formations studied and showed widely varying
blocking temperature ranges (Table 2).

Interpretation
A primary or secondary origin of the five magnetic components
described above, was ascertained on the basis of the fold test
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and on comparison of their pole positions with the Indo-Pakistan
APWP. The magnetically harder secondary component c is of
pre—folding origin as is clear from the improved concentration
of formation mean directions after correction for bedding
(Fig. 5b); the fold test is significantly positive at the 99% level
(Tables 1, 2). The magnetically softer secondary component b,
in contrast, is of post-folding origin (Fig. 5a), with a fold test
significantly negative at the 99% level (Tables 1, 2). A compari-
son of the mean directions for both groupings with the Indo—
Pakistan APWP (Fig. 6a, b) and with expected directions at
the sampled region (Fig. 5d) indicates an appreciable clockwise
rotation of the sampled tectonic unit with respect to peninsular
Indo-Pakistan. This rotation has proceeded over approximately
45° since acquisition of the pre-folding component c and over
about 25° since acquisition of the post-folding component b.
Intersection of the loci of poles for these secondary components
with the Tertiary segment of the Indo-Pakistan APWP indicates
that components b and c were acquired between 40—50 m.y.
ago and at about 20—30 m.y. ago, respectively.

The sampled region was restricted to the northeastern part
of the Lansdowne Syncline (Fig. la). The relevance of this rota-
tion for the wider Krol Belt region, has therefore, still to be
established. In the absence of other constraining data, this rota-
tion supports an allochthonous rather than an autochthonous
origin of the Krol Belt region (Krol Nappe).

The secondary components I) and c form part of a recently
recognized pattern of Tertiary remagnetization in the wider Hi-
malyan region (Klootwijk and Radhakrishnamurty 1981 ; Kloot-
wijk 1981). Overprints of Early Tertiary age have so far been
observed only in the internal zones of the Himalayan orogenic
belt, and are evidently related to the later phase of the India-Asia
collision along the Indus-Tsangpo suture zone. Early to Late
Tertiary overprints, in contrast, have been observed in the more
external zones and are most probably associated with thrust
movements towards the Indian shield. The acquisition mecha-
nism of these Tertiary overprints has not been studied in detail
so far, but the observed wide range in blocking temperatures
suggests a thermo-chemical process.

The secondary component e resembles overprints observed
in Ladakh (Klootwijk et a1. 1979) and in the Thakkhola region
(Klootwijk and Bingham 1980), where a relation with the pre—
dominant foliation pattern was noted.

Mean directions for the primary magnetization components
(d) of the Lower Blaini Diamictite, the Blaini Limestone and
the Krol-A Limestone after correction for bedding, group closely
to Late Palaeozoic-Early Mesozoic directions for Indo-Pakistan
(Fig. 5c, d). This segment of the Indo-Pakistan APWP is so
far based only on Permian to Permo-Carboniferous data from
Gondwana sediments of peninsular India and on a result from
north-eastern Baluchistan of an unspecified Permo-Carboni-
ferous age. This APWP segment lacks sufficient detail to evidence
improvement in grouping of pole positions when the Krol Belt
results are corrected for the approximately 45° clockwise rotation
(Fig. 6a, b). Yet, these rotation corrected primary pole positions
may be instrumental in further constraining the Permo-Carboni—
ferous loop in the Indo-Pakistan APWP.

This general agreement in pole positions clearly supports
the disputed Permo-Carboniferous to Permo-Triassic age sur-
mised for the Blaini and Krol Formations, so far based only
on lithological correlation and scant palaeontological evidence.
The high palaeolatitudes indicated by these three results (Table 2)
likewise support the disputed glacial origin of the Blaini diamic-
tite. It should be mentioned that the high palaeolatitude for
the Blaini dolomitic limestone is in conformity with repeated
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Table 2. Mean palaeomagnetic results, Krol Belt

Formation Direction Pole position (southpoles)

Decl Incl K 0:95 N Polarity Lat Long dp dm E95 Palaeolata No
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) Fig- 5, 6

A) Recent field component

Upper Tal lst. 355 +41 31.5 10 8 N 1
Blaini Lst. 346.5 +42 21.5 9 13 N 2

B) Late Tertiary secondary component, post—folding

Middle Tal sst. 203 —31.5 11 14.5 11 R 65 S 15.5 E 9 16.5 3
Krol-C Lst. 203.5 —40.5 34.5 3.5 50 R 68 S 1.5 E 2.5 4 4
Krol-C Lst. 18.5 +39 21.5 7.5 18 N 71.5 S 10 E 5.5 9 5
Krol-C Lst. 21.5 +40 29.5 3 68 N+R comb. 69.5 S 4.5 E 2 3.5 6
Krol-A Lst. 12.5 +43.5 8 12.5 20 N (+Rz2) 78 S 9 E 9.5 15.5 7
Blaini Lst. 4 +30 9.5 10 25 N (+Rz4) 75.5 S 63 E 6 11 8
Lower Blaini 201.5 —40 22.5 14.5 6 R 69.5 S 4.5 E 10.5 17.5 9

Diamictite
Lower Blaini 12 +44 26.5 8.5 12 N 78.5 S 8 E 6.5 10.5 10

Diamictite
Lower Blaini 15 +425 25 7 18 N+R comb. 75.5 S 7.5 E 13.5 22 11

Diamictite
Mean pole 16 +38 97 7 5 0073 S 14 E 6° A

C) Middle to Early Tertiary secondary component, pre-folding

Upper Tal lst. 29 +16 13 10 19 N 55 S 21.5 E 5.5 10.5 12
Middle Tal lst. 197 ——28.5 11 12.5 14 R 68.5 S 28.5 E 7.5 13.5 13
Middle Tal lst. 18 +17 13.5 11 15 N 62.5 S 36.5 E 6 11.5 14
Middle Tal lst. 18.5 +22 11.5 8 29 N+R comb. 64.5 S 32 E 4.5 8.5 15
Krol-C Lst. 27.5 +34.5 18.5 5 46 N(+R: 1) 62.5 S 6.5 E 3.5 5.5 16
Krol-A Lst. 27 +27 40 9 8 N 60.5 S 15 E 5.5 10 17
Blaini Lst. 233.5 —20.5 5 13.5 27 R 36.5 S 12 W 7.5 14 18
Blaini Lst. 25.5 +18 19.5 9.5 14 N 58.5 S 24.5 E 5 10 19
Blaini Lst. 224 —- 17 8 8.5 41 N+R comb. 43.5 S 6.5 E 4.5 9 20
Lower Blaini 15 + 15.5 13.5 26 4 N(+R: 1) 63.5 S 43 E 13.5 26.5 21

Diamictite
Mean pole 27 +22.5 45 10 6 59.5 S 19.5 E 8.5 B

D) Primary components

Krol-A Lst. 115 +715 10 18.5 8 R 12.5 N 109.5 E 28.5 32.5 22
Krol-A Lst. 317 —61 6 - 30 6 N 7.6 S 109 E 35 46 23
Krol-A Lst. 306.5 —67.5 8 15 14 N+R comb. 3.5 N 109.5 E 21 25 24
Blaini Lst. 89.5 +77 6.5 9 47 R 27.5 N 106.5 E 15.5 16.5 25
Blaini Lst. 270 —67 8.5 14 15 N 22.5 N 123 E 19 23 26
Blaini Lst. 269.5 —74.5 7 7.5 62 N+R comb. 26.5 N 116 E 12.5 13.5 27
Lower Blaini 187.5 +62 8.5 16.5 11 R 16.2 S 72.5 E 20 25.5 28

Diamictite
Lower Blaini 321 —79 7 18 12 N 13 N 92 E 32.5 34 29

Diamictite
Lower Blaini 354 —72 7 12 23 N+R comb. 2.5 S 81.5 E 18.5 21 30

Diamictite

E) Primary components, correctedfor inferred rotation 45° clockwise
Krol-A Lst. 261.5 —67.5 8 15 l4 N+R comb. 28 N 124 E 21 25 50.5Säÿä 24’
Blaini Lst. 224.5 —74.5 7 7.5 62 N+R comb. 47.5 N 108.5 E 12.5 13.5 61 832855 27’
Lower Blaini 319 —72 7 12 23 N+R comb. 4 N 99.5 E 12.5 19 57 S3333 30’

Diamictite

F) East-west directed secondary component, all formations combined

Before bedding 289.5 — 8.5 4.5 10.5 54 N+R comb. 31
correction

After bedding 286.5 — 1.5 7.5 7.5 54 N+R comb. 32
correction

a Upper and lower limits corresponding to the apex of the 95% cone of confidence
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Fig. SA—D. Formation mean directions not corrected for bedding. A For the secondary Late Tertiary component. The triangt’e represents
the present field direction at the sampled region. B for the secondary Early Tertiary component. Squares indicate directions prior to bedding
correction and circfes thereafter; C for the primary component. Legend as for B. D expected directions in the sampled region according
to palaeomagnetic data from the Indian plate: 1=DSDP cores (20 my), 2=DSDP cores (30 my), 3=DSDP cores (40 my), 4=DSDP cores
(50 my), 5=Sanjawi Lst. (Pal-Eon), 6=Brewery Lst. (Palaeoc.), 7: DSDP cores (60 my), 8=Deccan Traps, upper normal epoch (2:60—65 my),
9= Deccan Traps, lower reversed epoch (:60w65 my), 10, H =Tirupatti Sst. (K1), 12: DSDP cores (70 my), I3=Satyavedu beds (Kl), I4=Sylhet
Traps (K1??), I5, i6=Goru Fm. — Parh Lst. (Kl—u), 17=Rajmahal Traps (2: 100—105 my), I8=Loralai Lst. (Jm), 19=Chiltan Lst. (Jm—u),
20, 2f. 22=Transferred directions for the mean pole positions from Australia (Jm), Australia (.11) and Antarctica (Jm) respectively. 23=Parsora
beds (Tru), 24=Pachmarhi beds (Tru), 25=Kamthi beds (Pu-Trl), 26=Mangli beds (Pu—Trl), 27=Panchet beds (Pu-Trl), 28=Kamthi beds
(Pu—Trl), 29=Talohir beds (P—C), 30=Alozai Fm. (P—C). Hexagons A and B indicate the mean formation directions for the Late- and Early
Tertiary secondary components respectively. All figures are in equal area projection. Full symbols denote downwards pointing directions
and open symbols denote upwards pointing directions

observations on Precambrian glacial successions in particular,
which are accompanied by substantial dolomitic sequences (Bha-
tia and Prasad 1981).

It is open to further study to what extent this approximately
45° clockwise rotation may be characteristic also for other re—
gions of the Lesser Himalaya. The few palaeomagnetic results
so far available, indicate that similar rotations can indeed be
interpreted for other parts of the Lesser Himalaya (Fig. la).
A similar clockwise rotation by about 45° of the Panjal nappe
has been concluded from secondary post—folding components
observed in Kashmir (Klootwijk 1979). Athavale et a1. (1980)
recently reported results for the Permo-Carboniferous Durgapiv
pal volcanics and for the Siluro-Devonian Rudraprayag volcanics
from the Kumaon Lesser Himalaya, and interpreted them as
indicative of autochthony of the sampled regions. These regions
are situated, however, directly to the north of the Main Boundary
Thrust (MBT) and in the region of the Almora Thrust respective—
ly (Fig. 1 b). The assumed primary origin of the observed magnet-
ic directions is, moreover, open to some doubt in view of the
degree of metamorphism of the sampled regions, which is at
least of greenschist facies (Raina and Dungrakote 1975; Kumar

and Agarwal 1975). If these directions are indeed of primary
origin, comparison of their pole positions with the Palaeozoic
segment of the Indo-Pakistan APWP (Fig. 6b) can be inter-
preted in terms of a clockwise rotation of the sampled regions
of a magnitude comparable to those observed in the present
study and in Kashmir.

The importance of such clockwise rotations of the Lesser
Himalayan nappes (Fig. la) for determination of the magnitude
of intracontinental underthrusting of Greater India along the
MCT (Powell and Conaghan 197’3) remains to be studied. The
similarity between the interpreted magnitude of rotations in this
study and the azimuthal angle between the MBT and the recon-
structed northern boundary of Greater India (Powell 1979;
Fig. 7) may be more than fortuitous.

Conclusions

Comparison of Early and Late Tertiary secondary magnetic com-
ponents from the Krol Belt region of the Garhwal Lesser Hima-
laya and the Indo-Pakistan APWP evidently indicates an approx-_
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Fig. 6. A Phanerozoic APWP for Indo-Pakistan, based on (south)
pole positions from the Indian plate (1—30, see legend to Fig. 5D)
and transferred pole positions from south-east Australia (Goleby 1981 ;
31—35). 37, 32=Devonian, 33=Silurian (M—U), 34=Silurian (L—U),
35:01‘dovician (M—U). A =Panjal Traps. The latter result may repre-
sent a secondary {McElhinny et al. 1978) or possibly a primary magne-
tization. B Comparison of the Indo-Pakistan APWP as shown in
Fig. 6a with the primary (Table 2: 24, 27, 30) and secondary mean
pole positions (Table 2: A, B) obtained here for the Krol Belt region.
The loci of the secondary mean positions (A, B) intersect the Tertiary
part of the [ado-Pakistan APWP (ages indicated in my.) in the Early
and Late Tertiary segments respectively (see text). Their offset indicates
a clockwise rotation of the sampled region with respect to peninsular
Inder-Pakistan which has proceeded over approximately 45° since the
Early Tertiary [compare Fig. 5D). The primary pole positions have
been corrected for this rotation (24’, 27’, 30’). The effect of a similar
correction on palaeopositions obtained by Athavale et a1. (1980) for
the Permo-Carboniferous Durgapipal volcanics and the Siluro-Devo-
nian Rudraprayag volcanics of the Kumaon Lesser Himalaya is shown
for comparison. The hexagon (K) indicates the sampled region. Aitoff
projection

off or Powell 1979

Fig. 7. A reconstruction of Greater India within Gondwana after Pow-
ell (1979). This figure displays the azimuthal orientation of the Main
Boundary Thrust (I) with reSpect to the inferred outline of the maxi-
mum northern extent of Greater India. This extent is based on under—
thrusting of Greater India beneath Tibet up to the present Kun Lun
— Astin Tagh — Nan Shan mountain front. Within a reconstructed
East Gondwana this outline leads up to the Exmouth Plateau {E}
off western Australia (4). 2=Indus-Tsangpo suture zone, 3=Inferred
minimum northern extent of Greater India in an are parallel to 2
and leading up to the Wallaby Plateau (W)

imately 45° clockwise rotation of the sampled region. This find-
ing clearly supports the allochthonous nature of the Krol Nappe.

Comparison of the pole positions for the primary magnetic
components of the Lower Blaini Diamictite, the Blaini Limestone
and the Krol-A Limestone, with the lndo-Pakistan APWP sup-
ports a Permo-Carboniferous to Permian age of these forma-
tions. This strengthens the lithological correlation of the Blaini
Formation with the Talchir boulder beds of peninsular India
as has also been pointed out (Jain and Thakur 1975; Jain in
press 1981) for other Late Palaeozoic diamictites. The observed
high palaeolatitudes further support the glacial origin of the
Blaini diamictites.

The presently emerging pattern of clockwise rotations in the
northwestern Lesser Himalaya has to be tested further for con-
sistency, as it may form an important constraint in determining
the magnitude of intracontinental underthrusting along the
MCT.
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Grain Size Effect on the Low-Temperature Oxidation of Titanomagnetite

Tadashi Nishitani* and Masaru K0no**
Geophysical Institute, University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan

Abstract. The low-temperature oxidation process in titanomagne-
tite has been investigated. Using samples with controlled grain
sizes, it has been shown that there is a critical grain size in
the oxidation behaviour of titanomagnetites; smaller grains un-
dergo low-temperature oxidation, while larger ones separate to
Fe-rich titanomagnetite and Ti-rich hemo-ilmenite (high-temper-
ature oxidation). The difference between the results of similar
experiments by Ozima and Sakamoto (1971) and by Readman
and O’Reilly (1972) can be explained in terms of differences
in partic1e sizes of titanomagnetites. Comparable results were
obtained from natural subaerial and submarine basalts; when
they are heated to temperatures between 150° C and 375° C,
oxidation proceeds in submarine basalts, but it does not in su—
baerially erupted basalts and a high-temperature oxidation pro-
cess occurs. This fact indicates that the grain size of the magnetic
minerals is one of the most important controlling factors in
low-temperature oxidation of titanomagnetites.

Key words: Rock magnetism — Low-temperature oxidation —
Titanomagnetite — Grain size effects

Introduction

In igneous rocks, titanomagnetites

XF62T104' (1001:6304

are often found to be the carriers of remanent magnetization
and their magnetic properties have been extensively studied (e.g.,
Akimoto and Katsura 1959; Nagata 1961 ; Ozima and Sakamoto
1971; Readman and O’Reilly 1972). The magnetic properties
of titanomagnetite, especially hysteresis properties, vary consid-
erably due to grain size (Day et al. 1976, 1977). Levi and Merrill
(1976) reported the grain size dependence of the intensity of
anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) and thermoreman-
ent magnetization (TRM) in magnetite. The grain size of titano-
magnetite may also affect the process of low-temperature oxida-
tion. However, such effects have not been studied in detail in
previous experiments.

The phenomenon of low-temperature oxidation was first in-
vestigated by Akimoto et al. (1957) and by Akimoto and Katsura
(1959). They heated titanomagnetites in air at temperatures of

* Present address. Institute of Mining Geology, Mining College, Ak-
ita University, Akita 010, Japan

** Present address: Department of Applied Physics, Tokyo Institute
of Technology, Megro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

400°—500° C and studied magnetic properties of titanomagnetites
and their changes with oxidation. However, it was later pointed
out that they did not produce pure titanomaghemite as their
samples contained high-temperature oxidation products (Ozima
and Larson 1970). Sakamoto et al. (1968) demonstrated that
titanomaghemites might be obtained if titanomagnetites were
first ground in water and then heated in air at temperatures
below 300° C. Readman and O’Reilly (1970) prepared samples
by ball—milling sintered titanomagnetites in a water slurry for
100 h and obtained cation deficient titanomagnetites (titano-
maghemites) by heating in air at temperatures between 200°
and 300° C. As a result of the above experiments, it is generally
thought that the experimental results can be trusted only if the
samples are prepared by ball-milling or wet-grinding titanomag-
netites.

Ozima and Sakamoto (1971) and Readman and O’Reilly
(1972) earried out systematic studies of low-temperature oxida-
tion. However, their results were not consistent with each other.
Ozima and Sakamoto (1971) performed oxidation experiments
on wet-ground titanomagnetites of high ulvospinel ratios (x: 0.7,
0.9 and 1.0) and reported parameters such as lattice constants
and Curie temperatures. Readman and O’Reilly (1972) used ball-
milled samples with four compositions (x=0.0, 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0).
The above two authors defined an oxidation parameter z, and
in this study this parameter is also used. The definition of z
is

Fe2++g o —>zFe3+ +(1-z)Fe2+ +3 02- (ogzgl)

2200 stands for stoichiometric titanomagnetite and z= 1.0 for
fully oxidized state. As for the oxidation state reached under
laboratory conditions, Ozima and Sakamoto (1971) concluded
that z~0.3 was the maximum after which the separation of
titanomagnetites proceeded, while Readman and O’Reilly (1972)
reported that titanomagnetites could be completely oxidized.
These differences are clearly shown for x=0.7 titanomagnetite
in Figure 1. In the results of Nishitani (1979), there is no hemo-
ilmenite phase visible on the X-ray measurements. More recently,
Keefer and Shive (1981) made Curie temperature and lattice
parameter measurements on synthetitc titanomaghemite samples.
Their results are not very different from those of Ozima and
Sakamoto (1971).

It appears necessary to re-examine the low-temperature oxi-
dation scheme with special reference to the effect of grain size
of the titanomagnetites. In the present work, the oxidation states
were determined using the results of the detailed study of titano-
maghemites by Nishitani (1979). Titanomagnetite samples with

O340-062X/82/0050/0137/$01.20
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Fig. 1. Relation between lattice constant and Curie temperature for
x=0.7 titanomagnetite. Solid circles represent experimental points for
x=0.7 (ball-milled) titanomagnetite by Nishitani (1979). Error bars
indicate standard deviations of lattice constants. Results of Ozima
and Sakamoto (1971) are shown by open circles and those of Readman
and O’Reilly (1972) by open triangles

particle sizes ranging from 0.57 i 0.33 um—300 mm were prepared
and were oxidized at low temperatures.

Sample Preparation

To produce titanomagnetite of the desired composition, pure
TiO2 and F0203 were mixed in the stoichiometric proportion
and well ground in an agate mortar for several hours. The mix-
tures were then sintered in air at 1,200° C for an hour. After
that they were well ground and sintered again. Sintered materials
were then crushed to about 2 mm and kept at 1,2000 C in a
furnace with controlled oxygen fugacity (P02) for several hours.
They were quenched to about 0° C and the lattice constant was
determined using an X—ray diffractometer to ascertain that a
single phase titanomagnetite was formed. These heatings were
repeated until the specimen homogeneity was sufficient that the
two peaks of FeKoc1 and FeKoc2 in (511) and (400) reflections
could be seen clearly. Details of the method of synthesis are
described in Nishitani (1979).

Titanomagnetite samples (x=0.7) which cover the particle
size from 0.57i0.33 um—300 um were prepared. The following
size fraction of titanomagnetite were obtained using sieves;
200—249 um (sample No.1), 105—149 (N0. 2), 44—62 (No. 3).
Samples with particle sizes less than 44 um were obtained using
an agate mortar or a ball-mill. Ball-milling was done in an
ethyl alcohol. Titanomagnetites were ground in an agate mortar
for about two hours, mixed with acetone and stirred well. After
about 40 seconds the top layer of acetone was skimmed and
this procedure was repeated several times. Acetone was added
to the mixture and again stirred well. After about 15 seconds

Table l. Grain size distribution of titanomagnetite (x=0.7)

Sample Number Grain size
of grains

0.7 TM a precipitated part (2) 114 1.14i0.7l mm
0.7 TM ground in an agate mortar 459 0.84:0.92
0.7 TM a precipitated part (1) 283 0.72: 0.57
0.7 TM ball-milled for 36.17 h 432 0.571— 0.33
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Fig. 2. Relationship between lattice constant and Curie temperature
when different sizes of titanomagnetites (x=0.7) are heated for 300
minutes at 300° C. The results of Ozima and Sakamoto (1971) for
x=0.7 are represented by open squares. Grain sizes are listed on the
Figure

the top of the acetone was again skimmed. In this way, different
time intervals classified titanomagnetite samples into different
size ranges.

Precipitated parts were also availbale in this experiment. Sam-
ples classified into the size ranges were numbered N0. 4 to
N0. 10. The same procedure was used on a ball-milled titano-
magnetite and samples No. 11 and 12 were obtained. As the
size of the titanomagnetite becomes small the sample number
increases (No. l—No. 12). Particles sizes less than 44 um were
determined from photographs taken by an electron microscope
at magnifications of 5000—20000. The particle sizes of such sam-
ples are summarized in Table 1.

Other titanomagnetite samples (x=0.5 and 0.3) were synthe-
sized and divided into two fractions: one was ball—milled and
the other was ground in an agate mortar. Though their grain
sizes were not measured directly, they are probably similar in
size to x=0.7 titanomagnetites.

Grain Size Effect on Oxidation Behaviour

Samples of x=0.7 titanomagnetite were heated in air and kept
at a temperature of 300° C for 300 minutes. The relation between
the lattice constants and the Curie temperatures of the heated
samples are shown in Figure 2. The broken lines show the trends
for composition changes in stoichiometric titanomagnetite (right)
and for oxidation of x=0.7 titanomagnetite obtained by Nishi-
tani (1979). In this figure the sample number increases as the
grain size of titanomagnetite becomes smaller. The observed
particle sizes are shown in this figure. The results of Ozima
and Sakamoto (1971) for x=0.7 are also shown in the same
figure. Their trend, with a sharp rise in Curie temperature, coin—
cides with the trend of the samples N0. 1 to N0. 10. They are
almost on the stoichiometric titanomagnetite solid-solution line,
so that they can be interpreted as the phase of separated Fe-rich
titanomagnetite in high-temperature oxidation: Ti-rich titano-
magnetite +02—>Magnetitess+llmenitess where Magnetitess and
Ilmenitess are Fe-rich spinel and Ti-rich rhombohedral phases,
respectively (Buddington and Lindsley 1964). For large grains
the oxidation stage, that is the diffusion time of cations on
oxidation may differ. However, in the present study Figure 2
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is interpreted supposing that the diffusion time of cations on
oxidation is the same.

Samples with grain sizes between 0.72: 0.57 pm (No. 11) and
1.14: 0.71 pm (No. 7) reach almost the same position in Figure 2
when they are heated under the same conditions. However, the
sample with grain size of 0.57i0.33 pm (No. 12) was oxidized
and lay on the low-temperature oxidation line. Therefore, it
can be concluded that a titanomagnetite sample (x: 0.7) decom-
poses as a result of heating if its grain size is greater than 0.7
to 0.8 pm. This indicates that there is a critical grain size in
low-temperature oxidation. The critical size is about 0.7 to
0.8 pm in the case of x=0.7 titanomagnetite in a laboratory
condition. The ball-milled titanomagnetite, and that ground in
an agate mortar, behave in quite a different way when they
are heated in air.

To show this distinction more clearly, six samples were pre-
pared: they had three titanomagnetite compositions (x=0.3, 0.5
and 0.7) and for each composition one was ball-milled and the
other was ground in an agate mortar. They were heated in air
successively at 250° C for 15 h, at 300° C for 5 h (only for x=0.7)
and at 400° C for 469.5 h. The results for x: 0.7 titanomagnetite
and x=0.3, 0.5 titanomagnetites are shown in Figures 3 and
4, respectively.

The ball-milled samples were oxidized along the oxidation
line of Nishitani (1979) (Fig. 1). On the other hand, samples
which were ground in an agate mortar were decomposed or
separated to an iron-rich stoichiometric titanomagnetite (Spinel
phase) and a hemo-ilmenite (rhombohedral phase) by heating.
Rhombohedral phases are seen clearly in a chart from an X-ray
diffractometer. These experiments indicate that, by observing
lattice constants and Curie temperatures before and after heating,
it can be determined whether either the low-temperature oxida-
tion process or the decomposition process dominates in oxidation
of titanomagnetites.

Ozima and Sakamoto (1971) prepared titanomagnetite sam-
ples using an agate mortar and therefore their grain size was
probably greater than the critical size of 0.7 to 0.8 pm. As a
result, decomposition processes occurred and a sharp rise in
Curie temperature was observed as shown in Figure 2. On the
other hand, the grain size of samples used by Readman and
O’Reilly (1972) was estimated to be about 0.1 pm by the broaden-
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ing of X-ray peaks. Therefore, generally the same trend of oxida-
tion process was obtained as in the present experiment. The
slight but significant difference between the present and their
results probably indicates the uncertainty in the determination
of x and/or z values (Nishitani 1979).

[ow-Temperature Oxidation in Submarine
and Subaerial Basalts

Grains of titanomagnetites in oceanic basalts are usually smaller
than 10 um, and a large number of grains finer than 1 um exist
(Lowrie 1974; Irving 1970). Continental basalts contain much
larger magnetic minerals and the particle size commonly ranges
up to 100 pm or more (Storetvedt et al. 1978).

In the previous section it was shown that the grain size con-
trolled the state of low-temperature oxidation. This effect may
appear in the difference between the oxidation states of oceanic
basalts and those ofcontinental basalts. Low-temperature oxida-
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Fig. 5. Relationship between lattice constants and Curie temperatures
of titanomagnetites extracted from submarine basalts (sofirt' r'irr'ft—‘sl
and subaerially erupted basalts (open circles). Sub-aerial basalts were
confined to only lowntemperature oxidation products
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Fig. 6a and b. Thermomagnetic curves
in a vacuum (below l x 10’ 5 Torr) for
magnetic minerals which were heated
in air: a submarine basalts (418A 15-1
and 418A 55-5), b subaerially erupted

tion is affected by other factors such as temperature and for
In this study we pay attention only to the effect of grain size.

Oxidation experiments were carried out on magnetic miner-
als, obtained by the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) legs 51,
52, 53 and 55. The samples of Legs 51, 52 and 53 are submarine
basalts which originated at a Mid-Atlantic ridge-type spreading
center about 100 m.y. ago (Donnelly et a1. 1980), while those
of Leg 55 are, although now completely submerged, subaerially
erupted basalts from the Hawaiian hotspot with ages between
55 and 65 m.y. (Jackson et al. 1980).

Sixteen samples from Holes 417D and 418A (Legs 51, 52
and 53), and six samples from Holes 430A and 433C (Leg 55)
were selected and magnetic minerals were separated using a hand
magnet. The samples of Legs 51, 52 and 53 basalts were ran-

basalts (432A 3-2 and 432A 5-2)

domly selected, while those of Leg 55 were preferentially selected
from those that have undergone only slight high-temperature
oxidation and later subjected to varying degrees of low—tempera-
ture oxidation. Most of the Leg 55 samples show only the effects
of high-temperature oxidation, and their Curie temperatures and
lattice parameters were close to those of magnetite (Kono 1980).
The relationships between Curie temperatures (Tc) and lattice
constants (A) are shown in Figure 5.

It is clear from Figure 5 that most of the data of submarine
basalts (solid circles) in a Tc vs. A diagram are confined between
two oxidation lines of x=0.5 and 0.7 and various oxidation
states exist. This indicates that the magnetic minerals are titano-
maghemites with a narrow range of x (0.5—0.7) provided that
all magnetic minerals contain no impurities. Analysis with the
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microprobe is necessary for exact investigation. The effect of
Mg or A1 on the magnetic properties of titanomagnetites has
been investigated (Nishitani 1981; O’Donovan and O’Reilly
1977a, b). However, lattice constants and Curie temperatures
of titanomaghemites containing Mg or Al over the whole range
of it have not been reported at the present stage. Therefore
the effect of impurities is not considered in this study.

Four magnetic minerals were selected and heated in laborato—
ry conditions. As submarine basalts, 418A 15-1 85—88 and 418A
55-5 31—33 were chosen, which have relatively low 2 values (Ha—
mano et al. 1980). 432A 3-2 67—69 and 432A 5—2 69—71 were
chosen as subaerially erupted basalts because they have low
oxidation state and high ulvospinel ratio (Kono 1980). The sepa-
rated magnetic minerals were heated in air for about 100 h at
various temperatures. Thermomagnetic curves are shown in Fig—
ure 6. These curves were obtained using a magnetic balance under
a magnetic field of 5.5 kOe. All the samples were heated in
a vacuum (below 1x 10—5 Torr) for thermomagnetic analysis
up to about 650° C. The change of lattice constants and Curie
temperatures of the extracted titanomagnetites as a result of
heat treatment are summarized in Figure 7.

The samples 418A 15-1 and 418A 55-5 show similar trends
in Figure î". However, experimental points for 418A and 432A
show a different trend as the treatment temperature increases.
432A samples show a sharp rise in Curie temperature, indicating
that they are decomposed into Fe-rich titanomagnetite and hemo-
ilmenite (high-temperature oxidation). 418A samples show a
trend similar to the ball-milled samples, that is, low-temperature
oxidation processes seems dominant. However, 418A samples
do not follow the low-temperature oxidation line completely,
because they contain a slight high—temperature oxidation prod-
uct. It appears that 1ow~temperature oxidation occurs at the
grain size of the magnetic minerals of 418A, but that it does
not occur at the grain size of the magnetic minerals of 432A
under laboratory conditions.

If small grain size is essential for low~temperature oxidation
to occur, 432A samples may also be low-temperature oxidized
when their grain size becomes small enough. The magnetic miner—
als of 432A 3-2 were ball-milled for 91 h and heated for 277 h
at 250° C. The result of this heating is also shown in Figure 7.
It is evident from this figure that low-temperature oxidation
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occurred under the same conditions because the particle size
is new smaller than before. Though the sizes of these magnetic
minerals were not measured, they are probably less than 0.5 am,
by analogy to other ball-milled samples. It can be concluded
from above experiments that the size of the magnetic minerals
is one of the controlling factors in low-temperature oxida-
tion.

The sizes of the magnetic minerals were measured only in
the samples 418A 55-5 and 432A 5-2 using an electron micro-
scope. The grain sizes which were determined from the photo-
graph of the electron microscope are 1.47:0.83 pm (N=31)
for 418A 555 and 2.11i1.25 pm (N=30) for 432A 5-2. As
the numbers of grains counted are extremely small, the mean
size is not very reliable and likely to contain some error. The
magnetic minerals were separated using a hand magnet after
they were ground in an agate mortar in a slurry of ethyl alcohol,
so that magnetic minerals were probably smaller than the real
size in a rock. Magnetic minerals in subaerial basalts in particu-
lar, are much larger than the observed value. Nevertheless, it
may be concluded that the grain size effect is one of the reasons
why oxidation states are relatively low in subaerially erupted
basalts and why very severe oxidation states (2 m 1.0) are observed
in submarine basalts.

The difference in grain sizes of samples 418A and 432A is
not so pronounced. However, 418A samples showed a tendency
to low-temperature oxidation, while 432A samples were sepa-
rated by heating. Particle sizes of 432A samples are greater than
the critical size of low-temperature oxidation, therefore only
high-temperature oxidation occurs. The effect of ballvmilling re-
duces their grain sizes to less than the critical size. On the other
hand, in 418A samples, high-temperature oxidation as well as
low-temperature oxidation occurs, because their particle sizes
are widely spread.

Ozima and Sakamoto (1971) showed that self-reversal of
J, (saturation magnetization) occurred during progressive low
temperature oxidation if the samples did not suffer initial high-
temperature oxidation. They showed that initial conditions such
as high-temperature oxidation might influence low-temperature
oxidation. Samples which suffered high-temperature oxidation
might resist the process of low—temperature oxidation. Therefore,
in a re-heating process, subaerially erupted basalts may reveal
this difficulty of low—temperature oxidation as a result of high-
temperature oxidation.

Conclusions

As a result of experiments on samples of controlled grain size,
it has been shown that there is a critical size for low-temperature
Oxidation in laboratory conditions. The critical size may vary
under other conditions, such as those realized in nature. If titano-
magnetites smaller than the critical size are heated at moderate
temperatures (IOU—400° C), they are low-temperature oxidized.
If the size of a titanomagnetite is greater than the critical size,
it decomposes to Fe-rich titanomagnetite and hemo-ilmenite as
a result of heating. This citical size is 0.7~0.8 pm for x=0.7
titanomagnetite. Through this experiment, it has been revealed
that the main difference between the results of Ozima and Saka-
moto (1971) and Readman an O’Reilly (1972) can be explained
in terms of grain size. However, the results of Readman and
O’Reilly (1972) do not completely coincide with those of a de-
tailed study (Nishitani 1979).

Magnetic minerals were separated from submarine basalts
and subaerially erupted basalts, and lattice constants and Curie
temperatures have been measured. In Curie temperature vs. iat-
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tice constant diagrams, magnetic minerals of submarine basalts
are in the range 0.5 < x< 0.7 and 0< z< 1.0. The oxidation state
(z) of the magnetic minerals of subaerial basalts, restricted to
low-temperature oxidation products, is less than 0.6. The low-
temperature oxidation proceeds in submarine basalts, but unmix-
ing occurs in subaerial basalts as a result of heating. The magnet-
ic minerals of subaerial basalts are also low-temperature oxidized
when their grain size is made small enough. It can be concluded
from above experiment that the grain size of the magnetic miner-
als is one of the controlling factors of low-temperature oxidation.
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Abstract. The focal process of the Romanian earthquake of
March 4, 1977, which had already been studied in an earlier
paper (Müller et a1. 1978), is reinvestigated on the basis of addi-
tional data from the Russian seismic network. The general fea-
tures of this multiple event, as given in the first investigation,
were confirmed, but several details changed significantly. It is
shown that the weak foreshock of this earthquake (depth accord-
ing to CSEM and ISC 93 and 86 km, respectively) took place
at about the same location as the beginning of the main phase
of rupture, shock 1. Additional accelerations of rupture which
are summarized as shock 2 are difficult to localize with respect
to shock 1. Rupture propagated essentially horizontally and to-
wards the SW and terminated abruptly 13 3 later at the place
of shock 3, about 50 km away from shock 1; this produced
exceptionally strong stopping phases in far-field seismograms.
The average rupture velocity was 3.7 km/s. A new fault-plane
solution is given for shock l and an approximate one for shock
3 which indicates significant deviations of the rupture surface
from a plane. P-wave seismograms of several long—period
WWNSS stations are modelled with the aid of theoretical seismo-
grams, using the concept of a station-dependent equivalent mo-
ment function of a single double-couple source. The moments
determined in this way fall into the range 2—3 x 1027 dyne-cm.

Key words: Earthquakes — Rupture process — Fault-plane solu-
tion — Seismic moment

Introduction

In a first study of the Romanian earthquake of March 4, 1977
(Müller et a1. 1978, hereafter called paper I) evidence was pre-
sented for the multiple nature of this event. The earthquake
consisted of a weak foreshock, followed by at least three main
shocks (called shocks 1, 2, 3 in the following), whose relative
locations were determined by a master-event analysis. A fault-
plane solution was derived for shock I from long-period seismo-
grams from the Worldwide Network of Standard Seismographs
(WWNSS). According to the proposed rupture model, rupture
propagated uphill over a distance of about 20 km from the loca-
tion of the foreshock at a depth of 93 km (source depth according

* Contribution No. 242, Geophysical Institute, University of Karls-
ruhe

** Present address: Institut für Geophysik, Westfälische Berggewerk-
schaftskasse, Herner Str. 45, D-4630 Bochum

to Centre Séismologique Européo-Mediterranéen (CSEM), to
the place of shock l, where the main phase of the earthquake
was initiated about 5 s later. Rupture propagation after this
moment was in general directed towards the SW and downhill.
A location with acceleration of rupture, shock 2, was located
somewhat off the steep, NW-dipping nodal plane of the fault-
plane solution. Rupture stopped abruptly and close to this nodal
plane at a slant distance of 72 km from, and 14.5 s after, shock
1 at a depth of 109 km (shock 3), producing strong stopping
phases in the seismograms.

The purpose of the present paper is to summarize some new
aspects of the focal process of the Romanian earthquake which
emerged from a detailed analysis of the data of paper I and
of additional data from the Russian network of seismic stations
(Rakers 1981). We present an improved fault-plane solution for
shock 1, put forth evidence for a closer collocation of the fore-
shock and shock l than derived in paper I, redetermine the loca-
tion of shock 3 relative to shock 1, and discuss briefly the (uncer-
tain) nature of shock 2. Our results on these points represent
significant, although not basic, changes of the rupture model
suggested in paper 1. Moreover, we infer from an approximate
fault-plane solution of shock 3 that a rotation of the rupture
surface took place during the earthquake, and determine the
seismic moment by time-domain modelling of the wave-group
consisting of the phases P, pP and SP at several stations. We
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Fig. 1. Typical magnification curves of long-period electrodynamical
seismographs in the Russian network (Kirnos instruments) and the
Worldwide Network of Standard Seismographs (WWNSS)
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also discuss the focal model which Hartzell ( 1979) investigated
in order to explain the accelerograms of the earthquake recorded
at Bucharest.

The following records of the Romanian earthquake were at
our disposal:

a) about 60 long-period and a few short-period records from
WWNSS stations,

b) long- and short—period records from 28 Russian stations
(see Fig. 1 for a comparison of the magnification curves of the
most commonly used long-period Kirnos electrodynamic seismo-
graphs and a long-period WWNSS instrument),

c) broadband seismograms of the station GRF (Grafenberg,
Federal Republic of Germany),

(1) copies of Mainka pendulum records of the Romanian sta-
tions BAC, BUC, CMP and IAS.

New Fault-Plane Solution of Shock 1

Figure 2 shows the new fault—plane solution of shock 1, based
on long-period WWNSS and Russian data. The essential changes
with respect to the fault-plane solution of paper I are a rotation

—— New solution

0 o WWNSS stations
(except GRF)

U I Russian stations

x Station on
nodal plane

Fig. 2. New fault-plane solution of
shock 1 (top) and comparison with
the old solution (bottom). Equal-
area projections of the lower focal
hemisphere, open symbols are
dilatations, closed symbols
compressions

----- MUller et al. (1978)

of the strike direction of nodal plane E1 by 18° and an increase
of its dip angle by 6°. These changes are required by the down-
ward motions at the Russian stations ILT, MAG and NOR.
A reinspection of the WWNSS stations close to nodal plane
E1 showed, (1) that the polarities of stations TRN and GSC
hat to be changed from upward to downward, (2) that BKS
(located close to GSC and LON) had to be omitted because
of strong background noise at the expected arrival time of energy
from shock I, and (3) that shock l is invisible at BOG, i.e.,
that BOG is very close to nodal plane E1. (Expected arrival
times for shock I at BKS and BOG followed from safe readings
of this shock at nearby stations, corrected for the travel-time
difference due to the difference in epicentral distance.)

The parameters of the new fault-plane solution are:

Azimuth (deg) Dip (deg)

Pole of nodal plane E1 148 14
Pole of nodal plane E2 278 69
P—axis 317 24
T-axis 165 57
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Fig. 3. Travel-time differences in
seconds between the foreshock and
shock 1 as a function of station
azimuth. Left: observations. Right:
theoretical values corresponding to the
model in paper I (depth of foreshock:
93 km, depth of shock I :79 km,
distance: 19.4 km, azimuth foreshock-
shock 1:130°). For discussion see text
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Fig. 4a and b. Long—period seismograms of a the WWNSS and b the Russian stations that were used in the master-event analysis of shock
3. Note that in the Russian seismograms time increases from right to left and time scales are different. Numbers indicate P arrivals due
to the different shocks

Location of the Foreshock

Figure 3 shows the azimuthal distribution of the observed travel-
time differences between shock I and the foreshock, together
with the distribution of travel-time differences which would be
expected if the foreshock location was as suggested in paper
I. This model obviously does not satisfy the observations. We
do not want to discuss the reasons given in paper I for the
choice of the foreshock location, but rather say that the azi-
muthal distribution of the travel-time differences with values

almost exclusively between 4 and 5 5 points to the locations
of the foreshock and shock I being quite close together. The
exceptionally low value of the travel-time difference for GRF
may be related to the weaker amplitudes of shock I at this
station, compared with other stations, such that at GRF the
noise level masked the foreshock for longer. We disregard the
GRF data point because of the rather large number of other
observations which are all compatible. Our model, then, is that
the foreshock (CSEM coordinates: 26.78 E, 45.78 N, depth
93 km, origin time 19:21:56.2; International Seismological
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Fig. 5. Master-event analysis for shock 3 relative to shock 1: regression lines for T versus cos 9 in three different cases. O=WWNSS stations,
x=Russian stations. The Russian stations ANR, DSH, NRN and PRZ are not shown since their data are close to those of FRU, KHO
and TAS. Az=azimuth of the direction from shock I to shock 3, Dip=dip angle of this direction, Rm,“ and Rmax=minimum and maximum
residue, V,= L/r = apparent rupture velocity

Centre (ISC) coordinates: 26.72 E, 45.83 N, depth 86 km, origin
time 19:21:54.1) and shock 1 occurred at about the same place
with a time separation of about 4.5 s.

New Master-Event Analysis for Shock 3

The key role that the broadband record of station GRF played
in the identification of shock 3 was described in paper I. In
Figure 4 those long-period WWNSS and Russian seismograms
are reproduced in which the P arrival due to shock 3 can also
be seen. The signatures of the two types of instruments involved
are different, but as in the WWNSS seismograms, shock 3 in
the Russian seismograms is connected with a strong deflection
opposite to that of shock I. The travel-time differences T between
shock 3 and shock I, corrected for the screw-line effect of drum
recording if necessary, were used in a master-event analysis,
as in paper I. Three regression lines T= r-Lcos .9/oc are shown
in Figure 5 (Izorigin-time difference, distance between the
two shocks, 8=angle between the direction from shock I to

shock 3 and the direction of the P—wave ray to the station,
oc=P velocity in the focal volume, assumed here to be 8.3 km/s):
— one regression line for all stations mentioned in Figure 4,

plus GRF, assuming T (PUL)= 16.0 s (Fig. 5a),
— one for all stations and T (PUL)= 19.6 s (Fig. 5b),
— and one with PUL and NUR omitted (Fig. 5c).
The result of Figure 5b comes closest to the results of paper
I, but we consider the other two solutions to be closer to reality,
since the larger value of T (PUL) is less probable (see Fig. 4).
In all three cases the location of shock 3 is very near the nodal
plane E1 of the fault-plane solution of shock I (Fig. 2), such
that we retain the identification of this plane as the rupture
plane and the interpretation of shock 3 as an abrupt termination
of rupture.

Expressing the new coordinates of shock 3 with respect to
those of shock 1 by some numbers, we have the time difference
13 s, the slant distance 50 km, the depth difference 13 km (shock
3 is deeper), the epicentral distance 48 km, the azimuth 230°
(from shock 1 to shock 3) and the dip angle 15°. The average

GRF ESK PTO PDA MAL SCP LON 5H3 TRN BOG LPB PRE
A =11 2° A =21.1° A =26.0° A =39.3° A =25 0° A =7o.6° A =83.7° A =79.2° A =81.2° A =94.2° A =105.0° A =71.3°
Az= 295° Az= 308° Az= 272° Az= 277° Az= 260° Az= 309° Az= 339° Az= 285° Az= 276° Az= 281° Az= 252° Az= 179°
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Fig.6. Seismogram examples showing the polarities of shock 3. The records of GRF (broadband and WWNSS simulation) and ESK, in
conjunction with other records (Fig. 4), have been used to predict the shock 3 onset times at stations PTO to PRE, indicated by the dashed
lines. The shock 3 polarities at these stations correspond to downward motion
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Fig. 7. Approximate fault-plane solution of shock 3 (dashed nodal
lines), compared with the fault-plane solution of shock 1 (solid nodal
lines). The cross labelled 3 is the location of shock 3 in the fault-plane
solution of shock l

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram, not to scale, of the contorted rupture sur-
face, based on the fault-plane solutions of shock I and shock 3. E1
is the initial rupture plane of shock 1

rupture velocity 3.7 km/s is considerably lower than the value
4.98 km/s given in paper I; this is mainly due to the decrease
in slant distance from 72 to 50 km. The rupture velocity is about
0.8 times the S velocity in the focal region which is assumed
to be about 4.6 km/s.

Polarity Distribution for Shock 3

For the identification and localization of shock 3 only those
seismograms could be used in which the P-wave onset times
of this shock could be determined. The polarities of these arrivals
could be read in many more records, because shock 3 was so
strong. Figure 6 shows examples of seismograms with the ex-
pected onset times for shock 3, according to the results of the
foregoing section, indicated by dashed lines. The polarities of
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M'(t)

PREo 1 2 3

WIN
1 2 3

AFIo 1 2 3

KOD
NDIo 1 2A 2B 3

o 10 2o
t(sec)

Fig. 9. Moment function time derivatives (normalized) which were used
for modelling the long-period records of the WWNSS stations PRE,
WIN, AFI, NDI and KOD. The numbers give the times of shocks
1, 2, and 3, as seen by these stations. The form of the curves represents
true ground motion

the deflections following these lines all correspond to dilatational
motion. Figure 7 shows a polarity plot in which all useful stations
are included. The nodal plane Dl of this approximate fault-plane
solution is relatively well determined by the many dilatations
and the four safe compressions (at GRF, ESK, PUL and NUR);
for nodal plane D2 there is more freedom. The azimuths of
the pole directions of D1 and D2 are 115° and 281°, the dip
angles 43° and 44°, respectively.

Our interpretation of these polarities is that D1 is the rupture
plane of shock 3. Combination with the fault-plane solution
of shock 1 indicates that the rupture surface of the whole earth-
quake deviated considerably from a plane: towards the SW end
the rupture surface became less steep and changed its strike
direction more towards the N (Fig. 8). These contortions of
the rupture surface make it difficult to give a fault-plane solution
which is representative for the whole earthquake; this is a certain
drawback for the moment determination in a later section.

Re-Investigation of Shock 2

There are a few clear indications that between the shocks l
and 3 there was an additional shock with rather strong P—wave
radiation (see the GRF records in Figure 6 and the WWNSS
records in Fig. 4a). The corresponding master-event analysis in
paper I, however, did not give a very convincing result: the
location of shock 2 was quite far off the rupture surface and
had great uncertainty. The Russian data (see the examples in
Fig. 4b) complicate the matter even more, since they indicate
more than one shock between the shocks 1 and 3. We determined
the time differences with respect to shock I of all onsets between
shock I and shock 3 in all available seismograms and tried
to group them, in order to find out whether shock 2 could
possibly consist of two shocks, 2A and 2B (see the record for
PUL in Fig. 4b). As a result, we actually consider this a possibili-
ty, but of questionable significance, since we probably would
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also have been able to infer more than two shocks. We therefore
conclude only that apparently the rupture process between the
shocks 1 and 3 was more complex than implied by the model
of one additional shock, but that these complexities are not
resolvable, at least not with far-field observations.

Moment Determination

Hartzell (1979) has estimated the moment of the Romanian
earthquake from surface-wave amplitudes, as recorded by
WWNSS, Seismic Research Observatory (SRO) and High Gain
Long Period (HGLP) stations, and found a value in the range
l—2x1027 dyne-cm. The rupture process was modelled by a
SW-moving point shear dislocation which had a step moment
function and the fault—plane solution of shock 1, as given in
paper I. Here, we attempt to model with theoretical seismograms
the compressional body-wave phases P, pP and sP which on
long-period records form one complicated arrival, called P* in
the following; for one distant station PKP* is used. Additional
to the complexity due to surface reflections is the complexity
due to the rupture process itself. We condense this complexity
into the moment function of a stationary point-source at a depth
of 95 km, i.e., each station which is used in the analysis is as-
signed an equivalent moment function whose qualitative features
—- mainly the times of slope discontinuities of the moment deriva-
tive—follow from the multiple-event analysis. Another simplify-
ing assumption is that we work with a time-independent orienta-
tion of the double couple; it is varied in a few discrete steps
between the fault—plane solution for shock 1 (Fig. 2) and the
reversed fault-plane solution of shock 3 (Fig. 7). The whole pro-
cedure is a rather time-consuming trial and error procedure
which, however, gives direct insight into the effects of parameter
changes.

The theoretical seismograms were calculated with the reflectiv-
ity method for a typical earth model (Model SP-l of Faber
and Müller (1980)). Absorption was approximately taken into
account by applying an acausal frequency-domain operator
whose value of t* was assumed to be 0.8 s for all stations.
Instrument characteristics were also included. Seismogram mod-
elling was attempted for the WWNSS stations PRE, WIN, NDI,
POO, HKC and AFI which were at distances greater than 30°
and not too close to the nodal planes of shock 1. Figure9
shows the normalized moment function derivatives assumed for
some of these stations, with the times of shocks 1, 2 and 3
indicated. Integrating these functions gives a gradual build-up
of the moment function whose final value, after 15—20 s, is the
moment of the earthquake. Theoretical seismograms, calculated
for these source functions and three different double-couple ori-
entations, are presented in Figure 10 in comparison with ob-
served seismograms. Matching observed and theoretical seismo-
grams at the first peak-to-peak amplitude gives the moment
values indicated below the traces.

The fit of observed and theoretical waveforms in Figure 10
is always good during the first 15—20 s, which confirms the gener-
al character of the moment functions and the rupture duration
of about 13 s implied by our model. For later times the agreement
is of variable quality mainly because of the variable success
in modelling the amplitudes of sP relative to those of P. The
amplitude ratio of these two phases depends strongly on the
source orientation. In the case of dipole 1 the radiation of sP
relative to P (or of sPKP relative to PKP for station AFI)
is always too strong. For AFI this is due to the fact that this
station is relatively close to the P-wave nodal plane E1 (see
Fig. 2); this leads to an over-estimated moment of 7.2><1027
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dyne-cm. Disregarding this station, we infer a moment of
2—3><1027 dyne-cm. In the case of dipole 3 there is, for the
stations PRE, WIN and AFI, a considerable improvement of
the fit for the complete pulses P* and PKP*, respectively. The
stations KOD and NDI are now too close to the nodal plane
D2 (see Fig. 7), such that for these stations there is less agreement
of theory and observation than for the other stations. PRE,
WIN and AFI point to a moment of 2—3 x1027 dyne-cm and
thus support the value obtained for dipole 1. Finally, in the
case of dipole 5, which has a roughly intermediate orientation
between the dipoles l and 3, the success of pulse-form modelling
is fair to excellent for all stations, and all moments fall into
the range 2.4—3.0 ><1027 dyne-cm. A cautious conclusion from
these (and several other) modelling experiments, which takes
into account the simplifying assumptions that we have made,
is that the Romanian earthquake had a moment of 2—3 x 1027
dyne-cm. This is somewhat higher than the value 1—2x1027
dyne-cm, inferred by Hartzell (1979) from surface waves. In
view of the uncertainties which enter the moment determination
from both body and surface waves, it is probably not justified
to consider this as an essential disagreement.

A dipole such as dipole 5 is probably a good average focal
mechanism of the Romanian earthquake. For completeness we
give the orientation of this dipole: the pole directions of the
nodal planes have the azimuths 118° and 240°, and the dip
angles 30° and 56°, respectively.

Discussion and Conclusions

The successful modelling of far-field seismograms supports our
interpretation of shock 3 as being due to rupture termination
at the SW end of the fault zone. Thus, the distance of about
50 km between shock 1 and shock 3, found in the master-event
analysis, is a lower limit for the horizontal extent of the rupture
surface. The dimension in the dip direction probably is neither
larger nor much less than the horizontal dimension. We thus
assume fault dimensions of 60 and 40 km, respectively, giving
a rupture area of about 2,400 km2. A rupture surface of this
size falls well within the aftershock volume of the earthquake,
as determined by Fuchs et al. (1979). For a moment value of
2.5 x 1027 dyne-cm and a rigidity of 7.0 >< 1011 dyne/cm2 in the
focal zone we then obtain an average dislocation of about 2.2 m.
If we apply the well-known formula for the stress drop on a
circular dislocation we find a stress-drop estimate of 52 bar.

Hartzell (1979) studied the accelerograms of the Romanian
earthquake, recorded at Bucharest, and compared the displace-
ment records, obtained by integration, with theoretical seismo-
grams, calculated for three different types of source models.
His line-source model, consisting of a linear array of 11 point
sources which are triggered successively over 13 s, comes closest
to our rupture model, since the time during which the moment
of the earthquake is built up is about the same as in our model.
It appears possible that long-period, far-field seismograms calcu-
lated for this model (after a change in the orientation of the
line source) resemble observed seismograms. Hartzell’s one-point
source models, however, correspond to a rupture duration of
onyl about 1 3. These models are able to explain the periods
and pulse duration of the Bucharest displacement records, but
the long-period far-field seismograms of the earthquake defini-
tely cannot be modelled by them. The same is true for a two-point
source model by which Hartzell tries to represent in a simple
way the multiple nature of the earthquake. The second source,
which has the opposite polarity of the first and radiates about
15 s later, is thought to model the termination of rupture (which,
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in actuality, it does not do: it models a second, separate and
complete earthquake). Since its strength is only 1/4 of the
strength of the first source, the additional radiation does not
essentially change the seismograms of the one-point source model.

In conclusion, if we try to combine Hartzell’s results and
ours, it seems possible that a line-source model made up by
a pointshear dislocation, moving horizontally over a distance
of 50 km from NE to SW with a velocity of about 3.7 km/s,
can be found which explains the main features of both near-field
and far-field seismograms. The orientation of the shear disloca-
tion and the moment release as functions of time are constrained
by our results, but there appears to be enough freedom left
in these quantities for a successful modelling of the near-field
seismograms.
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Abstract. A simple iterative inversion method for MT and
DC data, which is a significant improvement of the usual
automatic trial and error process, is presented. The basic idea
has long been used, i.e. inversion using approximate solution
and exact forward computation for check of fit. In the new
version the iterations are performed in the resistivity vs.
depth domain instead of the apparent resistivity vs. frequency
in MT or apparent resistivity vs. electrode separation in DC
soundings. This modification totally avoids the appearance of
the physically meaningless solutions which are a major ob—
stacle in the common iterative procedure. Thus a sufficiently
good fit is always reached after only a few iterations. As in all
similar inversion methods, a solution consists of as many
layers as the number of sampled points. The number of layers
may be reduced by various methods. A simple interactive
method for the reduction of number of layers, which was
found very useful, is presented. It is based on an approximate
solution which enables the simultaneous creation of a wide
range of equivalent sections from the original multilayered
section derived in the inversion process. The new inversion
and reduction of layers procedures can be easily programmed.
They have been applied to synthetic as well as on numerous
field soundings and were found to be powerful in the in-
terpretation of field surveys.

Key words: Inversion — Magnetotellurics —— Direct current
resistivity soundings

Introduction

A quantitative interpretation of magnetotelluric and direct
current field data is still the most problematic and critical
step in magnetotelluric (MT) and DC resistivity surveys.
Since two and three dimensional interpretation is not rou—
tinely possible for practical reasons, a one-dimensional in-
terpretation is the most which may be expected from the
exploration geophysicists who handle a large number of
soundings.

Anyone who has tried to carry out an interpretation
based on a purely automatic process will probably agree that
such interpretation is often very far from being conclusive
and realistic. The reason for the discrepancy between true
resistivities and the derived one, apart from inhomogeneity, is
in the existence of a wide range of equivalent solutions which

Offprint requests to: D. Loewenthal

are indistinguishable for geoelectrical methods. Thus it seems
reasonable to derive some basic multilayered section which
fits the field data sufficiently well and then to create a wide
range of equivalent sections from which the most suitable
section may be chosen (with the aid of additional geological
data).

Two main automatic inversion methods for MT and DC
data are widely used. One of them is based on least mean
square fitting technique (Wu 1968; Patrick et al. 1969; Inman
et al. 1973). The other one is an iterative method based on
approximate (asymptotic) inversion (Maillet 1947; Berdi-
chevsky 1965; Bostick 1977) and an exact forward compu-
tation for comparison of the solution with the data (Zohdy
1973, 1975; Chaipayungpun and Landisman 1977).

The least mean square technique is based on the genera—
lized linear inverse theory. This method requires the exhaus-
tive computation of all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the system matrix. By introducing logarithmic variables, con-
trolling the eigenvalue cut-off and looking at the eigenvectors,
equivalences are detected.

The second method seems to be very attractive since it fits
exactly the given set of data without any need for an initial
guess. The disadvantage of this method, when used in the
usual way, is in the appearance of physically meaningless
solutions such those that include negative resistivities or
negative thicknesses. The modification of the original scheme,
made in order to avoid this problem (Zohdy 1973; Chai-
payungpun and Landisman 1977), usually results in loss of
accuracy.

An improved algorithm, suitable for the inversion of MT
apparent resistivity and DC Kernel function curves, is pre—
sented. This algorithm is absolutely free from physically
meaningless resistivities and thicknesses and always leads to a
high degree of accuracy. The algorithm is based on fitting of
resistivity-depth curves, which are a product of asymptotic
inversion, instead of apparent resistivity curves.

The number of layers derived in the inversion process is
equal to the number of sampled points. In order to get a
useful solution, the number of layers must be reduced. This
may be done by an automatic method (Zohdy 1975), but a
simple and more powerful technique is presented here. This
technique, also based on the asymptotic equations, allows not
only a reduction in the number of layers, but also the simul-
taneous creation of a wide range of equivalent sections with-
out significant loss of accuracy. The use of this technique
permits the inclusion of all available geological and geophysi—
cal data, thus leading to the best possible subsurface section.

0340-062X/82/0050/0151/$ 01.60
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Fig. 1. MT apparent resistivity curves computed for a single layer
(1 ohm-m) 100m thick, underlayed by an ideal conducting (curve a)
and an ideal insulating (curve b) half space

The algorithms for inversion and for reduction of the
number of layers were applied to a large number of synthetic
and field examples. Our experience shows that the interpre-
tation procedure which is described in this paper is very
useful due to simplicity, the consistent, meaningful results and
its almost negligible cost.

Approximate (Asymptotic) Expressions
for Inversion of MT and DC Curves

The idea of deriving an approximate solution by computing
apparent resistivity as a point of intersection of two low
frequency asymptotes, was originally introduced by Bostick
(1977) for an inversion of MT data, assuming a continuous
change of resistivity with depth. Using the same method,
similar asymptotic solutions for discrete changes of resistivity
may be derived. The same approach may be extended to the
case of DC and thus the nature of the expressions used by
Zohdy (1973, 1975) for the inversion of Schlumberger ap-
parent resistivity curves can be clarified.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate MT apparent resistivity and DC
Kernel function curves for a single layer (p=1.0 ohm—m, h
= 100 m) overlaying a perfect conductor (curve a) or a perfect
insulator (curve b). One can see that the apparent resistivity
(Kernel function for DC) values at frequencies higher than
the frequency of intersection for both low frequency asymp-
totes are only slightly affected by an infinite change in
resistivity of the half—space. Furthermore, at the frequency of
the asymptotes intersection, the corresponding apparent re-
sistivity (Kernel function) values appear to be a reasonable
single-value, central estimate of the small range of values,
over which the exact apparent resistivity varies in response to
all possible changes in the underlying half-space conductivity.
Thus it may be assumed that it is almost independent of
underlying structure as well. Therefore, at any frequency the
apparent resistivity value can be approximately presented as
a common value of both low frequency asymptotes.

Starting with a well known recursive formula for direct
computation of electromagnetic impedance over a one dimen-
sional layered earth (Word et al. 1970), asymptotic ex-
pressions for apparent resistivity (pap) are derived:
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N—l 2

and
limO

œpap=l/[u ( Z hj/pj) ], for a layered medium
w—> '=1

overlaying a perfect insulator (pN ——> oo).
As usual, (0 denotes the frequency )1 is the permeability, j is
the layer numbered from the tOp and N is the number of
layers.

Combining those asymptotic expressions, we get a system
of equations which make possible an approximate compu-
tation of MT apparent resistivity in terms of sub-surface
parameters :

p„p(w„)=uw (Z hj)2
J=1

p„„(w„)= 1 / [#60 (Z hj/pj)2]
1:1

(1)

where n is the deepest layer (it may be a fraction of a layer as
well) which still affects th apparent resistivity at frequency
œN.

Slightly modifying and introducing D": Z h]. — the depth
to the (n+1)—th layer: J= 1

Dn =(pa,,(wn)/#wn)1’2

pap(w„)=D„ / (Z hj/pj). (2)
J=1

Equation (2) was originally derived by Jain (1966) using sim-
ple physical concepts. The expression found here for Dn is
just l/fl of the homogeneous earth skin depth and is close
to two-thirds of the skin depth experimentally found and used
by Jain.

n—l

Since Z hj/pj=Dn_1/pap(œn_1) and hna—D„_1, con-
j=1

venient expressions for approximate inversion of MT ap-
parent resistivity curves can be derived from Eq. (2) (a de-
creasing order of frequencies is assumed):

./( 1 r 1 >Pn=n —
l/pap(œn) (OHM pap CUn_1) wn—lnu

h
=pap(wn) _pap(œn—— 1)

’

mm“ œn—ll'l'

(3)
n=2, ...,N.
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p1=pap(co1) and h1=]/p„p(a)1)/ua)1 are obtained from (1).
hN, being the thickness of a half space, is meaningless, and is
required only for the computation of the last resistivity pN.

The number of layers derived by this method is equal to
the number of sampled points. This does not mean that it is
the actual number of layers since such a layer may be only a
fraction of a real geological layer.

The depth to the n-th layer depends on pap(a)„) and can
only. Therefore, it is possible to invert independently separate
parts of the apparent resistivity curves. This property is most
significant when, due to a poor signal to noise ratio, the
apparent resistivity data is not continuous over a wide fre—
quency band, but rather consists of a few discrete data seg-
ments.

Assuming a continuous change of resistivity with depth
and using the same asymptotic expressions, it is possible to
derive a similar set of equations for MT apparent resistivity
data inversion (Bostick 1977):

D
z]

/pap(w),
am

1 — d(10g pap(w)/d(log w)
1 + d(log pap(w)/d(log w)'p = pap(a>)

The asymptotic expressions for DC Kernel function are
derived from direct computation recursive formula:

N — 1

lim T/Â= Z pjhj for a layered medium overlaying a con-
Ä—+0 j: 1

ducting half space (pN —+O) and
N — 1

lim AT: 1 / ( Z hj/pj) for a layered medium overlaying a
Â—-> 0 j: 1

perfect insulator (pN —> oo).
Combining the asymptotic expressions we get a system of

equations which makes possible an approximate computation
of DC Kernel function values in terms of sub—surface parame-
ters:

T(Ân)=Ân Z pjhj
j=1

m") = 1 / (in É hj/pJ.) .
(4)

n—l n—l

From Eq.(4), using 2 pj J.=T(Àn_1)/Àn_1 and Z hj/pj
“=1 j=1J

=1/(T(/l,,_1)-/ln_1), convenient expressions for the inversion
of DC Kernel function curves are derived:

h" Zi/(T/(ijn)
—

Tilt—11)) (ÀnT1(/1n)_ ‚1„_ 1 7}(Ä„_ 1))

pn =l/ (Tim ‘ Tit—11)) (2,. via.) _ 2H gün— 1))n

p1=T1 and h1 =1//l1 are obtained from (4).
Similar expressions were used by Zohdy (1975) in the

inversion of Schlumberger DC apparent resistivity curves (but
with apparent resisitivity instead of Kernel function). The
SIOpes of the Kernel function are limited by i 1, whereas the
slopes of DC apparent resistivity curves may exceed —1.
Thus the use of expression (5), which is well suiled to kernel
curve inversion, in the inversion of apparent resistivity curves,
requires certain modifications (Zohdy 1973, 1975).
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Inversion of MT‘ Apparent Resistivity
and DC Kernel Curves by an Iterative Process

The expressions for MT and DC curve inversion derived in
the previous section represent a low frequency approxima-
tion. There will be an inherent discrepancy between the orig-
inal curves and the curves computed by an exact forward
computation for the approximately derived resistivity section.
Furthermore, the approximate multi-layered section includes
almost gradual changes of resistivity instead of well defined
interfaces.

It was shown by Zohdy (1973, 1975) for DC, and by
Chaipayungpun and Landisman (1977) for MT, that improv-
ing the accuracy of the asymptotic method is possible by an
iterative process based on the same asymptotic expressions.
The most serious limitation of these proposed methods is that
they produce slopes which exceed the range of —1 to +1 and
thus lead to meaningless solutions. The modifications of the
original iterative process scheme, introduced by Zohdy (1973,
1975) and Chaipayungpun and Landisman (1977) in order to
avoid the above mentioned problem, may result in a signifi-
cant loss of accuracy or an inability to converge.

In an effort to avoid unreasonable slopes and the prob-
lems which they create, a new algorithm has been developed.
The proposed algorithm is based on the existence of a one-to-
one correspondence between the apparent resistivity (MT)
and Kernel function (DC) curves or resistivity sections and
the corresponding approximate resistivity sections derived
using the asymptotic solutions. This fact enables us to com-
pare and fit these resistivity sections instead of apparent
resistivity curves.

Since approximate resistivity sections for DC soundings
are computed from Kernel function values, the low resolving
power of Kernel function curves for a C-type (p1>p2>p3)
and certain HK-type (p1>p2<p3>p4) sections is inherent in
corresponding approximate resistivity sections and may result
in a final solution which fits the Kernel function curve well
but does not necessarily fit the apparent resistivity curve.
Therefore, as in interpretation in the Kernel domain, the
calculation of apparent resistivity curves for comparison with
the field data is advisable, especially for curves with steeply
descending branches (Zohdy 1975).

Starting with any section, usually with an asymptotic so-
lution for the given apparent resistivity curve, we shall com-
pare the approximate sections corresponding to this particu-
lar section and to the given apparent resistivity curve. We
assume that the disagreement existing between the approxi-
mate sections is close to the disagreement existing between
the exact solutions.

Thus, we are able to change, step by step, the previous
guess toward the exact solution. Resistivity and thickness
values are compared and modified, using a logarithmic scale,
so that negative values are avoided. The different steps for the
proposed method are as follows:

1. From the given apparent resistivity curve pZ'p(a)i), i
=1‚2‚...,n, where i is the index number of each sample,
using asymptotic expressions, compute the corresponding re-
sistivity section p2", h'i", i=1, 2, ...,n. In order to preserve the
one-to-one correspondence existing between the samples of
apparent resistivity and the segments of the resistivity section,
the samples must be arranged from high frequencies towards
the lower ones, if the layers are counted downwards.

2. Use pg", hg", i=1,2,...,n as pi, hi, i=1,2,...,n - a first
approximation of the true layering.
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3. From pi, hi, i= l, 2, ..., n compute pf,,,(a),.), i=1, 2, ..., n
by exact forward computation.

4. Compare p;p(w) with the given curve pZ‘p(w) at all (0,; if
the requested fit is achieved then p,,h,., i =1,2, ...,n is the
requested solution.

5. If significant disagreement between pf”, and pZ'p still
exists, from p2,,(w), using asymptotic inversion, compute the
corresponding resistivity section pf, h5, i=1, 2, ..., n.

6. Change the values of p, and h, according to the disag-
reement between pf" and pf, h? and hf, i.e. replace log p, by
(log p,- + log pf" — log pf) and log k, by (log 11, +log 11',” —log h‘l?)
for all and use the new values in the next iteraction. Return
to step 3.

All the stages are valid for DC Kernel curve inversion if
pap(a)) is changed to T(/l).

Inversion of MT Data

The proposed method of iterative inversion was applied to a
large number of synthetic and field data. The synthetic ap-
parent resistivity curves were computed using the usual for-
ward computation technique (Word et al. 1970). The iterative
inversion, when used in all practical cases, was found to be
very fast (3 to 5 iterations to get an accuracy better than 3—
5 %), successful and sufficiently accurate. However, in order to
demonstrate the features of this method in the present dis-
cussion we shall look for the usually unreasonable relative
accuracy of 10‘6 and we shall limit the maximum number of
iterations to 300. As will be illustrated, the significant im-
provement occurs after just 3 to 5 iterations. Higher number
of iterations, even if improving the fit, usually lead to
geologically meaningless solutions.

A typical example is presented in Figure 3. When two
samples per decade are used, the convergence is very fast and
the requested accuracy (10“6) is usually achieved after only
20-40 iterations. A problem arises, however, that except for
the sampled points, the accuracy was only slightly improved
when compared to the results of the direct asymptotic in-
version (Fig. 3b). When the apparent resistivity curve is sam-
pled at four points per decade, the accuracy is improved over
all of the curve (Fig. 3c), but the convergence becomes very
slow and the requested fit (10‘6) was not achieved even after
300 iterations.

In Figure4 the corresponding resistivity — depth cross—
sections are presented (wavy line at the bottom of the re-
sistivity profile represents the transition to the homogeneous
half space): derived without iterations (a); after three itera-
tions (b); after 300 iterations (c). The apparent resistivity
curve in this example was sampled at four points over a
decade.
The solution reached after three iterations (Fig. 4b) seems to
be the one most similar to the given subsurface cross-section.
The solution derived after 300 iterations (Fig.4c), which may
be expected to be the best, since the corresponding apparent
resisitivity curve is the closest to the one given , is actually the
worst. Such a correlation indicates that a good fit, with an
accuracy much better than that usually available in field data,
does not guarantee that the solution reached is the real one
rather than one of a wide range of equivalent solutions. This
fact illustrates the limited resolution of the magnetotelluric
method: very simplified solution, like the sections used in this
example, may be found in case of a very complicated geology,
similar to the solution found after 300 iterations.
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Fig. 3a—c. Inversion of synthetic model — error analysis (MT): a
apparent resistivity curve (5 layers); b relative error for rough sam-
pling (2 points per decade); the iterative process was terminated when
the requested accuracy was reached at in the sampled points: c
relative error for increased sampling (4 points per decade); the iter-
ative process was terminated after 300 iterations

For practical purposes, it is customary to derive a simple
solution as a geological model. With this in mind, the so-
lution derived after only a few iterations seems to be suf-
ficient in the sense that both the apparent resistivity and the
resistivity sections are similar to the synthetic ones.

The solution derived using this inversion method consists
of as many layers as there are sampled points. In the next
section, a method of interpretation based on the reduction of
the number of layers is presented.

Reduction of a Number of Layers —
a Practical Approach to the Interpretation of MT Data

A product of 3—5 iterations, such as those presented in
Figure 4b with all of the disadvantages mentioned, usually
cannot be used as a final solution. In its present form the
solution consists of a large number of layers while a geologi-
cal interpretation based on several major lithological layers is
usually needed. Thus, the next step must be a reduction of the
number of layers with a minimal loss of accuracy achieved in
fitting the apparent resistivity curves.

The technique presented in this section is a very simple
one and is based on the same asymptotic expressions used in
the inversion process. This method was found to be a very
effective tool in interpretation, since it makes possible the
inclusion of all the known subsurface information from the
surveyed area.

Let us examine the section derived using the proposed
iterative inversion method. Instead of only a few thick homo-
geneous and geologically justifiable layers, this section con—
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sists of a large number of layers with an almost gradual
change of resistivity from one layer to another (Fig. 4b). If it
is certain that two layers (if no geological data is available,
layers with extreme resistivities may be used) k and I belong
to two neighbouring geological layers, it is necessary to di-
vide and to add (in a certain way) the interlying pseudolayers
k+1, k+2, ..., 1—1 to the layer k and l. Thus, an equivalent
two-layers solution with resistivities pk and p, and corre-
sponding thicknesses hk+Ahk and hl+Ahl will be found for
this part of the multilayered section.

If the resistivities of the two-layer section are defined a
priori, the choice of Ahk and Ahl must be made in such a way
that the corresponding apparent resistivity curve will remain
similar to the one corresponding to the original multilayered
section.

It is clear that if
l—l

Ahk+Ahl= Z hj
j=k+1

Ahk+Ahl If h]. (6)
pk pl j= 1 p)"

the apparent resistivity values, computed using approximate
forward computation expressions (1), will not change at fre-
quencies w1,...,œk,...,wn and the curve will be smoothed
only between wk and col. It was found that even the
exact computed apparent resistivity curves remain almost un-
changed if equalities (6) hold. Consequently, dividing the mul-
tilayered section, using this method, a geologically meaningful
equivalent section can be obtained. If the existence of any
layer with a given resistivity is known, and it does not appear
in the resistivity section produced by the automatic inversion
process, it can be added using a zero thickness at a suitable
depth; through Eq.(6), its interfaces with the neighbouring
layers can then be defined.

Sometimes, negative values for hk+Ahk or hl+Ahl may be
reached. Usually, this happens only when an unsuitable
choice of k and l is made.

Finally, when the requested number of layers is reached, it
is necessary to compute the corresponding apparent resis—
tivity curve and compare it with the given one in order to
guarantee that the final solution remains satisfactory.

In Tablel the possibility for layer number reduction
based on Eq. (6) in the case of a synthetic model is illustrated.
At the first step, a 20-layered section presented in Fig. 4b was
derived by the iterative method. The iterative process was
terminated after three iterations. The relative error reached
in corresponding apparent resistivity curve fitting is presented
in Figure 3c; the errors are less than 2.8% (without itera-
tions —l6.6 %). Using the method described, the number of
layers was reduced to five. Extremely high and low resistivity
values were chosen to represent the actual structure. As seen
from Table4 the derived section is close to the synthetic one.
The fit of the apparent resistivity curve for the final solution
is better than 4.4 %.

A field example is presented in Fig. 5. A good fit of both
apparent resistivity and phase data is evidently reached by
the proposed method.

Inversion and Interpretation
of MT Apparent Resistivity Curves- Summary

As shown above relatively good accuracy may be reached by
the proposed iterative method after only a few iterations. This
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Table 1. Original resistivity model and a resistivity depth section
derived from the computed MT apparent resistivity values using the
proposed inversion routine and layer number reduction scheme

Layer No. 1 2 3 4 5

Synthetic p (ohm—m) 2.00 4.00 0.50 1.00 0.10
model h (m) 170.00 300.00 250.00 1,000.00 —

Derived p (ohm-m) 2.01 5.04 0.43 1.28 0.12
section h (m) 176.78 294.96 211.26 993.28 —
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Fig. 5. Field example for MT apparent resistivity curve fitting

accuracy is only slightly affected by the layer number re-
duction. Thus, the different stages of the proposed inversion
and interpretation process may be summarized as follows:

(a) Sampling of the apparent resistivity curve, 3—4 samples
per decade (not necessarily uniformly spaced); if the data is
noisy, the phase values may be taken into account in order to
define the general shape of the noisy segments more clearlyl.

Since the inversion process does not use phases, the result-
ing phase curve in the presence of noise may be inconsistent
with the field measured data even when sufficient accuracy of
apparent resistivity is reached.

(b) Inversion of the sampled apparent resistivity curve
using the iterative process; from experience, reasonable values
for accuracy requested are 3 to 6%. While trying to improve
accuracy, the number of iterations will essentially increase,
thus leading to very complicated sections which do not allow
any reasonable geological interpretation. For this same rea-
son, the number of iterations must be limited to 7—10 (it was

1 The relation between phases and the slope is given approximately
d log p„p(w) 4by ————=— qS —1 where d) is phase (Bostick 1977)

d logœ 7t
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Fig. 6a—c. Inversion of synthetic model — error analysis (DC): a
apparent resistivity curve (5 layers); b relative error for rough sam—
pling (2 points per decade); the iterative process was terminated when
the requested accuracy was reached at the sampling points; c relative
error for increased sampling (4 points per decade); the iterative
process was terminated after 300 iterations

found that the most significant improvement in the fitting of
apparent resistivity curves occur on just the first few iter-
ations). The requested accuracy may, possibly, not be reached
at several samples. Usually, this occurs when dealing with
very noisy data (it does not happen at all with synthetic
data).

In such a case it would be advantageous to compare the
accuracy reached with the data quality.

(0) Interpretation of the solution using the layer number
reduction technique. All available geological information
must be used at this step in order to obtain a reasonable
solution. The interpretation must be made carefully and the
limited resolution of the MT method must always be consid—
ered.

((1) Finally, it is necessary to compute the apparent re-
sistivity curve corresponding to the final solution in order to
make sure that the derived geological section is consistent
with the measured data.

Inversion of DC Data

The proposed method of iterative inversion was applied to a
large number of synthetic and field measured DC data.

In the following example (Fig. 6), in order to demonstrate
the inversion techniques, the iterative process was terminated
when accuracy better than 10"6 was reached or after 300
iterations. However, in all practical cases the field data qual—
ity is not better than 1 to 5 %. For this level of accuracy to be
reached in the inversion 10 to 20 iterations are usually
sufficient.
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Table 2. Original resistivity model and two possible solutions: a
resistivity depth section A derived from the computed DC kernel
function values and sectionB improved solution based on “known"
resistivity value for the third layer

Layer No. I 2 3 4 - 5

Synthetic p (ohm-m) 10.00 50.00 1.00 20.00 500.00
model h (m) 0.50 3.00 3.00 60.00 —

Derived p (ohm-m) 9.8? 57.49 0.46 2?.95 493.25
section A h (m) 0.51 2.62 1.62 69.96 —

Derived p (ohm-m) 9.87 57.49 1.00 27.95 493.25
section B h (m) 6.51 2.62 3.50 69.88 —

The corresponding resistivity-depth section reached by an
asymptotic inversion is presented in Fig'i'a. The resulting
sections reached after 3 and 300 iteractions are presented in
Fig. 7b and c, respectively. Unlike magnetotellurics, except for
shallow depth, there is a gradual improvement in the result-
ing solution as the number of iterations increases.

Reduction of Number of Layers —
a Practical Approach to the Interpretation of DC Data

The final product of the proposed iterative process usually
cannot be accepted as a final geological section because of
the larger number of layers involved. Therefore, a geological
interpretation based on several major geological units is still
needed.

The technique of layer number reduction, presented for
magnetotellurics, may also be successfully used in DC in-
terpretation. The corresponding expressions resulting form
Eqs. (4) are as follows:

l—l

pkdhk+plflhl= z pihi
i=k+1

9
Ahk Ah! “I it, ()
_._.._..+.__.._= _

pk Ft

The layer number reduction is illustrated in Table 2. First,
a 20-layered section was derived by the iterative inversion
process (300 iterations, see Fig. 7c). The accuracy reached in
the fitting of kernel function curves was better than [15%
(compared with 8% without iterations). The layer number
reduction made by the proposed method only slightly effected
the kernel function values, and for a 5-layered Sect.(A), the
accuracy was better than 1.3 %.

Section B presents a possible choice for improving the
final solution using available data. It can be seen that even
when a good accuracy was reached, a serious, almost 50%
disagreement exists between the third layer of the given sec-
tion and the derived one (Sect. B). In order to improve the
final solution, a lohm-m, zero thickness layer was added at
an apprOpriate depth to the original 20-layered section. Then
the number of layers was reduced using the usual method.
The final solution (B) was consequently improved and is
closer to the given one than section A. The accuracy in the
fitting of the kernel function curves is still better than 1.3 %,
the same as for Sect. A.

The possibility of achieving a good fit to a given set of
data with a number of distinctly different resistivity sections,
illustrates a well known limitation of the DC sounding meth-
od, i.e. the existence of a wide range of equivalent solutions.

i=k+1 pi
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An advantage of the proposed method is the possibility of
easily creating a wide range of equivalent solutions and
choosing the most suitable one. The range of acceptable
solutions may be narrowed down by using the available
geological information, as illustrated in the discussion on
synthetic sounding.

The scheme of inversion and interpretation of DC data is
similar to the one presented for MT. Since the inversion is
made on kernel function values, an appropriate transfor-
mation of the field apparent resistivity data must be done
first (Koefoed 1968; Gosh 1971).

A field example is presented in Fig. 8. The apparent re-
sistivity curve drawn corresponds to the derived resistivity
section and it illustrates the good fit reached by the proposed
method. ‘

Summary

A simple and yet very effective technique for inversion of MT
and DC data, using approximate equations together with
exact forward computation for checking the solutions was
described. This technique was extensively used in interpre-
tation of field MT and DC data. It was found to be very
effective and inexpensive.

The algorithm developed may be programmed easily using
a small amount of computer storage; the computer time
needed for inversion on a large computer is negligible in all
practical cases. When applied on a CDC 6600 computer, in-
version of usual MT and DC curves, i.e. 10 iterations of up to
15 samples lasts about half a second. An additional few milli-
seconds are required for layer number reduction and final
interpretation.
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Abstract. We examine the general non-linear inverse problem
with a finite number of parameters. In order to permit the
incorporation of any a priori information about parameters
and any distribution of data (not only of gaussian type) we
propose to formulate the problem not using single quantities
(such as bounds, means, etc.) but using probability density
functions for data and parameters. We also want our for-
mulation to allow for the incorporation of theoretical errors,
i.e. non-exact theoretical relationships between data and pa-
rameters (due to discretization, or incomplete theoretical
knowledge); to do that in a natural way we propose to define
general theoretical relationships also as probability density
functions. We show then that the inverse problem may be
formulated as a problem of combination of information: the
experimental information about data, the a priori information
about parameters, and the theoretical information. With this
approach, the general solution of the non-linear inverse prob-
lem is unique and consistent (solving the same problem, with
the same data, but with a different system of parameters does
not change the solution).

Key words: Information — Inverse problems — Pattern rec-
ognition — Probability

1. Introduction

Inverse problem theory was essentially developed in geo-
physics, to deal with largely underdetermined problems. The
most important approaches to the solution of this kind of
problem are well known to today’s geophysicists (Backus and
Gilbert 1967, 1968, 1970; Keilis-Borok and Yanovskaya 1967;
Franklin 1970; Backus 1971, Jackson 1972; Wiggins 1972;
Parker 1975; Rietsch 1977; Sabatier 1977).

The minimal constraints necessary for the formulation of
an inverse problem are:

1. The formulation must be valid for linear as well as for
strongly non linear problems.

2. The formulation must be valid for overdetermined as
well as for underdetermined problems.

3. The formulation of the problem must be consistent
with respect to a change of variables. (This is not the case
with ordinary approaches: solving an inverse problem with a
given parameter, e.g. a velocity v, leads to a solution 00;
solving the same problem with the same data but with anoth-
er parameter, e.g. the slowness n=1/v, leads to a solution no.

There is no natural relation between v0 and n0 in ordinary
approaches).

4. The formulation must be general enough to allow for
general error distributions in the data (which may be not
gaussian, asymmetric, multimodal, etc.).

5. The formulation must be general enough to allow for
the formal incorporation of any a priori assumption (posi-
tivity constraints, smoothness, etc.).

6. The formulation must be general enough to incor-
porate theoretical errors in a natural way. As an example, in
seismology, the theoretical error made by solving the forward
travel time problem is often one order of magnitude larger
that the experimental error of reading the arrival time on a
seismogram. A coherent hypocenter computation must take
into account experimental as well as theoretical errors.
Theoretical errors may be due, for example, to the existence
of some random parameters in the theory, or to theoretical
simplifications, or to a wrong parameterization of the prob-
lem.

None of the approaches by previous authors satisfies this
set of constraints. The main task of this paper is to demon-
strate that all these constraints may be fulfilled when for-
mulating the inverse problem using a simple extension of
probability theory and information theory.

To do this we will limit ourselves to the study of systems
which can be described with a finite set of parameters. This
limitation is twofold: first, we will only be able to handle
quantitative characteristics of systems. All qualitative aspects
are beyond the scope of this paper. The second limitation is
that to describe some of the characteristics of the systems
we should employ functions rather than discrete parameters,
as for example for the output of a continuously recording
seismograph, or the velocity of seismic waves as a function
of depth. In such cases we decide to sample the corre-
sponding function.

The problem of adequate sampling is not a trivial one.
For example, if the sampling interval of a seismogram is
greater than the correlation length of the noise (seismic noise,
finite pass-band filter, etc), errors in data may be assumed
to be independent; this will not be true when densifying the
sampling. We explicitly assume in this paper that the discreti-
zation has been made carefully enough, so that densifying the
sampling will only negligibly alter the results.

In the next section we will define precisely concepts such
as parameter, probability density function, information, and
combination of information; in Sect. 3 we discuss the concept
of null information; in Sect. 4 we define the a priori infor-
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mation on a system; in Sect. 5 we define general theoretical
relationships between data and parameters; finally in Sect. 6
we give the solution of the inverse problem. In Sects. 7—10 we
discuss this solution, we examine particular cases, and give a
seismological illustration with actual data.

2. Parameters and Information

Let? be a physical system in a wide sense. By wide sense we
mean that 5’ consists of a physical system strictu senso, plus a
family of measuring instruments and their outputs. We as-
sume that 9’ is a discrete system or that it has been discretized
(for convenience of description or because the mathematical
model which describes the physical system is discrete). In that
case 9 can be described using a finite (perhaps large) set of
parameters X={X1, ...,Xm}; any set of specific values of this
set of parameters will be denoted x={x1, ...,xm}. Each point
x may be named a model ofV. The m-dimensional space 6’"
where the parameters X take their values may be named the
model space, or the parameter space.

When a physical system y can be described by a set X of
parameters, we say that? is parametrizable.

It should be noted that the parameterization of a system
is not unique. We say that two parameterizations are equiva-
lent if they are related by a bijection. Let

X=X(X’) X’=X’(X) (2-1)

be two equivalent parameterizations of Æ We emphasize that
Eqs. (2-1) represent a transformation between mathematically
equivalent parameters and that they do not represent any
relationship between physically correlated parameters. An ex-
ample of equivalent parameters is a velocity v and the corre-
sponding slowness defined by n=1/v. Let us remark that two
equivalent parameterizations of 5’ can also be seen as two
different choices of system of coordinates in 6”".

The degree of knowledge that we have about the values of
the parameters of our system may range from total knowl-
edge to total ignorance. A first postulate of this paper is that
any state of knowledge on the values of X can be described
using a measure density function f(x); i.e. a real, positive,
locally Lebesgue integrable function such that the positive
measure defined by:

m<A>=5 f(X)dx (Ace's (2-2)
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure
defined over 6'". The quantity m(A) is named the measure of
A. If m(g’") is finite then f(x) can be normalized in such a
way that m(8"‘)=1; in that case f(x) is named a probability
density function, m(A) is then noted p(A) and is named the
probability of A.

All through this paper a probability density function will
be noted p.d.f. A measure density function, non normalized or
non normalizable, will simply be named a density function
and noted d.f.

Of course, the form of f(x) depends on the chosen para—
meterization. Let X and X’ be two equivalent parameteri—
zations. As we want the measure m(A) to be invariant, it is
easy to see that there exists a d.f. f’(x’), which is related to
f(x) by the usual formula:

f'(X’) = f (X) - (2-3)ôx’ax‘

stands for the Jacobian of the trans-
ôx’

formation. (It never vanishes for equivalent parameteri-
zations).

Let us define a particular d.f. ,u(x) representing the state of
total ignorance (Jaynes 1968; Rietsch 1977). Often the state
of total ignorance will correspond to a uniform function ‚u(x)
=const., sometimes it will not, as discussed in Sect. 3. We
will assume:

where the symbol

#00750 (2-4)
everywhere in 6'" (In fact this means that we restrict the
space of parameters to the region not excluded by the state of
total ignorance).

We should need a d.f., rather than a p.d.f. when we are
not able to define the absolute probability of a subset A, but
we can define the relative probabilities of two subsets A and
B. The most trivial example is when f(x)=const. and the
space is not bounded.

Two d.f. which differ only by a multiplicative constant will
give the same relative probabilities, and all through this paper
they will be considered identical:

f (x): const. f (x)

If the state of total ignorance corresponds to a p.d.f. p(x),
then the content of information of any p.d.f. f (x) is defined by
(Shannon 1948)

(2-5)

1(f;u)=jf(x)LogÏ—(x—)dx. 2-6#(X) ( )
This definition has the following properties, which are

easily verified:
a) I is invariant with respect to a change of variables:

1(f;#)=1(f’;#’)-
(In Shannon’s original definition of information for con—
tinuous variables the term ‚u(x) in Eq. (6) is missing, so that
Shannon’s definition is not invariant.)

b) Information cannot be negative:

(2-7)

I(f; u) è 0 (2-8)

c) the information of the state of total ignorance is null:

1(u; u)=0 (2-9)
the reciprocal being also true:

1(f;u)=0=f=u. (2-10)
We will say that each p.d.f. (or, by extension, each d.f.)

fix) represents a state of information, which will be noted si.
Let us now set up a problem which appears very often

under different aspects. Its general formulation may be: Let X
be a set a parameters describing some systems”. Let ‚u(x) be a
d.f. representing the state of null information on the system. If
we receive two pieces of information on our system, repre-
sented by the density functions fi(x) and fj(x), how do we
combine fi and fj to obtain a d.f. f (x) representing the final
state of information?

We must first state which kind of combination we wish.
To do this, let us first recall the way used in classical logic to
define the combination of logical pr0positions. If pl. is a logical

i
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proposition, one defines its value of truth v(pi) by taking the
values 1 or O when pi is respectively certain or impossible
(true or false). Let pi and pi be two logical propositions. It is
usual to combine them in order to obtain new propositions,
as for example by defining the conjunction of two prOpo-
sitions, pi A pi (pi and pi) or by defining the disjunction of two
propositions ipi (pi or pi), and so on. The usual way for
defining the result of these combinations is by establishing
their values of truth. For example, the conjunction piApj is
defined by:

0(1);“) = 0
or a v(pi Api)=0. (2-11)

0(pj) =0

For our purposes, we need the definition of the conjunction of
two states of information, SiASj. This definition must be the
generalization to the concept of states of information of the
properties of the conjunction of logical propositions.

We will see later that this definition will allow the so-
lution of many seemingly different problems, in particular it
contains the solution of the general inverse problem as it has
been stated in the preceding section.

Let us note:

f=f.-/\fj
the operation which combines fi and fj (representing two
states of information si and si) to obtain f (representing the
conjunction S=Si/\Sj). The definition must satisfy the follow-
ing conditions:

a) fi A fj must be a d.f. In particular, the content of infor-
mation of fi A fi must be invariant with respect to a change of
parameters, i.e. Eq. (2-3) must be verified.

b) The operation must be commutative, i.e., for any fi and

an»

fi:

fiAfj=fjAfi. (2-13)

c) The operation must be associative; i.e. for any fi, fi and
fk:

fiA(fj/\flc)=(fi/\fj)/\flc
d) the conjunction of any state of information fi with the

null information u must give fi, i.e. must not result in any
loss of information:

flAu=fi.
This equation means that u is the neutral element for the
operation.

e) The final condition corresponds to an extension of the
defining property of the conjunction of logical propositions
(Eq. (2-11)). For any measurable A c6“:

ado

04$

lfidx=0

or <=> j(]’iAfj)dx=0 (2-16)

\ljjdx=0
A

which means that a necessary and sufficient condition for
f, A f; to give a null probability to a subset A is that either fi
0r fi give a null probability for A.

This last condition implies that the measure engendered
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by fiA fi is absolutely continuous with respect to the mea-
sures engendered by fi and fi respectively. Using Nikodym’s
theorem it can be shown (Descombes 1972) that fiA fj may
then necessarily be written in the form:

fiAJC=fi'f,~-‘P(fi,fj)
where <P(fi, fi) is a locally Lebesgue integrable, positive func-
tion. This last condition is strong, because it is valid every-
where in 6’", in particular where fi or fj are null (otherwise
this equation would be trivial).

The simplest choice for (P(fi, fi) in order to satisfy con-
ditions b) and c) is to take it as independent of fi or fi.
Condition d) then imposes:

can

1

u.
(15(J’i,fj)= (2-18)

Condition a) is then automatically verified.
The above discussion suggests then the following defi-

nition:
Let si and sj be two states of information represented

respectively by the d.f.’s fi and fi, let u be a d.f. representing
the state of null information. By definition, the conjunction of
si and si, denoted S=Si/\Sj is a state of information repre-
sented by the d.f. f (x) given by:

oflflzfioran_
an

94%

The d.f. f (x) is not necessarily normalizable, but except in
some ad hoc examples, in most actual problems when one (or
both) of the d.f. fi(x) or fi(x) is normalizable, the d.f. f (x) is
also normalizable, i.e. it is, in fact, a p.d.f.

In the following sections we will show that the Definition
(2-19) allows for a simple solution of general inverse prob-
lems. In the appendix we recall the definition of marginal
p.d.f.’s, we show that the conditional p.d.f. can be defined as a
particular case of conjunction of states of information, and
demonstrate the Bayes theorem (which is not used in this
work because it is too restrictive for our purposes).

Let us emphasize that, given two states of information si
and si on a system V, the resulting state of information does
not necessarily correspond to the conjunction siAsi. The
conjunction, as defined above, must be used to combine two
states of information only if these states of information have
been obtained independently, as for example, for two inde-
pendent physical measurements on a given set of parameters,
or for combining experimental and theoretical information
(see Sect. 6).

Let us conclude this section by the remark that in our use
of probability calculus we do not use concepts such as ran-
dom variable, realization of a random variable, true value of a
parameter, and so on. Our d.f.’s are interpreted in terms of
human knowledge, rather than in terms of statistical properties
of the Earth. Of course, we accept statistics, and we use the
language of statistics when statistical computations are possi-
ble, but this is generally not the case in geophysical experi—
ments.

3. The Null Information on a System

As the concept of null information is not straightforward, let
us discuss it in some detail and start with some examples.
Assume that our problem consists in the location of an
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earthquake focus from some set of data. Assume also that we
are using cartesian coordinates (X,Y;Z). The question is:
which will be the d.f. „(x‚ y, z) which is least informative on
the location of the focus? The intuitive answer is that the
least informative d.f. will be the one that assigns the same
probability dP to all regions of equal volume dV:

dP=c0nst. dV. (3-1)

Since in cartesian coordinates dV=dx~dy-dz, Eq. (2-2) gives
the solution:

„(x‚ y, z) = const. (3-2)

If instead of cartesian coordinates we use spherical coor-
dinates (R, 6), CD), the null information d.f. „’(r‚9‚(p) may be
obtained from Eq. (3-1) writing the elementary volume d V in
spherical coordinates, dV=r2 »sin 0 - dr - d6 - dcp or from Eq. (3-2)
by means of a change of variables. We arrive at:

„(r‚ 9, qo)=const - r2 'sint) (3-3)

which is far from a constant function. We see in this example
that the d.f. representing the null information need not be
constant.

We will now try to solve a less trivial question. Let V
=|V| be some velocity. Could the null information d.f. „(v)
=c0nst.? To those who are tempted to answer yes, we ask
another question. Let N be some slowness (N =1/V). Could
the null information d.f. a’(n)=const.? Obviously, if „(12) is
constant, „’(n) cannot be, and vice-versa.

To properly define the null information density function
„‚ we will follow Jaynes (1968), who suggested that suitable
density functions are obtained under the condition of in—
variance ofform of the function „ under the transformgroups
which leave invariant the equations of physics (see also
Rietsch, 1977). Clearly, the form of „ must be invariant under a
change of space-time origin and under a change of space—time
scale. To see its consequences let 0 and Ö be two observers
and let (X, Y,Z, T) and (X, Ÿ, 2,7") be their coordinate system.
The fact that observer Ö has chosen a different space-time
origin and scale is easily written in cartesian coordinates:

X=XO+a-X
Ÿ=YO +a Y Î=T0+b-T (3-4)
Ê=ZO+a-Z

where a and b are constants. Thus, by the definition of
velocity:

Idfl—a ldr|_
dî _ b-dt _C v (3-5)ô:

where c=a/b is a new constant. Let „(0) be the null infor-
mation d.f. for O and „(23) be the one of O. From Eq. (3-5)
and Eq. (2-4) we must have:

Ado A— =c - „(c - 0). (3‘6)#0)) =fi(13)- dv
The invariance under transformations (3-4) will be realized if
„ and ,û are the same function, that is:

#(W) = MW) (3-7)
for all w.

From Eqs. (3-6) and (3—7) it follows:

„(v) = c - „(c . v) (3'8)

i.e.

u(v)=°°:Stt (3-9)
This result may appear puzzling to some. Let us ask

which is the form of the null information d.f. for the slowness
N = 1/ V. We readily find:

du
dn

t.= cons . (3_10)
n

M") = 11(1))-

We see that the equivalent parameters V and N have null
information d.f. of exactly the same form. In fact, it was in
order to warrant this type of symmetry between all the pow-
ers of a parameter that Jeffreys (1939, 1957) suggested as-
signing to all continuous parameters X known to be positive a
d.f., representing the null information, of the form const./x.

Some formalisms of inverse problems attempt a definition
of some probabilistic properties in parameters space (com-
putation of standard deviations, etc.). We claim that these
kind of problems cannot be consistently posed without ex-
plicitly stating the null information d.f. „.

In most ordinary cases the choice

„=const. (3-11)

will give reasonable results. Nevertheless we must emphasize
that the solution of the same problem using a different set of
parameters will be inconsistent with the choice of Eq. (3-11)
for representing the state of null information in the new set of
parameters, unless the change of parameters is linear.

4. Data and A Priori Information

Among the set of parameters X describing a system 5’, the
parameters describing the outputs of the measuring instru-
ment are named data and written D=(D1, ...,D,). The rest of
the parameters are then named parameters strictu senso, or,
briefly, parameters, and are written P=(P1,...,Ps). If a par-
tition of X into X=(D, P) is made, then any d.f. on X may be
equivalently written:

f (X) = f(d, P). (4-1)
Let us consider a particular geophysical measurement, for

example, the act of reading the arrival time of a particular
phase on a seismogram. In the simplest case the seismologist
puts all the information he has obtained from his measure-
ment in the form of a given value, say t, and an “un-
certainty”, say at. In more difficult cases, he may hesitate
between two or more values. What he may do, more general-
ly, is to define, for each time interval At on the seismogram,
the probability AP which he assigns to the arrival time t to
be in the interval At. Doing this, he is putting the infor—
mation which he obtains from his measurement into the form
of a probability density function p(t)=AP/At. This p.d.f. can
be asymmetric, multimodal, etc. Extracting from this p.d.f. a
few estimators, such as mean or variance, would certainly
lead to a loss of information, thus we have to take as an
elementary datum the p.d.f. p(t) itself.



Lot us now consider a non-directly measurable parameter
Pm. Some examples of a priori information are: a) We know
only that If; is bounded by two values agpmgb. We will
obviously represent this a priori information by a d.f. which is
null outside the interval and which coincides with the null
information d.f. inside the interval. b) Inequality constraint
ggf}: we take a d.f. null for pa>pfi and equal to the null
information d.f. for p,gp,. c) Some parameters 11;“,
I1”, ‚WEG are Spatially (or temporally) distributed, and
we know that their variation is smooth. Accordingly, we will
represent this a priori information by using a joint d.f.
p(p,,+ l, p,H 2, ..., p3) with the corresponding non-null assumed
correlations (covariances). d) We have some diffuse a priori
information about some parameters. In that case we will
define a priori d.f. with weak limits and large variances. e) We
have no a priori information at all. This a priori information
is then represented by the null information function p.

We see then that we may assume the existence of a
density function:

PIX) = PÜL P) (4-2)
namod the a priori d.f., representing both, the results of
measurements and all a priori information on parameters.

5. Theoretical Relationships

A theoretical relationship is usually viewed as a functional
relation between the values of the parameters:

Für) = F(d, p) = 0. (5—1)
Often the form (5—1) of a functional relationship may be

simplified and may be written (Fig. 1):

d = G(p). (5—2)
This view is too restrictive. In most cases, even if the

value p is given we are not able to exactly compute the
corresponding value of d, because our theory is incomplete,
or because the theory contains some random parameters, or
because we have roughly parametrized the system under
study. In such cases, to be rigorous, we may exhibit not the
value d=G(p) but the probability density function for (1,
given p, i.e. the conditional p.d.f. (Fig. 2):

5'[d | FI)- (5-3)
We will see in Sect. 10 how to display such a conditional

p.d.f. for actual problems.
In all generality, we will assume that any theoretical re-

lationship may be represented by a joint density function:

9(x)=a(d,p). (5-4)
From the definition of conditional probability (see Appen~

dix):

Hid. p) = Std I p) - 9,111) (5-5)
where 8,,(p) is the marginal d.f. for P. In the class of problems
where the simplification (5-2) is used, the theory does not
impose any constraint on P but only in D. Equation (5-5) may
then be rewritten:

Hid... p} = 9(d | p) - m) (5-6)
where Jupui) is the null information d.f.
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Fig. I. An exact theory, viewed as a functional relationship

Fig. 2. Putting “error-bars" on the theoretical relation d =G{p)

The particular case of an exact theory (Eq. (5-2)) ob-
viously corresponds to 6(dlp)=5(d—G(p)) where ô is the Dirac
distribution. So, for an exact theory:

9(d, p) = 5(d - C(11)) ' .upllll- (5-7")
In cases where a rigorous computation of 9(dlp) cannot be

made, but where we have an idea of the theoretical “error-
bar” of, choices of 0(d, p) of a form similar to

9(dlpl=const. exp {à kiwi }T
(5-8)

may be good enough to take into account this theoretical
error..

In any case, we assume that theoretical relationships are
in general represented by the joint density function of Eq. (5-
4) which will be named the theoretical density function.

6. Statement and Solution of Inverse Problems

Let?” be a physical system, and let X be a parametrization of
.99. In Sect. 3 we have defined the density function Jum) ropro-
senting the state of null information on the system. In Sect. 4
we have defined the density function p(x) representing all a
priori information on the system, in particular the results of
the measurements and a priori constraints on parameters. In
Sect. 5 we have defined the density function 6(x) representing
the theoretical relationships between parameters.

The conjunction of p(x) and 6(x) gives a new state of
information, which will be named the a posteriori state of
information. The corresponding d.f. will be denoted nix) and is
given, using Eq. (2-19), by

poo-ax)=— . 6-1am ‚um ( l
To examine inverse problems we separate our set of pa-

rameters X into the subsets X:(D, P) representing data and
parameters strictu sensu reSpectively. Equation (6-1) may then
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be rewritten:

d, =—”l P) um»)
From this equation we may compute the a posteriori

marginal density functions:

(6*2)

d: -ait) J pop) p, (63)
:1, -6d,a,(p)=j__._plà)“; wird (6-4)

Equation (6-4) performs the task of transferring to param-
eters, via theoretical correlations, the information contained
in the data set. This is, by definition, the solution to an
inverse problem (see Fig. 3).

Equation (6-3) solves what could be named a generalized
forward problem.

In most cases the a priori information on D is inde—
pendent from the a priori information on P:

std... p) = pad) - eptp) (6-5)
and the theoretical density function is obtained in the form of
a conditional density function (Eq. (5-6)):

9&1, p) = 9(d I p) - Ml!)- (6-6)
Equation (6-4) may then be simplified to:

field) * 901|?) dd . _usa) (6 7)ami) = 9..t ~l

Fig.3. a The theoretical model is often non exact (simplified, rough
parameterization, etc). We can then introduce the theoretical
relationship between parameters as a density function 0(d,p)
(see Sect.5). b The solution of the problem is then defined by

poo-9(a)o[x]=———-.
MK)

variances for data and great variances for parameters, the marginal
density function op(p) solves an “inverse problem". On the contrary,
if in p(x} the data have large variances and the parameters have
small variances, od(d) solves the “forward problem“

If the a priori density function contains small

If, furthermore, the theoretical relationship may be consid~
ered as exact (i.e. we can write d=G(p)), then using Eq. (5-7).

9(d I p) = 5(d - G(P))- (6-8)
Equation (6-7) may be easily integrated to:

= +pd(G(pJ) _0,.(11) pptp) Mtl)
- (6 9)

This last equation solves the inverse problem for an exact,
non—linear theory with arbitrary a priori constraints on pa-
rameters (pp), and an arbitrary probabilistic distribution of
data (pd).

Returning to the general solution (6—4) let us answer the
question of displaying the information contained in 0pm). If
we are interested in a particular parameter, say P1, all the
information on P1 is contained in the marginal d.f. (Eq. (2-5)):

01(p1)=_fo'p(p)'dp2-dp3-”slips (6'10)

As far as we are interested in the parameter P1 and not in the
correlations between this and other parameters, 01(p1)
exhibits all the available information about P1. For example,
from 01(p1) we can precisely answer questions such as the
probability that PI lies between two values. Alternatively,
from 010),) it is possible to extract the mean value, the me-
dian value, the maximum-likelihood value, the standard de-
viation, the mean deviation, or any estimator we need.

Let us remark that it is possible to compute from the
general solution op(p) the o posteriori mathematical expec-
tation:

E(P)=lp ' a..(p)-dp (6-11)
or the a posteriori covariance matrix:

C=E{(P—E(P))-(P—E(P))T}
= l (P — E(P)) - (p — E(P))TU„(P) d P (6-12}
=lP-PT Uplpldvlpl-EWV-

Estimators such as EtP) and C are similar to what is
obtained in traditional approaches to inverse problems, but
here they can be obtained without any linear approximation.

7. Existence, Uniqueness, Consistency, Robustness, Resolution

In inverse problem theory, it is not always possible to prove
the existence or the uniqueness of the solution. With our
approach, the existence of the solution is merely the existence
of the a posteriori density function o(x) of Eq. (6-1) and
results trivially from the assumption of the existence of p(x)
and 9(x). Of course we can obtain a solution o(x) with some
pathologies (non-normalizable, infinite variance, not unique
maximum likelihood point, etc), but the solution is the a
posteriori density function, with all the pathologies it may
present.

Consistency is warranted because Eq. (6-1) is consistent,
i.e. the function o(x) is a density function. Let us suppose
again that we use velocity as a parameter and obtain as
solution the d.f. 0(a), then using the same data in the same
problem (with the same discretization) but using slowness as
parameter we obtain as a solution the d.f. 0'01}. Since Eq. (6-
1) is consistent, o’(n) will be related to 0(a) by the usual
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formula (2-3) a’(n)=a(v)- : a’(n) and 0(12) represent exactly
dv
dn

the same state of information.
In those approaches where all the information contained

in the data is condensed into the form of central estimators
(mean, median, etc.), the notion of robustness must be care-
fully examined if we suspect that there may be blunders in
the data set (Clearbout and Muir, 1973). In our approach, the
suspicion of the presence of blunders in a data set may be
introduced using long-tailed density functions in pd(d), de-
creasing much more slowly than gaussian functions as, for
example, exponential functions. Our experience shows that
with such long-tailed functions, the solution 0p(p) is rather
insensitive to one blunder.

The concept of resolution must be considered under two
different aspects: to what extent a given parameter has been
“resolved” by the data? and what is the “spatial resolution”
attained with our data set?

For the first aspect, let us consider a parameter Pi whose
value does not influence the values of the data. This means
that the theoretical density function 6(d, p) does not depend
on Pi. Even in this case we can obtain a certain amount of
information on this parameter, if the other parameters are
resolved by the data, and if the a priori density function pp(p)
introduces some correlation between parameters. Further—
more, let us assume that no correlation is introduced by
pp(p) between Pl. and the other parameters. This is the worst
case of non-resolution we can imagine for a parameter. Under
these assumptions Eq. (6—7) can be written:

9(dIQ)0„(P) = ‚GI-(Pi) - pq(q) ' f p(d) - —- dd (7- 1)
Md)

where q is the vector (p1‚...,pi_1‚pi+ 1, ...,ps). After inte—
gration over the set of q, we find (dropping the multiplicative
constant):

0,-(p.) = Mp.) (7-2)
which means that for a completely unresolved parameter, the
a posteriori marginal density function equals the a priori one.
The more ai(pi) differs from pi(pi), the more the parameter Pi
has been resolved by the data set.

The concept of spatial resolution applies to a different
problem: Assume that Pi,..,13 form a set of parameters spa-
tially (or temporally) distributed as for example when the
parameters represent the seismic velocities of successive geo-
logic layers (or values from the sampling of some continuous
geophysical record). Assume that we are not interested in
obtaining the a posteriori d.f. for each parameter, but only
the a posteriori mean values, as given by Eq. (6-11). There are
two reasons for E(P) to be a smooth vector (i.e. to have small
variations between consecutive values E(P‚.) and E(B+1). The
first reason may be the type of data used; it is well known for
instance that long period surface wave data only give a smooth-
ed vision of the Earth. The second reason for obtaining a
smoothed solution may simply be that we decide a priori to
impose such smoothness introducing non null a priori co-
variances in pp(p) (see Sect. 4).

This question of spatial resolution has been clearly point-
ed out, and extensively studied by Backus and Gilbert (1970).
From our point of view, this problem must be solved by
studying the a posteriori correlations between parameters.
From Eq. (6-12):

Cijsi‘pj'0(Piapj)'dpi'dpj—E(pi)'E(pj)‘ (7'3)
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Fig. 4. Rows (or columns) of the a posteriori covariance matrix
showing both the length of spatial resolution and the a posteriori
variance of the parameter

If, for a given j, we plot the “curve” CU versus i we
simultaneously obtain information on the a posteriori vari-
ance of the parameter (Cii) and the spatial resolution (the
length of correlation) (see Fig. 4).

In applications of Backus and Gilbert’s point of view on
inverse problems it is usual to study the trade-off between
variance and resolution in order to choose the desired so-
lution. In our approach, such a trade-off also exists: modify-
ing the a priori variances or a priori correlations of parame-
ters (in p(p)) results in a change of the a posteriori variances
and resolutions. But, in our opinion, the a priori information
on the values of parameters, as contained in p(p), must not be
stated in order to obtain a pleasant solution, but in order to
closely correspond to the actual a priori information.

8. Computational Aspects

For linear problems, all the integrations of Sect. 6 can often
be performed analytically, and the most general solution can
sometimes be reached easily (see for example the next sec-
tion). Linear procedures may of course be used to obtain
adequate approximations for the solution of weakly non-
linear problems.

For non-linear problems, the solution is less straightfor-
ward. Often the integrations in Eq. (6-4) or (6—7) can be
performed analytically, no matter what the degree of non—
linearity (see for example Sect. 10). The computation of the
density of probability ap(p) at a given point p then involves
mainly the solution of a forward problem. If the number of
parameters is small we can then explicitly compute the mar—
ginal p.d.f. for each one of the parameters, using agrid in the
parameter space ordinary methods of numerical integration.
If the number of parameters is great, Monte-Carlo methods
of numerical integration should be used. The possibility of
conveniently solving non-linear inverse problems will then
depend on the possibility of solving the forward problem a
large enough number of times. Let us remark that if we are
not able to compute the marginal p.d.f. for each one of the
parameters of interest, we can limit ourselves to the com-
putation of mean values and covariances (Eqs. 6-11 and 6—12).

In problems where the solution of the forward problem is
so costly that either the explicit computation of the density of
probability in the parameter space and the computation of
mean values and covariances cannot be performed in a rea-
sonable computer time, we suggest to restrict the problem to
the search of the maximum likelihood point in the parameter
space (point at which the density of probability is maximum).
This computation is often very easy to perform, and classical
methods can be used for particular assumptions about the
form of the p.d.f.’s representing experimental data and a
priori assumptions on parameters. For example, it is easy to
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see that with gaussian assumptions, the search of the maxi-
mum likelihood point simply becomes a classical least-
squares problem (Tarantola and Valette, 1982). With exponential
assumptions, the search of the maxima likelihood point be-
comes a Ll-norm problem (which shows that the exponential
assumption gives a result more robust than the gaussian one).
With the use of step functions, the a posteriori p.d.f. in the
parameter space is constant inside a given bounded domain.
The point of this domain the maximizes some function of the
parameters can be reached using the linear (or non-linear)
programming techniques. We see thus that ordinary methods
for solving parameterized inverse problems can be deduced as
particular cases of our approach, and we want to emphasize
that such methods should only be used when the explicit
computation of the density of probability in the parameter
space or the non-linear computation of mean values and
covariances would be too much time consuming.

9. Gaussian Case

Since the gaussian linear problem is widely used, we will
show how the usual formulae may be derived from our re-
sults.

By gaussian problem we mean that the a priori density
function has a gaussian form for all parameters:

p<x>=exp{—%(x—xo>T Cal-(x—xo» (9-1)
where x0 is the a priori expected value and C0 is the a priori
covariance matrix.

By the linear problem we mean that if the theory may be
assumed to be exact, the theoretical relationship between
parameters takes the general linear form:

F . x =0. (9-2)

On the other hand, if theroretical errors may not be neglect-
ed, we assume that the theoretical density function also has a
gaussian form:

6<x)=exp{——:—(F-x)T-C;1.<F-x)} (9-3)
where the covariance matrix CT describes theoretical errors
(and tends to vanish for an exact theory).

We finally assume that for the parameters chosen, the null
information is represented by a constant function:

u(x) = const. (9'4)

The a posteriori density function (Eq. 6-1) is then given
by:

0(X) = p(X) - 9(X)
=€XP{-%[(X-Xo)T°C61°(X-Xo)+xT FT'CFI F-XJ} (9-5)

and after some matrix manipulations (see appendix) we ob-
tain:

a<x> =exp{ —%<x —x.,.)‘r C;1-(x —x...)} (9-6)
where:

x*=P-x0, (9-7)

C* =P - C0 (9-8)

and:

P=I—Q <9-9)
Q=CO-FT-(F.CO-FT+CT)”1 F.

Equation (9-6) shows that the a posteriori density function
is gaussian, centered in x* and with the covariance matrix
C .*

If theoretical errors may be neglected, i.e. if Eq. (9-2)
holds, we just dr0p the term CT in Eq. (9-9) to obtain the
corresponding solution.

To compare our results to those published in the litera-
ture, let us assume that the separation of X into the sets D
and P is made:

C
X: [d] X0: [do]

X*=
[d*] CO: [Cdd dp]. (9-10)

P p0 pa: d CPP

We also assume that Eq. (9-2) simplifies to:

d
F-x=[I—G]-[p]=d——G-p=0. (9-11)

Substituting Eqs. (9-10, 11) in Eqs. (9-7, 8, 9) we obtain the
solution published by Franklin (1970) for the parametrized
problem, which was obtained using the classical least squares
approach. Our equations (9-7, 8, 9) are more compact than
those of Franklin because we use the parameter space 5'", and
more general because we allow theoretical errors CT.

Let us emphasize that in traditional approaches x* is
interpreted as the best estimator of the “true” solution and C*
is interpreted as the covariance matrix of the estimator. Our
approach demonstrates that the a posteriori density function
is gaussian, and that x* and C* are, respectively, the center
and the dispersion of the density function.

The results shown here only apply to the linear least
squares problem. For the non-linear problem, the reader
should refer to Tarantola and Valette (1982).

10. Example with Actual Data: Hypocenter Location

The data for a hypocenter location are the arrival times of phases
at stations. The basic unknowns of the problem are the spatio-
temporal coordinates of the focus. Some of the parameters
which may be relevant to the problem are: the coordinates of
seismic stations, the parameters describing the velocity model,
etc. We will assume that the coordinates of the stations are
accurately enough known to treat them as constants and not
as parameters. The parameters describing the velocity model
would be taken into account if we were performing a simul-
taneous inversion for hypocenter location and velocity de-
termination, but this is not the case in this simple illustration.

In the example treated below we will then consider the
parameters of the velocity model as constants, and we will
assume that the only effect of our imprecise knowledge of the
medium is not to allow an exact theoretical computation of
the arrival times at the stations from a known source. Let:

t=g(X, Y, Z, T) (10-1)

be the theoretical (and not exact) relationship between arrival
times and the spatio-temporal coordinates of the focus, de-
rived from the wave propagation theory and the velocity
model. Let CT be a covariance matrix which is a reasonable
estimation of the errors made when theoretically computing
the arrival time at stations from a source at (X, Y, Z). If we
assume that the theoretical errors are gaussian, the theoretical
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relationship between data and parameters will be written:

9(t, Y, Z, T)
=6Xp{-%[t—g(X,Y,Z,T)]T-Cf1-[t-g(X,Y,Z,Tfl} (10-2)
which correspond to Eq. (5-8).

The next simplifying hypothesis is to assume that our data
possess a gaussian structure. Let tO be their vector of mean
values and Ct, their covariance matrix:

p<t>=exp{—%(t—to)TYC.-1-(t—to)}. (10-3)
As all our data and parameters consist in cartesian space-

time coordinates, the null information function is constant
and need not be considered (see Sect. 3).

The a posteriori density function for parameters is directly
given by Eq. (6-7) and after analytical integration we obtain
(see appendix):

0(X, Y, z, T) = p(X, Y, Z, T)
' CXp{ _%(t0 — g(X9 Y: Z, T))T (Ct + CT)_

1 ° (t0 _ g(X9 Y9 Z9 T)»

(10-4)
The a posteriori density function (10-4) gives the general

solution for the problem of spatio-temporal hypocenter lo-
cation in the case of gaussian data. We emphasize that this
solution does not contain any “linear approximation”

We are sometimes interested in the spatial location of the
quake focus, and not in its temporal location. The density
function for the spatial coordinates is obtained, of course, by
the marginal density function:

+oo
0(X, Y, Z) = j a(X, Y, Z, T) dT

—oo

(10—5)

where we integrate over the range of the origin time T.
Classical least squares computations of hypocenter are

based on the maximization of a(X, Y, Z, T). It is clear that if
we are only interested in the spatial location we must maxim-
ize 0(X, Y,Z) given by (10-5) instead of maximizing
a(X, Y,Z, T). Let us show how the integration in (10-5) can be
performed analytically.

We will assume that while we may sometimes have a
priori information about the spatial location of the focus
(from tectonic arguments, or from past experience in the
region, etc.) it is generally impossible to have a priori infor-
mation (independent from the data) about the origin time T.
We will thus assume an a priori density function uniform on
T:

p(X, Y,Z,T)=p(T)°p(X, Y,Z)=p(X, Y,Z) (10-6)
The computed arrival time at a station i, gi(X, Y, Z, T) can

be written:

n. Y,Z, T)=h,.(X, Y,Z)+T (10-7)
where h,- is the travel time between the point (X, Y, Z) and the
station i.

With (10-6) and (10-7), Eq. (10-5) can be integrated (see
appendix) any yields:

0(X,Y,Z)=K p(X‚Y‚Z)
-exp{ —%[EO —E(X, Y, Z)]T- P [to —E(X, Y, Z)]}. (10-8)

Ilere

P=(C,+CT)- 1 (10—9)
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Table 1. Coordinates of stations (km), arrival times and errors (3)

Station x y z ï at

1 49.58 9.54 —O.80 13.35 0.02
2 48.07 7.74 — 0.80 13.30 0.02
3 49.67 4.22 — 1.50 13.79 0.02
4 52.34 14.37 — 0.30 13.70 0.02
5 43.17 5.70 — 0.80 13.90 0.02
6 46.79 17.87 — 0.30 14.35 0.02
7 48.82 — 1.87 —0.90 14.20 0.10
8 33.31 8.72 —0.60 15.41 0.02
9 23.10 9.54 — 0.50 17.09 0.02

10 13.42 15.30 —0.40 19.00 0.10
11 — 2.19 11.41 —1.20 18.73 0.02

is a “ weight matrix”,

pizzPij (10—10)
j

are “weights”, and

(10-11)K=Zpi=ZPij.
l l]

Moreover, fio is the observed arrival time minus the weighted
mean of observed arrival times,

itl)
zgzzg— J
i
j

(10—12)

and ll‘(X, Y, Z) is the computed travel time minus the weight-
ed mean of computed travel times

Zia-h”
l’liz‘hi— J

2P1
'

J

(10—13)

(Note that CT may depend on (X, Y,Z) and therefore PU, pi,
and K also.)

Equation (10-8) gives the general solution for the spatial
location of a quake focus in the gaussian case.

Table 1 shows the observed arrival times and their stan-
dard deviation. We have assumed that the theoretical errors
are of the form:

(10—14)2 10.2.,-[CT(XaYaZ)]ij=0T'exp _î A2

where DU. is the distance between the station i and the station
j, 0T is some theoretical error, and A is the correlation length
of errors (the wavelength or the length of lateral heteroge-
neities of the medium). By comparison of the layered model of
velocities for the Western Pyrenees (Gagnepain et a1. 1980)
with data from refraction profiles (Gallart 1980) we have
chosen 0T=O.2s and A =0.1 km.

We also assumed that no a priori information is known
about the epicenter, but that we know that the depth of the
hypocenter is greater than —0.5 km (the mean topography):

1 if Zè—Ofikm 1-
0 if Z<—0.5km. ( 015)p(X‚Y‚Z)=p(Z)={

We have then computed numerically from (10-8) the a
posteriori marginal density functions for the epicenter and for
the depth:
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Fig. 5a and b. Results of the inverse problem of hypocenter com-
putation. a shows the position of the stations and the probability
density function obtained for the epicentral coordinates. b shows the
computer output. Curves are visual interpolations
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Fig. 6. The probability density function for depth. The layered ve-
locity model is also shown. Note the existence of a secondary maxi-
mum likelihood point *

+—ï

taxi”): j mxmzmz, (10-16)
-—0.5kni

am: j ex j Max:112). (10—17)

The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
We have also computed mean values and variances. The

corresponding results are, in the local frame of Fig. 5:

E(X)=51.? km a,=1.5 km
air): 13 km a,:0.9 km
5(2): 5.6 km 52:2.1 km.
We wish to make the following remarks about these results.

First, they have been obtained exactly without the use of
linear approximations. We have used numerical integration
instead of matrix algebra and the computation of partial
derivatives. The results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 represent the
most general knowledge which can be obtained for the hy-
pocenter coordinates from the arrival times, from the given
velocity model, and from the given theoretical model (of wave
propagation).

Since the velocity model is discontinuous in Z the a
posteriori density functions have discontinuities in slope, as it

a n__
'I' '-

Z

Fig. 7. Example of discontinuity of slope leading to oscillations in
maximum likelihood algorithms. The effect will be an artificial accu-
mulatiOn at the interfaces between layers

is clearly seen in Fig. 6 for rI(Z). To the extent that the
discontinuities in the velocity model are artificial, the discon-
tinuities of slope are of course also artificial. From Fig. 6 it is
easy to visualize some of the problems which may affect the
maximum likelihood approach. If the discontinuity of slope is
similar to the one at 5km depth, we will have secondary
maxima. We can also have a discontinuity of slope of the
type drawn in Fig. 7. In that case, algorithms searching for
the maximum likelihood point will oscillate arount the point
of slope discontinuity, leading to the well-known artificial
situation in which hypocenters accumulate at the interface
between layers of constant velocity.

11. Conclusion

Our informational approach to probability calculus allows us
to formulate inverse problems in such a way that all neces-
sary constraints (see Sect. 1) are satisfied. Essentially, we
propose to work with the probability density functions for
parameters rather than with central estimators, as it is usually
done

The general solution of inverse problems is expressed by
the simple formula (6-1). We emphasize that inverse problems
cannot be correctly stated until the three density functions
p(x) (data and a priori information about parameters), 9(x)
(theory and theoretical errors), and Mx) (null information)
have been precisely defined.

We have demonstrated that the ideas developed in this
paper give new insights into the oldest and best know inverse
problem in geophysics: the hypocenter location. Of course
out theory also applies to more difficult inverse problems.
The only practical limitation comes from problems where the
solution of the forward problem is very time-consuming and the
number of parameters is high.
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Appendix

Some Remarks on Probability Cnicuius

Let X be a parametrization of a physical system .9" and let X,
={Xl ,...,X,} and X"={X,+,,...,X,,,} be a partition of X. For any
p.d.f. f(x)=f(xl,x") we can define the marginal p.d.f.

fl(xl) = lflxia xu) (1i-

The interpretation of this definition is as follows: if we admit that
f(xl,x") represents all the knowledge that we possess on the whole
set of parameters and if we disregard the parameters X”, then all the
information on X, is contained in f,(x,).

(A-n
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The conditional p.d.f. for X1, given Xn=xfi may be defined, in our
approach, as the conjunction of a general state of information (repre-
sented by a p.d.f. fi(x)=f‚.(xl,x„)) with the information Xn=xfi.

The information Xn=xfi clearly corresponds to the p.d.f.

fj(x1a x") = „1(79) ' 5(xn ’_ X101) (A-2)

because fj does not contain information on XI and gives null proba-
bility for all values of XII different from xfi. ,ul(x,) represents the null
information on XI. Admitting that null informations are independent:
#(XnX11)=#1(X1)'#n(xn) and using Eq. (2—19) we obtain the combined
probability:

filxia x") ‘ ”1(x1) ° 5(xn “ x3)-
f(X ‚X )= (A-3)l n

1110(1) ‘ MAX“)

Using definition (A-l) we obtain

i(x a X0)fi(xl)= f ‘ " (A-4)l fi(xp XE) dxi’
which corresponds to what is ordinarily named the conditional p.d.f.
for XI given fi(xl,x„) and X„=xfi. To follow the usual notation we
will write this solution fi(xllxfi) rather than fl(xl):

fi(xp x10!)
lfi(X1aXii) dXi.

The Bayes problem may be states as follows: Let f(xhxn) be the
joint p.d.f. representing all the available information on XI and X". If
we learn that X„=xn we obtain g(x‚IX„) using Eq. (A—4). To the
contrary, if we learn X1=xI we obtain g(x„|xl). Which is the relation
between g(xI|x„) and g(x„|xl)?

fi(X1|XH) = (A-5)

We have

g(X IX )= f(x1’x“) =f(Xl,X")I H
1f1x1’x11) dxI fn(xn) (A—Ö)

g<x Ix )= “W10 = f<x1,xu)
Il I If(XI‚ X“) dxn jg(x1lxn) 'fll(xn) ‚a

and hence

g(axI) = g(Xl|x") 'fll(xu) (A_7)
l 8(X1lxn) ‘fii(Xu) ' d X11

which corresponds to Bayes theorem.
We have thus shown that well known theorems may be obtained

using the concept of the conjunction of states of information. Many
other problems may be solved using this concept. Consider for exam-
ple n independent measurements of a given parameter X: In the
particular case where the null information density is uniform (a(x)
=const.), and each measurement gives a gaussian p.d.f. fi(x) centered
at xi and with variance 02

1 1 (x —xi)2
fi(X) =——— CXP { -- 2 } (A-8)

|/ 27r o 2 o

the iteration of Eq. (2-19) at each new measurement gives:

1 1 (x—X)2
f(X)= eXp{-- 2 } (A-9)1/27: z 2 Z
where:

_ i ox =_ E=—— (A-lO)n w
which are well known results in statistics.

Demonstrations for Sect. 9
Let us first demonstrate two useful identities. If C1 and C2 are two
positive definite matrices respectively of order (n >< n) and (m x m), and
M an arbitrary (n x m) matrix, then:
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(MTC1-1M+C;1)-1 MTCf1=C2MT(C1 +MC2M1)’1,
(MTCf1M+C;1)'1=C2—C2M1(C1 +MC2MT)—1 MCZ.

(A-ll)

(A-12)

The first equation follows from the following obvious identities

MT+MTCf1MC2MT=MTCf1(C1+MC2MT)
=(MTC;1M+C;1) CZMT (A-13)
since MTC1‘1M+C;l and C1 +MC2MT are definite positive and
thus regular matrices.

Furthermore (A-11) leads to

C2—C2MT(C1+MC2MT)‘l MC2
=C2 —-(MTC1‘ 1M+ C2" 1)‘ 1 MTCI‘ 1 MC2
=(M1Cf1M+C2‘1)’1{(M1Cf1M+C;1)C2—M1Cf1MC2} (A-14)
—-—(MTC1‘1M+C2‘1)’1

which proves (A-12).
Now from Eq. (9-5) we obtain:

U(X)=€XP{-%[(X-Xo)T C51(X-Xo)+XTFTCT‘ 1FXJ}
=exp{—%[xT(C51+FTC;1F)x—2XTC51x0+xäC51x0]} (A-15)

then defining:

P=I—C0FT(FC0FT+CT)’1 F, (A-16)
C* =PC0, (A-17)
x*=Px0. (A-18)

We obtain, using Eq. (A-12)

C* =PCO =CO — COFT(FCOFT+ CT)”1FC0
:(FTCT"1F+C51)‘1 (A-19)

and

x* =Px0=C*Cglx0. (A-20)

Thus Eq. (A-15) becomes:

o(x)=exp{ —%(XTC;1x—-2xTC;1x*+n;1x*)}
=exp{—%[(x—x*)T C;1(x—x*)-—<x* —xo)TCa‘xo]}. (A-zl)
From (A-18), we deduce:

x* —x0 = —C0FT(FC0FT+CT)‘1FCOXO (A-22)

and then:

o(x) = exp { ~%nT(FCOFT + CT)‘ 1 Fxo}
’CXP{ -%(X -X„=)T C; 1(X -X*)}
= const. exp{ ——%(x —— x*)T C; 1(x —x*)} (A-23)

which demonstrates Eq. (9-6).

Demonstrations for Sect. 10

Let us now evaluate the sum:

I=§exp{—%[(d—d0)T Cd— 1(d—d0)

+(d-g(l)))T Cf l(d—g(p))]} dd- (A-24)

The separation of the quadratic terms from the linear terms leads to:

I=jexp{ —%(d1Ad—2B1d+C)} dd (A—25)

where:

A=Cd"1+C;1
BT=dgCg 1 +g(p)TCT’l (A'ZÔ)

C=d€Cf 1do+g(p)1CT‘ 1g(p).
Since A is positive definite there follows:
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I=jexp{—%[(d——A—1B)TA(d——A‘1B)+(C—BTA'1B)]} dd
=exp{—%(C—BTA‘1B)}fexp{—%(d—A"1B)TA(d~A‘1B)}dd
=(27r)"/2(det A)‘1/2 exp{—%(C—BTA’1B)}. (A-27)

By substitution of (A-26) we obtain:

C—BTA”1B=dg(Cd—1—Cd’1(Cd‘1+CT‘1)Cd‘1)d0

+g(p)T(CT‘1—C£‘(C.;1+ C; 1) C; 1) g(p)
— 2g(p) CT"(C.‘;1 +CT—1)C;1do. (A-28)
Thus, by using the two identities (A-ll—A-12) we get:

C—BTA‘1B=d0(Cd+CT)‘l dO

+g(p)T(Cd + Cr)‘1g(P)-2g(p)(Cd + CT)— 1 do
= (do — g(p))T(Cd + CT)—1(d0 - g(p))-
Finally we obtain:

(A-29)

I =(27r)"’2 [det(Cd-1+C;1)]-1/2
'CXM -%(do - g(p))T (Cd + CT)-l (dO — g(p))}
which demonstrates Eq. (10-4).

Let us define

(A-30)

P=(C,+CT)'1. (A-31)
Using 10-4 and 10-7, the sum 10-5 becomes:

1
I=jexp{——5 Z [tlp—hl— T] Pi].- [tÿ—hj—T]} dT

U

=jexp{—%(dT2——2b T+C)} dT (A-32)

where:

a = Z PU
u“

b=s-(zÿ—hj) (A-33)
U

c=Z<rP—h,)-R,(tÿ—h,-).
lj

This yields:

z=iexp{-;[a<r—2>2+Him”
=<%>“exp{—;<c-:—2>}
By substitution of a, b and 6 given in (A-33) in the above expression,
we obtain:

(A-34)

U

7: ”2 l_ o o

I—(T)

-exp
—2

EU, —hi)-Pij-(tj——hj)

[mi-«Ml 1
——”Î— I

(A-35)

which can also be written:

27I 1/2 l ZBaÜIO—hz)
I= — -exp

—22
t?—hi———k-l——————

ZPij ij 23:1
l} kl

czmo—hz)

to—h — "’ (A-36)

or

27: ”2 1 „ N

lj U
ij

where

cz'ti) 211,71,
5? =t? _ "l h'i=h._ k‘ (A-38)

Z Ba l
Z Ba

kl kl

which is the expression (10-8).
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Reflection and Transmission of Love Channel Waves
at Coal Seam Discontinuities Computed with a Finite Difference Method*
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1 Institut für Meteorologie und GeOphysik, Feldbergstr. 47, D—6000 Frankfurt, Federal Republic of Germany
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Abstract. Channel waves serve as a tool for the detection of
discontinuities in coal seams caused, for example, by tectonic
faulting. In this paper we study Love waves propagating
along two-dimensional discontinuous coal seams. Synthetic
seismograms, computed with an explicit finite difference
method, are presented for three types of discontinuities: the
seam end, the horizontal and the vertical offset. In all cases
the discontinuity reflects mainly those waves with short wave-
length and transmits those waves with large wavelength. An
additional damping term is introduced into the finite differ-
ence formulation in order to prevent reflections from the
edges of the computational grid. The boundary conditions at
interfaces are all approximated with a truncation error of
second order.

Key words: Synthetic seismograms — Finite difference method
— Channel waves — Coal seam discontinuities

Introduction

Coals seams are often not continuous but are disturbed by
micro-tectonic faults, sand channels or tectonic displacements.
For an effective exploitation of a mine it is important to
explore such discontinuities in advance. Channel waves are
most commonly used to do this (Krey 1963). These waves are
radiated from a source located within the coal seam and they
are also recorded within the seam. Depending on the geo-
phone setup, either the transmitted or the reflected channel
wave is recorded. Marked losses in transmission or the occur-
rence of a strong reflection indicate the presence of a discon—
tinuity.

For a better understanding of the properties of these
waves, it is useful to investigate the reflection and trans-
mission process theoretically. In the past, channel waves of
the Rayleigh type were analyzed extensively by model seismic
experiments (Dresen and Freyst'atter 1976; Freystätter and
Dresen 1978). In real prospecting, however, mainly channel
waves of the Love type are recorded, which are difficult to
study by model seismic means. Therefore we construct
numerically synthetic seismograms of Love channel waves
propagating in discontinuous coal seams. The method used
is an explicit finite difference method, which allows the
numerical solution of the wave equation in two-dimensional
inhomogeneous media. In the past this technique has been
successfully applied to numerous wave propagation problems

* Contribution No. 241, Geophysikalisches Institut, Universität Karls-
ruhe

1’ 2 Formerly at: Geophysikalisches Institut, Universität Karlsruhe,
Hertzstr. 16, D-7500 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

(Alterman and Loewenthal 1972; Boore 1972; Kelly et al.
1976)

In this paper we use a new approximation of the bound—
ary conditions at interfaces, which has some advantage com-
pared to the usual approximation (Alterman and Rotenberg
1969), as will be explained later. In addition we include a
damping term into the wave equation which allows us to
suppress the artificial reflections from the edge of the com-
putational grid. In the next section these extensions of the
finite difference method will be described. In the subsequent
section the propagation of a Love wave in a coal seam
ending with a discontinuity perpendicular to the bedding
plane is discussed and a simple analytical approximation of
the frequency dependence of the reflectivity is derived. Some
more complicated seam discontinuities are also discussed.

Method of Calculation

The equation of motion in heterogeneous elastic media can
be solved with two different kinds of finite-difference schemes.
In the so-called “homogeneous formulation”, the equation of
motion for homogeneous media is solved numerically. At
interfaces between media with different elastic parameters the
boundary conditions for continuity of stress and displacement
have to be fulfilled in addition. The “heterogeneous formula-
tion” (Boore 1972; Kelly et al. 1976) uses the equation of
motion in heterogeneous media, where the elastic parameters
are arbitrarily space dependent. In this case there is no need
to fulfil boundary conditions explicitly. Kelly et al. (1976)
showed that these two formulations, when applied to the
same problem, produce slightly different results. In our treat-
ment we employ the homogeneous formulation, but use a
different approximation of the boundary conditions with a
truncation error of second order. With this approximation we
are able to generalize the homogeneous formulation, so that
it becomes equivalent to a heterogeneous formulation.

We start with the equation of motion for horizontally
polarized shear (SH) waves in cartesian coordinates x and z:

p Un = #(Uxx + vzz)‘ (1)

p is the density, n is the shear modulus and v(x,z,t) is the
displacement. Subscripts t, x,z mean the partial derivatives
Ö/Öt, ô/ôx, â/ôz.

The boundary conditions at a horizontal interface at
depth z=a are:

M”’U§”|2=a=M(2)v§2)|z=a (2a)

Here, the indices in brackets denote the different media.

O340-O62X/82/0050/0171/390120
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Fig. 1. Arrangement of grid points at a horizontal interface at 2:
(N + 1/2) h. Real points are denoted by o, ficticious points by x The
ficticious points below the interface belong to the upper medium and
Vice versa

For the discretization, a rectangular grid with equal spac-
ings Ax=Az=h is employed. The time step is At. Using the
notation v(mh, nh, pAt)=vf’n n, the well-known finite difference
approximation of Eq. (1) with a truncation error of second
order is (Boore 1970):

p+1___ p— ßA p p p
vm‚n

_ U nl+(Tt2) (Um+1, n+vm—1,n+vm,n+1+vm,n—1)

+2 [1—2 (5%)2] usw (3)

where ß=(‚u/p)l’2 is the shear velocity:
This scheme is numerically stable,

—< 1/15lS fulfilled
if the condition

,BAt
h

The boundary conditions, Eq. (2) are usually approxi—
mated by introducing one line of ficticious grid points at a
distance h from the boundary and approximating the de-
rivatives in Eq. (2a) by finite differences with a truncation
error of first order (Alterman and Loewenthal 1972). This
obviously causes some additional error in the numerical so-
lution.

In our approximation we put an interface between two
grid lines N and N +1 and add a line of ficticious points on
either side of the interface (see Fig. 1). The boundary con-
dition Eq. (2a) is approximated using central differences with
respect to the interface at N +à resulting in a truncation error
of second order:

(1) (2)‚u N
—051,N)=Î'(051,N+1—051,N)' (4a)

h
'(Ügn,N+l

Ficticious points are denoted by a tilde.
Equation (2b) is approximated by linear interpolation be-

tween neighbouring grid points:

ävâ,N+ÜË,N+1)=Ë(ÜË,N+UË,N+1)- (4b)

_ — X vm+1,n

\vm,n

Fig. 2. Arrangement of ficticious grid points (x) in a heterogeneous
medium in the neighbourhood of a real point (o) at x=mh, y=nh.
The hatched area indicates the homogeneous region with density pm,"
and shear velocity ß,“ surrounding the point (m, n)

Vm—1,n X- - /V/IZ

Equations (4a) and (4b) can be solved for the unknown
ficticious points:

5;,N=(2Uä,N+(M—1)Uä‚N+1)/(M+1)

}
(5)

175.,~+1 =(2051,N+1 +(M- 1)vf;,N)/(M+ 1)

with M=u(2)/u(”.
This formulation can be analogously applied to vertical

interfaces and so any interface consisting of horizontal and
vertical sections can be modeled.

We now consider a completely heterogeneous medium
with velocity ‚ß(x‚z) and density p(x,z). In order to apply the
above concept of boundary conditions to this case, we assume
that each grid point (m, n) is located in the center of a homo-
geneous quadratic region with parameters fl,” and pm," (see
Fig. 2). Between every two neighbouring points there exists
an interface, where the boundary conditions of Eq. (2) have to
be satisfied. The finite difference approximation of the homo-
geneous wave equation for the grid point (m, n) is, according
to Eq. (3):

Atp+1_ p— 1 ßm" "p "p "p
Um,n_ —vm‚n +(7)2(vm+1‚n+vm—1‚n+vm,n+1+vm,n—1)

[(—)]
Note that ficticious points have been used for all neighbour-
ing points. The displacements at the ficticious points can be
expressed in terms of real points by using Eq. (5) appro—
priately for all four boundaries. Equation (6) then becomes

At 2v:f.1=—vs.;.1+2vs..+2 (ßm—‚g—) [Mi-(v2.1,n—v5...)
_M2(vrpizn_ m—1,n)+M3 (mn+1 —vä‚n)

—M4(vr€1,n—vm,n—1)] (7)

with

_ :u'm+1,n _ #m-lm
1

:um,n+lu'm+1,n’
2

‚um,n+:um——l‚n‚

M3:
:um,n+1

; M = :u'm,n—l

lJ'm,n+:um,n+1 l"m,n+:u'm,n—1

We have now obtained a heterogeneous formulation, because
Eq. (7) is valid in a medium, in which the elastic parameters
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may vary from grid point to grid point. In contrast to the
heterogeneous formulation of Boore (1972) and Kelly et al.
(1976), Eq. (7) is completely equivalent to the homogeneous
formulation (Eqs. (3) and (4)). Furthermore, second order
approximations are used throughout the whole scheme.

It is interesting to note that Eq. (7) can also be obtained
following the method of Tikhonov and Samarskii (Mitchell
1969), which was also discussed in Boore (1972):

Their approach to the equation of motion in hetero-
geneous media depends on the detailed variation of p(x,z). In
this case the coefficients M1 to M4 in Eq. (7) have to be
replaced by integral formulas, for example

h xm“ dx —1
M =_._‘ ____ 8

1

2Min," ( X!" ”(x9 2))

( )

If ‚u jumps from um," to #m+1‚n at xmfi, Eq. (8) can be
integrated and M1 is the same as in Eq. (7).

A problem which is common to all finite difference com—
putations is the occurrence of reflections from the boundaries
of the model. Several methods have been developed to at-
tenuate these edge reflections (Smith 1974; Clayton and Eng-
quist 1977; Reynolds 1978), but none is able to prevent them
completely. In this paper our approach is to modify the
equation of motion in such a way that the energy is dissi-
pated within the medium. For the models in our study this
proved to be a practicable way to suppress disturbing re-
flections almost completely.

First, Eq. (1) is transformed into the frequency domain
and the frequency a) is substituted by the complex frequency
co—ia. Transformation back into the time domain yields a
modified equation of motion:

un+200t+azv=flz(vxx+vzz) (9)

Solutions of Eq. (9) describe the pr0pagation of waves with a
0'

dissipation factor e‘a‘, or, what is equivalent, e—Fr (r=dis-
tance traveled by the wave). This means that after a distance
r0=,B/a the amplitude of a plane wave has decreased by a
factor of e”. Suppressing of edge reflections is now achieved
by including a zone with nonvanishing a along the bound-
aries of the grid. This zone has to be so large that the
amplitudes of waves passing it twice become negligible. In
order to avoid additional reflections from the boundary sep—
arating the elastic medium with 0:0 and the dissipating
medium with a>0 we made a space dependent and let it
increase linearly with the distance from the boundary of the
elastic medium.

It should be noted that Eq. (9) implies a specific dissi-
pation function Q proportional to frequency and hence a
strong frequency dependence of dissipation. Therefore, it is
normally not suited for realistic modeling of dissipative wave
propagation in seismic media, but only for the suppression of
unphysical reflections.

The finite difference approximation of Eq. (9) in a hetero-
geneous medium is obtained in the same way as shown
before for the elastic wave equation. The difference equation
corresponding to Eq. (7) becomes

At 2
v;f„1=(am‚„At+1)‘1{(am‚„At—1)v5‚j„1+2(——ßm’;l’)

[M1(vr€1+1‚n—v51‚n)—M2(vä‚n—Up )m—1‚n

+M3(vr’n,n+ 1 -v;,n)—M4(vr€1,n_vfii,n—1)]

+2[1—o—‚„‚„At] 125m} (10)
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Fig. 3. Geometry of the computational model. The dashed line in-
dicates the boundary between the elastic medium (a=0) and the
dissipating medium (a>0). The grid size was 250x80 grid points.
The grid spacing h was 0.5 111

With this method the amplitudes of the edge reflections are
attenuated to about 3% of the incident amplitudes, if the
zone with slowly increasing a is about 25—30 h thick.

Results

Reflection and Transmission of Love Waves at the End
of a Coal Seam

The first model which we will study in detail is a coal seam
with thickness d=2.5 m, shear velocity fic: 1 km/s and density
pc=1.5 g/cm3, embedded in homogeneous rock with BR
=2km/s and pR=3g/cm3. A line source is located in the
middle of the seam. After the horizontal distance L=20.5d
from the source the seam ends with a discontinuity perpen-
dicular to the bedding plane. The geometry of the com-
putational model is given in Figure 3. The source radiates a
pulse s(t)=sin(27ct/Ts)—%sin(4nt/TS) for O<t<TS. Ts is the
pulse duration.

Figure 4 shows seismogram sections for two different pulse
lengths TS. The receivers are located at the same depth as
the source and at various horizontal distances x from the
source. In Fig. 4a the dominant wavelength in the seam is
four times the seam thickness d, in Fig. 4b it is reduced to
2.5d. The dispersion of the direct seam wave is clearly seen,
resulting in an Airy-phase with large amplitudes in the sec—
ond example.

Having passed the discontinuity at x=L, the wave pro-
pagates in the rock as a body wave without further disper-
sion. The reflected seam wave shows strong frequency de-
pendence. In Fig. 4a, only a weak reflection can be seen,
whereas for the higher frequencies in Fig. 4b the reflected
amplitudes become fairly large, especially in that part of the
seismogram containing the Airy-phase. A reflection coef-
ficient R and a transmission coefficient T, which are defined
as follows, show this in more detail. R (T) is the maximum
peak-to-peak amplitude of the reflected (transmitted) wave,
measured at a distance x=0.5L (x=1.5L). Both R and T are
normalized with respect to the amplitude of the wave coming
directly from the source, measured at x=0.5L. Figure 5
shows R and T as a function of the dominant wavelength of
the direct wave. Obviously R increases for higher frequencies,
while T dominates at low frequencies. Waves which are very
long compared to the seam thickness, are not reflected at all.
Figure 5 gives rough information about the frequency range
that should be used for the optimal detection of discon-
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Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient R and transmission coefficient T of the
seam end (model of Fig. 3) as defined in the text versus the dominant
wavelength ‚1D in the seam

tinuities. In this case, wavelengths of up to 2—3d produce
maximal reflection and minimal transmission.

In order to get more detailed information about the fre-
quency dependence of the reflection and transmission process,
we compute the reflectivity function r(a)) and the transmis-
sivity function t(a)) from the amplitude spectra of the three
waves taken at the points mentioned above. r(c0) and t(a)) are
shown in Fig. 6, r(c0) behaving like a high-pass filter. It
approaches zero for low frequencies and goes up to a maxi—
mum of about 0.55 for high frequencies. The transmissivity
t(w), in contrast, drops to a small but constant value at high
frequencies.

In addition to these numerical results we derive in the
following a simple analytical approximation for the reflec-
tivity r(c0). It shows on which parameters the reflection pro-
cess mainly depends.

Figure 7 gives the amplitude distribution A(z) of a plane
harmonic fundamental-mode Love wave in a layer between
two identical homogeneous half-spaces for various frequen-
cies. z=0 denotes the middle of the layer and d is its thick-
ness. A(z) is given by

2'oo.' 400.‘ 600.. 800.' 1000.
F ‘ D (HZ‘M)

Fig. 6. Reflectivity r together with its analytical approximation r”,
and transmissivityt versus fd for the model of a seam end

Z/d

I - ..

2.- -

3. d -
f-d = 200. 350. 500. 600. 900. Hz-m

Fig. 7. Amplitude distribution for plane harmonic Love waves (fun-
damental mode) in a layer between two identical halfspaces for var-
ious frequencies

|Z| éd/2_ AO cos(kylz)A(z) ‘l IZI>d/2 (Il)Ao 008(kv1 d/2) eXp [— kV2(|Z| —d/2)]
with

V1=(CZ/ßc2—1)1/2; V2=(1-'C2/ß121)1/2

c(c0) is the phase velocity and k is the wave number. For
higher frequencies, the amplitudes become more and more
concentrated within the layer, as shown in Fig. 7. We now
assume that only that part of the wave propagating inside the
layer is reflected at the discontinuity with the reflection coef-
ficient for plane waves =(p.ß.—pRßR)/(p.ß.+pRßR).

Moreover, the amplitudes in the neighbouring rock are
supposed to be not affected by the discontinuity. Under this
assumption, an approximation for the reflectivity r(a)) can be
written as

+d/2
r‚h(a))=r0< j A(z)dz/+jooA(z)dz (12)

——d/2

Inserting Eq. (11) into Eq. (12) and making use of the disper—
sion relation for Love waves in a layer of thickness d/2 over a
halfspace,

d
tan [wî-(flfz -C—2)1/2] =flRV2/MCV1

the final result is

_ MfiJZ—C‘Z)r'h(w)—r0/(1+—_—uR(c’2—ß;2)) (13)
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Fig. 8a, b. Seismogram sections for the model with a vertical seam
offset b at x=50 m. The duration of the source pulse is 6.25 ms. Seam
thickness d=2.5 m. a b=0.4d, b b=d

r‚h(co) is shown in Fig. 6. It agrees with the numerically
obtained result to within a few per cent over the whole range
of frequencies. From this we may conclude that the amplitude
of the reflected Love wave depends mainly on the amplitude
partition of the incident wave between rock and coal, and
that other effects, such as diffractions at the seam corners, are
not important in this case.

Horizontal and Vertical Offsets

In this section we will discuss the reflection and transmission
of Love waves at more realistic seam discontinuities. The
intrusion of a sand channel, for example, may be simulated
by a horizontal offset. Similarly, a tectonic fault may result
in a vertical offset of the seam. We compute seismogram
sections for different values of the horizontal offset a and
vertical offset b. From the seismograms the reflection and
transmission coefficients R and T and the reflectivity and
transmissivity functions r(a)) and t(c0) are obtained as de-
scribed before. The elastic parameters and the seam thickness
are the same as in the previous section. The source time
function is the same in all cases with a dominant wavelength
ÄD=ßc-Ts=2.5d.

In Fig. 8, two seismogram sections with different values of
the vertical offset b can be compared: b=0.4d and b=d,
respectively. In the first case the reflected seam wave is weak,
and the transmitted wave is nearly unaffected by the discon-
tinuity. In the second example, however, the reflected wave is
quite strong, whereas the transmitted wave is relatively weak,
particularly in that part of the seismograms dominated by the
high-frequent Airy-phase. From this example we may con-
clude that offsets of less than one half of the seam thickness
can barely be detected by seam wave observations.

The reflection and transmission coefficients for both hori-
zontal and vertical offsets are drawn in Fig.9. (We do not
show seismogram sections for horizontal offsets, because they
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Fig. 9a,b. Reflection coefficient R and transmission coefficient T
versus a the horizontal offset a with b=0 and b the vertical offset b
with a=0

look very similar to those in Fig. 8). For horizontal offsets the
reflection coefficients are always greater than for the corre-
sponding vertical offsets. The transmission coefficients are not
so different in the two cases. Only for offsets of about one
seam thickness or more, are the transmission coefficients for a
vertical offset significantly smaller than those for a horizontal
offset. Apparently, reflected seam waves are more sensitive to
discontinuities with a horizontal offset than to discontinuities
with a vertical offset. Suppose a reflection coefficient of about
0.5 is regarded as sufficient for a clear identification of a
reflected seam wave, then a horizontal offset of about 0.5d
could be detected, whereas a vertical offset of 1d would be
needed to produce the same reflection coefficient. The seam
wave transmitted through the discontinuity, however, is more
attenuated in the case of a vertical offset, if the offset is at
least 1d. Therefore a large vertical offset may be more easily
detected with the aid of transmission measurements.

Finally we look at the reflectivity and transmissivity func-
tions for some special cases. Figure 10 gives r(a)) and t(a)) for
the seismogram sections with a vertical offset already shown
in Fig. 8. For the large offset of one seam thickness in Fig.
10b the reflectivity grows with frequency up to a maximum of
about 0.6, while the transmissivity dr0ps sharply for frequen—
cies of more than 450/d Hz. This is due to the fact that for
higher frequencies the amplitudes of the incident wave be-
come more and more concentrated within the seam and
therefore a higher percentage of the incident energy is re-
flected at the discontinuity. If the vertical offset is less than
1d, as in Fig. 10a, the two parts of the seam overlap at the
discontinuity and the incident energy propagating inside the
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seam is only partially reflected. Therefore the reflectivity is
small over the whole range of frequencies and the transmis-
sivity is only slightly reduced at high frequencies.

For the models with a horizontal offset we obtained re-
flectivity and transmissivity functions which differ only slight-
ly from those for vertical offsets. The general feature in all
cases is an increase of the reflectivity and a decrease of the
transmissivity with frequency. As a consequence it seems not
to be possible to use spectral analysis of the reflected and
transmitted seam waves to distinguish between different types
of discontinuities.

For the models with a vertical offset it is possible to
compute the analytical approximation r„‚(co) for the reflec-
tivity function. rth is obtained according to Eq. (12) with the
difference that integration over A(z) in the numerator is car-
ried out not from ——d/2 to +d/2 but over that depth range,
where a discontinuity is actually present in the special model.
The approximation r”, is additionally given in Fig. 10. It
follows that even for these rather complicated models rth
predicts correctly the order of magnitude of the reflectivity.

Summary and Conclusions

An explicit finite difference scheme has been presented for the
solution of the equation of motion in heterogeneous media,
which has the following advantages compared to commonly
used schemes:

(1) The boundary conditions at interfaces are all approxi-
mated with a truncation error of second order. Furthermore,
this scheme is developed into a heterogeneous formulation
with the same accuracy.
(2) A damping mechanism is included which attenuates wa-
ves approaching the edges of the computational grid and thus
almost completely prevents edge reflections.

With this scheme the propagation of Love waves in coal
seams with discontinuities was calculated. We restricted our-
selves to some simple discontinuities such as horizontal and
vertical offsets, although it is possible to treat more com—
plicated models with the same finite difference scheme.

The reflection and transmission process at a discontinuity
depends strongly on the frequency range of the incident Love
wave. As a general result, it was found that low frequencies
are mainly transmitted and high frequencies are mainly re-
flected. This is explained qualitatively by the amplitude par-
tition of Love waves between rock and coal as a function of
frequency. For the vertical offset we derive an analytical
approximation for the reflectivity as a function of frequency,
which agrees satisfactorily with the numerical results.

The study predicts the amount of the offset which may be
detected for a given detection level and a given dominant
wavelength. The best results are obtained with dominant
wavelengths up to about 3 seam thicknesses. The reflectivity
and transmissivity functions differ slightly for different types
of discontinuities, but probably not enough to allow for a
discrimination in practice.
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Numerical Simulation of Vertical Seismic Profiling
P. Temme and G. Müller
Institute of Meteorology and Geophysics, Feldbergstr. 47. 6000 Frankfurt, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract. Methods for the calculation of synthetic seismo-
grams along vertical profiles through horizontally layered me-
dia are presented; the aim is to simulate numerically the
technique of vertical seismic profiling (VSP), which is some—
times used for improved resolution of deep primary re-
flections. We present the theory for vertically travelling plane
waves and for spherical waves. generated by a single force or
an explosive point source. The solution is restricted to the
acoustic case. The theoretical seismograms are complete. i.e..
they contain all surface and internal multiples. Anelastic ef-
fects are taken into account with the method of complex
velocities. In order to save computing time. seismogram seg-
ments are calculated. using the method of complex frequen-
cies.

These methods are applied to a layered mode] of the coal-
bearing carboniferous in the Ruhr district of W. Germany.
Different assumptions on overburden structure. recording ge-
ometry and anelasticity are made. and the VSP seismograms
are compared with seismograms calculated for horizontal
profiles at the surface. It is suggested that VSP field surveys
be preceeded by similar numerical studies for an estimate of
the information that can be obtained by this expensive tech-
n1que.

Key words: Synthetic seismograms —— Vertical seismic profil-
ing — Coal prospecting

Introduction

Overburden layers like those in the Ruhr district of the
Federal Republic of Germany. have a great influence on
seismic prospecting of coal-seam sequences. In the usual line or
areal seismic surveys. made at the surface. multiples within
the overburden and conversion phases may mask primary
reflections from the coal bearing carboniferous. strong fre-
quency dependent absorption changes the excitation signal
and the frequency content of reflected waves. passing through
the tOp layers and scattering at inhomogeneities close to the
surface results in a reduced signal-to-noise ratio.

These problems. of course. are not restricted to seismic
prospecting for coal. A possible reduction of the disturbing
influence of the overburden can be obtained by applying
vertical seismic profiling (VSP). where receivers are arranged
vertically in boreholes. Wuenschel (1976) and Kennett et a1.
(1980) describe several advantages of this recording geometry.
including improvement of signal-to—noise ratio. higher band-

width. especially better recording of high frequencies. better
identification of primary and multiple reflections due to sepa—
ration of up— and downgoing waves. determination of decon-
volution operators from the direct downward travelling wave.
better knowledge of the absorption properties of the overbur-
den.

Because VSP is an especially expensive technique. it is
desirable to perform numerical simulations of this method
prior to the measurements. using all information on the re-
flecting structure that is already available. Numerical simula—
tion means the calculation of synthetic seismograms for re-
ceivers on profiles extending vertically through a layered mod-
el of the ground from the surface to arbitrary depth. The
synthetic seismograms should be realistic. i.e.. they should
include all internal and surface multiples. complicated layer-
ing should be tractable. and the field geometry and absorp-
tion of seismic energy in the layers should be taken into
account. Under these circumstances the numerical simulation
of VSP may make a valuable contribution to the design of
field experiments. The purpose of this paper is to present the
theoretical background for the calculation of synthetic VSP
seismograms and to illustrate their potential by examples for
a model which is typical of the layering in the Ruhr district.

The theoretical approach presented here is restricted to
the acoustic case. We present the theory for vertically propa-
gating plane waves and for spherical waves in some detail.
since we believe that these methods deserve wider distribution
among interpreters and researchers in reflection seismics. at
least the methods for the acoustic case. where really com-
plicated layering with arbitrary elastic and anelastic properties
can be treated at reasonable computational cost. Of course,
the limitation to the acoustic case yields only an approxi-
mation of the true elastic wavefield, especially at larger hori-
zontal distances between source and receivers, and Kennett
(1979) has emphasized this point. However. Kennett’s seismo—
gram calculations for both the acoustic and the elastic case
(which includes P—SV interaction) illustrate. in our opinion.
that from a practical point of view. the acoustic approxima-
tion is often sufficient. The theory. which is presented here
with mainly the modelling of vertical seismic profiles in mind.
can also be applied to horizontal profiles; the differences
between the corresponding computer programs are small.

In the following we start with the theory for vertical
plane-wave propagation in a layered half space. Very recently.
papers on this special subject have appeared (Wyatt 1981;
Ganley 1981). and our method is. in fact. similar to that used
by Ganley; we therefore present only a compact outline. We

0340-062X/82/0050/0177/$ 02.40
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then show how calculated plane-wave seismograms can sub-
sequently be corrected for spherical divergence in order to get
an approximation of point-source excitation. Exact theoreti-
cal seismograms for explosive point sources as well as for
vertical single forces at the surface can be obtained from the
theory developed in the appendix. A few remarks are added
on the implementation of absorption effects by using complex
velocities and on the calculation of seismogram segments
with the method of complex frequencies, a method by which
aliasing in the time domain may be suppressed. Synthetic
VSP seismogram sections are then presented for a model of
the carboniferous, typical of the Ruhr district, overlain by
two different tertiary overburden structures. Different assump-
tions on the recording geometry and Q structure of the mod-
els are made. We finally compare the synthetic VSP sections
with horizontal profile sections which simulate the usual line-
survey technique at the surface.

Theory

Synthetic Seismograms for Plane-Wave Excitation

We assume a model of n—l layers on top of a half space.
which is layer n (Fig. 1). Each layer is described by its param-
eters di=thickness, ori=P-wave velocity, pi=density, and Ql.
=quality factor. At the free surface 21:0 a seismic source,
exciting vertically travelling plane waves, is located. We de-
scribe the incident wave by its potential ¢0(z, t)

(boa, t)=F (t—î).
o‘1

For many purposes it is easier to work in the frequency
domain. The Fourier transform of (1)0 is given by

(50(2»C‘))=F—(CÙ)3_MZa

where 15(0)) is the Fouri_er transform of the excitation function
F (t). For the potential 4),.(2, t) in layer î we assume similarly

_zid3.(z.w)=F(co){A,-e""°zai +B‚-e“'“’%} (1)
with so far unknown coefficients Al. and Bi. Downward travel-
ling waves are represented by the first term of (1), upward

Z7
Free surface receivers

Ia er i=7 0 or O d
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y
Ç
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o
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N—7 î
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Z ll
Fig. 1. The general model for computing synthetic seismograms. Cir-
cles indicate receiver positions. The parameters of layer i are: oci—P
velocity, pi density, Q,- quality factor, di layer thickness. zi (i=1, 2, ..., n)
is the depth of interface i

travelling waves by the second. The amplitude coefficients A.
and Bl. are calculated from the boundary conditions at the
interfaces (continuity of vertical displacement ôçb/ôz and nor-
mal stress p62¢/6t2):

¢’1=0 (free surface atz=zl). (2)

ô—i_ôd;i—1âz—ôz (t <' 23 )> (3)_ _ a 2:2,. I: . ....n
pi¢i=pi_1¢i—1

(5’1 =q’31 —q50 in Eq. (2) represents the potential of all upgoing
and downgoing waves in layer 1 except for the incident wave
(130. If we assume an incident wave of unit amplitude, Eq. (2)
results in

Alzl—Bl.
Equations (3) give for Ai. Bl. in layer i>1 the matrix relation

A. A.< M H)Bi Bi—l

with the 2 >< 2 layer matrix

ejwdi—i/ai—i
mi=——

ZPi/‘Xi

(
(pi/ai— 1 +pi— 1/051')e—2jwd"1/0“"l

( (—pi/ai_1+pi_1/0‘i))
(5)

—‚0i/0‘i_1+91;1/051')e_2jwdi—1/0“—1
.

(Pi/(Xi— 1 +pi— 1/0‘1')

Successive applications of Eq. (4) and additional use of the
relation Bn=0, which means that there are no upgoing waves
in the halfspace (index 11), yields

A A 1 —B(")=M(1>=M( I) <6>O B1 B1

with the layer matrix product

=(M11

M12 =m -m - -m
n n_1

o.-
2.

Mu Mzz)

Solution of Eq. (6) yields

M21 R
Bl: =

M21—M22 1+R
and (7)

1A1=1—B1=—-—,
1+R

where we have introduced the reflectivity R= —M21/M22 of
the layer stack below 2:22. As shown in the appendix, the
reflectivity R can also be calculated by a recursive procedure;
this calculation is faster than the calculation via the matrix
M.

The amplitude coefficients for i=2. 3. n are deter—
mined by the matrix relation

A. A l—B( ‘)=M.( ‘)=M.( ) (8)Bl. B1 B1

where the layer matrix product M ,- only has to be taken down
to layer i:

(Mill

Mi12

Mi21 Mi22

M.=l ):mi'mi_1'...'m2.
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From Eqs. (7) and (8) we obtain:

_M111+RM112F 1+R
(9)

_AL2f+RNan
" 1+R

Finally, in order to obtain the displacement spectrum, we
have to take the derivative of the potential 95: in Eq. (1) with
respect to 2. After inverse Fourier transform we find the
displacement in layer i,

1 ocl. ,t __ —

+90 _ . z—zl . z—-zx _- j G(w){A,.e‘“” a. —B,e+"”—‘a.}eJ“"dco, (10)
_ _ ja) _ .where 6(a)): -F(a))—— lS the spectrum of the displacement

at 1

of the incident wave at z1 =0.
Equation(10) allows fast wavefield calculations for arbi—

trary receiver depth in the layered medium. The seismograms
are complete, i.e., all internal and surface multiples are in-
cluded.

Synthetic Seismograms for Point-Source Excitation

In realistic field experiments point sources which generate
spherical waves are used. Thus amplitudes of reflected waves
are not only affected by reflection coefficients and absorption,
but also by spherical divergence. In the appendix the theory
of point source excitation dealing with the explosive and
vertical single force case is presented. In principle the Som-
merfeld integral is used to decompose the direct spherical
wave into plane waves, and the corresponding plane wave
responses of the medium are superposed to give the spherical-
wave response. Because typically several hundred plane—wave
cases have to be solved, the computing time is much longer
than that needed for the evaluation of Eq. (10).

In the following we present an approximation of the spher-
ical-wave case, which can easily be applied to seismograms
calculated from the plane-wave theory. Thus we can simulate
VSP in the special case where receivers are buried vertically
beneath the point source. The method has been described by
Müller (1971) for receivers at the surface; the plane-wave
seismogram at the arrival times of primary reflections is mul-
tiplied by the divergence factors of these reflections and by
interpolated values in between. Suppose now, a receiver is
buried at depth 2 in layer i. Thus, the primary reflection from
interface k (k=i+ 1, i+2, n) has the travel-time

k—l i—l
{:22dj—zdj—Z

zl-
k oc oc oc

°
j=l j j=1j i

The divergence factor by which the plane-wave seismogram is
multiplied at this time is

oc1
i—l
Z djocj—(z—zi)oci

j=1

Gk:k_ 1

Z 2‘11“1—
j=1

In the case of receivers at depth, the direct wave has to be
corrected accordingly:

179

i‘ld. z—z
t1=Z 4+ l’

j=1°‘j 0‘:
O‘1

Gl=i~1

Zdjoc +—(z
j=1

Between the times t1, ti +1, ti”, tn we apply a linear
interpolation, and for t>tn the seismogram is damped accord-
ing to G=G„-t„/t. The direct wave and primary reflections
are corrected exactly by this procedure; it turns out that
multiple reflections are suppressed too much. However, the
comparison with seismograms calculated by the exact spheri-
cal theory shows that this simple method often is an accept-
able approximation.

Causal Absorption

When synthetic seismograms are used to simulate wave prop-
agation in realistic media, the computational methods should
take account of absorption, particularly at the high frequen-
cies used in coal-seam prospecting where absorption strongly
influences the waves. Anelasticity can be incorporated into
the methods described in this paper by making the wave
velocities complex. Like O’Neill and Hill (1979) we use the
following complex velocity law:

oc(co)= oc(1+—1Q—ln—+§JE). (11)

Here Q is the quality factor, assumed to be frequency inde—
pendent, co, is a reference frequency and oc, is the (real)
velocity at the reference frequency, assumed to be known. In
calculations for seismic prospecting one would choose f,
=cor/21t roughly around 100 Hz. The velocity law (11) corre-
sponds to causal absorption and hence implies a slight ve-
locity dispersion.

Aliasing in the Time Domain

In numerical calculations of theoretical seismograms the seis-
mogram length strongly influences the computimg time, since
usually the spectra are calculated for equidistant frequencies
and the frequency interval is the reciprocal value of this
length. For complicated models, especially those having a free
surface, the duration of the complete seismogram can be very
long, and the number of frequencies in a specified frequency
window is prOportional to duration. If we choose a time
window shorter than the response of the medium in order to
save computing time, those parts of the response beyond the
end of the seismogram will not be suppressed, but appear in
the early parts of the seismogram and interfere with early
arrivals. This situation is completely analogous to aliasing in
the frequency domain and therefore is called aliasing in the
time domain.

An effective method to avoid or reduce aliasing in the
time domain has been in use in seismology for quite some
time (Rosenbaum 1974; Bouchon 1979). The basic idea is to
calculate first the damped seismogram ut(t)=u(t)e“/r instead
of u(t) by evaluating the Fourier transform ü(a)) of u(t) at
complex frequencies CU—j/T and using the damping theorem
of Fourier transforms: 17T(CU)=L7(a)—j/’C). Evidently. ut(t) is less
disturbed by aliasing than u(t). Multiplication of ut(t) by e”t
in a second step gives the desired seismogram u(t). Experi-
ments with this method. with t equal 20—400/0 of the desired
length of u(t), show good results.
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Synthetic Seismograms

In the following we present synthetic seismograms. calculated
for the complicated layering shown in Figure 2. A continuous
borehole profile from the Ruhr district in W. Germany was
approximated by a discretized velocity-depth function. where
the coal-seam sequence extends in the depth range 600—
1100 m. showing strong velocity inversions with a maximum
reflection coefficient of 0.4 at depth 900 m. The density of
each layer was calculated from the relation p=1.7+0.2a. We
subdivided the seam sequence into 6 seam groups. denoted by
vertical bars. The carboniferous was combined with two dif-
ferent types of overburden structure. Modell in Fig. 2 has a
simple 3-layer overburden with strong reflection coefficients.
whereas in model II there is a more gradual transition from
the surface to the carboniferous. consisting of 9 layers. The
receivers are arranged on a vertical array extending from the
surface to the level 600 m, with a depth interval of 25m. A
seismic source, exciting vertically travelling plane waves or
spherical waves, is located at the free surface. In the spheri-
cal-wave case the source is a vertical single force, and the
receivers may have an arbitrary offset r.

Model I

Figure3 shows the calculated VSP seismograms for plane-
wave excitation with a dominant frequency of 100 Hz in the
case of relatively weak absorption (Q=lOOO in all layers). In

order to save computing time. the response. which has a
duration of nearly 8 s. is only calculated for a time segment of
1 s using the method of complex frequencies described above;
it took a computing time of about 2.5 min on a DEC1091 to
calculate this section. Downgoing waves with positive veloci-
ties are clearly separated in Fig. 3 from upcoming waves with
negative velocities. The first arrival in each seismogram is the
direct. downward travelling wave. The interfaces of the 3—
layer overburden can be identified at the depths 22 and Z3.
where the direct wave coincides with primary reflections from
the overburden. At the surface the amplitudes of reflections
are doubled. From there the upcoming waves are reflected
back as surface multiples into the structure. Within each
layer. the amplitudes remain constant. as we expect for plane
waves in elastic media. At interfaces the transmitted waves
are affected only by the transmission coefficient. primary re-
flections from the seam groups. indicated by bars in Fig. 2.
are affected only by the transmission coefficient. Primary re-
flections from the groups 1. 2 and 3 can be identified clearly.
Each reflection is a complicated interference signal. The deep—
est traces, in the depth range 425—600 m, contain seam-
group reflections. which are undisturbed by overburden mul—
tiples.

Figure 4 demonstrates the influence of the frequency con-
tent of the excitation signal. We have now assumed a domi-
nant frequency of 50 Hz; all other parameters are the same as
in the calculation for Fig. 3. This seismic section shows
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strongly modified primary reflections from the seam groups.
The amplitude ratio between them is changed, particularly in
that the reflection from seam group 2 becomes much weaker
relative to the reflections 1 and 3. Thus, a shift in dominant
frequency of seismic waves used for coal prospecting may
strongly enhance or reduce a particular seam-group reflec-
tion. Broadband recording and subsequent bandpass filtering
in different frequency bands may therefore be quite helpful
for the identification of seam groups.

If we use a vertical single force at the free surface, which
excites spherical waves with again 100 Hz dominant fre-
quency, we obtain the VSP synthetic seismograms in Fig. 5,
calculated for an offset of r=200 m. Compared to the plane-
wave case in Fig. 3 the traveltime curves of all phases are
now curved, and the amplitudes of up— and downgoing waves
are no longer constant within the layers. Relative to the
direct wave, the primary reflections from the seam groups
become weaker. Only seam groups 1 and 2 can be identified
clearly and show nearly the same interference signals as in
Fig.3; the seam group reflection 3 is much weaker. The
computing time to calculate this section was about 2 h.

The theory of spherical waves allows also the calculation
of synthetic seismograms on a horizontal profile. For re-
ceivers located on a line extending from 100—1100 m, we ob-
tain the section shown in Fig. 6. The first arrival D is the
strongly attenuated direct wave which travels along the top of
the first layer. The primary reflection R1 from the first over-
burden interface arrives at 230 ms. Beyond the critical dis-
tance of about 600m, we then record the refracted wave from
the second layer as a first arrival. At 440 ms the second
primary reflection R2 from depth level 475 m arrives, followed
immediately by a multiple reflection of R1. Within the time
window of 500 ms to 650 ms, we can identify the primary
reflections from the seam groups 2 and 3. Beyond a distance

375 400. 425 450 475. 500 525 550

.

575 600

Fig. 5. VSP section for model I and
spherical-wave excitation at the surface;
offset r=200 m. The dashed line
indicates a numerical phase without
physical significance. Seam-group
reflections are indicated by 1, 2, 3

In:HIHIHIHIHIFIHIHifllnl”luluIHIHIhIHIHIflIHIHIHlHIHIHIhIHIHIfl

of 500m they interfere strongly with multiples and primary
reflections from the overburden. Compared to the VSP seis-
mograms in Figs. 3 and 5, multiple events cannot easily be
separated from primary reflections of the seam groups.

Model II

In order to study the influence of multiple reflections and
adsorption in the overburden, VSP seismograms for a more
complicated layering (model II) were calculated. Figure 7
shows the synthetic section for Q=1000 everywhere and for
spherical-wave simulation, as described above. The direct
wave D is followed by a strong multiple M of the reflection
from the first overburden interface at depth 35m. The pri—
mary reflections from the seam groups 1, 2 and 3 stand out
clearly, but they begin to interfere with the multiple reflection
M in the depth range below 500 m. As already mentioned,
the spherical-wave approximation corrects exactly the pri—
mary reflections only, but attenuates multiple reflections too
much. Thus, one could expect a small influence of multiples
on seam reflections in the depth range 150—400 In.

If we want to model strong anelastic effects in the over-
burden by assuming Q=100, we obtain the section shown in
Fig. 8. The amplitudes of the seismograms are now normal—
ized with respect to the maximum of the seismogram at the
depth 600m in Fig. 7; thus seismograms of Figs. 7 and 8 are
directly comparable. Wave amplitudes are strongly attenuated
due to anelastic effects, and the accompanying dispersion can
be seen. Primary reflections from the seam groups are clearly
visible in the depth range 300-600m only. The disturbing
influence of overburden multiples on primary reflections from
the seam sequence is reduced.

Figure9 shows the synthetic seismograms for the exact
spherical-wave case; they were calculated for an offset of r
=200m and Q=1000 throughout model II. A weak, non-
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disturbing numerical arrival is followed by the direct
downgoing wave D; the first arrival at the depths 0 and 25 m
is the refracted wave from the first overburden interface.
Within the first layer supercritical reflections produce strong
amplitudes in the time interval 100—200 ms. Many features in

Fig. 9 are quite similar to those in Fig. 7. except that multiple
phases (which are correctly modelled in Fig. 9) are considera-
bly stronger.

The synthetic seismogram section for a horizontal profile
at the surface of model II is shown in Fig. 10; the correspond-
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ing section for model I was given in Fig. 6. Strong amplitudes
of multiple reflections in the first layer are visible in the
whole distance range from 100—1100m and cancel primary
seam-group reflections beyond a distance of 500 m. Multiple
reflections within the whole overburden disturb these reflec-
tions at shorter distances more than in the VSP seismograms
of Fig. 9. For instance, only a small portion of energy in the
wave group 3 in Fig. 10 is really caused by the seam-group
reflection 3. Hence, it appears that the disturbing effects of a
complicated overburden are more pronounced on horizontal
than on vertical seismic profiles.

Our final example of synthetic seismograms (Fig. 11) cor-
responds to an explosive point source at a depth of 30m in
model II and to a horizontal profile at the surface. Now the
surface reflection at the source (ghost reflection) entails
doubling of all arrivals in comparison with Fig. 10, such that
a really complicated section results. For instance, the seam-
group reflections 1’ and 2’, which are a consequence of the
ghost reflection, interfere with the direct seam-group reflec-
tions 2 and 3, respectively. We mention in passing that the
computing time for Fig. 11 was much reduced in comparison
with that for Fig. 10, since the reflectivity of model 11, of
course, had not to be recalculated.

Conclusions

With the method described above it is possible to calculate
realistic seismograms on vertical as well as on horizontal
seismic profiles through complicated layering at reasonable
computational cost. The case of vertical seismic profiling can
be modelled very quickly by using simple plane-wave theory
and correcting approximately for spherical divergence. In this
way the effects due to multiple reflections and absorption can
be estimated, and some idea can be obtained about the depths
at which receivers should be buried and what frequencies
should be used in a field experiment, provided that some
information on the structure is available in advance. The
more sophisticated spherical wave theory yields additional
information on the influence of the offset between source and
receiver array. It also allows the simulation of the usual
horizontal-profile observations at the surface and thus helps
in deciding whether or not the expensive VSP-technique can
really be expected to improve the identification of primary
and multiple reflections and to reduce significantly the influ—
ence of absorption. In the case studied in this paper it ap-
pears that this is actually so, but this result cannot be general-
ized. Hence, a planned field survey should probably be pre-
ceeded by numerical studies with the methods developed
above.
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Appendix. Synthetic Seismograms
for Point-Source Excitation

We treat the case of an explosive point source in the first layer of a
horizontally layered medium. This case simulates reasonably well the
excitation of seismic waves by explosions and similar sources in

reflection measurements on land or sea. For simplicity we consider
only acoustic waves. The geometry of the medium is the same as in
Fig. 1; the source depth is zs with 0<zs<22, and the receiver can be
at any depth and horizontal offset. We work with displacement
potentials and use cylindrical coordinates (r, q), z). Because of sym-
metry reasons there is independence of the azimuth go; r is the
horizontal source-receiver distance.

For the Fourier transformed potential of the direct wave in layer
1 we use the Sommerfeld integral

_. _ °° k .

¢0=F(a))jjTJO(kr)e""'z‘.zsldk,
(A-l)

o 1

where 15(0)) is the spectrum of the excitation function, k the horizon-
tal wavenumber, l1 =(w2/ocÎ—k2)”2 the vertical wavenumber, and
J0(kr) the Bessel function of first kind and order zero.

Similar representations are sought for the potential in an arbi-
trary layer with index i:

_ _ °° k¢.~=F(w)t 7Min)
o] 1

_{Aie—ili(zîzi)+Bie+j1i(Z—Zi)}dk (A_2)

l.=(a)2/oci2—~k2)1/2l (li >0 or Imli <0).

This integral solves the wave equation in layer i. As in the plane-
wave case with normal incidence, treated in the main part of the
paper, the first term in the curly brackets of (A-2) represents all
downgoing waves in layer i and the second term all upgoing waves,
and the amplitude coefficients Ai and Bi are calculated from the
boundary conditions at the interfaces (continuity of normal displace-
ment and normal stress):

ii: 8¢3i_1
ÖZ ÖZ at z=zi (i=2,3,...,n) (A-3)
piq§i=pi—1§5i~l

¢1=0 at z=zl=0. (A-4)

Equation (A-3) yields the matrix relation

A. A.()=ml'”) ma)Bi Bi—l
with the 2 x 2 layer matrix

e+jli_ldi_l (pili_1+pi_1li)e_2fli_ldi_l(”pili_1+pi_1li)mi=——- _2~z. d_ . (A—6)
2pil (—pili—l+pi—lli)e J'—"—1(pili_1+pi_1li)i

The layer matrix in the main part, Eq. (5), follows from (A-6) for k
=0.

Layer 1 requires a special treatment, because the source potential
(‚50 in (A—l) has to be included in (151. Above the source (z<zs) we use
the denotation c51=d3f with amplitude coefficients Af and Bf, and
below the source (z>zs) we have the quantities (131‘, A1— and Bf. The
relation between the two pairs of coefficients is

A1— Af As ‚l( )= )+ )‚ where As=e+1123.
Bf Bf —1/AS

We then apply (A-S) successively, use additionally the relations Bn=0
(no upgoing wave in the half-space with index n) and Bf = —Af
(from boundary condition (A-4)), and introduce (A-7):

(A-7)

ÜÙ—MiÆi*M(AÎ)+M(‘“ ) <A&0
_

B;
_

——Af —1/AS

with the layer-matrix product

M M
M=( 11 12)=m„om„_1'...-m2. (A-9)

M21 M21
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The second of the two equations (A-8) can be solved for Aï :

M21As—M22/AsA+ =—————, B+ = —A+. A-101
M22_M21

1 1 ( )

Introducing these results into (A-7) yields:

_ _ M22 _ _ _A1 —*(AS—1/AS), B1 —RA1. (A-ll)
M22—M21

The amplitude coefficients for i=2, 3,...,n follow from the matrix
relation

= Mi ‚Bi B;

where

M =
(Mill

Milz.- (A-12)
Mi21 Mi22

):mi'mi_1'...'m2

is the layer—matrix product taken down to layer i. Using (A-ll) we
have:

Ai=Mi11M22—Mi12M21(As—l/AS),

M22_M21

M. M —M. M
Bi:

121 22 122
21(As—1/As). (A'13)

M22—M21

A computational advantage, both with respect to accuracy and com-
puting time, is obtained by observing that the only quantity. related
to matrix M and needed in (A—10), (A-11) and (A-13), is the plane-
wave reflectivity R = —M21/M22 of the layer stack below layer 1:

RA +1A:=-—‘f+R/S, Bî=—A;œ (A44)
AS—l/AS _ _

ï=T—+—Î’
B1 =RA1, (A-15)

M. RM.AiZMVls’l/As),
1+R

M. +RM.B.=—‘“_——Æ A ——1 A i=2,3,...,n. A-16. 1+R ( s /.) ( ) ( )
The reflectivity R can be computed recursively (Brekhovskikh 1960).
For this purpose we define the reflectivity with respect to the depth z
=zi by the ratio R,.=Bl./Ai of the amplitudes of all upgoing and all
downgoing waves in layer i. Then we find the relation between Rl._1
and Ri from (A-5):

R. = PPR!“ [mi—ta.-.”1 1+riRi

rl=pili—1—pi—lli
l

pili—l+pi—lli

:plane-wave reflection coefficient of interface z=zi. (A-17)

The recursion is started with i=n, Rn=0, and is stopped at i=2: the
result R1 of the last step in the recursion is the desired reflectivity R.
The reflectivity for vertically travelling waves, which is needed in
Eqs. (7) and (9) of the main paper. follows from (A-17) by setting 1k
=co/cxk.

Formulas (A-14) to (A—16), together with (A-2) allow wavefield
calculations for arbitrary receiver depths and distances from the
source in the layered medium. For applications it is better to work in
terms of integrals over slowness u=k/w rather than integrals over
wavenumber k. The vertical wavenumbers transform according to II.
=wqi, where qi=(oci‘2—u2)1’2. The spectra of the horizontal and
vertical displacements, üri=âqËi/ôr and üzizöcßi/Öz, respectively, are:
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_ °° u2 . .
17.: —F(w) (1)25 __J-1 (uwr){Aie-Jw4i(Z—Zi)+Bie+1wqi(Z-Zi)} du

0
n

1

_ °°u . . .üzi = —F(a))w2j q, J0(uwr){Aie—1°’q‘(z‘zi)—Bie+1‘°qi‘z‘z"} du
0 l

(i=1,2‚ ...,n). (A-18)
We add a few brief remarks on some aspects of the numerical
calculation of the integrals in (A-18):

1)The integration is performed by the trapezoidal rule and is
restricted to the slowness interval of interest. Normally this is the
interval from O to l/ocl. The number of slownesses is typically 100 to
several hundreds. A cosine taper at the largest slownesses may be
useful to reduce the amplitudes of numerical arrivals without physical
significance:

2) Anelasticity of the layers is taken into account by working
with complex wave velocities according to Eq. (11) of the main paper.
Besides the fact that this is a desirable feature in principle, especially
when the high-frequency waves of seismic prospecting are modelled,
it is also computationally favorable since it removes the surface-
waves poles of the integrands away from the real u-axis and thus
away from the integration path.

3) Time-domain aliasing because of very long physical responses
can be avoided or reduced by using complex instead of real frequen-
cies, as described in the main part.

4) The Bessel functions are replaced by the asymptotic form of
the corresponding Hankel functions of the second kind, implying
only waves propagating away from the source. Numerical tests
showed that only for very accurate calculations at small distances
should the original Bessel functions be retained. This may be con-
nected with the occurrence of relatively strong numerical arrivals.

5) Fast Fourier Transform methods are used for going from the
time domain to the frequency domain and vice versa.

Additional information on the numerical calculation of integrals
of the form (A-18) can be found in papers by Fuchs and Müller
(1971), Fertig and Müller (1978) and Kennett (1979; 1980). We con-
clude this appendix with the displacement spectra for a vertical single
force at the surface of the layered medium:

K— a) a) °° . ,
ü”: _ ( )

ju2J1(uwr){Aie—1wqi(2—zi)+Bie+1wqi(2—zi)}
du

4np1 0

K— a) co °° . .
zizi: _ ( ) jjuqijowwrMAie—qJZ—zi)_Bie+1wqi(2—zi)}

du
4np1 0

(i=1,2,...,n), (A-19)

where

K(w) = force spectrum,

2
Al=m‚

B1=RA1,

A‘=2M111+RMi12‘ 1+R ’

M- +RM-
Bi=212—1HR:——12‘

(i=2,3,...,n).

Formulas (A-19) are a useful supplement to the results (A-18) for an
explosive point source, since these vanish for a source location at the
surface because of exact cancellation of the direct wave and the
surface reflection.
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Abstract. This paper describes a “proton time-of—flight event”
observed onboard a high altitude rocket in the auroral zone
during a magnetospheric substorm expansion phase. The onset
was defined by a rapid low energy electron influx enhancement.
After 36—55 s three successive peaks at 13, 7 and 5.5 keV were
measured by the low energy proton detectors and related to
the increase of the intense electron precipitation. On the assump-
tion that the spectral variations of the protons were caused by
energy dispersion, a distance to the proton acceleration or precip-
itation region of ~9 RE was evaluated. Generally, the measured
differential proton spectra for the flight could be fitted by a
power law F=F0 E—7 with a slope of y~0.7, except for the
event mentioned above and two other events discussed in relation
to the simultaneously measured electron precipitation. The pitch
angle distribution of the protons was typically isotropic over
the upper hemisphere.

Key words: Particle acceleration — Energy dispersion — Mono-
energetic protons — Substorm expansion phase

Introduction

The fluxes of low energy protons and electrons in the keV-range
show all sorts of different relations, and all combinations of
flux and spectral variations can be found in limited regions.
The most commonly occurring combinations in this energy range
seem to be the correlation in flux variations and anti-correlations
in the spectral hardness variation. When the precipitating proton
flux increases, its spectrum softens, simultaneously the electron
flux also increases and the electron spectrum hardens (Johnstone
1971; Bryant et al. 1977; Edwards et al. 1978; Urban 1981).
However, Miller and Whalen (1976) reported the lack of any
consistent correlation between electron and proton precipitation.
Whalen et al. (1978) came to a similar conclusion stating that
no definite relations between proton and electron fluxes exist.

Proton energy spectra with peaks in the keV range were
observed by Whalen et al. (1971), Whalen and McDiarmid (1972)
and by Miller and Whalen (1976). They attributed the spectral
peaks to electrostatic potential drops, but found no clear relation
to the electron measurements. Bryant et al. (1977) reported a
similar behaviour where a spectral peak developed at ~6 keV
together with a small proton flux increase without any obvious
change in the electron population.

The pitch angle distributions of low energy protons in the
keV-range have been found to be rather isotropic or, in some
cases, to peak at 90° (Johnstone 1971 ; Miller and Whalen 1976).

Field aligned proton pitch angle distributions have been observed
mainly by means of low-orbiting satellites (Hultqvist 1971;
Hultqvist and Borg 1978), but also with rockets (Urban 1981;
Briining et al. 1981). The observed pitch angle distributions peak—
ing at a few tens of degrees above 90° (“conical beams”, Whalen
et al. 1978) are not discussed in this paper. Here the data from
simultaneous rocket-borne proton and electron measurements
in the keV-range observed during an auroral breakup are pre-
sented. They show a clear correlation in the proton and electron
flux variations.

In particular, the measured proton spectral variations with
a sequence of peaks in the energy range 13—5 keV are related
to the intense electron precipitation mentioned above and inter-
preted in terms of energy dispersion of the protons over a dis-
tance of about 9 Earth radii.

Instrumentation

The payload F4C was launched on 30 January 1978 at 21 :37 UT
by a Skylark-12 motor from the Andoya Rocket Range, Norway,
and reached an apogee of 530 km. The actual launch azimuth
was 346°. The payload had an attitude control system so that
the spin axis had an angular deviation of 20° i 10° with respect
to the negative geomagnetic field direction. The spin period was
approximately 350 ms.

The complex experimental equipment of the payload allowed
particle and field observations in wide energy and frequency
ranges. F4C was one of four high altitude sounding rocket pay—
loads of the German IMS campaign “Substorm Phenomena”
launched from the Andoya Rocket Range during the time period
13 October 1977—30 January 1978 (Wilhelm 1980).

The proton measurements in the energy range 0.5—30 keV
were obtained by 80° spherical electrostatic analysers as energy
selectors and channel electron multipliers operating in pulse
counting modes as particle detectors. After the energy selection
the protons were post-accelerated by a negative potential of
1.3 kV in order to compensate the lower efficiency of the channel
electron multiplier for protons at low energies.

The energy spectra in the range 0.5—30 keV were scanned
in l9 logarithmic levels with 20 ms sampling time each. A sum-
mary of the relevant parameters of the instrument is compiled
in Table 1. Three of these proton detectors were mounted at
0°, 20° and 90° with respect to the spin axis. Each sensor was
calibrated in order to determine the entrance characteristic, the
geometric factor, and the efficiency and energy dependence of
the channel electron multipliers. For technical reasons this cali-
bration procedure was performed using a mono-energetic elec-
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Table l. Characteristics of the instruments

Proton-Spectr. Electron-Spectr.

Energy range keV 0.5—30 0.05—25
Resolution AE/E % 7.5 7
Geometric factor cm2 sr 4 x 10‘ 3 2 x 10‘ 3
Field of view deg2 8 x 10 24 >< 4 x 6
Time for one spectrum 3 0.4 46 or 1.5

tron beam with varying acceleration potentials of the beam and
horizontal and vertical viewing angles of the sensor. The different
efficiencies of the channeltrons for protons compared to electrons
were accounted for by use of conversion methods published
in the literature (Egidi et al. 1969; Iglesias and McGarity 1971;
Crandall and Ray 1975).

The electrons were measured by a differential energy and
angle analyser with a field of view of 96° >< 6° subdivided into
24 angular sections. The energy selection was performed by two
80° spherical electrostatic analysers. Auxiliary electrostatic de-
flection devices selected the 24 angular channels. This scheme
enabled the experiment to measure directional electron fluxes
with a coverage of about 96° in pitch angle range without even
utilizing the rocket spin. The instrument operated in slow and
fast measurement modes. During the slow mode the viewing
direction was controlled by the onboard magnetometer and the
selection energy changed slowly in approximately 46 s over the
full energy range. During the fast mode the selection energy
swept quickly within 1.5 s.

Geophysical Conditions

The payload F4C was launched at 21 :37 UT during the expan-
sive phase of a magnetospheric substorm. The Kp value during
the time interval from 21—24 UT was —5. The disturbance to
be discussed here was preceded by a 100 nT depression of the
X-component of the geomagnetic field (Fig. 1). The activity of
the northernmost of the two stable auroral arcs located above
Andoya intensified, and later on, at 21 :30 UT, a violent breakup
occurred, followed by an increase in brightness of the southern
arc. Four minutes later the whole sky was covered by auroral
displays. The brightness values measured at 21 :32 UT, although
somewhat uncertain because of a high altitude cloud layer, were
100 kR for 22557.7 nm, 3.6 kR for 630.0 nm, and 200 R for
486.1 nm. Unfortunately, an additional low altitude cloud cover
caused a rapid deterioration of the visibility immediately after
the launch of F4C preventing all sky and photometer observa-
tions. Recordings of the geomagnetic variations and pulsations
during this event are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The X-component
decreased by approximately 500 nT within several minutes con-
currently with the fast expansion of the aurora. The large varia—
tions of the Y-component were associated with auroral forms
directed south-east to north-west.

The geomagnetic pulsations (Fig. 2) showed large amplitudes
in both H and D components between 21:30 UT. During the
flight of F4C the amplitudes decreased from 30 to about 20 nT.
Thereafter the substorm recovered rapidly, interrupted only by
some activity increase after 22:30 UT.

Observations

A summary of the low energy proton and electron measurements
is given in Figure 3. The different time resolutions apparent
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in the electron fluxes result from the different operating modes
of the instrument. Hence the solid line between 160 and 285 8
represents three differential energy spectra with high pitch angle
resolution, whereas before that time differential energy spectra
with high energy resolution have been measured.
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At 151 s the downgoing proton energy and number fluxes
in the energy range 0.5 to 30 keV increase simultaneously with
the electron fluxes. Twenty seconds later a stronger precipitation
of protons occured for some seconds. During the rest of the
flight the proton energy influx remained at a nearly constant
level of 0.7 erg cm 2s 1at a height of 350 km, where charge
exchange reactions become more and more important.

The above two time periods, and that after 500 s when the
electron spectrometer is in the right mode to observe fast varia-
tions, are selected for comparisons with the proton data.
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The electron energy spectra for the time interval near the
first flux increase at 151 s have been compiled in Figure 4. The
spectra just before the increase were relatively flat in the energy
range 0.1 keV to approximately 10 keV The high energy flux
after 151 s was carried by electrons with energies between
0.1—5 keV. During the flux enhancement of nearly two orders
of magnitude the high energy cutoff decreased from 5 to 2.4 keV
within 6—7 s.

In the upper part of Figure 5 the energy channel 0.75 keV
is plotted on an expanded time scale between 100 s and 220 3.
At the onset of the intense electron precipitation (at 151 8 flight
time) a sudden increase of the intensity of the proton fluxes
of 0.75 keV appeared. After 3 s the intensity decreased again
and at 166 s the proton flux reached a new peak value one
order of magnitude higher than the average flux. After 170 s
the differential proton flux had an average value of 2 >< 106 pro-
tons cm‘2 sr" 1 s‘ 1 keV” 1 Three differential proton energy
spectra from this event are shown in the bottom part of Figure
5. At 167 s, the intensity was approximately one order of magni-
tude higher in the full measured energy range 0.5—30 keV. The
dashed line indicates the proton energy spectrum at 155 s in
order to facilitate the comparison.

Interesting observations related to the enhanced electron pre-
cipitation near 151 s were not obtained only as spectral variations
of the electrons, as illustrated in Figure 4, but also as a variation
of the proton energy distribution (Fig. 6). Three successive peaks
in the proton spectra were measured, the first at a peak energy
of 13 keV, followed 13 s later by one at 7 keV and 6 s later
by a 5.5 keV peak. These three peaks were the most remarkable
and appeared for some seconds, whereas the dispersion of other
energies could not be clearly identified due to some flux intensity
variations during that time. A fourth peak at 9.3 keV fitting
into the sequence was measured between 192 and 196 s, but
has been omitted as it failed to reach statistical significance
and fell within an energy range only coarsely covered by the
instruments. These observations led us to assume that the change
in the proton spectra was caused by energy dispersion. This
will be discussed in the next section. The pitch angle distribution
of the protons during these successive peaks was isotropic inside
the loss cone.
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cient of y w 0.7. The flux remained very constant during approxi-
mately 20 s and then dropped to a power law spectrum which
is a factor 2 or 3 higher than prior to the peak formation.
At the same time a large variation in the electron number flux
was detected (see Fig. 3). The pitch angle distribution at the
proton peak energy 2.9 keV was a typical loss cone distribution
during this event.

The other isolated peak in the proton energy spectra was
observed within the time interval 483—48? 5 after launch. The
pitch angle distribution at the peak energy 5.36 keV was isotropic
before, during, and after the peak.

Discussion and Conclusion

What are the conclusions that can be drawn from the reported
observations with respect to the rapid electron energy flux en-
hancement at 151 5? Under the assumption that the electron
enhancement defines the onset time (to) for an energy dispersion
of the observed variations of the proton spectra (Fig. 6), we
calculated the distance 3 of the proton precipitation region from
the proton energy, Ep, and mass, mp, using the basic formula
(1) and

'1‘: --—-E'I (1)

the transit time t of the protons with the well developed peak
energy (Table 2).

For the source distance 3 statistical uncertainties are calcu-
lated from the time where the flux intensity reached 10011 of
the maximum at the corresponding peak energy. The start time
of the velocity dispersion event. has been set at 150 s.

For all protons with peak energies we obtained a distance
from the source region of approx. 9 Earth radii (RE). Along
a geomagnetic fieldline (dipole model) which is crossed by a
rocket at an L-value of approx. 7 the distance from the Earth
to the equatorial region is approx. 9 RE.
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Table 2. Compiled parameters transit time t at the maximum flux
intensity Ep, velocity up and distance s evaluated from the energy
dispersion, to = onset time

I after to: 150 3 Ep [keV] up [m/s] s [m]

r0+37 s 13 1.58 ><106 (58.6i2.5)><106
t0+50s 7 1.l6><106 (58.1j—_2.4)><106
r0+56 s 5.5 1.03 ><106 (58.7:2.1)><106

At t= 150 s after launch an as yet unexplained diffusion
mechanism precipitated electrons and protons in the equatorial
region into the local loss cone. The transit time of the electrons
(of the order of one second) was very short compared to the
transit time of the protons (37 to 56 s) and their arrival (at
151 3) indicates the start of the event as being approx. one second
before.

The dispersion calculation is based on the assumption that
the ions are protons and not heavier ions (e.g. 0+). No velocity
changes due to acceleration or deceleration in field aligned elec-
tric fields are included in the model because the field mentioned
below disappeared before the protons of the primary source
could be affected.

In addition to the sudden increase of the precipitation of
the low energy electrons (with an energy < 5 keV) Wilhelm and
Studemann (in press 1982) reported an energy shift in the electron
spectrum together with a post-acceleration of energetic electrons
by a 5 kV potential difference. As a mechanism for generating
a potential drop, Hultqvist (1971) proposed an interaction be-
tween the hot magnetospheric plasma and the cold ionospheric
plasma during intense electron precipitation.

No sufficient explanation can be given for the high intensities
of the proton fluxes at around 167 s with a duration of some
seconds. The electron data were measured in a slow sweep mode,
so that the interpretation is rather difficult.

The large variations of the electron number flux at about
300 s were accompanied for 20 s by a well developed peak of
the proton spectra at 3 keV. Bryant et al. (1977) reported a simi-
lar observation when the rocket crossed from a stable auroral
arc into a diffuse aurora. Unfortunately, all-sky photographs
or photometer recordings do not exist from flight F4C because
of the overcast sky, so that no direct comparison can be made.

Afurtherisolated peak of the proton energy spectra at 5.36 keV
with a differential flux ratio of three above the back-
ground was observed later from 483—487 s. The assumption of
a proton acceleration by a potential drop directed to the Earth
and located at higher altitudes is supported by the strong decay
of electrons at lower energies at that time. Comparing the strong
decrease of the electron number flux at about 500 s to the contin-
ued, fairly constant electron energy flux in Figure 3 one may
recognize a loss of electrons with lower energies, possibly re-
tarded by a potential drop.
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Any related proton energy flux increase one might expect
is not observed. However, around that time there is a decreasing
slope for both electrons and protons possibly due to a weakening
of a common precipitation mechanism, which could counteract
the effects of the potential drop.
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and Ionospheric Electric Fields Associated with Auroral Currents
5. Current System Associated with Eastward Drifting Omega Bands
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Abstract. Magnetograms from the Scandinavian Magnetometer
Array (SMA) and ionospheric electric field measurements from
the Scandinavian Twin Auroral Radar Experiment (STARE)
have been evaluated during the passage of several omega bands
(or eastward travelling surges) over Northern Scandinavia
around 0400 MLT on 16 February 1977. The eastward motion
of the omega bands was a pure E x B drift and was associated
with PS6 disturbances of the east-west component particularly
of magnetic and electric fields. The two-dimensional distributions
of electric and magnetic disturbance fields strongly support the
hypothesis of a three-dimensional current system which is embed-
ded in a rather homogeneous westward Hall current and where
north-south aligned localized regions of field-aligned currents,
flowing upward close to the omega band’s wave-crest and down-
ward east and west of it, are travelling eastward with the omega
band. These field-aligned currents are associated with eastward
and westward electric field disturbances and southward and
northward Hall currents between them. It remains unclear
whether these Hall currents close within the ionosphere, i.e.
forming counterclockwise and clockwise ellipsoidal Hall current
vortices, or if they diverge from the ionosphere as field-aligned
currents at the southern and northern boundary of the region
that is disturbed by the omega band.

Key words: Scandinavian Magnetometer Array — STARE — Mag-
netic fields — Electric fields — Auroral zone — Omega bands
— Eastward travelling surges — Ps6

Introduction

In his review paper on auroral forms Akasofu (1974) defines
omega bands as a wavy structure of the poleward auroral bound-
ary with the shape of a series of Q open to the pole, appearing
most often in the local morning or midnight sector and generally
drifting eastward (therefore the term “eastward travelling surge ”

is also used). We have started from this definition to determine
a period when omega bands occurred and have then evaluated
the STARE and magnetometer data for this time. This means
that our classification is different from that of earlier papers,
which describe mainly a certain class of magnetic variations,
and may thereby also include events that are not connected
to omega bands.

A comparison of our magnetic variations show a certain
similarity to the P56 described by Saito (1974, 1978) and with
* Present address: Siemens AG, Hofmannstr. 51, D-8000 München

70, Federal Republic of Germany

0340-062X/82/0050/0194/5501.60

eastward travelling disturbance described by Kawasaki and Ros-
toker (1979) and Gustafsson et al. (1981). Saito infers that PS6
are caused by substorms and generated by a wavelike motion
of the electrojet travelling eastward in the morning sector. Kawa-
saki and Rostoker (1979) have modelled their disturbances by
a system of travelling field-aligned currents closing in the north-
south direction. Gustafsson et al. (1981) reproduced their equiva-
lent current pattern by Hall current vortices around an east-west
aligned pair of line-type field-aligned currents.

Since, in contrast to these earlier measurements, we have
two-dimensional measurements of ground magnetic and iono-
spheric electric fields, we are — as in earlier papers of this series
(Baumjohann et al. 1980; 1981; Baumjohann and Kamide 1981;
Inhester et al. 1981) — able not only to verify that our measure-
ments belong to the same class of events, but can decide which
model is the real one.

Instrumentation

The sites of the SMA-magnetometers (Scandinavian Magnet—
ometer Array) used for this study are shown in Fig. 1. Most
of the instruments are located along six roughly parallel, north—
south profiles. A detailed description of this magnetometer net-
work has been given by Kiippers et a1. (1979) and, for profile
5, by Maurer and Theile (1978). The coordinate system indicated
in Fig. 1 has been introduced by Küppers et al. (1979) and has
been named the Kiruna system. It is a Cartesian system obtained
by a stereographic projection of the globe onto a tangential
plane centered at Kiruna, Sweden (67.8° N, 204° E). The yKI
axis of the system has been chosen as the tangent to the projec-
tion of the line çbc (KIR)=64.8° with d), denoting the revised
corrected geomagnetic latitudes as given by Gustafsson (1970).
The xK 1 axis points approximately 12° west of geographic north
at KIR.

Again referrring to Fig. 1, the area enclosed by the dashed
trapezoid is the common region seen by the two STARE radars
(Greenwald et al. 1978). The STARE radars are sensitive to
electrostatic plasma waves in the auroral E region. These waves.
often called irregularities, are produced by the combined effects
of the two stream and gradient drift plasma instabilities (see
Greenwald, 1974). Greenwald (1979) has summarized evidence
that in the auroral E layer the net drift velocity of the irregulari-
ties is nearly a pure E >< B drift. Hence, the transverse ionospheric
electric field vector is orthogonal and proportional to the mea—
sured drift velocity vector. Strong experimental evidence for this
relationship has been found by Ecklund et al. (1977), Cahill
et al. (1978) and Zanetti et al. (1980).
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Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of STARE irregularity drift vectors and the lower boundary of the omega band every minute between 0142 and
ÜISÛIJÎ“

The lower aurora boundary in the all-sky pictures of the
camera at Muonio (Hyppdnen eta]. 19714) has been digitized,
rectified and mapped into geographical coordinates and into
the Kiruna system under the assumption that the lower boundary
of the aurora is located at a height of 100 km (Boyd et al. 197l).
The resulting error in the location if the true height is 10 km
higher or lower than assumed may be estimated to about 20 km
for a zenith distance of 70° (Opgenoorth et al. 1980).

Data Presentation and Analysis

Omega bands were drifting through the all-sky camera field
of view from 0130 UT to 0230 UT on 16 February 1977 with

an approximate speed of 40 km/min and a repetition period
of 15 to 20 min. In Fig. 2 all-sky camera pictures taken during
the passage of the most pronounced omega band are shown.

The whole structure looks like a wave moving eastward (after
transformation into geographical or Kiruna coordinates this is
even more pronounced). Omega bands occurring before and
after this time have the same general appearance, but are less
pronounced, in the magnetic and electric field variations.

The temporal development of the horizontal components of
ground magnetic and ionospheric electric fields observed along
the (longitudinal) y“ axis are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4, respec-
tively (A and 13,, are parallel to arm, B and E, are parallel to
y“). Both magnetic and electric variations are clearly within
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Fig. 7. Filtered magnetograms of A and B components displayed in
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given in the left-hand column while the higher frequency traces (periods
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the P56 range (15—20 min) and were probably initiated by sub-
storm activity west of Scandinavia before 0100 UT (see Baumjo-
hann and Kamide 1981). As is usual for Ps6, the magnetic fluctu-
ations are more pronounced in the (east-west) B component
(Saito 1972; 1974; 1978; Kawasaki and Rostoker 1979; Gustafs-
son et al. 1981). The electric field also varies considerably more
in the (east-west) Ey component, in agreement with the measure-
ments of Gustafsson et al. (1981). It can also be seen clearly
that the extrema are observed earlier at the western stations
and that they are travelling eastwards with the same velocity
as the omega bands, i.e. about 40 km/min.

The relation between the omega bands and the disturbances
in magnetic and electric fields can be seen even more clearly
in Figs. 5 and 6, where we show the two-dimensional distribution
of equivalent current vectors and STARE drift velocities together
with the auroral boundary during the passage of the most pro-
nounced omega band over Scandinavia. The STARE data show
a rather sharply bounded region of eastward drift embedded
in the otherwise northeast drift. The region is about 150 km
wide in longitude and extends 250 km to the northeast. It is
moving with the omega band. The equivalent current vectors
display a southwest orientation in the region of northeast irregu-
larity drifts and westward equivalent current near the omega

band wave-crest where STARE observed eastward drifts. This
behaviour of irregularity drifts and current vectors is equivalent
to the wavy motion of the polar electrojet that has been proposed
by Saito (1978) as an explanation for Ps6 magnetic variations.

In order to analyze more accurately the disturbances of the
background electric field and electrojet caused by the omega
band, we have followed Gustafsson et al. (1981) and separated
the Ps6 fluctuations from the more slowly varying contributions
by filtering (with the —6dB cutoff point at a period of 30 min)
magnetograms and electrograms measured by the SMA and
STARE (some of these are shown in Figs. 3 and 4). The results
of this filtering, i.e. the high frequency signal associated with
the omega band and the low frequency signal associated with
background electric field and electrojet, are shown in Figs. 7
and 8 for those traces displayed in Figs. 3 and 4. Since the
STARE electrograms showed some very high frequency scatter
as well as some data gaps due to subthreshold electric fields
(Cahill et al. 1978) smooth cubic spline functions were fitted
to the electrograms before filtering (these are also displayed
in Fig. 8).

We will now concentrate on the most pronounced omega
band that crossed northern Scandinavia between 0140 and
0200 UT (Figs. 3 and 4). This omega band travelled to the east
with a velocity component vy=670 ms‘1 along the yKI axis and
had also a small northward velocity component 0x285 m5—1
parallel to the xx; axis. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show that the omega
band maintains its shape during the traversal of northern Scan—
dinavia. In addition, the irregularity drift and equivalent current
vector fields obviously remain constant relative to the wave crest.
This strongly suggests a stationary pattern for the omega band
and the magnetic and electric perturbations related to it which
drifts with the omega band. In order to display this behaviour
clearly the (two-dimensional) total, the low frequency back-
ground, and the higher frequency disturbance vector field distri-
butions measured between 0135 and 0205 UT were each superim-
posed with the moving omega band as a natural reference frame
and averaged in 50 x 50 km2 cells. The resultant vector distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 9.

The magnetic and electric vector fields display quite clearly
that the filtering in the time domain has actually resulted in
a spatial filtering where whe have separated the total measured
vector fields into a both temporally and spatially rather homoge-
neous background field which is very probably due to magneto-
spheric convection and a temporally and spatially inhomoge-
neous disturbance field that is associated with the omega band.

Additional Results and Discussion

In previous studies of eastward travelling disturbances mainly
ground-based magnetic data were analysed and thus the different
authors were not able to definitely discriminate between the
two (following) different current systems that are both able to
reproduce the higher frequency part of the magnetic variations
on the ground:
1) Circular Hall current loops around line-type field-aligned cur-

rents in the centers of the vortices with no conductivity gra-
dients in the ionosphere (Baumjohann 1979; Gustafsson et al.
1981)

2) A southward Cowling current flowing in a region of higher
conductivity closed by field-aligned currents in the north and
south (Baumjohann et al. 1977; Kawasaki and Rostoker 1979;
Rostoker and Barichello 1980).
Our two-dimensional observations of ground-based magnetic

and ionospheric electric fields allow us to infer the real nature
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of both the slowly varying and homogeneous background elec-
trojet and the rather inhomogeneous currents associated with
the omega band.

The low frequency background electric field has amplitudes
of about —30 and 5 m_1 for the Ex and E, components,
respectively. These values are approximately the same as those
found by Baumjohann and Kamide (1981) l h later on the same
day after the omega bands have passed over Scandinavia and
are also in good agreement with other electric field observations
in this local time sector (Mozer and Lucht 1974; Madsen et a1.
1976; Holzworth et al. 1977). The slowly varying background
horizontal magnetic field and equivalent current were nearly
exactly parallel and orthogonal, respectively, to the direction
of the convection electric field, i.e. 12° eastward and northward
from the negative xKI and yKI axes, respectively. This leads to
the conclusion that the background westward electrojet is a Hall
current flowing along the auroral oval that is typically also in-
clined by about 10°—15° against lines of constant magnetic lati-
tude, i.e. the xK, axis (Davis 1962; Gustafsson 1967; 1969; Meng
et al. 1977; Lassen and Danielsen 1978; see Baumjohann and
Kamide ( 1981) for a more thoroughly discussion of this topic).

The drift velocity vector of the omega band points about
10° eastward from the negative yK, axis, i.e. perpendicular to
the background electric field. Moreover, by comparing the drift
velocity of the omega band (vx, vy)=(85 ms”, 670 ms“) with
the horizontal background electric field components given above,
it becomes obvious that the eastward motion of the omega band
along the auroral oval is a pure EXB drift. The slightly too

9159 0200 0210 UT

high velocity of the omega band as compared to the convection
electric field measured by STARE in the earth-fixed frame may
easily be attributed to the dynamo action of neutral winds in
the ionosphere (Brekke et al. 1973; Comfort et al. 1976; Rino
et al. 1977).

The electric field distribution associated with the omega band
can be explained by a north-south aligned region of upward
field-aligned currents and thus negatively charged field lines just
north of the wave crest and of downward field-aligned currents
and thus positively charged field lines east and west of the omega
band (the electric charge dissipating as Pedersen currents in
the ionosphere from the foot of the field lines is assumably
compensated by field-aligned current from the magnetosphere;
see Fukushima 1974). The location of the upward field-aligned
current region corroborates the results of other studies on Ps6
and omega bands, which describe observations of strong riometer
absorption and thus energetic electron precipitation that is sup-
posed to carry upward field-aligned current (Kamide and Ros-
toker 1977; Theile and Wilhelm 1980) west of the southward
equivalent current region (Gustafsson et al. 1981) and just east
of the region of purely eastward total irregularity drift vectors
(Oksman et al., personal communication 1981).

A comparison of the higher frequency electric and equivalent
current vector fields shows that eastward and westward electric
field vectors and southward and northward equivalent current
vectors are nearly perpendicular to each other. This favours
the Hall current vortex model against the southward Cowling
current model. However, it remains unclear whether the Hall
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Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of electric field
vectors (left-hand column) and equivalent
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also been drawn in. The upper panel gives
the unfiltered vector fields while middle and
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components respectively. The outline of the
Scandinavian coast is given relative to its
location at 0150 UT

currents close within the ionosphere via east-west Hall currents
or diverge from the ionosphere as field-aligned currents at the
southern and northern boundary of the region that is disturbed
by the omega band, since the electric field below the omega
band‘s wave-creast was obviously too low to be detected by
STARE and thus we are not able to decide if the eastward
and westward equivalent currents in this region are Hall currents
or if they are caused by the magnetic effect of field—aligned
currents.

From the equivalent current vector distribution one can see
that the Hall conductivity near and just behind the wave crest
is somewhat enhanced, since the southward current vectors are
comparatively bigger than the northward current vectors to the
east. (note that this east-west aligned conductivity gradient is
parallel to the electric field and to the gradient of the electric
potential and thus, as in the case of homogeneous conductivity,
only Hall currents are observed on the ground). The Hall conduc-

tivity enhancement is apparently caused by the precipitation of
energetic electrons that. carry the upward field-aligned current.
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Thermospheric Winds During the Energy Budget Campaign:
Ground-Based Fabry-Perot Observations Supported by Dynamical Simulations
with a Three-Dimensional, Time-Dependent Thermospheric Model
D. Rees, P.A. Rounce, P. Charleton, T.J. Fuller-Rowell, I. McWhirter, and K. Smith
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, United Kingdom

Abstract. Two very stable and sensitive Fabry-Perot interfer-
ometers were operated continuously throughout the period of
the Energy Budget Campaign, at ESRANGE, Kiruna, to moni-
tor the time-dependent variations of upper thermospheric
(200—300 km) and lower thermospheric (90—120 km) winds, using
the 630.0 nm and 557.7 nm forbidden lines of 01, respectively.
Both instruments used vacuum-sealed etalons of 13 cm diameter
with cemented spacers of ‘Zerodur’, providing a velocity refer-
ence stable to 10 m s”. Imaging photon detectors (based on
a proximity-focused microchannel plate intensifier and resistive
anodes) eliminated the use of pressure or piezoelectric scanning
of the etalons and provided a sensitivity increase of a factor
of ten over previous ground—based instruments. The high time-
resolution data obtained during moderate auroral conditions
(2.500 R, allowing 5 min per vector measurement) allows the
rapid response of the thermosphere to geomagnetic substorms
to be followed in detail. The continuous data obtained from
both instruments is being used in conjunction with the University
College London global, three-dimensional, time-dependent mod-
el of the thermosphere from the region of the mesopause upwards
to understand the time-dependent energy and momentum sources
of the thermosphere. A comparison of model and empirical data
shows excellent agreement when low energy particle sources,
concentrated in the auroral oval, are introduced to augment
solar UV and EUV heating and polar energy and momentum
sources associated with the magnetospheric electric field. During
substorms the model predicts the generation of long-duration
vortices in the lower thermosphere, but this cannot yet be con-
firmed by available experimental data. These vortices may have
been observed during the latter part of the Energy Budget Cam-
paign when simultaneous observations from Kiruna and Spitz-
bergen were possible. A joint analysis of these data sets and
of the green line 557.7 nm data will be presented in a future
paper.

Key words: Thermospheric winds — Auroral heating of upper
atmosphere — Fabry-Perot interferometers

Introduction

Ground—based Fabry-Perot interferometers have been used for
many years to observe the forbidden oxygen emissions of the
upper atmosphere due to either airglow or auroral excitation
mechanisms (Armstrong 1956; Chamberlain 1961). Of the many
physical and chemical aeronomic quantities which may be stud-

0340-062X/82/0050/0202/$02.00

ied on the basis of such observations, the thermal and dynamical
structure of the upper mesosphere (OI 557.7 nm) and thermo-
sphere (01630.0 nm) are of particular interest, and have been
investigated by continuously-improving instrumental and data
reduction techniques, particularly during the past twenty years
(Armstrong 1969; Hays and Roble 1971 a, b; Hernandez and
Roble 1976a, b; Biondi and Fiebelman 1968; Nagy et a1. 1974;
Hays et a1. 1969; 1979).

Very recently it has been possible to couple together major
advances in Fabry-Perot etalon fabrication techniques, the devel-
opment of imaging photon detectors (IPD) and the availability
of low-cost, but powerful microcomputers, to build ‘observatory-
class’ instruments which have the stability and sensitivity to
measure temperature and vector winds with a time resolution
of less than five minutes under mid-latitude airglow conditions.
Under moderate auroral conditions (1 kR), a time resolution
of less than 1min can be obtained for a wind vector error
of 10 m s~ 1

To support the Energy Budget Campaign, two such Fabry-
Perot interferometers (FPI) were run continuously from 28 Oc-
tober to 9/10 December 1980, at ESRANGE, Kiruna, Sweden.
One of these instruments was used to observe the 01630.0 nm
line, monitoring F-region winds between about 200 and 300 km,
while the second observed the 01 557.7 nm line to monitor winds
in the lower thermosphere from about 100 to 120 km. Both
instruments provided continuous data throughout the night of
the C salvo of the Energy Budget Campaign on 10/ 11 November,
and in the one hour period of most intensive auroral and rocket
launching activity of the A2 salvo of 1 December 1980. In addi-
tion, the data of many other nights of varied geomagnetic activity
will be used to provide background information for thermo-
spheric dynamics.

The University College London (UCL) three-dimensional,
time-dependent model will be used to complement the ground-
based and rocket-borne wind data, with their respective limita—
tions to one height and to a short time period.

Adjustment of the ‘open’ parameters of the model, particu-
larly the magnitude and extent of the polar electric field, auroral
electron density and polar and auroral particle precipitation,
will be necessary to fit the observed response to particular geo—
magnetic events. The data which is available from the two
ground-based FPIs provides extended time coverage of the winds
at 240 km and 100—120 km altitude, complementing the detailed
height profiles from the rocket trails and falling spheres. Hence
a representation of the complete time-dependent and three-di-
mensional time structure of the wind values for the N. Scandina-
vian and European regions can be obtained for each of the
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salvos (C, B, A1 and A2), with one obvious limitation: for the
B and A] salvos, since there were no wind measurements from
the ground-based FPIs (owing to cloud cover at ESRANGE),
the validity of the model results will be less than for the C
and A2 salvos where good ground-based data was available.
However, since good ground-based data was obtained on other
nights of activity comparable to those of the B and AI salvos,
it is expected that a general predication of thermospheric dynam-
ics can be obtained even for the A1 and B salvos.

Instrumentation

The major advantages of the IPD in a Fabry—Perot interferometer
(compared with a pinhole/photomultiplier detector) are:
l. The sensitivity improvement gained by integrating the entire

Fabry-Perot image at all times. This improvement is, in prac-
tice, rather larger than the ratio of the number of steps per
interferogram (20 to 32) divided by the ratio of the quantum
efficiencies of a gallium arsenide photomultiplier photocath-
ode to the S25 photocathodes we have been able to use within
our present IPDs. Experience with operational photomultiplier
and IPD systems would put the IPD advantage at a factor
of about 10.

2. An extremely stable, non-scannable etalon can be fabricated
and sealed in an evacuated chamber which is itself thermally
controlled to about i 0.2° C. The use of such a stable cavity
considerably simplifies the data reduction procedure since fre-
quent wavelength calibrations are not required. This simplifies
the operating procedure of the interferometer, enhancing the
already significant sensitivity gain due to the IPD itself.
Figure 1 shows, in schematic form, the optical and mechani-

cal configuration of each of the two interferometers used during
the Energy Budget Campaign. The specifications are summarized
in Table 1. A computer-controlled scanning mirror system feeds
light from a selected region of the sky directly into the 13 cm
aperture etalon which is in a sealed and evacuated chamber.
The entire first interference ring formed by this etalon is imaged
via a Cassegrain telescope onto the photocathode of an IPD
(Rees et a1. 1980c; 1981) after passing through a 1 nm bandpass
filter centered on 630.0 or 557.7 nm.
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Table 1. Specification of ‘red line’ and ‘green line’ interferometers

Aperture

Etalon spacing

Reflection/Reflective finesse

Free spectral range

Prefilter

Detector

Detected quantum efficiency
at 630.0 nm
at 557.7 nm

Max. useful random event rate
without pile-up

Spectral bins per
free spectral range

Effective finesse of complete
system
Velocity stability of complete
instrument:

Long term drift
Thermal drift

Residual pressure in etalon
cavity

Thermionic emission rate at
operational temperature of 10° C

13.0 cm (coated full aperture
except small area near
3 x 15 mm diameter spacers)

10 mm (Zerodur — cemented)

86% (630 nm) ~20
20 pm (at 600 nm)

1 nm (at 630.0 nm)
1 nm (at 557.7 nm)
60% peak transmission

Image Photon Detector
18 mm photocathode
SZO/S25 photocathode

4%
8%
10 kHz, limited
by electronics and
A.D. converter

~50

< 1m s‘1 day‘1
<40 m s‘1(°C)'1
40 torr (for tuning
Fabry-Perot ring
pattern of the IPD)

~ 60 s‘ 1 from entire
photocathode

All of these optical elements are individually mounted onto
four 22 mm diameter steel rods, which are themselves mounted
onto an optical bench (Fig. 2). In use, the optical bench is
mounted vertically, and the scanning mirror system is mounted
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Fig. l. Schematic configuration of
the UCL ground-based Fabry-
Perot interferometers used in the
Energy Budget Campaign
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the UCL balloon-borne Fabry—Perot interfero—
meter showing method of construction of the double optical bench
arrangement

on top of the optical bench. A light shield is mounted immediate-
ly around the main optical components, and several baffle plates
are used, both internally and externally, to preclude scattered
light reaching the IPD.

The main instrument electronics (Fig. l) is mounted on the
optical bench in five boxes immediately around the sides of
the optical assembly, and the entire assembly is completely cov-
ered by another light shield. All mechanical components are
matt black anodised except for the four steel rodes which are
chrome-plated to ensure ease of assembly and adjustment. The
entire optical assembly is very rigid and is not noticeably affected

by thermal changes within the range of about 15° C i5“ C, ex-
cept for etalon changes which are avoided by thermal control
of the entire sealed etalon mount to $0.2“ C.

The optical assembly is extremely stable in use -— no detectable
changes in the image were discerned over 6weeks observing
during the Energy Budget Campaign. One of the systems was
demounted as a complete unit at the end of this campaign and
transported by car to United Kingdom and has since been oper-
ated continuously as a mid-latitude observatory instrument with-
out requiring any readjustment of etalons, optics or electronics.

The etalon construction is based on techniques developed
for the NASA Dynamics Explorer Fabry—Perot interferometer
(FPI) — a collaboration between the University of Michigan
(Professor P.B. Hays) and University College London.The etalon
plates are cemented together using three identical spacers made
of Zerodur (a ceramic material of extremely low thermal expan-
sion coefficient, made by Schott). The cementing process, which
is carried out after the etalon has been tested as an optically-
contacted device, used a UV setting cyano-acrylic ‘super-glue’
or a similar material such as " Norland 61 ’, which leaves consider-
able flexibility to the operator in obtaining a parallelism of better
than )-./40 in the finally assembled etalon. Exhaustive tests have
shown that an effective coefficient of expansion of less than
5 x 10‘3 (“C—1) can be achieved by batch selection of the Zero-
dur. Such an etalon is also extremely stable in both short and
long term in respect of drifts and thermal behaviour. The ce-
mented bonds will easily withstand stresses applied to the etalon
which (at levels 2:300 N) permanently strain the etalon plates.
In practice the complete etalon is mounted within a cantilevered
unit which allows the fine tuning of the parallelism of the etalon
without imparting thermal changes of the mount to the etalon.
This mount is also designed to be sealed and evacuated without
transmitting the strain of the evacuated outer section to the
inner mounting which actually supports the etalon. Finally, this
mount provides essential mechanical support to the etalon to
withstand shocks and vibration encountered during transporta-
tion.

Signal Processing and Data Analysis System

Figure 3 illustrates the general electronic signal processing con-
figuration used to provide on-line interactive colour graphics
diSplay of the raw data, and several levels of image processing
and analysis. The raw IPD data is accumulated photon by pho-
ton in the 8K (kilobyte) RAM (random access memory) of
the 8085 microcomputer of the FPI itself. Features such as inte-
gration time and view direction are commandable either interac-
tively or automatically. A complete image is transmitted to the
main microcomputer _. OSI C3-OEM (56K RAM) — at the end
of each frame, where a wide variety of image analysis procedures
can be called up, again, either interactively or automatically.
These include scaling the image for colour-graphic representation
(Fig. 4), ‘reduction to radius“ — which is the corrected observed
Spectrum reduced to wavelength by integrating annular rings
of uniform area outward from the geometric centre of the Fabry-
Perot ring pattern — with display of the reduced spectrum and
many other analytical aids summarized in Table 2.

The mass storage device is a dual 8” diskette (single side,
single density) which allows storage of about 70 complete images
when running automatically. It is not usually necessary to store
the entire image, however, due to the stability of the system,
and a more economical procedure of only storing the reduced
spectrum plus the associated analysis is normally used. In this
mode the data and results of six complete nights of observation,
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Fig. 3. General configuration of
the electronic and signal
processing/display facilities of
each ground-based Fabry-Perot
interferometer

Table 2. Summary of interactive and automatic image analysis and display function of the 081 and ISC facility

Function Parameters Operation

Image Background (nn)/scale (mm) Performs linear conversion of photon image to 8-colour graphics display
with variable background subtraction (nn) and intensity level scaling (mm)

Clock “HH MM SS”
on “DD MM YY” Sets 100 year, real time, clock

Mirror “Direction” N, E, S, W Manual direction control of mirror

Mirror rotate after N, E, S, W Automatic direction control of mirror
‘M‘ “Direction”

Display H, V, ‘ M’ Performs and displays slice horizontally or vertically through image;
automatically scales residual in top right hand corner of video display

Subtract Generalized function which can be used to correct fully for thermionic
emission and non-uniform sensitivity of detector and display
or to reduce functions

Store 1, 2 Calibration data used as basis for ‘Subtract’

Reduce For Fabry-Perot operations: reduces and displays the total X, Y, photon
image data set as an integrated spectrum vs wavelength; corrects for
geometrical properties of X, Y vs R, 9 co—ordinates

LSQ Least square quadratic fit over specified ‘limits’ for quick—look
analysis of wavelength or velocity

Analyse Equal areas fit to data for wavelength or velocity. Useful after
generalized correction of photometer data by ‘Subtract’

Time Seconds Controls length of integration period from 1 s up to 65000 s

Message “Any comment” Note pad

List All, plot, radius Used for printer listing of image, reduced data etc.

Disk On/off drive, track Specifies disk record (automatic log) of data in interactive
or automatic modes

Printer On/off Printer command
Countsave On/off Stores full image, or reduced spectrum on disk at end of each frame

at two minutes integration time per image, can be stored within
the two available diskettes (2 x 275 K).

A 110 character per second (parallel) printer is used to log
all operations (this information is also stored on disk) such
as real time clock, frame number, integration time, view direction

and any information which has been stored manually (auroral/
weather conditions etc.). Normally, the results obtained from
the automatic analysis algorithms are also printed out, with
the reduced spectrum, as well as being stored on disk. Subrou-
tines are used for subtracting thermionic emission from the im-
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age, which may be an important factor when long integration
periods are used at times of weak airglow/auroral emissions
(i.e. 100 R or less).

The UCL Three-Dimensional, Time-Dependent Model

A three-dimensional, time-dependent thermospheric model has
been developed at UCL to follow the complex reaction of the
thermosphere to a wide range of both global and local energy
and momentum sources (Rees et al. 1980a; l980b; Fuller-Rowell
and Rees 1980; 1981).

The model is entirely self-consistent in treating the neutral
gas equations of motion except that, at present, only a single
constituent is considered, whose mean molecular weight is a
variable, dependent only on pressure. The energy sources consid-
ered are solar EUV, using most recent sources of solar flux
and EUV heating efficiency of Hinteregger (1979) and Torr et al.
(1980) respectively, and particulate heating associated with the
polar cap region — of importance during geomagnetically quiet
periods — and Joule and particulate heating associated with the
auroral oval and which is strongly enhanced during geomagnetic
substorms. Momentum sources are the polar cap and auroral
oval magnetospheric electric field sources (Heppner 1977), which
are related to geomagnetic activity, and a low- to mid-latitude
‘dynamo’ electric field (Richmond et al. 1980) related to seasonal
and solar activity. A global electron density model due to Ching
and Chiu (19713) and Chiu (1975) is adapted in an ad hoc manner
to respond to geomagnetic auroral activity. The electron density/
ionospheric model is not yet fully self-consistent, due to the
difficulty of solving the extra equations and the lack of adequate
global data with which to test predictions. Basically, the three-
dimensional electron density structure is modified to produce
realistic auroral electrojets consistent with the polar and auroral
electric field structure.

Figure 5 shows a steady-state winter distribution of wind

Fm we “we w
in: on l :ire; "

Fig. 4. Photograph of graphic
terminal output

at 120 and 240 km altitude, while Fig. 6 shows the corresponding
winds 80 min after the onset of a substorm which would create
a 500 y disturbance under the electrojet in the midnight region
of the auroral oval.

The model also predicts the temperature and density distribu-
tions at all altitudes from 80 to about 500 km and, in the near
future, we expect to be able to extend the calculations to cope
with two constituents (O and N2). In the context of the Energy
Budget Campaign, the model will be used to complement and
extend the wind data obtained from ground-based and rocket
techniques and to calculate transport and dissipation rates of
energy, momentum and minor species.

Typical Observations

One or both Fabry-Perot instruments were in operation every
night from 30/31 October to 8/9 December inclusive, providing
some 350 diskettes of data (100 megabytes total). While the
quick-look analysis of this data is carried out and logged in
real time, providing a good estimate of the magnitude and direc-
tion of the wind vectors, the final analysis of this large amount
of data will not be complete for several months.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the wind data obtained during parts
of the nights of 10/11, 19/20 and 29/30 November, respectively.
These nights had substantial auroral and geomagnetic activity
so that the instruments were able to make measurements in
each of four directions, N, E, S and W, within a period of
6min. Due to the high time resolution, and the significance
of each individual measurement, each of the four measurements
is plotted individually as two separate measurements of both
the zonal and the meridional winds, looking east and west, and
north and south, respectively. Assuming that the mean emission
altitude is 240 km, then, at zenith distance, the horizontal separa‘
tion of these data points is of the order of 800 km, some 7°.5
of latitude, or 11/2h of local time. Also shown in Figs. 3’, 8
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and 9 are the steady-state meridional and zonal winds generated
by the UCL model for winter conditions, and the relevant geo-
magnetic and solar activity conditions for the geographic and
geomagnetic location of Kiruna.

Examination of Figs. 5 and 6 shows that large changes of
the horizontal wind are expected over horizontal distances of
this magnitude, and Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show that these large differ-
ences do exist. Figures 7, 8 and 9 also show that the horizontal
gradients of the meridional winds (measured in the north and
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18.00

18.00

Fig. 5a and b. Wind velocities for the northern
hemisphere poleward of 50° N, steady-state conditions
at 0030 UT, roughly corresponding to the onset of the
substorm of salvos A1 and A2. The Figs. show
geographic co-ordinates at 2° latitude and 1.2 h local
time spacings, and at altitudes a 120 km
(40 m/SEZ° lat.); and b 240 km (160 m/SE2° lat.)

the south) and the zonal winds (measured in the east and the
west) increased during disturbed periods as would be expected
(Figs. 5 and 6). A comparison of the steady—state model and
observed winds shows that ground tracks of the observed winds
follow the predicted behaviour very well, with the exception
of the short-timed perturbations which are associated with the
effects of individual or sequential geomagnetic substorms.

One factor which we can estimate from the three-dimensional,
time-dependent model is the possible contribution of large verti-
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06.00

a 12.00

00.00

06.00

b 12.00

cal convective F-region winds. At times such as 0200 UT on
30 November 1980, our three—dimensional, time-dependent mod-
el predicts that mean and large-scale upward winds near 300 km
in excess of 10 m s“ 1 may have been present. Due to the likely
large horizontal gradients of the vertical wind and its rapid
temporal changes in response to geomagnetic activity, it is not
practical to attempt to correct for the vertical wind by means
of a single measurement at the local zenith.

The maximum contribution ô of vertical winds to the data

+18.00

18.00

Fig. 6a and b. As for Fig. 5, but 80 min after the onset
of the modelled substorm, approximating to the
substorms of salvos A1 and A2, for altitudes a 120 km
(40 m/SE2° lat.) and b 240 km (160 m/SEZ° lat.)

of Figs. 7, 8 and 9 is likely to be less than
VZMAx cos (p
where VzMAX < 50 m s“
and the viewing angle to the zenith, d), is 60°, so that
ö æ 25 m s‘1
It is thus of negligible significance in terms of the zonal and
meridional wind components at the onset of the 500 y substorm
near 0300 LT on 30 November (Fig. 9a and 9b).

Between 0230 and 0300 LT, as the substorm builds up, with

1
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Fig. 8a and b. As Fig. 7, for 19/20 November 1980

most of the auroral activity (and therefore heating) to the south
of Kiruna, the zonal wind to the east of Kiruna increased from
200 to 330 m 5‘1 At the same time, while the meridional winds
to the south, and the zonal winds to the east changed only
slightly, the meridional wind measured to the north decreased
from being southward at 300 m s‘ 1, reversed sense, and reached
a maximum poleward value of nearly 100 m s‘ 1. As the auroral
and magnetic activity decayed after 0300 LT, the zonal wind
to the east decreased again, while the meridional wind north
of Kiruna again became southward reaching a maximum value
of 300 m s‘1 at 0330 UT.

This one hour period presented a fascinating picture of the

dynamical response of the thermosphere to intense and localized
auroral heating, where the high time-resolution of the new instru-
ments unambiguously followed in detail the consequence of the
substorm in a way which has not been possible with earlier
instruments.

Apart from the rapid and significant changes of zonal and
meridional winds which correlate well with discrete substorm
activity, general trends are visible in both Fig. 8 and 9. In the
early evening, when the meridional winds are usually less than
100 m 3”, there is a strong westward wind driven by the ion
drag of the westward convecting ions (northward electric field).
By about 1900 to 2000 LT, an equatorward wind becomes obvi-
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Fig. 9a and b. As Fig. 7, for 29/30 November 1980

ous, given even a modest level of geomagnetic activity, while
the zonal wind reverses to become eastward between 2000 and
2100 LT.

Except for these general trends, which correlate in magnitude
with the onset of geomagnetic activity, the detailed response
of the winds measured respectively N and S, and E and W,
of Kiruna, is not well correlated on time scales of up to ~1 h,
reflecting the detailed temporal and spatial structure of the au-
roral momentum and energetic source.
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Zonal Meteor Wind Observations at Budrio, Italy
G. Cevolani and D. Dardi
Laboratorio FlSBAT, National Research Council of Italy, Bologna, Italy

Abstract. Intensive meteor radar wind observations were made
at Budrio (45°N, 12°E) near Bologna, during the Energy Budget
Campaign, November 1980, in the altitude region between 75
and 115 km. After describing briefly the CNR meteor radar
station, zonal wind results are presented in terms of prevailing
components and oscillations of different time scales: tidal (24,12
and 8 h), gravity and planetary waves. The monthly prevailing
winds differ from those established during the November 1976
and 1978 wind observations and from the CIRA 1972 model
for 45°N seasonal variations. Quasi 2-day wind oscillations ex-
hibit amplitudes lower than those obtained at the same station
during the summer 1980 observations.

Key words: Meteor winds — Energy Budget Campaign — Tides
— Gravity waves

Introduction

The meteor radar station at Budrio (45°N, 12°E) near Bologna,
performed initial observations in 1976. Throughout the whole
year February 1976—January 1977, recording runs lasting two
or more days were made every month with the aim of studying
the prevailing and tidal components in the lower thermospheric
wind structure (Verniani et al. 1980). By that time, the interfero-
metric system was not completely operational and we preferred
to refer all wind data to the height of 95 km, instead of associat-
ing each value of the wind with the corresponding diffusive
height. We thus obtained information on the seasonal variations
of the prevailing wind, of the diurnal, semidiurnal and terdiurnal
tides and also of long period oscillations with periods of about
2 days, all referred to this average height.

A new observational campaign was carried out at Budrio
throughout the year 1978 with the aim of studying the vertical
propagation of gravity, tidal and planetary waves and also of
identifying other long period oscillations by means of recording
runs lasting many consecutive days per month. Internal gravity
waves with periods 2—8 h were observed at Budrio in the region
80—100 km during the spring and summer of 1978 and the results
indicate the possible importance of these waves in propagating
upwards and transporting momentum from one region to an-
other (even a modest momentum transfer from a coherent wave
system can lead to substantial change in the prevailing winds)
(Cevolani and Formiggini 1981). Determination of the vertical
structure of wind components is made possible by the use of
an interferometric system which yields accurate values for the
height of each echo. The following objectives were achieved

0340-062X/82/0050/0212/$01.80

during the 1978 wind observations at Budrio: (a) a great number
of usable meteor echoes per day (2 1,000) and (b) reliable altitude
definition ( i 2 km).

Current work at Bologna is focussed on the zonal propaga-
tion of planetary waves and their seasonal variations. Of particu-
lar interest is the latitudinal structure of the quasi 2-day oscilla-
tions which we are investigating this year in the form of simulta-
neous observations together with Sheffield University, in Eng-
land. The 1978, 1979 and 1980 summer data have being examined
by the two different groups to gain further information on the
nature of these free atmospheric modes.

Other arguments of present interest in Bologna involve the
study of the atmospheric effects on the parameters of echoes.
A recent paper dealing with the effects of the lower-thermo-
spheric winds on the echo duration has been published (Cevolani
and Hajduk 1979). Moreover, systematic flux measurements of
individual meteor streams and a comparison of the results at
different stations — Budrio (Italy), Ondfejov (CSSR) and Dus-
hanbe (USSR) are being performed jointly. The first results of
this cooperative exercise are included in another recent paper
(Hajduk and Cevolani 1981).

Equipment and Data Processing

Equipment

In this section a brief description of the Bologna meteor radar
is given.

Verniani et al. (1974) described the Bologna CNR meteor
radar in detail and subsequently Verniani et a1. (1980) presented
the early results obtained during the 1976 wind observations
carried out at the Budrio station. In this last paper the status
of the meteor radar station before April 1978 was described.
The system was then improved to measure height directly. The
original meteor recording system was based on a photographic
device, and meteor heights were estimated from the decay time
of the echo amplitudes. However, with the pressing need for
good height resolution when investigating propagating wave
structure, a seven aerial interferometer system was set up.

The equipment situated at Budrio is a coherent pulse Doppler
radar and essentially consists of a transmitter with a directional
antenna, a receiving system with an interferometric antenna and
a real-time echo processor. The radar transmitter operates at
42.7 MHz, with a peak power of about 200 kW. The pulse
duration is 10 us and repetition frequency 140 Hz. The transmit-
ting antenna consists of a linear array of five aerials, each made
up of three half-wave dipoles; it is directed eastwards and its
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direction of maximum radiation has an elevation of 45° The
beam width is 30°x30° at 3 dB points. The receiving system
is composed of seven directional antennas, seven receivers and
a phase-sensitive product detector. The interferometric system
has been built up for determining the height of the reflection
point on each meteor trail. The height is determined by the
range of the reflection point (deduced from the echo decay)
and by the zenith angle which, in turn, can be calculated by
the phase differences between the signals received by the various
antennas. The real-time processor (Schaffner 1966) first discrimi-
nates the meteor echoes from among all the received signals,
then extracts the desired information from the selected echoes
and records it on magnetic tape.

At the beginning of 1979, a second, alternative three-aerial
interferometer directed eastwards was constructed and, at the
end of 1980, another analogous interferometric system directed
northwards was built up, so that in the immediate future the
total wind vector may be derived. Consideration of calibration
of the two interferometric systems performed in all observing
directions, and meteor echo results, suggest that the uncertainties
in echo height and radial velocity are approximately i2 km
and ~3 ms"1 for individual echoes. For the following results,
it is first assumed that the wind values depend only on time
and altitude, and represent the component of the horizontal
wind along the main axis of the aerials. It is further assumed
that echoes exceeding i 15° from the mean axis are eliminated,
minimizing the error introduced by the quadrature component.

Data Processing

The measured parameters include range, Doppler frequency, ra-
dial velocity, zonal velocity at 95 km, “real” zonal velocity,
interferometric height of echo, decay time of echo, diffusive
height of echo, and corresponding errors. Zonal velocities at
95 km are calculated by considering the mean height of 95 km
in the relation u=urcosec [arcos(h/r)] (Verniani et al. 1980) where
u is the zonal wind velocity, u, the radial velocity, h the height
and r the range. “Real” zonal velocities are calculated by using
the corresponding interferometric height of echo. Many of the
methods used to process meteor wind data assume periodic mod-
els and fit the models to the data in some minimum error sense.
In order to ensure a reasonable fit, the raw wind samples for
each meteor trail are used to produce a uniform time series.
Hourly averages of the wind are computed for every hour from
the values of the zonal Wind and are assigned a weight. This
series is frequency analysed to determine which components are
appropriate to be included in the model.

In the data processing, we use four main programs. The
first program calculates the echo heights and zonal wind veloci-
ties after determining the distance of the echo and the radial
wind velocity. A second program sorts the echoes into height
intervals and places this information into several files, then reads
from these files and calculates hourly wind weighted values for
each height interval. Data are generally sorted into both seven
and four height intervals: the first solution gives better height
resolution but the number of echoes contributing to each hourly
point is lower and therefore the reliability is reduced. The third
program calculates the amplitudes and phases of the different
wind components by using a weighted least-squares method and
the frequencies of these waves by using the conventional spectral
analysis (autocovariance function or discrete Fourier transform).
The same program, although referred to as a spectral analysis
method, produces an amplitude periodogram. The resolution
of the discrete Fourier transform is essentially equal to the recip-
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rocal of the length of the total time sample. Thus, a fairly long
time sample is needed to determine the shape of a given spectral
component. The fourth program also performs a spectral analysis
by using the “maximum entropy” method (MEM) which is
mainly employed when short time series are encountered. The
MEM spectra have a much higher resolution and are capable
of following a spectral nom component with a shorter total
time sample. Also, long period components can be studied with
shorter and less costly observing runs. The main shortcoming
of the MEM spectral estimate is the lack of quantitative method
of determining the length of the prediction error filter. It is
known from experience that a too short length results in a
smoothed estimate, whereas an excessive length introduces spuri-
ous detail into spectrum.

The results thus obtained indicate that the zonal wind can
be split up into the prevailing wind, three oscillations which
can be interpreted as a diurnal, a semidiurnal and a terdiurnal
tide and into other perturbations that include both short period
waves (gravity waves) and long period oscillations (planetary
waves) (Verniani et al. 1980).

Results

The present data refer to the 7—30 November 1980 observing
period. The data of November’s first week were not too success-
ful with interference and several breakdowns, mainly late in
the morning (08—13 h LT), and are not included here. Interfer-
ence during October and November 1980 represented serious
problems for our observations at Budrio, but nevertheless, about
19,000 usable echoes have been collected during the whole No-
vember period. Data were also recorded during several periods
in 1980, 12—26 March, 4—18 June, 16 July—4 August, 3—16 Sep-
tember, 16—31 October, but since the data reduction for these
periods is not fully completed, only occasional reference is made
to some relevant results mainly in connection with long period
wind oscillations. Because of the prominence of periodic fluctua-
tions in the data, all data time series were subjected to harmonic
analysis in which the steady component represents the prevailing
wind, probably including unresolved amplitudes of wind fluctua-
tions whose periods are longer than the time series. Data on
atmospheric oscillations are presented in the form of the ampli-
tude and phase of a particular periodic component. Following
the usual convention, zonal wind amplitudes are positive towards
the east and phases refer to the local time at which the zonal
wind amplitude is maximum (in our case, this occurs in the
east direction). Since most methods of spectral estimation require
uniformly spaced data, a long data time series (7—30 November)
of horizontal velocities averaged over the 75—1 15 km height inter-
val (average 95 km) has been used for a monthly comprehensive
study. Remaining gaps (comprising 16 non-consecutive points
in the time series) have been filled by linear interpolation. These
gaps did not cause any significant uncertainty in the spectral
estimates. In order to deduce wind profiles of main zonal wind
components for periods with a consistent daily meteor flux, par—
ticular attention was drawn to some days with high meteor rate
by considering also the incidence of large wind amplitudes. In
fact, the daytime metor echo rate at Budrio was generally below
the monthly mean for the November month on account of multi-
ple ionospheric-ground scatter due to intense solar activity dur-
ing the Energy Budget Campaign 1980. The potential superiority
of the MEM method over other spectral estimators, in particular
for short data lengths is recognised by other authors (Ulrich
and Bishop 1975). This method has been used successfully in
the analysis of individual days” data in order to study in closer
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Fig. 1. Amplitude spectrum of the zonal wind at Budrio for the 7—30 November 1980 period for the 75—115 km height interval (average
95 km)

detail short-period wind components in connection with gravity
wave propagation (Stening et al. 1978). Significant variations,
even in brief periods, have been pointed out in the structure
of the zonal winds observed at Budrio in the November 1980
period and have been attributed to the presence in the meteor
zone of gravity waves, possibly with a period of a few hours,
superimposed on the diurnal trend of the wind. The nature of
gravity waves suggested to us that we should select days during
which the amplitudes of the irregular wind component were
consistent and this, taking into account also the requirement
for periods with an adequate hourly meteor flux at different
levels between 80 and 110 km, took place on only a few days.
MEM, used for these short periods, thus allowed us to study
gravity wave propagation associated with velocity-altitude pro-
files. MEM spectra have been obtained for data sorted into
seven uniformly spaced height intervals with sampling at 5 km
intervals between 80 and 110 km, whereas longer data series
could not be extracted from the total November data length,
in order to use the Fourier transform method reliably.

The long time series over the quoted height interval (average
95 km) has been subjected to spectral analysis by using the dis-
crete Fourier transform: the corresponding amplitude spectrum
is presented in Figure 1.

Figures 2a—d show the 1976 and 1978 monthly wind results
obtained at Budrio. These results are compared with the present
ones and thus allow us to study the variability of the prevailing
wind and of the diurnal, semidiurnal and terdiurnal wind har-
monics in different years.

Two short unsmoothed time series (23—24, 28—29 November
1980) have been subjected to the MEM method. The spectra
obtained with a filter length of %n, where n is the data length,
allow us to obtain profiles of the prevailing wind, gravity waves
(T=3.5, 4.5, 6h) and tides (T28, 12, 24 h) (Figs. 3 and 4).
A filter length of %n results in a smoothed estimation obviating
the resolution advantages of MEM, while a filter length of n
introduces spurious detail into the spectrum. Since the number
of data points (crosses in Figs. 3 and 4) is limited, a linear
interpolation has been preferred to any other fitted polynomial

curve. The amplitudes and phases of the zonal velocity compo-
nents for the seven height intervals between 80 and 110 km and
for the two-day periods were subjected to harmonic analysis,
a least squares fit being made to the data with a prevailing
or mean component, 24, 12 and 8 h periodic components, plus
velocity fluctuations at 3.5 and 6 h periods. Sufficient data were
available to allow this analysis to be undertaken for all heights
and for the two short time series.

The Fourier transform results indicate a slightly dominant
12-h oscillation, but the amplitudes of all the main components
were unusually low with respect to the theoretical predictions
and the previous results obtained at Budrio in different years.
Several of the amplitudes are of a similar magnitude to the
r.m.s. velocity uncertainty (3 ms‘ 1). MEM has also been applied
to the long velocity time series and the resulting spectra confirm
the periods and magnitudes revealed by the Fourier transform
method.

Prevailing Wind

The amplitudes of the mean zonal flow at 95 km of altitude,
as provided by using the discrete Fourier transform are low
(of the order of a few ms‘ 1). The average prevailing components
from the sample, including all altitudes (average 95 km), are
compared with the corresponding ones for November 1976 and
1978, together with the monthly variations of the prevailing
wind in the two different years and the values interpolated from
the CIRA (1972) model at 95 km for 45°N latitude. As is shown
in Fig. 2a, our 1976 and 1978 measurements and the CIRA
model exhibit similar trends with a minimum in April, when
the model lists a negative zonal wind. Though the CIRA model
exhibits two minima corresponding to equinoctial months, the
low amplitudes recorded in the November 1980 appear to be
atypical of this month.

The average prevailing component variation with altitude
for two short time series (23—24, 28—29 November 1980), has
been obtained by using the MEM method and is shown in Fig-
ures 3a and 4a. The direction of the zonal flow in the two
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closely-spaced periods changes slightly with altitude and very
small amplitudes are generally observed. At 90 km altitude, the
amplitudes are negative; in the 95—100 km region, the magni-
tudes have the same values in the two different periods and
are in close agreement with the amplitudes extracted from the
spectrum of Figure 1 relative to the 75—115 km height interval
obtained for the 7—30 November 1980 period.

Tides

Regular wind observations carried out at Budrio in the
1976—1980 year period, have revealed not only systematic varia-
tions of the amplitude and phase of the semidiurnal, diurnal
and terdiurnal tides throughout the year but also often show
little consistency between sets of data obtained during the same
month in different years or even between observations in one
month. Information on the structure of tidal modes present in
the wind patterns of November 1980 are derived from the profiles
of Figure 3d, e, f and 4d, e, f, which relate to the 23—24 and
28—29 November 1980 periods, using the MEM method. It has
become customary to try to identify which tidal mode is present
in any profile by measuring the vertical wavelength of the tide,
and this is possible by plotting the phase of the tide as a function
of altitude. A downward phase propagation is consistent with
an upward propagation of energy.

Semia’iurnal Tide. In our November 1980 velocity spectrum for
an average height of 95 km (Fig. 1) the semidiurnal tide exhibits
a well defined peak. However, the observed amplitudes are low
and differ markedly from those observed in November 1976
(~30 ms‘1)though they are closer to the November 1978 values
(~7 ms”). In addition, the semidiurnal tide profiles obtained
for the above mentioned short periods show small amplitudes
in the overall 75—115 km region (Figs. 3e and 4e). Our results
appear to be consistent with modes of short vertical wavelength
(‚1.2.30 km) corresponding to the SË mode (Fellous et al. 1975).
However, an irregular behaviour is often found in the 7—30 No-
vember period. These irregularities can be seen over several adja-
cent (in space and time) estimates of amplitude and phase, so
that the effect is only partly due to data unreliability. Many
causes may be responsible for this irregular behaviour: (a)
changes in the source (Bernard 1981); (b) the presence of more
than one tidal mode leading to interference, or reflections leading
to standing waves (Fellous et al. 1975); (0) coupling of energy
from one mode into another or into the background flow (Spizzi-
chino 1970). In the presence of background winds, shorter wave-
length propagating modes are expected to be enhanced in the
meteor region by mode coupling. The presence of superposed
modes, possibly propagating in both directions can alter the
apparent phase gradients (Poulter 1980). Variations in time of
the semidiurnal tide over scales greater than 5—6 days as observed
at Budrio and described hereafter, suggest that the most probable
cause of these irregularities may be changes in the source (ozone
and water vapour distribution) or propagation conditions. In
order to study in closer detail the amplitude variations of the
semidiurnal tide during the November 1980 period, an inverse
Fourier transform has been calculated using a window centred
on 12 h of proper bandwidth (Kaiser et a1. 1979). The inverse
transform thus indicated how the amplitude varied throughout
the recording period. An inverse Fourier transform centred on
the 12h peak has been calculated for the 75—115 km height
interval (time is relative to 13 hours LT, 7 November 1980)
and indicates that this tide is modulated in amplitude throughout
the recording period, varying over time scales of about 5 days
(Fig. 5).
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Diurnal Tide. The diurnal tide represents a small part of the
total wind energy: the amplitudes derived from the velocity spec-
trum of Figurel are very small. A mode at 20 h period has
been extracted in the spectrum, with a very low amplitude. It
is likely that these amplitudes are much reduced by the averaging
over the whole 7—30 November period, due to the strong phase
changes which occur in this month (Fellous et al. 1975). More-
over, the non linear vertical phase variation of this tide can
mean that different modes are present simultaneously during
the quoted transitional period (Fellous et al. 1975). However,
individual days’ data presented in Figures 3f and 4f, exhibit
larger amplitudes than those extracted from the spectrum of
Figure 1 : the consistent amplitudes observed at 100 km (13 ms’ 1

on 23—24 November and 18 ms"1 on 28—29 November 1980)
indicate the possible importance of significant short vertical wa-
velength propagating modes. The individual phase profiles for
the two quoted periods demonstrate rapid changes near
90—100 km whieh are consistent with a vertical wavelength,
‚1:20 km (Si mode). Above these heights the phase progression
is generally less, as would be expected of evanescent modes.
Similar irregularities in phase progression emphasize the possible
importance of non-linear interactions between the diurnal modes
and other wind components (Spizzichino 1970).

Tera’iurnal Tide. The amplitude spectrum of Figurel exhibits
a peak with a period near 8 h. As for the other two tides, the
amplitudes derived for the whole observing period are smaller
than those recorded in the individual examples quoted (Figs. 3d
and 4d) and this is probably due to the lack of coherence of
this oscillation. The two profiles of Figure 3d and 4d show
very similar trends below 100 km and the relative amplitudes
do not exceed 10 ms‘1 Phase gradients seem to be consistent
with wavelengths of 30—40 km. These values do not agree with
the theoretical vertical wavelength of a directly excited terdiurnal
mode which must be very large, but they are in close agreement
with previous observational results (Glass and Spizzichino 1974).
On the other hand, the amplitudes of this mode are quite similar
in the years 1976 and 1978 (Fig. 2d) and exhibit the theoretical
annual variation, with a reversal around the equinoxes (Glass
and Fellous 1975). The recurrence of this harmonic in the ampli-
tude spectra of 4-year observations at Budrio and the existence
of a 8 h oscillation in ground level data, support the suggestion
that it is a tidal harmonic.

Gravity Waves

Gravity waves with periods between 2 and 8 h were previously
observed in 1978 by the meteor radar at Budrio (Cevolani and
Formiggini 1981). The summer 1978 amplitude spectra of the
zonal wind exhibited significant peaks with periods of 3, 4, 5
and 6 h and the phase of the corresponding oscillations generally
increased with altitude. These oscillations then propagated verti-
cally with a downward phase speed as expected theoretically
for gravity waves. Examples of gravity wave phase propagation
observed at Budrio in the summer of 1978, are presented in
Figure 6. Typical vertical wavelengths of gravity waves are also
represented. In the 1978 results, the gravity wave energy per
unit volume increased with height. As a possible explanation
of this behaviour, Spizzichino (1970) proposed the existence of
non linear interactions between gravity waves and tides. More-
over, the summer 1978 data emphasized the importance of wave
motions as sources of momentum in the upper atmosphere and
even a modest momentum transfer from a coherent wave system
was shown to lead to substantial changes in the prevailing winds.
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The present hourly rate (10—150 echoes) of the meteor radar
of Budrio does not allow us to identify gravity waves with periods
smaller than about 1—2 h. Individual days’ data (23—24, 28—29
November 1980) have been subjected to spectral analysis using
the MEM method for seven different uniformly spaced height
intervals in the 75—115 km region. The profiles of Figure 3b,
c and 4b, c indicate the possible importance of gravity waves
propagating upwards with amplitudes larger than those of the
other main wind components. At 80—85 km, amplitudes of
14—16 ms _ 1 are present in different profiles, associated with grav-
ity waves with periods of 3.5 and 4.5 h. These examples show
that the energy densities of gravity waves can become dominant
in the lower thermosphere. The phase gradients derived by per-
forming a least squares fit to the individual days’ data, allow
us to obtain vertical gravity wavelengths of 20—45 km with peri-
ods between 3.5 and 6 h. Amplitudes are of the order of 10 ms‘ 1
The derived wavelengths are typical of gravity waves and indicate
that these waves propagate upwards with a phase velocity of

MONTHS

the order of 1—2 ms‘ 1. These results appear to be in close agree-
ment with those obtained for the 1978 wind campaign.

Long Period Oscillations

By using the discrete Fourier transform we have found several
long period oscillations in the zonal wind measured at Budrio
in the 7—30 November 1980 period for the 75—115 km height
interval (average, 95 km, Fig. 1). As shown in this spectrum,
the periods of such oscillations are usually of 2—3, 5—6 and
about 10 days.

The presence of long period oscillations in the meteor zone
with quasi 2-day periods, has been noticed in the Budrio record-
ing runs since long term observations began in 1976. Quasi 2-day
oscillations were detected in the quoted height interval in our
November 1980 observations, with an amplitude of about
2—3 ms‘l. Some indication of the presence of such modes has
been found in our data time series for summers of previous
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years obtained at an average height of 95 km: in the spectra
of 13—16 July and 24—26 August 1976 two wind oscillations
of 51 and 40 h periods and of 7 and 10 ms‘I amplitude respec-
tively were isolated (Verniani et a1. 1980); in those of 11—14
July and 20—24 August 1978, two significant peaks of 51 and
60 h periods and of 5 and 13 ms"1 amplitude have been identi-
fied; moreover, in the 26 July—5 August 1979 spectrum, a very
significant peak of 43 h period and of 17 ms‘1 amplitude has
recently been pointed out (well defined peaks appeared having

about the same phase in three different height intervals,
75—90 km, 91—104 km and 105—120 km) (Cevolani, in press 1982).
Recently, in a cooperative exercise with the University of Shef-
field, two peaks with periods of about 43 h and 60 h have been
detected in the wind amplitude spectrum for the 16 J uly—2 August
1980 period at an average height of 95 km (Fig. 7). As can be
seen, an important feature associated with these quasi 2-day
oscillations is the variability from year to year of the precise
period. The existence of such oscillations in the meteor wind
has now been confirmed by observations at various locations
across the globe and it is also known that considerable amplifica-
tion of these waves takes place about a month after the summer
solstices (Muller and Nelson 1978). The latitudinal structure
of these is scarcely known and there is not yet significant. evidence
for the existence of global waves of such period at meteor alti-
tudes. A series of observations from satellites have clearly
pointed out wave patterns in the temperature fields at strato-
spheric and mesospheric heights in summer (Muller et a1. 1979).
A westward travelling wave, zonal number 3, whose period is
close to 2 days has, by that time, become firmly established.
The fact that planetary wave energy may propagate vertically
through the stratoslnhere and mesosphere in the presence of
strong westward winds during the summer and that the amplifi-
cation of quasi 2-day modes is observed only during a comparati-
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vely short period, suggests that we are dealing with atmospheric
free oscillations (Muller et a1. 1979). The theoretical problem
of the vertical propagation of planetary waves was considered
by Salby (1978) for the case of travelling waves. The author
found that for free modes in a realistic atmosphere there are
only two discrete vertical modes of propagation possible. The
first mode is evanescent except for a thin region in the upper
stratosphere. The lowest order wavenumber 3 mode of Salby’s
first type has a period of 2.08 days. Geisler and Dickinson (1976)
showed that the response of the quoted mode is greatest at
solstices and the summer mesosphere appears resonant to this
free mode. The amplification of the quasi 2-day oscillations ob-
served at Budrio about a month after the summer solstices of
1979 and 1980 confirms these theoretical predictions.

In addition to quasi 2-day oscillations, a 5-day zonal wave
has been extracted in our November 1980 spectra (Fig. 1). The
amplitudes of this oscillation at different heights are of the order
of 3—4 ms”. It has been suggested that this wave corresponds

to the greatest symmetric low-frequency external normal mode
of the atmosphere (Geisler and Dickinson 1976). A significant
peak of period near 5 days, observed at lower levels by Madden
and Stokes (1975) was identified in both summer and winter
in ionosonde measurements and in stratospheric temperatures
by Fraser (1977). A similar disturbance has also been noticed
in tropical pressure data (Burpee 1976) and in partial reflection
observations (Manson et al. 1978).

As mentioned above, a wind fluctuation of period near 10
days, has been identified in the quoted spectra of Figure 1. A
10—15 days oscillation has been observed in E region ionosonde
measurements and was found to be correlated with the wave-
number 1 component of stratospheric radiance during autumn
and winter (Cavalieri 1976). Oscillations of comparable period
were also noticed during autumn and winter in a IO-mb. analysis
constructed from rocket and rawinsonde data (Finger et a1. 1966)
and in the coherence spectra between ionosonde and stratosphere
measurements (Fraser and Thorpe 1976).
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Conclusions

In this paper we have described the results of the November
1980 zonal wind oscillation observations carried out at Budrio
during an integrated ground based, balloon and rocket campaign
— the “Energy Budget Campaign 1980” — planned for the study
of energy inputs and outputs in the upper atmosphere
(60—180 km) during geomagnetic disturbances.

One of the main aims of this work has been to emphasize
the variability of the winds in the upper mesosphere and lower
thermosphere as observed in late autumn at Budrio. It has been
shown that all the major wind components (prevailing winds,
tides and gravity waves) exhibit amplitudes generally lower than
those measured in November of previous years at Budrio. The
daily variations in the amplitudes of the semidiurnal tide over
time scales larger than 5—6 days suggest changes in the source
whereas the daily drift in the phase of this tide could indicate
that its vertical structure is consistent with short vertical wave-
length propagating modes. The amplitudes of the diurnal and
terdiurnal tides appear not relevant and the phases of these
components exhibit non linear vertical variations. As for the
summer 1978 results, the November 1980 wind observations indi-
cate the possible importance of gravity waves in the energy bud-
get of the quoted regions. Moreover, the wind time series exam-
ined here support the contention of earlier studies, that oscilla-
tions of periods near 2—3, 5—6 and 10—15 days occur frequently
at lower ionospheric heights.
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Abstract. The theory of fast charged particle acceleration by
an ensemble of large-scale plasma motions with randomly
distributed shock waves (i.e. supersonic turbulence) is devel-
oped. We have considered the effect of suprathermal particle
acceleration in a compressible plasma with “frozen in” mag-
netic field and turbulent motions of different scales. The
kinetic equation in the diffusion approach and diffusion coef-
ficients in momentum space which describe the fast particle
acceleration effect are obtained. There is a second order effect
of Fermi acceleration in statistically uniform (non-expanding)
systems with supersonic turbulence, although a single shock
front leads to first order Fermi acceleration. This result is
connected with the cancelation of the first order acceleration
effect of shock fronts by particle deceleration in rarefaction
waves between shocks.

The gain times for this acceleration mechanism are esti-
mated. In some cases particle acceleration by supersonic tur-
bulence is able to exceed the adiabatic deceleration losses.
Some observational evidence and theoretical speculations rel-
evant to the existence of supersonic turbulence in extragalactic
radio sources, the interstellar medium, supernovae remnants
and the solar wind are discussed briefly. We consider also
some plausible applications of this acceleration mechanism.

Key words: Particle acceleration — Shock waves — Astrophysi-
cal supersonic turbulence

Introduction

There are several interesting works devoted to the problem of
fast particle acceleration by astrophysical shock waves (Ax-
ford et al. 1977; Krymskiy 1977; Bell 1978; Blandford and
Ostriker 1978). It has been shows that a strong plane shock
wave propagating through turbulent plasma accelerates sup-
rathermal particles and a power-law spectrum for the fast
particles with a universal exponent is created for a wide
range of initial parameters. The multiple interaction of fast
particles with the shock front is provided by particle scatter-
ing on both turbulent plasma motions and “self-excited”
magnetohydrodynamic waves. On the other hand there are
many astrophysical objects where the existence of large scale

* Paper presented at the Workshop on Acceleration of Particles by
Shock Waves, 7—9 October 1980
Max-Planck-Institut fur Aeronomie, Lindau, Federal Republic of
Germany

turbulent plasma motions with shock waves seems highly
likely. As we shall show below, the existence of supersonic
turbulence is plausible for the jet models of extended radio
sources, shock waves, overlapping regions in interstellar me-
dium, young and old supernova remnants and for stars with
strong stellar winds. Our goal is now to study the accele-
ration of fast particles by supersonic turbulence with shock
waves.

The Acceleration Mechanism

Let us consider fast charged particle interaction with an en-
semble of randomly distributed shock waves and turbulent
large-scale plasma motions with a “frozen-in” magnetic field.
We use the following scale separation: large-scale plasma
motions have scale L>A, where A is the fast particle scatter-
ing length. In our case scale L has an order of magnitude
equal to the mean distance between shock fronts. We shall
assume the presence of the regular magnetic field B0 and
small-scale subsonic turbulence which provides fast particle
scattering between shock fronts. The acceleration of fast par-
ticles by small scale subsonic turbulence has been studied in
detail (see Tverskoy 1967; Toptyghin 1973), and we do not
discuss it in this article. In this section we also suggest the
following relations between the space scale sizes: RO>L>A
>RL>ö where R0 is the system scale size, RL are the gyro-
radii of fast particles in the mean magnetic field B0 and ö is
the characteristic width of the shock front. Under these as-
sumptions the kinetics of fast particles can be described in
terms of a distribution function in the diffusion approach
N(r, p, t). The N(r, p, t) evolution between shock fronts is de-
scribed by the transport equation in a strong magnetic field
(see Bykov and Toptyghin, 1980)

âN ô ôN ôN p ôN ôUa
‘a‘faTXaBaT‘ «5+3 î a. <1)0: ß a p a

where Xaß is the space diffusion tensor, U(r‚ t) is the large-
scale plasma motion velocity field. It should be noted that, in
the case of weak magnetic fields (RL>lc, where le in a small
scale turbulence correlation length) the transport equation
has same form (1) (Dolginov and Toptyghin 1966) but there
are differences in expressions for fast particle currents. Since
the transport equation (1) on a shock wave surface a priori is
invalid, it is necessary to include the boundary conditions for
the fast particle distribution functions into the expression.
These boundary conditions for the case of the plane oblique
shock wave have been obtained by means of direct micro-

O340—062X/82/0050/0221/$01.20
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scopic calculation by Vasiljev et al. (1978) and Bykov and
Toptyghin (1980). This calculation takes into account the
main processes on a shock wave surface: fast particle re-
flection and passage and the shock front’s electric field (see
for more detailed discussion the review by Toptyghin, 1980).
The boundary condition calculation mentioned above is valid

U .only under the assumption 7<<oc<1
where oc lS an angle

between magnetic field and shock waves surface S and these
conditions have the form:
N1=N2 (2)

ôN ôN
na

(sîi)—À_Xäzl)—l)ôrp ß Örß

_nawaSU—Ufö 6N— 3 p ôp (3)
on S, where indices 1 and 2 are connected with upstream and
downstream regions respectively, n is the shock surface nor-
mal vector. It should be noted that the boundary conditions,
Eqs. (2), (3) may be generalized for all oc. In fact, these con-
.. 7t . .d1t10ns have the same form for

a2?
in thls case the mag-

netic field jump and electric field are absent. Thus for oczï,
N1=N2 and condition (3) may be obtained from the fast
particle current continuity condition. In the general case the
boundary condition (3) may be obtained from the fast particle
continuity law in the form of the transport equation (1), by
integrating Eq. (1) over a small interval in the vicinity of the
shock surface around a direction normal to it, under the
assumption that Eq. 2 is valid. But the validity of (2) is
proved for the limiting cases oc<1 and or»; Fast particle

acceleration is described by the right-hand term of Eq. (3), the
magnetic field geometry (angles ocLz) being included in the
space diffusion coefficients XU’Z). We note also that in the

n .case
oczï,

the acceleratlon effect takes place due to a scatter-

ing center velocity jump on the shock surface (i.e. first order
Fermi-type acceleration). In the case oc<1 the shock front
electric field acceleration (with ‘account taken of multiple
particle-front interaction) dominates. For arbitrary or both
Fermi-type acceleration and fast particle acceleration by the
shock electric field take place but their contribution is de-
scribed by Eq. (3). In order to include the conditions (2) and
(3) into the transport equation (1) we must consider the fast
particle distribution function N as a continuous function on
the shock surface, but the diffusion tensor X”, velocity field

. . . ôN _U(r, t) and fast part1c1e d1ffu31on current
X0435“

as a discon-
r

tinous functions with finite jumps on the shock surfaces.
(Hence their space argument derivatives are singular func-
tions.) Now, we can consider fast particle acceleration by
supersonic turbulence in terms of the transport equation. The
distribution function N oscilations correlates with the ran-
dom velocity field U(r,t) and we must average N over the
large scale motions. The method of averaging depends on the

value of a dimensionless parameter ßzgz—E, where rd is
2 AY Tc

the characteristic diffusion time
”:7,

”Cc iswthe characteristic
. . L . .convective t1me scale

16:5.
If the fast part1c1e scattermg

length A is high enough that ß<1‚ then we can use the
quasilinear approach (Vedenov et a1. 1962) for the averaging
of the transport equation (1).

Let us separate out the slowly changing and the fast
oscillating parts of the distribution function N '

N=F+1\7, F=<N>, <N>=0‚ N<<F (4)
where < > denotes averaging over the ensemble of the large
scale turbulent motions. After substituting expression (4) for
N into Eq. (1) and averaging it over the ensemble we obtain

ÖF_Ö< >ÖF U
âF pâFâUOa 1 ô âF

ôt _âra X” Örß oaöra 3 Öp Öra p2 app ôp (5)
where (95”,) is the average space diffusion tensor, U0 is the

2

. . ôU ÖU . .average veloc1ty fleld and ÎË=<——“> IS the average d1ver-
rat ôra

gence of the velocity field. It should be noted that in a
ÖUstatistically uniform nonexpanding system UO and ô

0“
ra

should vanish. In other cases the corresponding terms in Eq.
(5) describe the adiabatic deceleration (for expanding systems
such as jets, supernova shells, stellar wind) or the first order
particle acceleration (e.g. for accreting systems) and the con-
vective transport. The effect of particle acceleration by super-
sonic turbulence is described by the fast particle momentum-
space diffusion coefficient D:

p2 ôU aUß
>D =— a —— ’ ’ G ’ t t’ d ’dt(P) 9 j<ôra(r’t)ôrfi (r,t) (r‚r„ ) r (6)

Where G(r‚ r’, t, t’) is the Green’s function of the space dif—
fusion equation.

For the isotropic turbulent velocity field we have the
correlation function in the form of a Fourier transform:

<Ua(r, t) UNS t')>
= j [Am r) (sa), +B(K‚ r) Ïxzfl] (31*d (7)
where r=t—t’, x=r——r’‚ A(K‚’C)‚ B(K‚T) are coefficients which
depend on the spectrum of the turbulence.

We then obtain for the momentum-space diffusion coef-
ficient:

D zi— j [A(1c, 0) +B(K, 0)] drc9x
OI'

2 2
UffpeBzw—— 8

9X ()
YA

Uâf has an order of magnitude equal to (U2) and Xæ—ï.
Now we consider the case when ß >1, which is realized

for small enough fast particle scattering length A. Under this
condition the convective term in Eq. (1) dominates and the
diffusion term can be neglected. Thus Eq. (1) reduces to

(3N ôN p ôN ôUa——=— a—+——— . (9)at Öra 3 ôp ôra

Equation (9) can be averaged directly by means of the
method which is used in invariant perturbation theory in
quantum electrodynamics (Abrikosov et al. 1962). We reduce
the transport Eq. (9) to the integral equation:

t ôU ÖN(r.p.r)= —5dr [— “(mg a;O are:

+ Ua(r, 1) air] N(r, p r) + N(r, p, O). (10)
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The iteration solution of (10) has the form:

dUap a a—— — N 0öra3öp+U“ör„II (r,p,) (11)
t

N(r,p, t)=Texp{—ldt [—
O

where 'Î' is the “chronological ordering” operator. Since

<N(r‚p‚0)> =N(r‚p‚0)=F(r‚p‚0)
we obtain

F(r, p, t)
A ô ô

=<Texp{ ädI—ÖôrUa3dp+Uadraii>F(r’p’O).

For the isotropic velocity field ((Ua(r, 1)) =0) with Gauss dis-
tribution of amplitudes we can average the operator in ex-
pression (12) using the

afollowing

relations:

W16 î1>
11<(nJ-3-ô—p +U(r,r”ara

Mia?» (13)
for n=2:, and it drops to zero for n=21c+1. Z is the sum

r, l

II

_ÖU
Ußr jp

ô

{p}
over the manifold of permutations {p} of the natural numbers
{1,2,...,n}

<Ua(rT:r-—)(fürja)>=<U(r9Ti)ÖÖrßU-—ß(r‚’c)>=

Since we have no vectors in our problem after averaging (B0
is the pseudovector).

<Ua(r‚ Ti) UN, 1)» =¢ap(Ti—Tj) (14)
(3Uot Ö__Uß
ô 13T11-)—

BUT
)

ra

<U(r,tl)
ßß(r‚r

j)>=¥’(ti—rj). (15)

Carrying out the calculations and taking into account (13),
(14), (15) we obtain:

F(r‚p‚t)
1‘ ‘ 62 +19?

a a= _ . . ._ . ___ 4_ F
exp{2£dtl£d’[} I:¢afi(rl TJ)——_

Öraörß
+9p2

app
617]} (r‚p‚0)

or in standard form: (16)

ôF ô ô 1 ô ôF—=—— —F ———D 2— 17at araXa/‘arfl +pzâp P Öp ( )
where

t

xap=l <Ua(r, t) Uß(r‚t-r)>dr (18)
O

p2t=—5<Êïr, ôÎ—UZU t—r)> dt (19)
q O

The estimates of (18) and (19) under general assumptions
about supersonic turbulence statistical properties give us
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2<U2>
9L2

7:corxz<U2>tcofl D~p (20)

L . . . .where r
zÜ

IS the correlatlon t1me for large scale motions.

_ UFlnally we have )(z UL, D%-—P29L

<U2>p2
D(p)=

9x (21)

We can now summarize the results for particle acceleration
by large-scale supersonic turbulence in systems with strong
scattering of fast particles by small scale turbulence (A<<L).

1) We have the second order Fermi acceleration effect
2

with fast article ain time Ta ~—— —
(21) p g D =<U2>

2) The acceleration effect is connected with compression

see Eqs. (8) and

ôUof the ambient medium. If
5—320,

it drops to zero.
(1

3) The momentum space diffusion coefficient D(p)
U2 2 . . . . .=< 9>p IS a contlnuous functlon of the dlmen31onless pa-

X
rameter ß:—.YA

4) This acceleration effect is able to exceed the adiabatic
deceleration losses of fast particles for an expanding system
since e.g. for ß>1

1 U 1 U”E— 2—, Il; 22——“ L RO
and ra—l >'ca‘d1 because L<RO.

Next we consider fast particle acceleration by supersonic
turbulence with weak scattering of fact particles by small-
scale subsonic turbulence between shocks i.e. the case A>L.
Gurevich and Rumyantsev (1973) were the first to consider
this model. The isotropic distribution of fast particles takes
place only on a scale >L; it is produced by means of in-
teraction of fast particles with randomly distributed weak
shocks (AB<B). In accordance with their reasoning we can
describe fast particles by an isotropic distribution function
F(r, p, t) over the system scale R0. The F(r, p, t) evolution is
described by the transport Eq. (5) We now estimate the space
and momentum-space diffusion coefficients for the particle
acceleration by statistically uniform (nonexpanding) systems
with weak shocks and large scale motions under conditions L

. . A . .<A<<RO. We define the scatterlng t1me as
”L's=?;

it 18 clear

Ithat ”Es—1 is proportional to (Ei) (where Fm=—V><AB is thec
magnetic force) since (Fm>=0. On the other hand particle
acceleration takes place due to the action of the stochastic
electric field with electric force

Fe=—ÎU><(BO+AB)
C

and thus

T_1_1<F2>_Y<U2> Bâa ” s (F2) A Y2 <AB2>' (22)
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Let us estimate the fast particle scattering length A in this
case. The fast particle pitch angle 0 change on the single

—— AB
weak shock front is

2192?.0
Since the sign of A9 is stochastic, the mean change (A9)

. 1 . .will be equal to unity only after N 2:2 Interactions of the

fast particle with weak shocks. If the mean distance between
random distributed shock waves is L then we obtain AzNL

Bâ
2 L.

(AB >
Thus in accordance with (22) we can write

I 12<U2> :Uj.
a YL YA

N

(23)

Bä
<AB2>

locity. Finally we have

where Usî=<U2> is the mean square weak shock ve-

2 22U
YL —-——- Ild D ’_"’

<AB2>
a (p)

i.e. the second order Fermi acceleration effect. Particles acce-
leration by an ensemble of weak shock fronts under the
condition A>>L has been considered by Gurevich and
Rumyantsev (1973, 1978). They have obtained the following
estimate for the fast particle gain time

_ 1 Ush AB
T = _-a 4L B0

X æ (24)

(25)
This estimate (25) differs from our estimate (23) since they
have obtained the first order Fermi acceleration effect. We
believe this difference is due to the incorrect allowance for
rarefaction waves between shock fronts made by Gurevich
and Rumyantsev. It should be noted that in all cases which
we describe above the second order Fermi acceleration takes
place for the fast particle acceleration by supersonic turbu-
lence in statistically uniform, nonexpanding systems. This fact
is connected with complete cancellation of the first order
particle acceleration effect (which takes place on a single
shock front in a turbulent medium) by adiabatic losses in
rarefaction waves between shocks. The presence of such rar-
efaction waves is necessary for nonexpanding (or nonconverg-
ing) systems.

Discussion and Some Astrophysical Applications

In this paragraph we briefly discuss some problems which are
connected with supersonic turbulence development and fast
particle acceleration in astrophysical objects (see also Bykov
and Toptyghin 1981).

The Extragalactic Radio Sources

There is an attractive theory for the explanation of extended
radiogalaxy structure — the beam model (Blandford and Rees
1978). It was proposed that collimated supersonic flow from
the active nuclei of galaxies provides, by means of interaction
with large plasma clouds, the observed structure of extended
radio sources. This model is a plausible explanation of the
radio and optical structure of the jet in M 87 (see the optical
Knots model by Blandford and König] 1979) and the struc-
ture of the galactic stellar object with peculiar line emission —
SS 433 (Begelman et a1. 1980). In such systems the develop-

ment of supersonic turbulence takes place on the interaction
surfaces of supersonic jets and plasma clouds (e.g. supernova
shells). The presence of jet inhomogeneities (sound and en-
tropy waves, etc.) leads naturally to a rising of shock waves
by means of breaking (Rees 1978) and interaction of these
waves with the cloud’s bow shock continuously generates the
supersonic turbulence within the cloud’s surface layer. The
small—scale subsonic turbulence would be generated by means
of interaction of linear magnetohydrodynamic waves with the
bow shock. Thus such systems may effectively re-accelerate
the fast particles associated with a strong bow shock.

Cosmic Ray Acceleration in the Interstellar Medium

One of the main problems in the theory of the origin of
cosmic rays is whether most cosmic rays are accelerated in
localized sources or in the interstellar medium (ISM). It
seems highly likely that a fast particle acceleration mecha-
nism by large-scale plasma motions and shock waves plays
an important role for both classes of models since most of the
available energy storage is in large-scale plasma motions. A
detailed model of cosmic rays re-acceleration by single shock
waves in the extended envelopes of supernovae remnants has
been considered recently by Blandford and Ostriker (1980).
Models of cosmic ray acceleration in OB stars shells and
supernovae remnants in dense clouds have been discussed by
Völk (1981).

We now consider cosmic ray acceleration by ISM turbu-
lence. There is much observational evidence for the existence
of large-scale turbulence in the ISM. A study of interstellar
motions by Larson (1981) showed that the velocity dispersion
a in molecular clouds follows an approximate power-law
dependence a=1.1(L)°'38km/s where L is the scale size of the
observed region measured in pc. Such dependence holds for
0.1 SLSIOO pc. It is suggested that the observed motions are
all part of a common hierarchy of interstellar turbulence.
Large-scale fluctuations (L~100pc) of the interstellar mag-
netic field were reviewed by Heiles (1976). It seems highly
likely that large-scale ISM turbulence sources are shearing
flows from differential rotation of galactic gas with spiral
shock waves and nonstationary phenomena such as super-
novae explosions etc. The essential point is that the ISM gas
energy budget is regulated by supernova shock-wave propa-
gation through the inhomogeneous ISM. Supernovae ex-
plosions produce an interconnecting “tunnel” system in the
ISM (see review by McCray and Snow 1979). Large-scale
turbulence with randomly distributed shocks in the ISM tun-
nels, probably with coronal gas, is developed due to strong
shock wave interactions with ISM inhomogenuities. In fact
the shock wave interaction with randomly distributed clouds
leads to secondary shock production. Small-amplitude hy-
dromagnetic waves (e.g. generated by cosmic ray streaming
instability) are amplified by strong shock waves (McKenzie
and Westphal 1970). Hydromagnetic waves with wavelengths
li<1017cm are collisionless in the ISM coronal gas phase
and thus their damping is anisotropic. However, energy trans-
fer between the different scales due to nonlinear decay is
faster then collisionless wave damping for scales

L 1/4 Y.2 3/8

lea-H Hr. El

where ri and Y. are the thermal ion gyroradius and velocityl

respectively, E is energy per unit mass for the main scale L of
turbulence (Foote and Kulsrud 1979). Thus nonlinear decay
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of the regular large scale motions leads to turbulence for-
mation in the tunnels with coronal gas. The inertial range of
such turbulence is 1012cmSZS3-1Ozocm, velocity for the
main scale of this turbulence U(L)~100km/s. The speed of
sound for hot coronal gas with (n, T)~(3- 10‘3 cm‘3‚ 106 °K)
is CS~1OO km/s.

We now consider cosmic ray acceleration by large-scale
turbulence in the large coherent structures of ISM-tunnels.
The main features considered in the model are enumerated
below:

1) Cosmic ray acceleration for both primary and second-
ary nuclei takes place in the ISM tunnels.

2) Primary cosmic ray nuclei are injected with energy
(et-„1.5109 ev by shock waves directly from a thermal pool.
Interstellar grains should be destroyed by shock waves or a
betatron mechanism since heavy elements are depleted in the
ISM (Eichler, 1980).

3) Secondary nuclei are produced by means of interaction
of primary nuclei in the ISM molecular clouds. They are then
injected into the acceleration regime within the tunnels.

Cosmic ray acceleration in the tunnel is described by Eq.
(5), but we now consider steady state, statistically uniform tur-
bulence with U020 and div U020. We include a source term
S(p) into the transport equation:

1 â
2DâF S( ) (26)——p ——= p.p2 Öp ôp

In accordance with the consideration, detailed above fast
particle diffusion and acceleration are determined by the dim-

â< >Ö +Öra X” örß

Û UL . . . . .entionless parameter
fizfi.

For relat1v13t1c particles there is

an energy dependence of scattering length A(e)~82‘v where v
is the small-scale turbulence spectral index (Toptyghin 1973).
Unfortunately the spectral index v for ISM turbulence is
unknown. But if the same value holds for hot ISM gas that is
appropriate for molecular clouds i.e. v= 1.76 then A(8)~80'24.

. L . .
We can estimate

m
from the observed anlsotropy of cosmlc

a
rays since for tunnels L$RO (here R0 is a minimum scale size
of a tunnel which has an elongated form). Thus we find
L L

————>104 for 8:109 ev and ———:103 for eSlOlôev. There—
A(8) A09)
fore we have ßzl for 8<1016€V and the turbulent diffusion
regime is realized with large-scale diffusion coefficient Xx UL

2p U
and D(p):

9L
within the tunnel’s inner region. For primary

nuclei we can introduce a source term of the form S(p)

=S0(p)6(1——p—) where S0(p) is an arbitrary function of mo-
inj

mentum p which is determined by the concrete form of the

aN
injection mechanism, PM: "U w1th a. .<109 ev.c

Then accelerated primary nuclei spectrum can be obtained
from Eq. (26):

p2F1(p)~So(p.~n,-)p‘y‘
. _ 1+ 9+9(L f 7
This power-law spectrum of primary nuclei extends over an
energy range of at least 109 ev<s<1016 ev with spectral index
y1=2.85 for L=RO. For 821016, ß<1 and we have a particle
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_ YA
acceleration — diffusion regime w1th X3 3(1)) and D(p)

U2

=m
(see Eq. (8)). The declination of the cosmic ray spec-

X
trum for e>1016ev would be determined by the small-scale
turbulence spectral index v since A(p)~p2“’. Let us now
consider the spectrum of secondary nuclei in this model. The
matter traversed by primary nuclei during the acceleration
time ra is determined by beta/:3 ~ 10‘2 g/cmz.

This value is too small for secondary nuclei generation in
the tenuous tunnels gas. Therefore we assume that secondary
nuclei production takes place in dense phases of the ISM e.g.
in molecular clouds with (rz,T)~(103 cm‘3, 10 K).

A key feature of this assumption is that a large fraction of
ISM mass is in the molecular clouds and it is important for
our model that active star formation probably takes place at
the outer edges of molecular clouds. In order to determine the
source term of transport Eq. (26) for the secondary nuclei we
have to find the primary nuclei spectrum in the molecular
cloud, since the secondary nuclei production cross-section is
nearly energy independent above e>109 ev. The primary nu-
clei spectrum within the scatter free molecular cloud may be
found by means of an extension of the spectrum (27) with
account taken of the boundary layer between the tunnel and
the molecular cloud, it’s likely scale size ~ 10 pc. Fast particle
leakage from the tunnel is determined by an ordinary dif-
fusion contrary to turbulent diffusion within the inner tunnel
region. Since the fast particle scattering length A is energy
dependent, we have a declination of the primary nuclei spec-
trum in the molecular cloud and therefore the secondary
nuclei source term has the form

S(p)=52p“‘“+2) (28)
where

72:717—41-

It should be noted that, in contrast to primary nuclei spec-
trum formation, the secondary nuclei source term determines
the spectral index of accelerated secondary nuclei over the
whole range of observed energies of the secondary cosmic
rays. Therefore, for accelerated secondary nuclei we have:

p2F2(p) ~52 -p’ yz- (29)
Thus the observed primary to secondary energy dependence
ratio can be explained in our model if

A :2(2—v):0.5 for 109<3<1011 ev.

Finally it should be noted that further development of our
understanding of ISM turbulence structure and investigations
of y ray production in molecular clouds would make possible
a more quantitative development of the model outlined here.
It is also important to consider the injection problem in more
detail.

Acknowledgement. We are indebted to Dr. V.S. Ptuskin for discussion
on some problems considered in the last section of our paper.
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